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THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
C. St. Clair Drake, M. D., Director

The State Department of Public Health, created by the Civil Ad-
ministrative Code, came into being at a time vphen the Nation and State

were beginning to adapt themselves to the new and complex problems

of a Nation at war. These problems were encountered very early in

the history of the department and were so urgent in character that they

had to be met, often at the sacrifice of certain definite features of the

program which had been mapped out for execution in times of peace.

Practically every division of the department has felt and responded to

this wartime demand.

The Executive Division has participated in the creation of the medi-

cal machinery for the enlistment of the National Army; the Director

has responded to calls for service in a large number of conferences of

National scope looking toward the sanitary and health control about

military cantonments, the conservation and development of State health

organizations and similar wartime problems.

The Division of Sanitation, the Division of Communicable Diseases

and the Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene have been called upon
to conduct broad surveys and to engage in extensive health work in the

sanitary zones created about the several camps and cantonments within

the State.

The Division of Tuberculosis has been subjected to unusual wartime

pressure and the Assistant Director has been charged with the super-

vision of the medical care of soldiers returned to the State on account

of tuberculosis, whose number has exceeded 1,500 at the time these pages

are written.

In addition to the wartime activities imposed upon the divisions

originally created, it has been found necessary to create an entirely new
Division—that of Social Hygiene—^for the purpose of meeting the

venereal disease problem about the military camps and in the civil

population and to cooperate with the Federal Government in this im-

portant activity.

And so the following pages will constitute a doubly interesting

public document, primarily, because it contains the annals of the activi-

ties of the first year of the first simon-pure health department the State

of Illinois has ever had, and second, because it describes the public

health activities of a great State adapting itself to wartime conditions.
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2. To publish and distribute literature oii the dangers from ophthal-

mia neonatorum.

0. To report violations of the Act to ]3rosecuting attorneys,

V. Duties under Miscellaneous Acts.

1. The County and Township Board of Health Act authorizes the

department to discharge the duties of local Boards of Health in case of

failure or refusal to act in time of epidemic.

2. The Sanitary Health Districts Act requires the department to

conduct competitive examinations for health officers.

3. The Barbers Act requires the department to approve sanitary

rules for barber shops.

i. The Lodging House Act requires the department to formulate

sanitary rules for inns^ hotels and lodging houses.

5. The Occupational Diseases Act requires the department to fur-

nish blanks for examinations for vocational and occupational diseases

and to transmit such reports to the Division of Factory Inspection.

6. The llabies Act requires the department to select institutions

for the treatment of poor persons suffering from rabies.

7. An amendment to the Military and Naval Code authorizes the

department to assume sanitary and health supervision over zones sur-

rounding military camps, ranges or buildings used for military pur-

poses.

DEPAETMENTAL ORGANIZATION

To carry out these manifold duties, the Department of Public

Health Avas organized with ten divisions, each under a chief selected

through civil service on account of his special training a^d experience.

On account of the special needs arising out of wartime conditions and

the necessity of cooperation with the Federal Government in the sup-

pression and prevention of venereal diseases, especially in the military

population, an eleventh division—that of Social Hygiene—was created

later in the year.

The j^resent divisions -of the Department of Public Health are as

folows

:

I. The Executive Division. Or Central Offices, consisting of the

offices of the Director and the Assistant Director and serving as a

clearing house for all departmental activities. Has charge of account-

ing, departmental records and the assignment of all duties, and distri-

bution of all communications. Serves as the center of contact in all

cooperative work with other State departments, Federal departments

and extra-governmental health agencies.

II. The Division of Gonimumcable Diseases. Charged with the pre-

vention and suppression of communicable diseases, the establishment of

quarantine, investigations as to the sources of epidemics and the causes

of infectious or contagious diseases and other important epidemiologic

work includins; the maintenance of records of morbiditv from commun-
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icable diseases. Assists local health dejjartments in the enforcement of

Jioaltli hiws and rules and in the drafting and enforcement of ordi-

nances. Maintains contact with all sections of the State through a

staff of full-time district health officers.

III. Tlie Division of Tuberculosis. Carries out an educational pro-

pram to prevent and suppress tuberculosis and to develop anti-tuber-

culosis agencies—sanatoria, free dispensaries and visiting nurse service

—in counties and cities throughout the State. Advises county authori-

ties and especially trustees of county sanatoria, in the selection of sana-

torium sites, sanitary installations, sanatorium construction, staff or-

ganization and operation. Aids in the development of tuberculosis

dispensaries and the establishment of community nurse service. Co-

operates with governmental and extra-governmental agencies in the

care of returned tuberculosis soldiers.

IV. The Division of Sanitation. Conducts investigations of water

supplies, and disposal of sewage and wastes, advises public officials in

the installation and reconstruction of water works and sewage disposal

plants and systems; investigates the source of epidemics of water borne

diseases; investigates and aids in the abatement of certain nuisances.

Conducts laboratories for water, sewage and waste analysis.

V. The Division of Vital Statistics. Eegisters all births, stillbirths

and deaths. Compiles vital statistical data for other divisions of the

State Department of Public Health, for other State departments and

for Federal and extra-governmental agencies. Maintains a corps of

local registrars numbering about 1,800 throughout the State. Furnishes

blanks, forms and other supplies for local registration. Furnishes certi-

fied copies of certificates of all births and deaths occurring within the

State and formal oertificates of birth for all properly registered children.

. VI. The Division of Child Hygiene and PiMic Health Nursing.

Conducts educational activities for the promotion of work for child

conservation such as child's clinics, visiting nursing service, child wel-

fare stations, better baby conferences, etc. Maintains clinics for the

after-care of victims of infantile paralysis in several sections of the

State. Assists in the establishment of child welfare activities and local,

jniblic health nursing services.

VII. The Division of Surveys and Rural Hygiene. Conducts health

and sanitary surveys of municipalities and rural communities and re-

commends improvements in existing sanitary conditions and health

organization. Investigates sanitary and health conditions in rural sec-

tions, particularly in reference to water supplies and disposal of wastes.

VIII. The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories. Conducts a central

laboratory at Springfield for the diagnosis of certain communicable

diseases and the preparation of biologic products for the prevention and

care of communicable diseases. Maintains branch laboratories for the

diagnosis of communicable diseases in several sections of the State.
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Distributes without charge, through several hundred agencies scattered

throughout the State, diphtheria antitoxin, typhoid vaccine, and other

curative and preventive agents.

IX. The Division of Hotel and Lodging Rouse Inspection. Has
supervision over cubic air space and certain other sanitary conditions

in lodging-houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns, and hotels in cities of

over 100,000 population.

X. Division of Public Health Instruction. Dv?voted to educational

activities for the prevention of diseases and the promotion of health.

Furnishes exhibits, motion pictures, and other educational material,

publishes circulars and pamphlets and maintains regular news service

through the newspapers of the State. Cooperates in educational cam-

paigns with all governmental and extra-governmental agencies.

XI. The Division of Social Hygiene. Conducts activities for the

prevention and suppression of venereal diseases, especially in zones about

military camps and cantonments. Conducts educational campaigns for

the prevention and suppression of social diseases. Works in close co-

operation with the Federal Grovernment.

The more essential of these divisions have been organized for service

as extensively as legislative appropriations would permit, while others,

though less thoroughly organized and manned, have been established

upon a basis of reasonable efficiency and one which will permit effective

development in time to come. Preference in the distribution of appro-

priations has been given to those phases of work which are basic and

fundamental and without which efficient public health service would

be difficult if not impossible. In the development of the several divisions,

stress has been laid upon those things requisite in meeting the require-

ments of the war in both the military and the civil population.



THE EXECUTIVE DIVISION

The Executive Division, including the offices of the Director and

the Assistant Director, is the clearing house for all of the activities of

the various divisions. This division has charge of the accounting, the

office methods and the general records of the department under the

supervision of the Chief Clerk, and through this division pass all mail

and other communications before assignment to the other divisions.

Connected intimately with this division is the Division of Public

Health Instruction, to which reference will be made eleswhere in these

pages and, in connection with which, there is being developed a library

of sanitation and public health with complete indexes of all available

literature.

During the early part of the year, the Executive Division was
chiefly engaged in the organization of the department and the creation

of the several divisions—an undertaking which was rendered the more
difficult by the increasing demand for physicians and other men and

women of technical training in the Federal service and the withdrawal

from State service of employees of previous experience, for the purpose

of enlistment in military activities. Among the more important of

these losses were those of the Chief of the Division of Sanitation, and
the Chief of the Division of Diagnostic Laboratories together with some
of the older and more experienced engineers, district health officers and

quarantine officers.

The organization of the department was not completed when the

Executive Division was subjected to unusual demands incidental to war-

time conditions. The Director of the department has constantly cooper-

ated with the offices of the Governor, the Adjutant General and of the

Provost Marshal in the medical organization and activities of the various

exemption boards engaged in exainining recruits for the new National

Army and in the organization of the district appeal boards and the

medical advisory boards.

The Director has also been constantly engaged in the supervision

of sanitary conditions in the zones surrounding military cantonments

and particularly in a campaign for the prevention and suppression of

veneral diseases in which he has cooperated with the Medical Depart-

ment of the United States Army and with the United States Public

Health Service. Much time and attention have been given to conferences

with other State and National afrencies in an effort to conserve the

11
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technical personnel of the department, and at the same time, to con-

tribute with the utmost liberality to the Federal needs.

The Assistant Director has been constantly engaged in the coordi-

nated activities of the State Council of Defense, the State Department

of Public Health and the extra-governmental tuberculosis agencies in

meeting the tuberculosis war problem and, particularly, with the Ameri-

can Eed Cross and several Federal agencies in caring for the hundreds

of soldiers who have been returned to their home communities in Illinois

on account of tuberculosis.

Eegardless of these unusual activities, the various divisions are as

completely organized as appropriations and extising conditions will per-

mit; each performing its own specialized functions and all divisions

coordinating as a unit in protecting the lives and health of the people.



DIVISION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

John J. McShane, M. D., Dr. P. H., Chief

The Division of Commimieable Diseases lias beeu organized under

a Division Chief, who takes the place of a State Epidemiologist, under

whom there is a corps of six full-time district health officers through

whom the division keeps in intimate touch with every section of the

State. Each of these district health officers is assigned to his own sec-

tion with whose needs he is expected to familiarize himself; but the

entire corps may be brought together at any point in time of emergency.

All of these officers are physicians, selected under civil service and all

are required to devote their full time to their work. It is the duty of

these district health officers to become conversant with the sanitary and
health conditions of their own districts; to instruct and advise local

health authorities; to settle disputed diagnoses in communicable dis-

eases; to investigate undue prevalence of disease; to take part in public

health education and to constitute the connecting link between the

central offices of the department and the counties, cities and communi-
ties. These district health officers have constantly at their command,

the specialized services of all the divisions of the department.

While the staff of six such officers is wholly inadequate to meet the

need of the State in ordinary times, the plan itself is operating satis-

factorily, and is guaranteeing an infinitely more efficient supervision of

the public health and is a far more satisfactory link between State and

local health authorities than has existed heretofore.

It is to be hoped, however, that this corps of district health officers

may be materially increased so that there will not be a community in

the State whose conditions will not be familiar to the department and

which will not feel the influence of those agencies which the State has

provided for the protection of the health of the people. The present

staff is so constantly occupied in meeting emergencies throughout the

State that they have little time for the equally important functions of

constructive public health work such as the development of efficient

health departments in their districts and public health educational work.

With the adoption of the Civil Administrative Code on July 1,

1917, and with the reorganization of communicable disease work, all of

those activities essential to a full measure of health protection carried

out by the State Board of Health were retained and extended in keeping

with more advanced ideas of preventive medicine. At the same time,
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many new functions, never before undertaken in the State, have been

added.

Perhaps the most important of thefee newer undertakings in the

control of communicable diseases have been in the promulgation and
enforcement of rules and regulations for the control of venereal diseases

and of pulmonary tuberculosis. These rules require the reporting of all

cases of open tuberculosis and of syphilis, gonorrhea and chanchoid and
impose certain definite restrictions in the care of such cases so that they

shall cease to be menaces to the public health. While these rules were
rendered doubly essential on account of the importance of these par-

ticular diseases in time of war, they are not unreasonably drastic and
are of such character as should be generally enforced when peace is

again attained.

While special activities in the fields of venereal diseases and of

tuberculosis have been assigned to divisions created for the purpose,

such activities, in reality, constitute a large part of communicable

disease work, far too long neglected in Illinois.

Within the past year, the Division of Communicable Diseases has

established a system of card records of all communicable diseases re-

ported to the division, making it possible to ascertain at a glance the

number of cases reported in any section of the State or in the entire

State for any month or during the entire year. The recent appointment

of the Director of the Department as Collaborating Epidemiologist of

the United States Public Health Service, authorizes the department

to furnish to local health authorities franked postal cards for the

required reports. Since local health officers are notoriously underpaid

and since they are frequently required to meet such expenses as postage

in their official work from their own pockets, it is believed that this

arrangement for the free Federal transmission of reports will result in

more complete registration of communicable diseases than ever obtained

before.

It is very clear that, in some communities in the State, only a

small proportion of the cases of eommunicable diseases are now reported

although there is a general improvement in this particular. It still

happens, not infrequently, however, that there are more deaths reported

from a given disease than the total number of cases of that disease

reported to the Division of Communicable Diseases. The causes of this

unfortunate condition are perhaps several in number. Directly the fault

seems to lie with the negligence of attending physicians. It is due in

part, however, to the lack of organization, inefficiency and lack of per-

manent headquarters of local health departments in many sections of

the State. It is probable that the reporting of communicable diseases

would be far more complete if required by statute rather than through

rules of the department promulgated under its general powers. Such a

statute would reduce the possibility of question of authority and would
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iiiaterially increase the presuinpiion of lei^al knowledge oC requirements

un the part of the physician.

The following table shows the number ol' cases of the principal

communicable diseases reported, during the year ending June 30, 1918,

compared with the reports of the same diseases during the previous year.

In considering this table, several facts should be borne in mind; first,

that the reports of communicable diseases in Illinois are not complete;

second, that the reporting of gonorrhea and syphilis was not mandatory

until jSFovember, 1917, and, third, that, while tuberculosis has been

classed as a reportable disease in the past, insistence was not placed

upon such reporting until August, 1917.

CASES PRINCIPAL COMMUNICABLK DISEASES REPORTED 1916-1917 AND
1917-1918

Diseases.

Year
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tion of the department and, as a result, it is safe to say that the disease

will not occur in epidemic form in these communities for several 3'ears

to oome. Unfortunately this cannot be said to be the case in the larger

portion of the State.

The mildness of the type of smallpox that has prevailed in the

State during the year is indicated by the fact that, with 8,116 reported

cases, there have been but 8 deaths—a mortality of less than 0.1 per

cent.

DIPHTHERIA

Throughout the State, there was a slight decrease in the number
of cases of diphtheria reported during the year, but in Chicago the

disease was unusually prevalent during the fall and winter. In fact,

the number of cases in Chicago was so great that the appropriation

available for the purchase of antitoxin for distribution in that city was

exhausted before January 1, and it was found necessary to suspend

further free distribution by the State for the balance of the fiscal year.

In certain instances, the eniplo3i'ment of the Schick test to de-

termine immunity to diphtheria, supplemented by prophylactic or im-

munizing doses of antitoxin, has enabled the division to check the

spread of the disease when it has appeared in schools and institutions.

The action of the division in taking cultures from the throats of

children, where epidemics have threatened, has brought to light many
individuals who were found to be ^'carriers" of the disease. The isola-

tion of these "carriers" and other precautionary measures placed the

situation promptly under control.

SCARLET FEVER

• The decrease in scarlet fever during the year has been very strik-

ing, there being only about 7,500 cases reported as compared with

27,500 for the year previous. There have been no extensive epidemics

anywhere in the State, and, wherever the disease has appeared, strict

quarantine, and systematic examination of school children served to

control the outbreaks.

TYPHOID FEVER

While the number of cases of typhoid fever reported during the

year was smaller than in the preceding year, it is interesting 'to note

that the number of Widal tests made in the laboratory and the quan-

tity of typhoid vaccine distributed by the State were both increased.

Whether this means that the reports were less complete than during the

previous year, or whether it indicates that more general use of vaccine

and more frequent recourse to laboratory diagnosis served to decrease

the incidence of the disease, is open to conjecture.

During the year, arrangements were made to distribute a mixture of

the vaccines of typhoid and paratyphoids A and B, in place of the sim-

ple typhoid vaccine distributed in the past.
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Further reference to serious epidemics of typhoid fever at ^loline

and Decatur and of apparently water-borne intestinal disease at Peoria,

is made in the report of the Division of Sanitation.

MEASLES

It is very evident that tlie reports of tiie prevalence of measles

for both the past year and the preceding year were exceedingly incom-

plete. Mild cases of this disease, readily recognized by the mother and

popularly regarded as harmless in character, are frequently treated with-

out calling a physician and the cases consequently remain unreported.

It is safe to say, however, that measles has been far less prevalent dar-

ing the past year than during the year preceding.

The seriousness of measles as a forerunner of complications and

other diseases as well as the relatively high mortality from the disease

itself, should suggest more attention to it on the part of physicians,

health oflficers and parents. Measles, particularly among adults, is

notorious in lighting up pulmonary tuberculosis.

EPIDEMIC MENINGITIS

With the exception of epidemics of meningitis at Virden, Macoupin

County, and at Waukegan, Lake County, this diseases has prevailed less

than usual throughout the State during the past year. The outbreak

at Virden began in February, 1918, and continued throughout March
and April with a total of 18 cases and with eight deaths, a mortality of

33% per cent, which is a little less than the average mortality for this

disease.

ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS

During the fiscal year 1916-1917, acute poliomyelitis or infantile

paralysis, spread over Illinois causing grave alarm on account of the

serious epidemics of that disease occurring in the eastern states. Dur-

ing that year, there were upward of 1,000 cases in Illinois. During

the past year the number of cases decreased, but the disease was more

widely disseminated throughout the State. Epidemic proportions were

not reached in any section of the State except in Chicago and DeKalb.

The excedingly interesting and valuable services in the clinical

treatment and after-care of the victims of infantile paralysis, carried

out by the Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing, will

be referred to in the report of that division.

MALARIA

In the early history of Illinois, malaria was generally prevalent

throughout the State, particularly in the southern and central portions,

so much so, in fact, that it was looked upon as an almost xmiversal dis-

ease and innumerable vague ailments were attributed to it. While the

prevalence of the disease has steadily decreased, it is still to be found

—2 P H
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at all times in certain sections of the State and is looked upon so much
as a matter-ol'-course that it is exceedingly difficult to secure reports of

its prevalence as a communicable disease. On this account, the figures

shown in the reports of malaria to the Division of Communicable Dis-

eases have no significance except that they indicate that the persistent

policy of education adopted by the department is beginning to bear

some fruit.-

During 1917 questionnaires were sent to all of the physicians in

groups of counties in Southern Illinois asking for reports on all cases

of malaria coming under their care during several months preceding.

The counties included were : Alexander, Massac, Union, Pope, Saline,

Williamson, Jackson, St. Clair, Clark, Cumberland, Effingham, Fay-

ette, Pulaski, Clinton, Crawford, Jasper, and Adams. The reports were

not uniform or comj)lete but it is significant that individual j)hysicians

practicing in small counties or in rural communities reported from 50

to 500 cases under their care.

The destruction or treatment of pools of stagnant water or other

breeding places of mosquitos, and this upon a large scale after careful

investigation of the malaria problem, is one of the sanitary undertakings

of the future which will result in a great saving of human life, a

material reduction of illness as well as an economic and commercial

saving of the first magnitude.

As intimated in previous pages, the reports of tuberculosis are

very incomplete owing to the fact that insistence upon the reporting of

this disease was not made until the past year, and this is true, even to a

greater extent, in regard to venereal diseases which were not reportable

until November, 1917.

Further discussion of tuberculosis • and venereal diseases will be

found in the reports of the Divisions of Tuberculosis and of Social

Plygiene.

TliE COST OF COMMUNICABLE. DISEASES

It is impossible to measure, by any means readily appreciated by

the public, the sum total of human suffering and human life demanded
each year by communicable diseases. Each human life, however, has a

definite cash value not only to the individual and his dependents; but

to the community as well, while the time of the wage earner, the cost

of medical care and of funerals may be readily reckoned in dollars and

cents and the story told in the sordid, commercial terms of monetary

value is imderstandable to all classes and conditions of people.

Since, as a general proposition, communicable diseases are pre-

ventable diseases—since illness and death from, these diseases is largely

avoidable through generally known methods of prophylaxis—we must
regard the tremendous loss to the counties of Illinois shown in the

table presented here—a cost of approximately $155,000,000 per year

—
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as being a 'preventable loss—a loss to which an intelligent and far-seeing

State does not have to submit.

But even this tremendous cost—an annual cost averaging 6.01 per

cent of the assessed valuation of the county's wealth—does not express

all of even the major part of the cost of communicable disease. It is

only supplemental to the greater expense—the indefinite value of human

life unnecessarily sacrificed, of human suffering unnecessarily borne, of

human grief unnecessarily inflicted upon the men, the women and the

children Avho constitute the State.

There has been a disposition, in generations past, to look upon dis-

ease and untimely death as inevitable; a burden imposed for some

mysterious reason upon mankind by an all-wise Providence. The ad-

vance of preventive medicine has convinced us that men and women
need not bend their necks in helpless submission to communicable dis-

eases nor even to many ailments which are neither infectious or con-

tagious and which may be prevented by a more intelligent adjustment

of living and. working conditions.

Public health is purchasable and the community may have as much
health or as little health as the people are willing to pay for. This

control of health by generous expenditure of money in the employment

of men expert in the creation of health and the prevention of disease,

can be illustrated no better than in the construction of the Panama
Canal. In this undertaking, the French Government failed, not

through lack of engineering skill, Irat on account of the ravages of

communicable disease. The brilliant success of the American people

in this same undertaking was due to the expenditure of public funds

for the suppression of disease. By a similar intelligent program, by

the expenditure of moderate amounts of money for the creation of ade-

quate public health machinery now made possible under salutary state

laws, Illinois can reduce tremendously the burden of communicable

disease which now rests so heavily upon lier people.

The accompanying table, based largely upon deaths for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1918, indicates that the estimated cost of ill-

ness and deaths from communicable diseases has amounted to approxi-

mately $24.67 for every man, woman, and child in the State. Students

of preventive medicine declare that a tax of one dollar per capita per

annum Avill furnish efficient public health organization and adequate

health protection. As previously stated, the average financial cost of

communicable diseases each j^ear amounts to 6.01 per cent the assessed

property valuation in the county. In one county, this cost amounts to

30 per cent of the assessed valuation. In other Avords, in a period of

three and one-third years, the loss occasioned by communicable disease

in that county would amount to the total taxable wealth. And this loss

is preventable and unnecessary.

On account of the fact that communicable diseases are not reported

as fully as they should be in many sections of the State (and this is
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COST OP PREVENTABLE

County. Popula-
tion.

General
death
rate
per

1,000.

Assessed
valuation

of
property,

1917.

Principal preventable diseases.

(1)

Typhoid.

(4)

Malaria.

(6)

Small-
pox.

(6)

Measles.

1. Adams
2. Alexander..
3. Bond
4. Boone
5. Brown
6. Bureau
7. Calhoun
8. Carroll
9. Cass

10. Champaign.
11. Christian
12. Clark
13. Clay
14. Clinton
15. Coles
16. Cook
17. Crawford...
18. Cumberland,
19. DeKalb
20. DeWitt
21. Douglas
22. DuPage
23. Edgar
24. Edwards
25. Effingham..
26. Fayette
27. Ford
28. Franklin....
29. Fulton
30. Gallatin
31. Greene
32. Grundy
33. Hamilton...
34. Hancock
35. Hardin.....
36. Henderson..
37. Henry
38. Iroquois
39. Jackson
40. Jasper
41. Jefferson
42. Jersey
43. JoDaviess...
44. Johnson
45. Kane
46. Kankakee..

.

47. Kendall
48. Knox
49 Lake
50. LaSalle
51. Lawrence...
52. Lee
53. Livingston..
54. Logan
55. Macon
66. Macoupin...
57. Madison
58. Marion
59. Marshall
60. Mason
81. Massac
62. McDonough.
63. McHenry...
64. McLean
65. Menard
•^6. Mercer
67. Monroe
68. Montgomery
69. Morgan

64
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DISEASES BY COUNTIES.

21

Principal preventable diseases.

(9)

Diph-
theria.

(61C)

Menin-
gitis.

(63D)

Poliomy-
elitis.

(28-35, 90)
Tubercu-
losis and

Chr.
Bron-
chitis.

(91-92)

Pneu-
monia.

Total.

Per cent
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COST OP PREVENTABLE

County. Popula-
tion.

General
death
rate
per

1,000.

Assessed
valuation

of
pronerty,

1917.

Principal preventable diseases.

(1)

Typhoid.

(4)

Malaria.

(5)

Small-
pox.

(6)

Measles.

(7)

Scarlet
Fever.

70. Moultrie
71. Ogle ,

72. Peoria
73. Perry
74. Piatt
75. Pike
76. Pope
77. Pulaski
78. Putnam
79. Randolph...
80. Richland...
81. Rock Island
82. Saline
83. Sangamon.

-

84. Schuyler
85. Scott
86. Shelby
87. Stark
88. St. Clair

89. Stephenson.
90. Tazewell
91. Union
92. Vermilion. .

.

93. Wabash
94. Warren
95. Washington,
96. Wayne
97. White
98. Whiteside..
99. Will

100. Williamson.
101. Winnebago.
102. Woodford...

State

14,630
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DISEASES BY COUNTIES—Concluded.

Principal preventable diseases.
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PRINCIPAL COMMUNICABLE DISEASES REPORTED IN ILLINOIS DURING
FISCAL TEAR, JULY 1, 1917, TO JUNE 30, 1918, INCLUSIVE.

Counties with important
cities and towns.

(1)
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PRINCIPAL, COMMUNICABLE DISEASES REPORTED IN ILLINOIS—Continued,

Counties with important
cities and towns.

(1)

2 m

(4 (5)
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PRINCIPAL, COMMUNICABLE DISEASES REPORTED IN ILLINOIS—Concluded.

Counties with important
cities and towns.

(1)

^̂

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (61C)
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particularly true of malaria, measles, whooping cough, tuberculosis and

pneumoiiia), it was deemed advisable to base the figures of communica-

ble disease cost upon the deaths caused by them, estimating the num-
bers of cases on a basis established in epidemiological experience. Even

so, the figures are low. While the reports of deaths are now sufficiently

complete to have caused the recognition of Illinois as a registration

State by the Federal Bureau of the Census, there are still some sections

of the State in which deaths are not fully reported in accordance with

the law. In fact, it may be stated that the numbers of deaths upon

which these figures are based are perhaps seven per cent lower than the

actual deaths.

In computing the financial cost of communicable diseases, the

following items have been taken into consideration: (1) Cost of

funerals, placed at $100.00 for adults and $50.00 for children; (3)

value of a life lost, at $3,000.00 for an adult and $500.00 for a child;

(3) cost of care of those who recover including medical service, varying

with the, nature and duration of the disease; (4) loss of wages for

adults. The table used in computing costs is as follows

:
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Aside from the governmental side of the proposition, chambers of

commerce and all local organizations which have for their object the

upbuilding of local business, should study carefully these estimates that

they may determine to what extent they are able to offer personal safety

to employees and economical operation to employers.'
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Ueokge Thomas Palmek, M. D., Acting Chief

The Division of Tuberculosis is one oi' tlie Jiew divisions made

possible through the enactment of the Civil Administrative Code. The

division was created on July 1, 1917, just in time to prove itself of

inestimable value in meeting the constantly increasing wartime tuber-

culosis problem.

The experience of the warring nations of Europe—the development

of thousands of cases of tuberculosis in the military service and even

greater increase in the "industrial army" and in the civil population

—

is being repeated, to a considerable extent, in the United States and in

Illinois, and, in addition to this, the medical examinations of the selec-

tive draft have brought to light thousands of previously unsuspected

cases among the young men of the Nation and of the State.

As these pages are written, there are already approximately 1,500

soldiers returned to Illinois on account of tuberculosis and the numbers

are rapidly increasing.

In meeting this overwhelming war problem, Illinois has been sing-

ularly handicapped. Unlike most of the other states of the Union, Illi-

nois has never had a State tuberculosis sanatorium. While the enact-

ment of the Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium Law (1917) and the

County Tuberculosis Sanitarium Law (1915) gave to the State the legal

means of creating machinery of a superior type to meet its tuberculosis

needs, such machinery has not yet been created to meet even the ordinary

requirements of peace times. In fact, while it is estimated that there

are upward of 50,000 eases of active tuberculosis in the State outside

of the Chicago district, there are but 250 beds for tuberculous patients

in the same area, most of these being in private sanatoria operated at

relatively high rates.

Added to this tremendous normal demand for sanatorium beds,

which is the more keenly felt as education increases, there have been

added during the past year the thousands of cases newly discovered by

the draft boards and the upward of 1,500 men with the disease suffici-

ently pronounced to cause them to be discharged from military service

and returned to their home communities. This does not take into

account the rapid increase of the disease in the industrial population,

due to the speeding up of all manufacturing activities, and in the civil

population, on account of the prohibitive cost of feed and other dis-

turbed social conditions.

29
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In the treatment of tuberculosis, more than in any other human
ailmentS;, save the mental and nervous disorders, institutional care is

imperative, not only as a means for the protection of the public and the

physical rehabilitation of the individual; but for the education and
training of the patient, so that he may intelligently work out his ulti-

mate cure at home without endangering those about him. Institutional

care must be su23plemented by tuberculosis dispensaries and visiting

nurse service to adequatel}^ meet the community's tulierculosis problem.

All of this machinery has been lacking in most sections of Illinois.

On account of the importance of tuberculosis as a military problem,

on the one hand, and, on account of the constructive work already done

by extra-governmental tuberculosis organizations, on the other hand,

the newly created Division of Tuberculosis has affiliated its activities

with State and Federal agencies especially concerned in dealing with

this disease, such as the State Council of Defense, the American Eed
Cross, the Bureau of War Eisk Insurance and the State and National

Tuberculosis Associations. In this coordinated plan, the Department

has been represented by the Assistant Director.

As a preliminary to intensive tuberculosis work, the State Depart-

ment of Public Health promulgated rules and regulations for the control

of tuberculosis, requiring the reporting of the disease and imposing

certain restrictions for the protection of the public. These rules are

responsible for an increase of 50 per cent in the number of cases of

tuberculosis of the lungs reported during the past year, as compared

with the reports of any previous year in the history of the department.

The so-called "Illinois Program" for meetiiig the tuberculosis war
problem, prepared by the affiliated governmental and extra-govern-

mental agencies, has been formally adopted by at least ten other states

and has been recommended for general adoption by the National Tuber-

culosis Association. The important features of this program and the

extent to which they have been carried out may be summarized briefly

as follows:

•1. INCEEASING SANATORIUM EACILITIES

Campaigns are being carried on in thirty-three Illinois counties

for the establishment of coimty tuberculosis sanatoria,^ to be voted upon

at the autumn election of this year. Assistance had been rendered in

securing the establishment of sanatoria in seven counties^ previously

and in designing and locating sanatoria in some of these counties.

^ As these pages are going to press, it is announced that the County Tuberculosis
Sanitarium measure carried lay large majorities in all of the 33 counties in which it

was submitted. The counties creating tuberculosis sanatoria at this election are

:

Boone, Bureau, Christian, Clark, Clay, DeWitt, Coles, Crawford, DeKalb, Douglas,
Pulton, Grundy, Henry, Jackson, Jefferson, Kane, Lee, Logan, McDonough, Macon,
Madison, Marion, Piatt, Pike, Randolph, Scott, Stephenson, Tazewell, Vermilion,
Whiteside, Will, Winnebago and Woodford.

2 The counties voting favorably on the County Tuberculosis Sanitarium in the
autumn of 1916 are: Adams, Champaign, Morgan, McLean, Ogle, Livingston, and
LaSalle.
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2. SECURING COMMUNITY NURSES

Community nurses, essential in all public health Avork, as well a;^

in tuberculosis Avork, are being employed in a large number ol" com-

munities throughout the State. The agitation toward this end, par-

ticularly by volunteer tuberculosis agencies, has resulted in the raising

of funds for nursing service in a large number of communities for which

nurses cannot be obtained. This shortage of nurses has been brought

about largely by the demands for military service. To supply this

demand for community nurses in the smaller communities, the State

Department of Public Health, the State Department of Public Welfare

and the Illinois Tuberculosis Association have established a school for

public health nurses, giving brief but unusually comprehensive courses.

There are no tuition fees and the courses are given several times in

each 3'ear.

3. IMPROVED MEDICAL EXAMINATION

On account of the importance of excluding tuberculous individuals

from military se:cvice and the necessity for greater medical knowledge

in the care of returned tuberculous soldiers, the State Department of

Public Health, in conjunction with the Illinois Tuberculosis Associa-

tion, has conducted a. series of clinical conferences on the diagnosis and

treatment of tuberculosis, utilizing the best known teachers of this sub-

ject in the midle west. These conferences have been attended by physi-

cians from all sections of the State. Special tuberculosis clinics have

also been given before a large number of county medical societies in the

State.

4. CARE OE RETURNED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS

Shortly after the mobilization of troops began, the first soldiers

discharged on account of tuberculosis, returned to Illinois. These un-

fortunates have rapidly increased in number until, at the present time,

there are over 1,500 returned tuberculous soldiers in the State. This

number will steadily increase so long as the war lasts.

The distribution - of these returned tuberculous soldiers to the

several counties of the State is shown in the following table

:

RETURNED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS

Adams
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RETURNED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS—Concluded.
Marion
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Paul Hansen, Chief Sanitary Engineer^

Hubert P. Matte, Acting Chief Sanitary Engineer

Through appropriations made b}^ the Fiftieth General Assembly,

it became possible to add two assistant engineers and two stenographers

to the original staff of the Engineering Department of the State Board

of Health, which the Division of Sanitation had succeeded. Thus the

newly created or reorganized division started its work with one chief

engineer, one analyst, three assistant engineers and three stenographers.

From the beginning, however, the work of the division has been retarded

by the enlistment of important members of its staff in military service

and by the difficulty of securing engineers and other technical workers.

As soon as war was declared, the chief engineer volunteered for

military service and is now in France and he was followed, some months

later, by one of the assistant engineers and the analyst,

ACTIVITIES IN MILITARY ZONES

Not only was the division handicapped by this shortage in its staff,

but the work ordinarily carried on had been greatly increased by the

location of several large military camps or cantonments within the

State, about each of which the department has established a sanitary

zone. The division has devoted a large amount of time in these sanitary

zones investigating water supplies, the disposal of sewage and other

wastes and in otherwise safeguarding the health of the troops. Especi-

ally exhaustive investigations were made in the vicinity of Camp Grant

and in and about the city of Rockford. The sanitary survey of the

entire Kishwaukee Eiver, used for bathing purposes by the soldiers at

Camp Grant, brought about improved sanitary conditions of the utmost

importance.

In cooperation with other divisions of the department, the Division

of Sanitation engaged in the general sanitary survey of the city of

Eockford, making a study of the local Avater supply, and sewage and

garbage disposal. Detailed inspections were made of the twenty-seven

Eockford schools to ascertain their sanitary conditions.

Sanitary surveys or investigations, for the protection of military

forces, have also been made in the zones about Fort Sheridan, the Great

Lakes Naval Training Station, the Chanute Field at Eantoul and the

1 Absent on military service.

33
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Scott Field at Belleville. A general sanitary survey, similar to that

conducted in the vicinity of Eockford, was carried out at Waukegan,

North Chicago and the vicinity surrounding Fort Sheridan and the

Great Lakes Training Station. In this survey, the Division of Sanita-

tion • made studies of garbage disposal, water supplies and sewerage

systems and conducted inspections of twenty school houses.

LABOEATOEIES

While an effort has been made in the past to establish laboratories

for the use of the Division, this had been impossible on account of de-

ficient appropriations until July 1, 1917. Prior to that time, much of

the laboratory work essential to a division of sanitary engineering was

done by another State department with laboratories situated a consider-

able distance from Springfield.

The Civil Administrative Code directly charges the Department of

Public' Health with the maintenance of laboratories and the Fiftieth

General Assembly provided funds for this purpose. Analyses are now
being made of the various public water supplies and of as many private

supplies as time will permit. The laboratory is also makng analyses of

water used on interstate carriers, this work being done at the request

of the United States Public Health Sendee.

On account of the difficulty in securing laboratory supplies and

equipment, the laboratory of the Division of Sanitation was not com-

pletely installed until the late autumn of 1917. Since that time

analyses have been made of approximately 250 specimens taken from

municipal water supplies and approximately 200 from private water

supplies.

ORDINANCES

In addition to its investigations and other technical activities, the

Division of Sanitation has extended its services to muncipalities in the

preparation of ordinances covering various phases of municipal sanita-

tion. Model plumbing ordinances were drafted and distributed in re-

spouse to the numerous requests arising from the passage of the Plumb-

ing Code by the Fiftieth General Assembly.

PUBLICITY

As a means of publicity and education, the division has prepared

an exhibit including sanitary privies, models of improperly and properly

constructed wells, fly traps and a map showing the sanitary condition

of all of the public water supplies of the State.

This exhibit in conjunction with the general exhibits of the depart-

ment, has been shown at the Illinois State Fair, at county fairs through-

out the State, and in a number of communities where special public

health activities Avere beins: carried out.
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SANATORIA

Tlie Division of Sanitation has cooperated with the Division of

Tuberculosis in passing upon the sites and sanitary installations of pro-

posed county tuberculosis sanatoria.

In view of the fact that a large number of counties will vote upon
the county tuberculosis sanitarium proposition at the autumn election of

1918 with a strong probability that the measure will carry in most in-

stances, it is not unlikely that this phase of the acti\dties of the Division

of Sanitation will be extended very materially during the next two

years.

INVESTIGATIONS

During the year, representatives of the division visited 175 com-

munities in the State. Of these communities, 40 were visited to in-

vestigate public water supplies and 50 for the purpose of studying sew-

age disposal and the abatement of sewage nuisances. Public addresses

devoted to problems of sanitation were given in ten communities. In

addition to the sanitary surveys mentioned above, eighteen other sani-

tary surveys were made covering more or less extensive areas. Sanitary

investigations were made in fifty-five public schools.

STATE HOUSE WATEK SUPPLY

The Division of Sanitation rendered valuable service in studying

and working out a plan for supplying drinking water to the offices in

the State House at Springfield. For a number of years, these offices

had been supplied with water from a spring, located some distance from

Springfield, and the water was transported by rail, necessitating more
or less handling and entailing considerable cost. Through the installa-

tion of pressure filters and the use of water derived from the municipal

supply of the City of Springfield, the State offices are now being supplied

with a drinking water supply which is safer for use than that originally

employed. In addition to this, the water is being furnished to the State

in unlimited quantities at a saving of $400.00 per month for the first

year. Allowing for initial cost, it is reasonable to assume that this

saving will amount to $500.00 per month or more during succeeding

years. The State offices are now consuming approximately 6,500 gallon

of drinking water per month, a consumption which is steadily increasing

and which can be met under present working conditions with practically

no increased cost of production.

SANITARY REPORTS

During the year, there were prepared sixty-eight comprehensive

reports and opinions based upon sanitary investigations or surveys. In

many instances the studies upon which these reports were based required

very considerable time and technical work. In addition to the investiga-
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tions personally made by the members of the staff, a great deal of ad-

visory has been done by the Division of Sanitation through correspond-

ence in response to requests for information, requiring the preparation

of about two thousand letters many of which were necessarily prolonged

in character.

ENGINEEEING ACTIVITIES

Among the more important engineering activities of the year, were

those undertaken for the purpose of securing a satisfactory water supply

for the city of Jacksonville; the investigation of a serious epidemic of

typhoid fever at Moline and a study of an intestinal epidemic, probably

due to the water supply, at Peoria.

JACKSONVILLE WATEE SUPPLY

Jacksonville, although one of the oldest cities in the State, has

never had an adequate or satisfactory supply of water and this has been

the more keenly felt by the State on account of the three important

charitable institutions located there. Early in the year, exhaustive

investigations were begun at Jacksonville, in cooperation with the State

Geological Survey and the State Water Survey Divisions of the Depart-

ment of Eegistration and Education. Based on these investigations,

recommendations were made to the city in a report prepared by the

Division of Sanitation and the two above named State divisions. The
authorities have engaged engineers to prepare detailed plans of the

proposed improvements and, at a recent election, the people voted favor-

ably for the installation of a satisfactory water supply.

TYPHOID FEVEE AT MOLINE

Toward the end of December, 1917, the Division of Sanitation

undertook an investigation of the cause of a serious outbreak of typhoid

fever at Moline. The first cases of the disease had appeared late in July,

1917, and there had been cases reported throughout August and Sep-

tember with greater numbers during October and November. During

the first half of January, 1918, the disease assumed epidemic form with

approximately 50 cases reported between the first and fifteenth of the

month.

During the progress of the investigation suspicion pointed strongly

toward the municipal water supply and, after certain remedial steps

were taken, the epidemic seemed to abate in the latter part of January

and the situation seemed practically clear diiring February and March.

During the month of April, 1918, the disease reappeared with an

increased number of cases during May. Toward the latter part of Jime

the disease began to assume epidemic form which increased in seriousness

during the first half of July. Between the first and fifteenth of July

125 cases were reported.
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With a recLurenee oi' the epidemic, the Division of Sanitation placed

its representatives in the Held and undertook a more painstaking and

exliaustive study of the situation. It was iinall}' determined that the

epidemic was due to the faulty operation of the municipal water plant

whereby raw and untreated water from the Mississippi IJiver had been

permitted to enter the local supply.

As these pages are written, sometime after the end of the fiscal

year, the disease is entirely checked in Moline and the conclusions of

the Division of Sanitation are apparently confirmed.

During the study of the Moliue typhoid fever epidemic, it was found

that there is maintained in a number of the large industrial plants a

double system of water supply, one being derived from the ordinary

city service and the other drawn directly from its source and subjected

to no treatment. It was also ascertained that in certain of these in-

dustrial plants there are communicating pipes between these two water

supplies protected by valves so that the untreated supply may be drawn

upon in case of shortage in the water from the municii^al supply or in

case of need for large volumes of water. It will be recalled that the

serious epidemic of typhoid fever at the plant of the Elgin National

Watch Company at Elgin was attributed to this dual water supply and

the pollution of the pure water through leaky valves or interchange of

service.

While the Moline epidemic was not traced to this dual water service,

steps are being taken by the Division of Sanitation in conjunction with

the business men and manufacturing interests at Moline and with the

municipal health department to do away with this system which may
at any time become a source of danger.

BELLEVILLE

In November, 1917, extensive investigations were made in connec-

tion with the aviation camp at Scott Field near Belleville, St. Clair

County, for the purpose of installing a satisfactory method of sewage

disposal. In May, 1918, a survey of the district surrounding Scott Field

was made by representatives of the division together with the State

Entomologist of the Natural History Division of the State Department

of Eegistration and Education for the purpose of outlining a plan for

the destruction of breeding places of mosquitos.

HUEST, BUSH, AND ZEIGLER SUEVEYS

On account of the serious sanitary conditions prevailing at Hurst

and Bush, Williamson County, and Zeigler. Franklin County, and on

account of the importance of these counties in connection with coal

production essential to war-time needs, a complete sanitary survey was

made in these communities as a result of which the Division of Sanita-

tion presented to the local authorities and to the interested mining
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companies recommendations for the betterment of conditions and for

the protection of the health of the people.

EAST PEORIA

During February, 1918, a sanitary survey was undertaken at East

Peoria, Tazewell County. This was rendered imperative on account of

its proximity to Camp Herrin. The situation was rendered the more
difficult on account of the fact that there was no provision for sewage

disposal. Upon the recommendation of the Division of Sanitation, an

ordinance was passed abolishing all privy vaults and requiring the use

of the so-called dry can system for disposal of human excreta.

RANTOUL

During September, 1917, a special study was made of the water

supply of the city of Eantoul, Champaign County, and of the water

supply utilized at the aviation camp at Chanute Field. In view of the

fact that the city of Eantoul had no sewer system, considerable time

was expended in working out a means of proper sewage disposal for the

military camp at Chanute Field.

EPIDEMIC AT PEORIA

Beginning about the middle of February, 1918, and continuing

until the middle of March, Peoria was visited by a severe epidemic of

gastrointestinal disorder. The first cases were noted on February 18

and two days later the outbreak became explosive. The number of cases

was estimated at 30,000, at least one person in every household being

reported as attacked by the disease. The epidemic resembled a mild

paratyphoid infection. No cases of actual typhoid were located and in

spite of the large number of cases no deaths resulted.

The Division of Sanitation placed its representatives in the field

and made a prolonged investigation in order to trace the source of 'in-

fection and in order to prevent a recurrence of the epidemic which

might assume more malignant form, in which event it would cause a

high mortality.

After rejecting all theories of infection from food or from con-

tagion, the water supply seemed to be the only remaining causal factor.

There were three possible sources of contamination of the water supply

:

(a) malicious contamination; (b) accidental contamination of the

water in the main wells or reservoirs, and (c) the natural contamination

due to a rapid rise in the river which might result in a pollution of the

wells or underground supply. From the facts obtained, the probable

cause of the contamination of the city water supply was the entrance

of river water presumably through an underground route. This condi-

tion could have existed only temporarily, while the level of the ground

water remained below the level of the river, the reverse of normal con-
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ditions. It could not be said that any of these causes of the pollution of

the water supply were demonstrated to exist, nor could it be definitely

stated that the cause of the epidemic was traced to the water supply

and laboratory examinations gave no conclusive evidence either of

sjDecific water pollution or of the nature of the infecting organism pro-

viding it existed in the water supply.

At any rate provisions were made for the disinfection of the water

supply, should an emergency arise. The epidemic was very wide spread

when it existed, but it receded with almost the same degree of rapidity

with which it developed. Since that time no outbreak of like or similar

character has been reported.
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Sheldon L. Howaed, Registrar of Vital Statistics

Until tlie present time^ Illinois has been in the unenviable position

of being one of the few of the larger states in the Union not recognized

by the United States Bureau of the Census as in "the registration area."

That is to sa}^^ the registration of both births and deaths in Illinois has

been so inadequate that the vital statistics of the State have not been

acceptable to the Federal Government. This unfortunate condition of

affairs has been due in the past to faulty birth and death laws and to

the impossibility of securing complete returns under the provisions of

those laws.

BIRTH AND DEATH ACT

On July 1^ 1915^ however, a new law enacted by the Forty-ninth

General Assembly became effective under the provisions of which com-

plete registration could be obtained. The machinery necessary under

this law and the very small force available in the Bureau of Vital

Statistics of the State Board of Health, made it impossible to place

the law in operation before 1916. Under the provisions of the act, it

was necessary to appoint about 2,500 local registrars, to define their

districts, to instruct them in their duties and to prepare proper blanks

and forms and to send these with instructions to registrars, physicians,

midwives, and undertakers. This preliminary work was not completed

until February, 1916.

Eegardless of the excellent features of the law, it was soon ascer-

tained that the office force available under existing appropriations was

so small that little could be accomplished aside from routine clerical

work and securing a fair degree of completeness of returns. It was not

possible, Avith such a force, to carry out all of the provisions of the law

and it was practically impossible to satisfy inquiries of a statistical

nature or to tabulate the returns and furnish statistics which involved

any degree of detail.

During this period of reconstruction,,^and shortage of office per-

sonnel, difficulty was encountered in maintaining the organization al-

ready perfected, especially the staff of over 3,000 local registrars. For

the most part these registrars were the township, village and city clerks

and the terms of office of fully one-third of these terminated at each

election entailing the necessity of constant changes in the office records

and constant instruction of new registrars as to their duties. Many

40
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additional changes were caused by the army drafts and military enlist-

ment.

AMENDMENTS OF 1917

By tlie time the Civil Administrative Code became elective, on

July 1^ 1917, the new birth and death law had been in effect a sufficient

length of time to determine its weak points and to make possible an

intelligent estimate as to the office and clerical force necessary for its

operation. The Fiftieth General Assembly not only made more liberal

appropriations for the division, but passed an amendment to the law

eliminating the more objectionable features and requiring that all cer-

tificates of births, stillbirths and deaths be forwarded on the tenth day

of each month to the State Department of Public Health.

ORGANIZATION

The newly-created Division of Vital Statistics was established un-

der a Division Chief and Assistaiit Chief, taking over the office force

and equipment of the Bureau of Vital Statistics of the State Board of

Health.

Immediately upon the organization of the division, copies of the

amended law were sent to all local registrars, and county clerks were

furnished with lists of local registrars within their counties together

with monthly report cards upon which to transmit to the Division of

Vital Statistics the returns as made to them by local registrars. The
use of these cards affords a check of the division records and permits

a monthly balance to be kept between the books of the county clerk, of

the local registrars and those of the Division of Vital Statistics. The
county clerks thus aid the division in keeping informed as to delinquent

registrars.

LOCAL REGISTRAKS

The original division of the State into 2,500 registration districts

proved unsatisfactory, the number of registrars being so great as to

prove confusing rather than helpful. By a process of consolidation and
rearrangement, the number of registrars has been reduced to 1,800. The
Division of Vital Statistics has just issued a register of local registrars

which has been sent to physicians, midwives, undertakers and to the

local registrars. This register shows the boundaries of all districts, the

names and locations of all registrars, a synopsis of the birth and death

law, a summary of the instructions to registrars and a brief statement

of the reasons for reporting births and deaths. It is expected that this

register will aid in securing prompt and complete reports.

On account of the frequent changes in registrars and for the

convenience of having the affairs of each registration district constantly

available, there has been installed a set of registration books, now con-

sisting of nine volumes, with a page devoted to each registrar, showing
bv months all essential information relative to the district for the
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period of a year. These books provide a complete and constantly cor-

rected list of local registrars; a running record of all changes in per-

sonnel with the dates when changes become effective; a comparison with

the returns reported by county clerks so that vouchers for payment of

fees may be properly audited and verified, and a view of the activity

of each local registrar.

EIELD INVESTIGATIONS

For the purpose of assisting local registrars in the performance of

their duties, and of checking up incomplete reports of births and deaths,

two special agents for the Division of A^'ital Statistics were employed

early in 1918 and were assigned to several sections of the State. It was

through the first-hand information obtained by these special agents that

the combination of registration districts was more intelligently carried

out. These agents have also located a number of unlicensed physicians

and midwives and have done much towards stimulating county clerks

to devote more attention to their statistical records. In view of the

many changes in personnel among registrars and other conditions re-

quiring attention throughout the State, it seems that field work and

inspection should be regarded as a permanent necessity.

As an example of the unusual and unexpected conditions brought

to light by personal inspection, which otherwise would have remained

undiscovered, may be mentioned certain isolated sections of the State

in which not over 60 per cent of deaths and stillbirths had been reported

for the reason that friends of the family purchased coffins from mer-

chants, who were not licensed undertakers or embalmers, the bodies be-

ing buried without the slightest attempt to comply with the law. Mer-

chants selling coffins direct to the friends or family of the deceased are

now required to make complete report of such sales.

CARD INDEXING

The Birth and Death Act specifically provides for "a comprehensive

card index of all births and deaths registered." The clerical work re-

quired in carrying out this provision of the law may be appreciated when
it is known that, in the 5^ear 1917, 203,000 such cards were required,

112,000 for the registration of births, 5,000 for stillbirths and 86,000

for deaths. The mortuary and birth reports for 1918 are now being

indexed, while the returns for 1917 are practically complete. It has

been impossible thus far, however, to undertake such indexing for pre-

vious 3^ears.

MACHINE TABULATION

While the Division of Vital Statistics is now provided with equip-

ment for machine tabulation, it has not been possible to carry out the

punching of statistical cards to the maximum capacity of the machines.

Special modifications in the cards have been made to meet peculiar re-
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quirements and some progress has been made in punching the cards for

1916-1917. The delay in machine tabulation has been due to the

necessity of devoting much time to the preparation of statistical reports

required by other divisions of the Department of Public Health and

other special services and also to the fact that only one person is allotted

to machine work while two operators are necessary to the attainment of

the highest degree of efficiency.

SPECIAL STATISTICAL REPORTS

During the year the Division of Vital Statistics has been called

upon to prepare about thirty-five more or less elaborate statistical re-

ports for the other divisions of the Department of Public Health, the

Federal Government, and for a number of other governmental and extra-

governmental agencies. Special service in this line has been rendered

for the Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor,

the State Health Insurance Commission, the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation and other similar agencies.

EDUCATIONAL WOKK

During the year, the Division of Vital Statistics, in cooperation

with the Division of Public Health Instruction, has sought to educate

the public as to the necessity for birth and death registration. To this

end newspaper articles, motion pictures, stereopticon slides and similar

educational agencies have been employed. A representative of the

division has attended meetings of undertakers, embalmers, coroners and

other county officials, and physicians and nurses to explain the require-

ments of the law regulating the reporting of births and deaths and in

overcoming the objections which invariably arise in connection with

new legislation.

The principal objections offered by physicians to the present birth

and death law are : That there is no compensation for making reports

;

that they are called upon to provide postage at their own expense in

rendering a gratuitous service, and that there is considerable uncertainty

as to the indentity and location of the proper registrars. The first and

second of these objections are being overcome through education and

the sentiment of the leading spirits in the medical profession. The

newly issued register of local registrars, copies of which have been sent

to physicians and all others interested in the reports of births and deaths,

will do much toward overcoming any uncertainty as to the location of

registrars.

COMPENSATION FOR REGISTRARS

The adoption of the systems referred to above, with the decided

improvements in the forms and methods of reports, has made it possible

for the Division of Vital Statistics to forward statements of fees to

local registrars at least a month earlier than was ever possible before.
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ENGEAVED BIETH CEETIEICATES

As an incentive to parents to insist upon the registration of births,

the State Department of Public Health now forwards to the parents

of every child whose birth has been properly registered, an engraved

certificate of birth registration. It is believed that this simple expedient

is doing not a little toward increasing interest on the part of parents

in this important phase of vital statitstics.

PEDEEAL EECOGNITION

At about the close of the fiscal year, representatives of the United

States Bureau of the Census came to Illinois for the purpose of studying

the registration of births and deaths as carried out by the Division of

Vital Statistics, to determine whether or not the State is entitled to

recognition as being within the registration area. Just as these pages

are written, and some time after the close of the fiscal year, the Director

of the Department has been advised that the division has satisfactoril}'

met the test and that recognition as a "registration State'^ has been

accorded. This, in itself, constitutes a most important step in the public

health history of Illinois.

Owing to the crowded condition of the State House, the Division

of Vital Statistics has been compelled to move from place to place, most

of the time, during the past year, occupying one of the legislative com-

mittee rooms from which the division will necessarily have to be re-

moved when the Fifty-first General Assembly convenes. During all of

the past year, the quarters of the division have been unduly crowded and

congested. It is believed that greater progress would have been possible

if the division could have had a permanent home with adequate room

for the housing of its extensive files and records.

MOETUAEY STATISTICS

On account of the incomplete returns of deaths in Illinois in

previous years, it is impossible to compare the figures of the past fiscal

year with those of any previous period. For the year ending June 30,

1918, Illinois had an estimated population of 6,276,364. The number

of deaths reported for the year was 89,438, giving a mortality rate of

14.2 per 1,000 of population.

The mortality rates of other states with location and conditions

similar to those prevailing in Illinois, for the same period of time, are

not yet available, but the recently completed figures for 1916 from six

neighboring states included in the registration area by the United States

Bureau of the Census, give the following rates per 1,000 of population:

Wisconsin, 11.8; Kentucky, 12.6; Missouri, 12.9; Indiana, 13.6; Ohio,

14.4; and Michigan, 15.1.

The rate per 1,000 of population for the city of Chicago was 13.6,

or lower than that of the State at large. The rates for other principal
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cities were: Quincy, 15.1; Cairo^ 20.9; Champaign, 13.6; Urbana,

13.6; Mattoon, 17.6; Evanston, 12.4; Canton, 10.4; Kewanee, 13.4;

Mt. Vernon, 15.2; Aurora, 15.8; Elgin, 13.2; Galesburg, 14.6; Wau-
kegan, 10.4; LaSalle, 17,0; Ottawa, 16.3; Streator, 14.8; Lincoln, 25.8;*

Decatur, 13.2; Alton, 16.1; Centralia, 14.1; Bloomington, 15.8; Jack-

sonville, 32.5;^ Peoria, 15.4; Moline, 16.4; Eock Island, 16.2; Spring-

field, 14.5; Belleville, 16.3; East St. Louis, 12.5; Freeport, 15.6; Dan-

ville, 15.7; Joliet, 19,2; Eockford, 14.2. The average rate for Illinois

cities was 15.0 per 1,000 of population.

Certain counties show exceedingly low rates such as the following:

Pope, 4.1; Lawrence, 5.5; Scott, 6.0; Marshall, 6.2; Johnson, 6.3;

G-rundy, 7.1; Macoupin, 7.3; Jasper, 7.8; Crawford, 7.9; and Livings-

ton, 7.9. In considering these unusually low rates, it must be borne

in mind that, while it is possible that, for some reasons difficult to de-

termine, the rates are actually as low as given, there is still an ele-

ment of uncertaintj^ in mortuary returns. While the reports in

Illinois are found to be over 93 per cent complete, there is still

a deficiency in reports of 7 per cent. It is quite possible that

this 7 per cent deficiency is due to failure to report deaths in rela-

tively few counties and that the shortage in these counties may, conse-

quently, be very high. It was in one of the counties named above, and
in the one giving the lowest of death rates, that field representatives

of the Division of Vital Statistics found that many persons were being

buried without employiiig undertakers, the cofiins being purchased from
local merchants and the burials carried out by relatives and family

friends. In these cases, no record of death was made and the mortuary
figures were very incomplete.

Due consideration should also be made in reviewing the figures

in those counties and cities where the death rate appears to be unduly

high. In the city of Kankakee, the rate is 22.7 per 1,000 of population;

in Lincoln 25.8 ; in Morgan County 20.3 ; and in the city of Jacksonville

32.5; in Union County 19.4; and in Joliet 19.2. It must be borne in

mind that Kankakee contains a large State hospital for the insane; that

at Lincoln there is located the State colony for the feeble-minded; that

Jacksonville, Morgan County, is the seat of several large State institu-

tions; that at Joliet is located a State prison and at Anna, Union
County, there is a State hospital for the insane. A new form of death

certificate now being prepared, will differentiate clearly between resi-

dents and non-residents and these misleading figures will be corrected.

^ The excessively high rates of Lincoln and Jacksonville are due to the location
in these cities of large State institutions, the deaths in these institutions being
included in those of these cities. These figures, consequently do not represent the
normal deaths of the municipalities.



DIVISION OF CHILD HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
NURSING

C. W. East, M. D., Acting Chief

The Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing is one

of the divisions of the Department of Public Health whose development

to a satisfactory extent has been rendered impossible during the past

year on account of failure to obtain adequate appropriation or, rather,

on account of the necessity of devoting the major appropriations to the

fundamental divisions of a public health organization. It is recognized

by all students of preventive medicine that infant welfare and the

conservation of child life are absolutely essential to constructive public

health work. Keeping the well child well is fully as important as rend-

ering aid after the child has become sick, and the development of a

generation of sturdy children is our best guaranty of a race of healthful

men and women.
With a very limited personnel, the division, has succeeded in doing

much toward creating interest throughout the State in the establishment

of those agencies necessary to intelligent child welfare work, such as the

emplojonent of community nurses, medical school inspection, child

welfare stations and dispensaries, clinics for crippled children and open

air schools.

The division has worked in close cooperation with the governmental

and extra-governmental agencies interested in child welfare such as the

Woman's Council of National Defense, the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation and with the Children's Bureau of the United States Department

of Labor.

PUBLIC HEALTH NUKSING

Aside from its activities in child conservation, this division during

the past year, for the first time in the history of health activities in

Illinois, has given attention to public health nursing. It is now recog-

nized that the public health or community nurse is essential to every

well organized local or State health department and it is to be hoped

that the corps of nurses of the Department of Public Health may be

steadily increased with the succeeding years. The two nurses, already

in the employ of the Department, have rendered good service in the

encouragement of the employment of community nurses throughout the

State, and have been especially valuable in epidemiological work and in

assisting in other phases of the department's activities.
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During the past year^ the division has sent out 7,779 pieces of

literature on child welfare and an exhibit has been loaned to twenty

different communities. The Chief of the Division has given courses of

lectures in the training schools for nurses in eight general hospitals

in different parts of the State. He has also lectured before the county

medical societies in seven counties and has read papers before State and
jSTational Medical Associations. I>3'umerous lectures have ,been given to

nursing associations, women's clubs, churches anrl high schools through-

out the State.

The nurses connected with the division have assisted in local child

welfare conferences, baby weeks and other child w^elfare activities and
have spoken before mothers' clubs, women's clubs, and similar organi-

zations.

STATE BETTEE BABIES CONFEEENCB

The growing movement for the conservation of child life, rather

than for the cure of children actually sick, has foimd expression in

so-called 'better babies conferences" or "well baby conferences." These

conferences differ from children's clinics or dispensaries in that they

are designed for well babies and are centers to which parents may bring

their children for medical examination and for advice and guidance!

The effect of these conferences and the continuous conferences known
as "baby welfare stations," in improving the general health and strength

of children is now generally recognized and, for the purpose of encourag-

ing such activities, the State Department of Public Health has con-

ducted a conference in connection with the Illinois State Fair for a

number of years past.

The conference held in connection with the fair of 1917 was more
successful than any held prior to that time. Plans are now practically

completed for the conference for 1918 and it is expected that between

500 and 600 will be registered for examination and rating.

POLIOMYELITIS CLINICS

Perhaps the most consi^icuous work of the Division of Child Hy-
giene and Public Health ISTursing has been the series of clinics conducted

in different parts of the State for the after treatment of acute anterior

poliomyelitis or infantile paralysis. These clinics have been held at

Chicago Heights, Blue Island, Oak Park, Evanston, Joliet, Ottawa,

Eock Island, Moline, Quincy, Galesburg, and Springfield. The clinic

in Springfield has been held weekly with an average attendance of

thirty patients while the other clinics, held bi-weekly, have had a total

average of 175 patients. In this way, the Department of Public Health

has ministered to an average of 117 crippled children each week, 80

per cent of whom are the victims of infantile paralysis and the remain-

ing 20 per cent crippled by other diseases such as tuberculosis, rickets,

cerebral palsy and accident. . During the year. 201 crippled children
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were treated by muscle training, 32 by casts, 52 by shoes, 8G by braces

and 2 by surgery. !Some received several oi' these factors of treatment.

Ninety per cent of the patients registered have continued to the com-

pletion of their treatment.

To carry out this work has required an average travel of over 700

miles per week for the Chief of the Division and a nurse in addition to

the travel necessary for public lectures and nurse instruction.

The importance and economy of this clinical work may be estimated

when we consider the expense of institutional care for this large group

of imfortunate children, had such care been available. All but seven-

teen of them remained at home, their treatment being carried out by

local physicians and community nurses under the general supervision

of the Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing. No
figures or financial estimates, however, can do justice to the saving in

comfort and in the promotion of well-being to these patients. Their

efiiciency in future life has been practically guaranteed to them, whereas,

without this care, all of them would have suffered serious handicap and

many of them would have been entirely helpless throughout life.

As a by-product of this service, an interest has been created among
many classes of people in behalf of these crippled children. Physicians

have given the work their endorsement and not a few have become profi-

cient in the after care of victims of epidemic paralysis which is a

disease factor of considerable importance at the present time. County

and city authorities, clubs and individuals have contributed to the pur-

chase of mechanical braces and supplies to such an extent that no child

for whom a brace, a surgical operation or hospital care has been neces-

sary has been obliged to do without it. About $2,500.00 has been thus

contributed by local initiative Avithout solicitation on the part of the

representatives of the division.

Several Illinois cities are now urging the establishment of clinics

for crippled children, offering complete hospital and follow iip facilities.

Unfortunately, the personnel of the Division of Child Hygiene and

Public Health Nursing is inadequate to meet the needs of the crippled

children in the various sections of the State whose numbers are being

augmented each year by new invasions of disease.



DIVISION OF SURVEYS AND RURAL HYGIENE

Paul L. Skoog, Supervisor of Surveys

The Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene was created to meet

needs which are relatively new in the field of public health work and

yet which promise to be of ever-increasing importance. Within the past

few years it has been recognized that constructive public health and

social work must be based upon an intelligent appreciation of existing

conditions and that^ as a basis for community work, either general or

specialized in character, there should be a thorough study of community

conditions. This community study is commonly known as a "survey"

and it may include every phase of social and civic activity or be confined

to a single feature of community life. The sanitary survey is established

as an essential part of all constructive public health activity and it is to

such sanitary surveys that this division devotes much of its attention.

Eural sanitation, in years past, when the country was sparsley

settled, when natural water supplies were unpolluted and sewage dis-

posal could be left to chance with relative safety, was given relatively

little consideration by public health organizations. It was the common
belief, supported largely by fact, that country life is necessarily health-

ful life. Within the past few years, with increasing rural congestion,

sanitary conditions in rural communities have been steadily growing

worse until it is now contended by competent authorities, that large

cities are more healthful places of residence than country districts, and

that small towns are the most unhealthful of all places of human habita-

tion. In addition to the making of sanitary surveys, the Division of

Surveys and Eural Hygiene is charged with the supervision of rural

sanitation and with the solution of the problems of country districts

and small towns.

On account of wartime conditions and the mobilization of large

numbers of troops in the several cantonments throughout Illinois, it

has been found desirable for the Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene

to devote itself, during the year, almost exclusively to the making of

surveys in the sanitary zones about these military camps and in the

cities adjacent to them, making it necessary to forego the work in rural

sanitation which otherwise would have been carried out.

The division was created as one necessary to the future development

of the department but, on account of the requirements of the more
fundamental of the divisions, the personnel was exceedinly limited so
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that it has been necessary for the Chief of the Division to call upon

other divisions for clerical or field assistants. In spite of this shortage

in staff, the division has made a number of important surveys among
which the following have received considerable public attention and

commendation

:

FREErOET SUllVEY

The survey of Freeport, Stephenson County, the first survey made
by the division after the adoption of the Civil Administrative Code,

was carried out in response to the request of a number of local organiza-

tions. The study occupied a period of about six weeks and, covered

every phase of the sanitary and health conditions of the community.

A house-to-house canvass of the city brought out interesting information

in regard to the population and afforded accurate knowledge of the

existence of privies, shallow wells and accumulations of garbage, manure,

and other wastes. The Division of Sanitation conducted an intensive

study of water supplies, sewage and garbage disposal.

The survey included a study of vital statistics, covering a period

of over five years, to permit reaching definite conclusions in regard to

the morbidity and mortality from the more important preventable

diseases.

The report of this survey, subsequently published in the monthly
bulletin of the State Department of Health, presented clearly and
impartially the sanitary and health conditions of the city of Freeport

and offered helpful suggestions for their improvement and for the better

organization of local health agencies.

EOCKFORD SUEVEY

The close proximity of the city of Eockford, Winnebago County,

to the large cantonment at Camp Grant, rendered it necessary that a

careful study of the sanitary conditions in that vicinity be made, not

only for the protection of the troops, but to safeguard the civil popula-

tion which had been enormously increased through the establishment

of the military camp. The plan of survey at Eockford was similar to

that employed at Freeport, though on a much larger scale. The Di-

vision of Sanitation made studies of water supplies, sewerage and the

disposal of wastes and the military authorities rendered some assistance

in the territory immediately adjacent to the camp.

About 800 farms were visited by representatives of the Division

of Surveys and Eural Hygiene and special instructions Avere given rela-

tive to the improvement in sanitary farm conditions. A large number
of farmers were induced to construct sanitary privies and to take steps

to protect their Avater supply. The report of the Eockford Survey

was presented to the city officials and civic organizations of Eockford
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and the findings and recommendations have been utilized to the definite

advantage of the municipality.

CAMP HEEBIN

A survey made in the vicinity of Camp Herrin, at East Peoria,

Tazewell Count}^, showed the sanitary conditions to be unsatisfactory

with no provisions for sewage disposal. On the recommendation of the

State Department of Public Health, an ordinance was passed requiring

the installation of sanitar}^ privies and other conditions were materially

improved.

WAUKEGAN AND NOETH CHICAGO SUEVEY

For some years past^ the morbidity from typhoid fever has caused

anxiety in the cities of Waukegan and North Chicago. During 1917,

in North Chicago alone, with a population of about 5,000, there were

more than 100 cases of this disease.

On account of their close proximity, the health conditions of these

municipalities became a matter of grave concern to the authorities at

the Great Lakes Training Station and at Fort Sheridan. On this ac-

count a sanitary survey of these communities was begun in March, 1918,

with the cooperation of the authorities of the Great Lakes Training

Station, the Waukegan Chamber of Commerce and the several city

officials. This survey was somewhat more intensive than those previ-

ously referred to and the social conditions were studied as Avell as those

more directly connected with health and (sanitation.

As a new feature in this survey, the hoiise-to-house canvass was

utilized as a means of distributing educational material.

On account of the inadequacy of the health departments of both

cities and the depleted municipal finances, which rendered material im-

provement impracticable, the Division recommended that these two

cities take advantage of the recent law permitting the creation of san-

itary health districts, whereby ample funds could be obtained for the

establishment and operation of a modern health department covering

the entire territory.

BANTOUL SURVEY

In cooperation with the military authorities at Chanute Field,

near Eantoul, Champaign County, a sanitary survey was made in that

locality. Special attention was devoted to the sanitary conditions sur-

rounding the production of the milk supply and inspections of 60 farms

were made on this account.

In many instances, unprotected privies were found on these dairy

farms in close proximity to the sources of water supply and of the

dairy houses, while in several other instances, milk was being marketed

from premises on which there were cases of communicable disease.
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The I'acts ascertained were transmitted to the military authorities

at Chanute Field and also to the health officers of Champaign and

Urbana, where jaart of the milk supply was sold.

In cooperation with the military authorities, every home in Ran-

toul was visited and special instructions were given relative to outside

privies, manure piles and other fly-breeding places. The conditions

at I?nntoul were particularly unsatisfactory on account of lack of sewers.

Eeinspections, made at a later date, showed most gratifying results.

During the survey of Eantoul, all restaurants and other food vending

establishments were visited and all emploj^ees were vaccinated against

smallpox and typhoid fever. All physicians in the county were given

information in regard to the reporting of cases of tuberculosis and other

communicable diseases. The house-to-house canvass was utilized for the

distribution of public health literature.

TUBEiRCULOSIS SURVEYS

While the large number of tuberculosis surveys conducted in various

parts of the State have been under the general supervision of the

Division of Tiiberculosis, the Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene
has assisted in many localities, particularly in the tabulation of results

and the preparation of findings and conclusions.

In all of the surveys conducted by the Division, newspaper pub-

licity and other means of education have been generally employed. For
the most part the Division has foimd a ready response and thorough-

going cooperation on the part of the communities in which surveys have

been made and there is reason to assume that the recommendations re-

sulting from these surveys have been quite generally acted upon.
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Geo. F. Soegatz, M. D./ Chief

Martin Dupray, Acting Chief

The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories, which sucoeeded the Diag-

nostic Laboratories of the State Board of Health, was decidedly crippled

during the year by the fact that the Chief of the Division and one of his

most capable assistants took leave of absence for an indefinite period

of time to engage in military service. The demands of the Federal

Grovernment for technical men, and especially for those efficient in

laboratory methods, has made it exceedingly difficult to keep up the

personnel of this Division to a point equal to the heavy demands that

are made upon it. In the face of this difficulty in keeping up the

personnel of the staff, the work of the laboratories increased 70 per cent

during the past year over the preceding year. A part of this increase

has been due to the activity of the Division of Social Hygiene, working

in conjunction with the Federal Government for the prevention and

suppression of venereal diseases ; but, in every phase of laboratory work,

ther-e has been a great increase which continues at the present time.

In spite of the shortage in laboratory workers and the' increase in

the demand for service, the laboratories have succeeded in meeting the

requirements with reasonable efficiency for which the subordinate labor-

atory staff is entitled to special credit.

After several months without a Chief of the Division, the depart-

ment succeeded in securing the services of a bacteriologist of wide ex-

perience who assumed the duties of Chief on May 1, 1918. Since that

date, many changes have been made which have added to the effic-'iency

of the division. ISTew information cards, to accompany specimens to be

transmitted to the laboratory, have been prepared in such form as to

reduce the clerical work in the laboratory and to minimize the possibility

of errors. Better types of containers, for the transmission of speci-

mens, have been adopted, but, on account of the unsettled condition of

the markets, containers of any type have been very difficult to obtain.

LABORATORY WORK

During the past year, 10,499 specimens have been examined, as

compared with 6,013 for the year previous. Of these, 3,133 were exam-

inations of sputum for the diagnosis of tuberculosis, as compared with

2,690 similar specimens for the year preceding. There were 4,069 ex-

1 Absent on miUtary service.
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animations of swabs for the detection of diphtheria, as compared with

1,937 for the previous year. Examinations of blood for the diagnosis

of typhoid fever numbered 1,541, as compared with 1,182 for the year

1916-1917. Wassermann tests for syphilis were made to the number of

593, while similar tests for the previous year numbered 200. There

were 1,184 tests and examinations of miscellaneous character made
during the year.

Prior to January 1, 1918, Wassermann tests for syphilic were made
for indigent persons only and the number was relatively small. Be-

ginning Avith the first of the year, however, these tests were made for

all persons, regardless of financial condition, with the result that the

numbers increased from 19 in January to 215 in June.

SUMMARY OF WORK DONE BY MAIN LABORATORY FOR FISCAL YEAR
1917-1918
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State. With an increase in personnel^ involving only moderate expend-

itures, it will be possible to increase the production of antityphoid vac-

cine so as to produce a quantity adequate for general free distribution.

Plans are also being made for the production of such quantities of

antimeningitis vaccine as may be necessary for the emergency needs of

the State and of the Department of Public Health. This can be car-

ried out by the present laboratory force.

While it will be impossible to prepare supplies for general distribu-

tion, it is expected that the Division will be able to produce emergency
supplies of toxin-antitoxin mixture for active immunization against

diphtheria.

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAINERS

It has been the custom of the Department of Public Health, for

several years past, to supply containers or mailing cases for the trans-

mission of specimens to the laboratory, through the large number of

agencies established in all parts of the State for this purpose and for

the distribution of curative and preventive vaccines and sera. While

this plan is one which is convenient for physicians in all parts of the

State, its proper operation is fraught with many difficulties since the

service of the agencies is given without compensation and since the de-

mand for laboratory service varies decidedly in different localities, lead-

ing to shortage of supplies in some communities with an unwarranted

accumulation in others. A plan has been worked out for a better and

more uniform system of distributing containers and for the checking

up at frequent intervals of the supplies in the hands of agents, whereby

it is believed that the distributing service will prove very much more
satisfactory.

BEANCH LABORATORIES

On account of the fact that some laboratory specimens are exceed-

ingly perishable and, consequently, cannot be shipped for long distances

and because it is essential that very prompt reports be made to physi-

cians on other specimens, the State Department of Public Health has

established branch laboratories in several sections of the State. Such
laboratories are now in operation at Mt. A^ernon, TJrbana, Chicago, and
Eockford. The laboratory formerly maintained at Galesburg has been

discontinued on account of the fact that the bacteriologist in charge

has enlisted in military service and it has been found impossible to fill

his place. It is believed that, with better distribution of containers,

the branch laboratories may be expected to do much more extensive

work in the future than in the past.

DISTRIBUTION OF VACCINES

Illinois, with the exception of Massachusetts, was the first state in

the union to distribute diphtheria antitoxin in convenient containers

without charge, for the use of rich and poor alike. The Department of
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Public Healtli lias gradually extended its policy oi' supplying curative

and preventive sera, vaccines and other agents until at the present time

it furnishes diphtheria antitoxin, smallpox vaccine, antityphoid vaccine,

nitrate of silver solution for the prevention of ophthalmia neonatorum

and the Schick Test for determining immunity to diphtheria. As inti-

mated in foregoing paragraphs, it is the purpose of the department to

go even more extensively into the preparation of suoh preventive and

curative agencies as rapidly as their worth is absolutely determined and

appropriations and laboratory facilities and personnel will permit.

x\side from the saving of human life and the prevention of disease

resulting from the free distribution of these agents, the saving in dol-

lars and cents already demonstrated, is very striking. During the past

year, the department has distributed through its agencies in all parts

of the State, 44,578 packages of antitoxin and 19,672 packages of anti-

typhoid vaccine. The cost of these supplies, if purchased by those to

whom they Avere administered, would amount to approximately $380,000.

The cost to the State was less than $50,000, showing a financial saving

to the people of the State of Illinois of $230,000.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

On account of the importance of biologic products such as vaccines,

antitoxins and sera, in the prevention and cure of certain communicable

diseases, and the large quantities of such supplies used and distributed

by the Department of Public Health, it would be a matter of economy
if the manufacture of such agents could be developed in the department's

own laboratories. The possibility of such extended activity at a min-

imum of expense has already been dwelt upon in these pages.

It is hoped that it may be possible, during the coming year, to

divide the functions of the present diagnostic laboratories, one division

continuing purely diagnostic work which is steadily increasing in volume

and the other section devoting itself to the production of biologic pro-

ducts.
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W. W. McCuLLocH, Superinte7ident

The Division of Hotel and Lodging House Inspection, as it is

termed under the present organization of the State Department of

Public Health, was created by an amendment to the State Board of

Health Act for the purpose of securing supervision of cubic feet of air

space and other sanitary features of lodging houses, boarding houses,

taverns, inns and hotels in cities of 100,000 population or over. The

activities of the division are consequently confined to the city of Chicago

where offices are maintained.

During the fiscal year, 604 lodging houses were measured and in-

spected and 215 remeasured and reinspected. These lodging houses

contained 18,376 rooms and housed 12,943 lodgers. They were prepared

to accomodate 24,473 lodgers although their legal capacity was 43,105.

Supplemental inspections covered 15,081 lodging houses containing

47,419 rooms with 31,050 lodgers. The present capacity of these lodg-

ing houses was 63,935.

During the year, 1,123 lodging houses were found to be vacant, 225

went out of business and 56 were torn down.

During January and February, 1918, the inspectors for the division

served 5,495 notices upon proprietors and managers of lodging houses,

calling upon them to file the sworn statement required by law to be filed

by March 1, of each year. These lodging houses represented a popula-

tion of 91,783 persons. In April, May and June, second or final notices

were served upon 2,122 proprietors, lodging 22,615 guests, who had

failed to file the required statement with the coimty clerk. Tip to June

30, 1918, there had been 4,766 sworn statements filed with the county

clerk and copies of 4,364 of these had been made for the use of the

department.

The inspectors for the division have reported 372 violations of

public health laws relating to lodging houses, such as over-crowding,

defective and leaky plumbing, accumulations of rubbish in basements,

hallways and imoccupied rooms, and filthy walls, ceilings, beds and

bedding; Written notices were immediately served upon the proprietors

or managers of lodging houses in which these conditions were found to

exist, directing that the objectionable conditions be immediately abated.

On reinspection, it was found that, in practically every instance, the

sanitary conditions had been materially improved.
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During the months of May and June, the inspectors distributed in

all lodging houses and hotels, pamphlets and circulars issued by the

State Department of Public Healtli dealing with sanitary matters and
disease prevention.
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Bael B. Searcy, Editor^

Heney B, Hemenway, M. D., Acting Chief

The greatest obstacle confronting public health organizations in

their efforts to prevent disease and promote health is the indiiference

in regard to these matters not only on the part of the lay public, but,

frequently, on the part of local authorities and physicians. This very

rarely assumes the form of real opposition to health activities, but is

rather an apathy based upon lack of knowledge of the modern tenets of

preventive medicine. On this account public health instruction must
become one of the most important functions of any health organization.

The striking accomplishments of this form of health work are thoroughly

appreciated by the more experienced health officers who recognize that

the striking reduction in the morbidity and mortality of communicable

diseases throughout the past generation has been due, not so much to

laws or mandates, or even to scientific epidemiological work, as to the

steady extension and spread of knowledge among the people at large.

The object of the Division of Public Health Instruction is to bring

to the public the truth about health and about disease prevention in

terms that are simple and in a form which is so interesting that it will

be accepted and acted upon by busy men and women. To this end the

division utilizes circulars, pamphlets, a monthly health journal, press

service in the newspapers, public lectures, motion pictures, portable

educational exhibits and a collection of educational mechanical devices.

PUBLICATIONS

In years past, the State Board of Health published a monthly

bulletin made up almost altogether of technical material designed pri-

marily for the medical profession. Two or three years ago, the style and

character of this publication were radically changed and it appeared as a

popular monthly health journal, liberally illustrated and designed for

the non-professional reader. It is in this form that "Illinois Health

ISTews" now reaches upward of 13,000 readers each month.

One of the most striking features of "Health ISTews" is a series of

health cartoons, two of which appear in each monthly issue, emphasizing

the necessity and importance of various public health measures or de-

picting, as only a cartoon can, the serious results of their non-observ-

ance. The popularity of these cartoons is indicated by the fact that,

^ Absent on military service.
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with the cousent of the departmcut, they aj-u I'cgularly reproduced in

some forty publications in this country and abroad. During tlie past

year, the circulation of these cartoons has been greatly increased by

the preparation of a series of electrotypes which have been furnished

without cost to the daily and weekly newspapers of the State.

Because of their effectiveness and their appeal to the general pub-

lic, colored enlargements have been made ol' many of these cartoons

as a part of the portable exhibits loaned by tlu; (l('i)arlmont for use in

all parts of the State.

During the past year, the Division of Pulilic Health Instruction

has been somewhat hampered in the publication of "liealth News" on

account of the fact that the departmental editor is among those of the

staff who have been called to military service.

One of the larger undertakings of the Division of Public Health

Instruction is the complete revision of the rules and regulations for the

control of the various communicable diseases and the special educational

circulars devoted to these diseases and to other important public health

subjects. An entirely new circular of information on the cause and

prevention of venereal diseases and pamphlets containing the rules and

regulations for the control of venereal diseases and of tuberculosis have

been issued during the year together with new publications on malaria,

influenza and the suppression and destruction of the house fly.

On account of the interest which has been created in tuberculosis

as a wartime problem and the heavy demand for educational material

in the thirty-three counties voting on the county tuberculosis sanitarium

proposition at the autumn election, the popular circular of the depart-

ment on tuberculosis is entirely exhausted and a new education is now in

process of preparation. The circular on the care of the bab}", which

recently appeared in large editions, is similarly out of print on account

of the increasing interest in child welfare stimulated as a Avartime

activity by the Federal Children's Bureau and other agencies interested

in child conservation. As the various communicable disease circulars

are becoming exhausted, they are being replaced by new publications

materially improved in form and style.

PEESS SERVICE

The Division of Public Health Instruction operates a press service

sending out articles of popular character to about 750 daily and weekly

newspapers in Illinois. This regular, periodical service is supplemented

by special articles in times of epidemic or other unusual public health

emergencies. The press service also reaches the medical profession

through the medical journals having wide circulation in the State.

LECTURES

The Chiefs of the several Divisions of the Department of Public

Health are usually available for public lectures on their individual
—5 P H
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special lines of activity and this service has been very much in demand
by clubs, societies, colleges and high schools. In addition to these

popular lectures, representatives of the department have appeared before

various medical and scientific bodies for the purpose of presenting papers

or of giving clinical instruction.

The Chief of the Division of Public Health Instruction appeared

before a number of chautauqua gatherings in the southern part of the

State giving addresses on •Malaria—an Economic Problem,"' and at a

similar series in the northern part of the State, talking on '^"'Wartime

Health Problems.''

As a part of the campaign conducted in conjunction Tvith the

Federal authorities for the prevention and suppression of venereal

diseases, lectures have been prepared by the Chief of the Division of

Social Hygiene and will be delivered to the men selected by the draft

for military service in each of the 102 counties of the State.

The division has prepared a nimaber of popular lectures on various

phases of disease prevention and health promotion which are sent to

women's clubs, schools and other organizations, accompanied by illustra-

tions in the form of stereopticon slides.

EXHIBITS

During the past few years, the Department of Public Health has

developed a portable exhibit, made up largely of mechanical models,

which has been shown at State and county fairs and in connection with

large gatherings of people. This exhibit is accompanied by an experi-

enced attendant whose duty it is to install and operate the exhibit and

at the same time to distribute public health educational literature to

those who attend.

Small parcel post exhibits, made up of posters and large cartoons

and other educational matter which may be readily transported, are sent

without charge whenever requested.

The department also maintains a loan collection of motion picture

films and stereopticon slides for use in motion picture houses and other

places of public gathering.

During the fiscal year stereopticons have been loaned to six com-

munities; the larger mechanical exhibit has been shown at seven places

for periods of from three to ten days; motion picture films have been

sent to twenty-two towns and cities and illustrated lectures have been

furnished to fifteen clubs and organizations. Parcel post exhibits of

colored cartoons and posters have been sent out in 274 instances.
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G. G. Tatix)b, M. D., Chief

The Division of Social Hygiene was created after the organization

of the other divisions of the Department of PnbKc Health to meet the

urgent need of special activity- for the suppression and prevention of

venereal diseases especiallv in the military service and among the young

men who would be indncted into service throngh the selective draft.

This required intensive work in the sanitary zones about the military

cantonments, but also demanded educational and regulative activities

in every community in the State from which soldiei^ for the new
National Army are to be drawn.

Venereal diseases have been more or less unsuccessfully and un-

systematically dealt with for centuries, the lack of suec^s being largely

due to the fact that the wide prevalence of these diseases has not been

realized until the European nations became involved in the present

world-war. In military experience, however, it has recently been

learned that approximately 20 per cent of the soldiers in all European

armies became more or less incapacitated by reason of the ravages of

venereal diseases. When the United States entered the war, it was

found that the percentage of men infected in this c-ountry equalled, and

in some cases exceeded, that of Europe.

A national campaign against the spread of venereal diseases was

launched by the Federal Government and Hlinois was the second State

in the Union to Join in hearty cooperation with the Federal agencies.

As an initial step, the State Department of Public Health, in Xovember.

191T, promulgated rules and regulations for the prevention and control

of syphilis, gonorrhea and chancroid and placed these rules in immediate

effect. Stated briefly, these rules require that all cases of venereal

diseases be reported to the local health anthorities and to the State

Department of Health: that patients suffering from venereal diseases

be isolated and quarantined, when necessary to protect the public; that

diseased prostitutes be given hospital treatment: that indigent cases be

treated at the expense of the county in which the individuals reside at

the time the disease is discovered.

EXF0ECE3IEXT OF ErXES

The reports required by these rules are treated eonndentiaily. the

name of the patient being withheld provided the physician in attendance

guarantees that the public shall be protected from infection. Sources
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of infection given in the reports are investigated and, if disease is

found, treatment is provided.

Illinois has no statute providing for compulsory examination, but

the offer of treatment of the disease is usually sufficient inducement

to cause the suspect to submit to examination.

In the case of prostitutes, residing in property used for immoral

purposes, the placarding of the premises usually brings about prompt
examination.

Specimens, including smears for microscopical examination and

blood for the Wassermann test for syphilis are submitted to the Division

of Diagnostic Laboratories of the Department of Public Health. Per-

sons found to be diseased and in an infectious stage, are required to

submit to treatment. If the person is not a prostitute and is able to

employ a physician, he or she may be treated privately.

Prostitutes, of course, are the most prolific source of venereal in-

fection and no reputable physician can guarantee that these women will

refrain from exposing others to infection. Consequently, it becomes

necessary that all such persons shall' be treated in hospitals where they

are under constant control and supervision. This hospital treatment

is provided at the expense of the county, as is the case with the indigent

sick. Inasmuch as practically all prostitutes become indigent and de-

pendent when restrained from pursuing their calling, this arrangement

is a fair and proper one.

The rules provide that the patient must continue treatment until

cured of his infectiousness under penalty of having his name reported

to the health officer. This is the case whether the individual is a private'

individual under the care of his own physician or of known immoral

character and under public treatment. The patient is protected from

extortion on the part of the unscrupulous physician by right of appeal

to local or State Departments of Health at any time.

Cases under treatment which cannot be properly isolated or con-

trolled, are subject to quarantine, as is the case in any other infectious

disease and the premises may be placarded as in other communicable

diseases. Certificates of freedom from venereal disease, which were

formerly furnished to prostitutes by even some physicians Avho were

otherwise known to be ethical and reputable, and which are known to be

not only valueless, but actually a source of added danger on account of

the false sense of safety they created, are now prohibited.

Persons suffering from venereal diseases in an infectious stage are

prohibited from removing from one health jurisdiction to another with-

out the permission of the health officer of the jurisdiction from which

and to which the person desires to remove.

The rules provide for the examination of inmates of jails, penal,

correctional and charitable institutions of the State, county and city,

for venereal diseases.
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Penalties are provided for failure on tbc part of physicians, drug-

gists or other persons for failure to report oases or for giving false in-

formation.

Circulars of information on the subject of venereal diseases, pre-

pared and furnished b)^ the State Department oF Public Health, are

givcu to every patient.

SERVICE IN MILITARY ZONES

On account of the necessity for protecting soldiers from venereal

infection, the rules and regulations of the department were first en-

forced in the districts created about the military camps and canton-

ments within the State. In this, the activities of the department were

necessarily limited on account of the lack of funds. This work was

largely in the hands of a Medical Supervisor of Military Zones, who

had been employed to meet war time conditions, acting under the direc-

tion of the Director of the department.

Approximately one thousand prostitutes have been examined and

about 75 per cent of these have been found to be infected with venereal

diseases. Of the diseased, approximately 60 per cent have been found

to be infected with both gonorrhea and syphilis. Practically all cases

of gonorrhea are infectious; but only about 40 per cent of the eases of

syphilis were found to be in an infectious stage.

CREATION OF THE DIVISION

On account of the growing importance of this work and the in-

creased accent placed upon it by the Federal Government, a new divi-

sion of the State Department of Public Health—^known as the Division

of Social HA^giene—was created in July, 1918, and the former Med-

ical Supervisor of Military Zones was made Chief of the division.

FEDERAL COOPERATION

On account of the fact that the need for such a division had not

been anticipated and, consequently, no appropriation had been made

for it, the rapidly increasing activities were constantly impeded by lack

of funds. This situation was relieved late in 1918 by funds provided

by the Federal Government, by which the Division of Social Hygiene

is now financed.

The Sixty-fifth Congress appropriated one million dollars for

venereal disease control in the States, and after a study of work being

done in other States, plans of the Social Hygiene Division of the Illinois

Department were perfected, submitted to and approved by the Inter-

departmental Committee having the matter in charge, and the sum of

$61,307.51 was allotted to Illinois and became available for use Novem-
ber 1, 1918.

Fifty per cent of this money will be expended for the purpose of

purchasing drugs for free distribution to diseased persons, and assisting

in the establishment and operation of dispensaries for free treatment
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of venereal disease patients. Tliere is great need for these dispensaries

on account of the disinclination of the average physician to give proper

attention to this class of diseases, and to the consequent neglect of

them.

Uncured gonorrhea in the young man results in the infection of his

v^ife when he marries. Later she develops a condition of chronic in-

validism, necessitating a surgical operation which ages and unsexes her.

If she bears a child, it may acquire ophthalmia neonatorum, and unless

properly cared for is blinded.

Twenty per cent of the allottment will be expended for educational

purposes, including the distribution of the proper literature, lectures

and moving picture exhibitions. ' As a part of this program of educa-

tion, the Chief of the Division of Social Hygiene has prepared a series

of lectures on venereal diseases, their prevention and the immediate

and remote dangers arising from, them, and arrangements have been

made for the presentation of these lectures to the "Class A'' men of the

selective draft in various sections of the State.

Twenty per cent will be expended for repressive measures, includ-

ing the prosecution of violators, investigations and social service work,

leaving 10 per cent for administration expense. In order to obtain an

allottment for the coming year, an appropriation of at least an equal

amount by the State Legislature is necessary, this being a condition

specified in the Kahn-Chamberlain Bill imder which the Government

appropriation was made.

An examination of a large number of syphilitics proves that in 30

per cent of the cases there is spinal cord involvement. A large per-

centage of the inmates of the State .asylums for the insane are in their

present condition as a result of syphilis. Hereditary syphilis causes a

large percentage of imbecile and feeble-minded children. Practically

all the blindness of infants is due to gonorrhea. Proper medical treat-

ment in the early stages of venereal disease will prevent these condi-

tions. Proper medical treatment renders syphilis non-infectious. The

number of cases of syphilis having open lesions has been materially re-

duced, due to the fact that proper and early treatment rapidly renders

such cases non-infeotious. Therefore, syphilis can be eliminated as a

disease factor.

The continuation of the grant of federal funds for venereal dis-

ease work is conditioned upon the appropriation of a like sum by the

State itself. With an appropriation by the State to equal the Govern-

ment allottment to Illinois, the activities in venereal disease control

can be more than doubled. Up to the present time, aside from the sal-

ary and expense of one employee for a few months, the State of Illi-

nois has expended no money for the control of venereal diseases, while

the State of Michigan has expended over one hundred thousand dollars

for one year's work.
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DIVISION PLANS

The plans of the Division include encouragement of better facilities

for the treatment of venereal diseases by assisting free clinics already

in operation; the establishment of such clinics, where they are needed,

and supplying drugs for the treatment of patients unable to pay for

them; educational work instructing the public in the danger and de-

structiveness of venereal diseases and the prevalence, and the necessity

for prompt and thorough medical attention; repressive measures includ-

ing a system of social service, whereby efforts will be made to prevent

prostitutes who have been cured from returning to their former prac-

tices.



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

During the first year of operation under tlie Civil Administrative

Code, tlie State Department of Public Health and its present form of

organization have been put to severe test especially through the heavy

demands imposed upon the organization by the exegencies of war. With

all of the difficulties in meeting the unusual demands of wartime and

of maintaining even a reasonably complete staff of technical workers, it

may be said that the results of the first year confirm the belief that a

public health department, unimpeded by extraneous functions, is a

great improvement over the former health organization and that the

present divisional organization has added much to the efficiency of the

department.

It is to be hoped that all of the divisions may be completely organ-

ized for effective work and that the corps of district health officers, now

operating so efficiently, may be materially increased with coming ses-

sions of the General Assembly so that there will not be a community

in the State whose conditions will not be familiar to the department and

which will not feel the influence of those agencies which the State has

provided in the interest of the people.

LOCAL COOPERATION

Even if this condition can be realized, disease prevention and health

conservation cannot be adequately carried out without still another im-

portant feature in health organization. Eegardless of how efficient a

state health department may be, it is largely dependent upon the local

health departments for practical and lasting results of its endeavors.

With the State Department of Public Health well organized and a rea-

sonably efficient staff of district health officers, the acute need in Illinois

at the present time is provision for thoroughly qualified local health

officials.

SANITARY HEALTH DISTRICT ACT

This end is made possible by the Sanitary Health District Act

which was passed by the General Assembly in 1917. Under this law,

any town or two or more adjacent towns in counties under township

organization, or any road district or road districts in counties not under

township organization, may be organized as a public health district,

even though such district may be created from parts of two or more

counties. The creation of the public health district is determined by

referendum and the project is supported by a special tax of not to ex-

ceed four mills on the dollar of taxable property embraced in the area

covered.
72
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Tlie law requires the appoiutmeut ol a J'ull-time district healtli

officer, to be selected by competitive examination conducted by the State

Department of Public Health, who shall receive not less than $1,500.00

per annum. The law also provides for the employment of nurses,

chemists, clerks and assistants as deemed necessary by the district health

officer and for the equipment and operation of offices and laboratories.

The advantages of this law are obvious. Under its provisions, no

community will be unable to provide efficient public health administra-

tion on account of small population since any number of townships or

road districts may unite to constitute a health district. By the general

adoption of the provisions of this law. there Avould not be any section

of the State without adequate public health service. It is in this law

that the State Department of Public Health sees the possibility of gen-

eral development Avhereby the State Government and the local commun-
ity may coordinate their energies, with the State district health officers

conptituting the necessary connecting links.

STATE AND COUNTY COOPEEATION

A distinct step forward in the efficiency of public health adminis-

tration in Illinois is anticipated in the State and County Collaborating

Health Service^ which is now in process of organization. In the work-

ing out of this plan, each county medical society is asked to designate

one of its members Avho will become the representative of that county

in this collaborating service. In the absence of the district health

officer, and in the existence of an emergency, this county representa-

tive will be called upon to act for the State, receiving therefor reason-

able compensation on a per diem basis.

The representatives of all counties will be brought together from

time to time at central points for conference on public health subjects

and particularly to consider the more recent advances in preventive

medicine of more or less technical character, with the imderstanding

that they shall return to their home communities and shall present the

results of these conferences at meetings of their county medical societies.

It is believed that, through this plan, the State Department of

Public Health will have a very close and intimate contact with the

physicians in all parts of the State and that the more modern health

problems, which the practicing physician has been in the habit of rele-

gating to the health official, will acquire a new interest and that all

medical men will come to look upon themselves as more definitely

responsible for the pnblic welfare than they have in the past.

^ Since these pages have been written, this State and County Collaborating
Health Service has been organized, its first important function being that of meet-
ing community needs in connection with the influenza epidemic.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

C. St. Ci^\.ir Drake, M. D., Director.

During- the iiseal .year July 1, 1918 to June 30, 101!), the activities

of the State Department of Plihlic Health have been directed upon the

following important lines

:

(a) The completion of the organization of the department under

the provisions of the Civil Administrative Code, which had been delayed

by Avar-time conditions.

(b) The completion of the war-time program including supervis-

ion of sanitary zones around military cantonments, special surveys and

imusual activities in dealing -with the war-time tuberculosis and venereal

disease problems in conjunction with the Federal Government, the Amer-

ican Eed Cross and other extra-governmental agencies.

(c) The readjustment after war-time conditions and the resump-

tion of normal peace-time activities.

(d) Meeting and combatting the infiuenza-pneumonia epidemic of

the fall and winter of 1918-19, recognized as the most serious epidemic

the State and Nation had ever experienced.

(e) The development of new health activities whose value had been

demonstrated by the war and by the influenza-pneumonia epidemic.

I. COMPLETION OF DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION

AVith the adoption of the Civil Administrative Code, on July 1,

1917, the Department of Public Health was organized with eleven divi-

sions, devoted to the various phases of public health activity and each

division under the supervision of a competent and experienced chief. The

appropriations made by the Fiftieth General Assembly were not sufficient

for the development of all of these divisions upon a permanent working

basis, but it was found possible to develop the more important or funda-

mental divisions to a point where all ordinary conditions could be met

and to create at least a skeleton organization of the other divisions.

Aside from the insufficiency of appropriations, serving to limit the

complete development of the department, difficulty was also encountered

in securing an adequate personnel, particularly in the more technical

scientific lines on account of the heavy demands that were made for such

service by the Federal Government in connection with war-time activi-

ties. In addition to this insurmountable difficult}^ in securing new heads

for the more recently appointed divisions, two of the division chiefs, the

Chief of the Division of Sanitation and the Chief of the Division of
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Diagnostic Laboratories^ together with a considerable number of older

employees, were enlisted in the army, leaving many important activities

in the hands of new, and, at times, relatively inexperienced persons.

The Fifty-first General Assembly made appropriations through

which it was possible to increase the personnel of all divisions on a prac-

tical working basis and the signing of the Armistice and the disbanding

of the national army not only brought back the older employees of the

department, but made it less difficult to obtain new employees of broad,

specialized experience.

The Department of Public Health as. organized at the time these

pages are written, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1919, is as fol-

lows :

1. Executive Division, consisting of the Director, the Assist-

ant Director, the Chief Clerk and clerical staff.

2. Division of Communicable Diseases, consisting of a chief

of the division. Supervisor of Field Service, an Assistant Epidemiol-

ogist, eight full-time district health officers and clerical staff.

3. Division of Tuberculosis, with the Assistant Director of the

department serving as acting chief, with one field nurse and clerical

staff.

4. Division of Sanitation, with a chief of the division, assist-

ant engineers, laboratory technicians, a farm sanitation adviser and

clerical staff.

5. Division of Vital Statistics, with the chief or registrar and

assistant chief of the division, statisticians, field inspectors, and cler-

ical force.

6. Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing,

with a chief of the division, a supervisor of nursing service, a

medical assistant, field nurses and clerical staff.

7. Division of Diagnostic Laboratories, with a chief of the

division, bacteriologist, laboratory helpers and general staff.

8. Division of Biological and Research Laboratories, with

provision for a chief of the division and laboratory staff. The

duties of this division are being performed by the Division of

Diagnostic Laboratories, pending more complete organization.

9. Division of Surveys and Rhiral Sanitation, with a chief of

the division, field workers and clerical staff.

10. Division of Public Health Instruction, with a chief of

the division, librarian and clerical staff.

11. Division of Social Hygiene, with a chief of the division,

and a staff of field workers, lecturers and clinicians.

12. Division of Lodging House Inspection, with superin-

tendent, field staff and clerical force.

Within the department, the divisional organization is quite similar

to the departmental organization of the State Government under the
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provisions of the Civil Administrative Code, tlic division chiefs being

assigned to special activities, but being in constant conference and work-

ing at all times in closest cooperation.

II. COMPLETION OF WAI!-TIME PKOGRAM

At the beginning of the fiscal 3'ear, the Department of Public Health

was engaged in numerous activities incidental to war-time conditions.

These consisted principally of the control and supervision of the sani-

tary zones surrounding the several large military camps located within

the State; the surveys of these zones and of towns and cities whose

normal conditions were radically changed by their close proximity to

military cantonments; service in connection with returned tuberculous

soldiers for physical examination and provision for their medical care

and treatment; close supervision of territory surrounding military camps

for the detection and suppression of communicable diseases ; special work

in conjunction with the United States Public Health Service in the

diagnosis, treatment, control and suppression of venereal diseases.

All of these projects, demanding, from time to time, the services of

practically all of the divisions of the department, were continued until

the signing of the Armistice in JSTovember at which time it became pos-

sible to discontinue most of these war activities. The work among
returned tuberculous soldies, however, and the cooperative work with the

United States Public Health Service, in the control of venereal diseases,

have not been discontinued, but on the contrary, have been generally

expanded and will continue to demand the attention of the department

for a number of years to come.

III. RESUMPTION OF PEACE-TIME ACTIVITIES

During the war, the protection of the military population was the

public health problem of paramount importance and, on this account,

many of the ordinary activities of the department, which were not

pressing in character, were given secondary place. On account of the

government restrictions limiting building and construction during the

period of the war to those things which were imperatively needed, a

large number of municipalities which had contemplated the installation

of water works, sewer systems, sewage and garbage disposal plants, and
other sanitary installations, were compelled to abandon their projects

until peace was declared.

With the signing of the Armistice, the construction of sanitary

public utilities has been resumed and the Division of Sanitation, within

the past few months, has been engaged in exceptionally large numbers
of public enterprises, investigating the sources of new public water

supplies, outlining plans for sewage and waste disposal and advising

communities on the rehabilitation of plants which had ceased to func-

tion effectively. The Division of Surveys has been called upon to make
sanitary studies of a number of Illinois cities whose civic conditions
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had been radically altered by the development of large industries and

by greatly increased population due to war-time activities.

In addition to these demands for sanitary service;, it must be recog-

nized that the entire subject of public health administration has bee^n

subjected to considerable change on account of the unusual opportunity

for observation made possible in dealing with large numbers of men
under control during the war; by the wide experience which a large

number of physicians have had in sanitary work in military service; by

the new activities which governmental agencies have assumed particu-

larly in the control of venereal diseases and tuberculosis which were

given great impetus by the seriousness of these diseases during the war

and, particularly, by the lessons that were impressed upon health

authorities as to the needs for better developed local health departments

in the tragic epidemic of influenza and pneumonia during the fall and

winter of 1918 and 1919.

In the entire reorganization of health administration in Illinois,

made possible by the Civil Administrative Code, the State is indeed

fortunate that at the time of departmental reconstruction it has had

available the great mass of new public health experience of the past few

years. This epoch-making experience renders it possible for the depart-

ment to be established on thoroughly modern lines and in harmony with

the teachings of '^the new public health.^'

IV. DEVELOPMENT OP NEW ACTIVITIES

The revelations of the exemption boards and of military and medical

officers as to the previously unrecognized prevalence of venereal diseases

and tuberculosis, caused special emphasis to be placed on these diseases

by both Federal and State authorities during the war, and the knowledge

attained makes it incumbent upon efficient State health organizations

to continue venereal disease and tuberculosis work in the future as they

have never been carried out in the past.

During the war, the Department of Public Health promulgated

rules and regulations for the control of venereal diseases and tubercu-

losis, imposing upon local health authorities a definite responsibility and

the Division of Social Hygiene and the Division of Tuberculosis will be

charged with coordinating local activities and with the enforcement of

these necessary rules and regulations during the years to come. The

Division of Tuberculosis in many of its educational activities has worked

and will continue to work in close cooperation with the Illinois Tuber-

culosis Association. For the uses of the Division of Social Hygiene, the

Fiftjr-first General Assembly appropriated the sum of $50,000 annually

and a like amount was received from the Federal Government .under

the provisions of the Chamberlain-Kahn bill.

One of the fundamental necessities in a successful attack upon

either venereal diseases or tuberculosis is the establishment of means
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•for early and accurate diagnosis and for this reason, the Division of

Tuherculosis and the Division of Social Hygiene have devoted themselves

very largely to the establishment of local clinics or dispensaries designed

for both diagnosis and treatment. After the experience of the war, it

will never again be possible for a State department of public health to

maintain the attitude of relative indifference to these diseases which was

once customary among such departments.

During the war a large number of Illinois physicians, who had

previously been relatively unconcerned in regard to public liealtli ad-

ministration, were assigned to the sanitary divisions of military service,

while all of the medical men engaged in the war, regardless of their

branch of service, had impressed upon them the tremendous importance

of preventive medicine and modern sanitation. In addition to this,

hundreds of thousands of young men, who have returned from the war
to assume the business, industrial and professional responsibilities of

the State, were given general instruction during their military service

which will cause them in the future to observe health and sanitary regu-

lations as nothing else could have done.

It will be an important function of the Department of Public

Health, during the coming years, to utilize the sanitary and public

health experience of these ph5^sicians and private citizens in establishing

a closer spirit of cooperation between the department and the various

communities of the State. To a large extent, this is already being

developed through the cooperating health oflficers designated for service

b}'' the various county medical societies.

Out of the war there came a new appreciation of the value of child

life and the urgent necessity for the development of the health of

children. This need was very acutely felt in Germany, Great Britain,

France, Belgium and other nations whose young men were sacrificed in

large numbers during the war. In these countries it became imperative

that there should be developed as many healthy children as possible to

replace those who were lost and to take part in the national reconstruc-

tion of the future. While the lesson was not impressed upon the United
States as deeply as it would have been if the war had been continued,

nevertheless the importance of child conservation has come before us in

an entirely new light and new significance.

In the creation of the new national army, the exemption boards of

the selective draft rejected hundreds of thousands of young men on

account of physical unfitness, illness or disability, much of which might

have been prevented had more intelligent attention been given to the

infants and children of the past generation. The observance of

Children's Year, under the auspices of the Children's Bureau of the

Federal Department of Labor, in cooperation with the Councils of De-

fense of the several sta-tes, served to accent the need for more attention

to child life and, as a consequence of the war-time stimulation of
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interest, child welfare will occupy more attention in the future on the

part of health officials than it ever has in the past. For this reason the

State Department of Public Health is expanding its. program and in-

creasing the personnel of the Division of Child H3rgiene and Public

Health Nursing with the idea of improving the child population of

the State, which, if neglected, will continue to produce an adult popu-

lation, a large percentage of which is physically unfit.

The influenza epidemic of the autumn of 1918 and the winter of

1918-1919, demonstrated with tragic force the inefficiency of a great

many of the local health departments throughout the State. In spite of

the tremendous importance of disease prevention and health promotion,

the majority of Illinois communities, even of considerable size, have con-

tinued to look upon their health departments merely as emergency organ-

isations and such departments have not been financed or manned as they

should be. Not infrequently the local health officer is a layman who has

had little or no public health experience, while with equal frequency, the

lives and health of the people have been entrusted to physicians,

meagerly compensated, who devote relatively little time to their official

duties.

The influenza epidemic made the heaviest possible demands upon
the local health authorities of the State and at the same time requisi-

tioned every available physician for private practice. This is usually the

case—that private practice is the heaviest at the time that public health

requirements are the greatest—^but the situation was rendered extremely

acute in the recent epidemic and with the result that the part-time medi-

cal health officers, engTossed as they were in their private affairs, in many
instances practically abandoned their public health activities.

The cost of the influenza epidemic to the State of Illinois in human
lives, in human suffering and in financial loss was staggering in its pro-

portions, and yet this loss will not have been in vain if it has impressed

upon local authorities and upon the people as a whole, that ordinary

prudence requires that every community shall be provided with a full-

time medical health officer and with a medical organization capable of

successfully meeting public health emergencies as they arise. Out of its

experience during the past fiscal year, the State Department of Public

Health sees the necessity of insisting upon adequate local health organi-

zation and of building up both the State and local health departments

to a place where prompt and efficient response can be expected in any
epidemic or other public catastrophe.

V. COOPERATION WITH EXTKA-GOVEKNMENTAL AGENCIES

During the war, there were brought into being large numbers of

extra-governmental agencies devoting themselves to the pressing war-time

needs of the military and civil population. Hundreds of thousands of

persons, who had previously been oblivious to social and civic responsibil-

ities, acquired a new interest and a new enthusiasm which they were
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reluctant to give up with the resuinptiou of peace. Tlie American lied

Cross, with its tremendous membership and its gigantic organization, was

indisposed to resume the relatively iiarrow field of an emergency organiza-

tion which it had occupied prior to the war and other national organiza-

tions which had increased in magnitude during the war-time period of

aroused public enthusiasm, turned their thoughts to peace-time condi-

tions in mapping out their programs for the future. Very naturally,

all of these organizations came first to the consideration of public health

as the subject which would appeal most definitely to the largest portion

of the population and which had taken on a new significance during the

past few years.

Even before the war, there had been considerable complaint that so

many volunteer or extra-governmental agencies were engaging in the var-

ious phases of public health work that there was serious overlapping and

conflict not in harmony with modern policies of efficiency and economy.

There consequently came, after the signing of the Armistice, a

Nation-wide sentiment that there should be some method of coordinating

all of these extra-governmental agencies and of affiliating them more

closely with the ofiicial or governmental health agencies.

As a result of numerous conferences, in which the Director and As-

sistant Director of the department have participated, there is reason to

expect that during the next few years coordination in health work will

be realized to an extent which in the past seemed hardly possible.

The conference of State and Provincial Health Authorities, which

had formerly been merely a conference with annual meetings and with

very little definite existence between such meetings, has been made a per-

manent organization with its affairs governed by an executive committee

of which the Director of the department has been selected as executive

secretary. The advantage of this permanent organization is, that it

makes possible constant contact of the State health authorities of the

Nation in the carrying out of cooperative plans with the nationally organ-

ized extra-governmental organizations and there are now in process of

preparation working agreements with the American Red Cross, the

National Tuberculosis Association, the American Public Health Associa-

tion, and the American Medical Association which will imquestionably

lead to more uniform and more definite health activities in the future.

Under the program now considered by the American Eed Cross, that

organization, without interfering with the local activities of extra-govern-

mental agencies already in existence, will work in close touch with the

State Health Department in securing the standardization and supervision

of all nurses engaged in public health work throughout Illinois, this pro-

gram being subscribed to by the National and State Tuberculosis Asso-

ciations.

Through an agreement now under consideration between the

National organization of State health authorities and the National

Tuberculosis Association, there will be a mutual understanding between
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the State health ofificials and State tuberculosis associations as to the pro-

grams to be carried out, thereby avoiding overlapping and duplication

of effort, materially aiding the State health department in reaching large

numbers of persons in all parts of the State and greatly strengthening

the tuberculosis associations.

Through coordinating effort now under contemplation between the

American Public Health Association, the National organization of State

health authorities and the American Medical Association, it is quite

likely that there may be obtained, within the Federal Government, a

coordination of the various public health activities now controlled by a

large number of Federal departments, bureaus and commissions creating

for all practical purposes, a Federal health organization, charged with all

of the phases of public health activity in which the National Govern-

ment engages and as is now to be found in most of the more progressive

State governments.

The coordination between the United States Public Health Service

and the State health departments, illustrated in the epidemiological work

of the past and in the campaign against venereal diseases, is too well

known to require further discussion and will probably be extended in the

future.

In Illinois, the spirit of cooperation between governmental and extra-

governmental agencies has long been recognized as more than satisfact-

ory. The Illinois Tuberculosis Association and other large extra-govern-

mental agencies have recognized the advantage of utilizing the State

health department as the coordinating agency through which there may
be obtained a better and more efficient alignment of all health work,

while the State Department of Public Health has recognized the tremend-

ous advantage accruing to the governmental agency through the thor-

ough-going cooperation of the large and influential extra-governmental

organizations. In the activities which centered about Health Promotion

Week observed during May, 1919, the general desire for closer coopera-

tion between extra-governmental and governmental agencies in Illinois

was made greatly manifest, giving promise of a unified interest on the

part of all classes of people in health promotion in Illinois which will

bear rich fruits in years to come.



EXECUTIVE DIVISION

The Executive Division of the State Department of Public Health,

iiichuling the offices of the Director and the Assistant Director, serves

as the central office of the department and is engaged in the accounting,

the arrangement of office methods, the keeping of general records and

the coordination of the activities of all of the divisions. The Executive

Division receives all mail and maintains general departmental corre-

spondence files. The Executive Division also maintains a reference

library, handles general supplies and serves as a means of communica-

tion of all divisions with other State departments and extra-governmental

agencies.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the Executive Division

has been engaged in the reorganization of the department on a depart-

mental basis, in the development of new activities, in the selection of

technical workers through civil service to man the newly organized

divisions, and in many conferences with Federal departments and extra-

governmental organizations incidental to the preparation of a general

health program and its adaptation to peace-time conditions.

At the beginning of the fiscal year, the Director of the department

was in constant touch with the War Department, the United States

Public Health Service and other Federal departments, in the super-

vision of sanitary zones surrounding military camps and cantonments,

in the control of venereal diseases in the civil population surrounding

such camps, and in other activities connected with the military estab-

lishment housed within the State.

With the termination of the war, a large number of organizations

which had befen engaged in social and relief work among soldiers, mani-

fested an intention of engaging in public health work, and as a matter

of economy and efficiency and to avoid overlapping and duplication of

effort it became desirable to coordinate all of these extra-governmental

organizations and to affiliate them with the governmental health

agencies.

As a first step in this direction, the National organization of State

and Provincial Health Authorities was placed on a permanent basis

with an executive committee which was directed to keep in constant

touch with health activities throughout the Nation. The Director of

the Department of Public Health was made secretary of the organization

and secretary 6f the executive committee, and in this capacity he has

been constantly engaged in outlining general health programs and in

13
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conferences with other state health authorities, with officials of the

Federal Government and with officers of national health organizations

such as the American Eed Cross, the National Tuberculosis Association,

the American Medical Association and the United States Public Health

Service.

As a result of these conferences, tentative agreements have been

reached whereby there will be practical coordination of governmental

and extra-governmental agencies in the future, with the State health

departments of the several states serving as the central or coordinating

organizations.

With the termination of the war and the resumption of activities

in civil life, the Executive Division has been called upon to generally

reorganize the several divisions of the department to meet peace-time

needs of the period of reconstruction. Our experiences during the war,

with our new appreciation of the importance of venereal diseases, child

welfare, tuberculosis and other health activities, which have not been

highly developed in the past, have led to new standards in public health

administration, and these have had to be taken into consideration in

the reorganization of divisions now practically completed.

The development of some of these newer activities and the expan-

sion of other divisions to more adequately meet the demands upon them,

has been made possible by larger appropriations granted by the Fifty-

first General Assembly, so that at the present time it may be definitely

stated that the Department of Public Health is in better position to

meet all of the varied requirements of modern public health administra-

tion than ever before in the history of the State.

In the Division of Communicable Diseases, an Assistant Epidemi-

ologist and two additional full-time district health officers have been

added. The Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing has

been strengthened by the employment of a supervisor of nursing service

and a medical assistant. The Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene

has secured appropriations placing it on a relatively independent basis,

while all of the other " divisions have been sufficiently strengthened to

guarantee more effective work than they have been able to render in

the past.

In an effort to extend the influence of the department into all

communities of the State, there has been developed a State and County

Collaborating Health Service, for which each county medical society has

been asked to nominate one of its members to serve as the representative

of the department in his community. In the absence of the district

health officer and in the existence of an emergency, this county repre-

sentative acts for the State, receiving therefor reasonable compensation

on a per diem basis. The department endeavors to supply this repre-

sentative with information in regard to all recent advances in sanitary

science and preventive medicine and it is part of his duty to transmit
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this iui'ormatiou to the iiiciiihci's of the county medical society in an

effort to stimulate an interest on the part of the medical profession in

the prevention oL' disease and the promotion of health.

The termination of a second year under the ('i\il Aihninistrative

Code "has proven ujimistakably the wisdom of that epoch-making piece

of legislation. The Department of Public Health has been freed from

its duties as an examining and licensing body, and has been relieved of

the responsibility of the enforcement of the Medical Practice Act and

otlier laws controlling the practice of professions and trades, so that it

has been enabled to devote all of its time and attention to the prevention

of disease and to the conservation and promotion of health of the people

of Illinois. The provisions of the Code have permitted an organization

infinitely superior to that which prevailed in the past, while the constant

contact with the directors of the other departments of the State Govern-

ment has lead to cooperation on the part of these departments and

their many divisions which has been helpful in many ways. In the

absence of a Board of Health and with the centralizing of power and

authority in a director there has been made possible a cooperative rela-

tionship with extra-governmental agencies Avhich would have been diffi-

cult under the old form of organization.

At many of the national conferences and meetings attended by

representatives of the Department of Public Health during the past two

years, the Illinois Department of Public Health, . operating under the

provisions of the Civil Administrative Code, has been pointed out re-

peatedly by representatives of other states as being in an enviable position

for the accomplishment of efficient public health work on an economical

basis.

During the fiscal year, Illinois was visited by the most serious, wide-

spread and devastating epidemic the State has ever known—the pandemic

of influenza—which appeared in Eastern military camps late in the

summer and was noted at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station a few

weeks later, and during September, October and November spread

throughout Illinois with great rapidity, with tremendous morbidity and

with high death rate, afflicting perhaps two and one-half million people.

Before the epidemic had assumed large proportions, the Director, accom-

panied by the Assistant Director and a clerical staff, opened offices in

the city of Chicago where they remained for a period of approximately

two months. This action was rendered necessary, first, that the depart-

ment might be in close touch with that section of the State first invaded

by the disease, that it might work in close cooperation with the United

States Public Health Service and the American Bed Cross in supplying

medical and nursing assistance to stricken communities, and that the

Director might be able to attend the conferences of the Illinois Influenza

Commission, created at the suggestion of the Council of National De-

fense, to attempt to solve the gigantic problem of controlling and mas-
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tering the disease. The details of this epidemic are further dealt with

i]i the report of the Division of Communicable Diseases, hut the epidemic

will stand out for many years as a tragic chapter in the history of the

State, indicating to what extent epidemic disease may entirely paralize

civil and industrial life and indicating also the urgent need for better

health organization in all of the local communities of the State. The
entire price of the influenza epidemic is not yet paid. Hundreds of cases

of physical wreckage, as the results of influenza and pneumonia, are

being brought to light every month and it will perhaps never be pos-

sible to learn the total loss in human lives and health of this public

catastrophe.

An innovation along educational lines which stands out conspicu-

ously in the history of the fiscal year was Health Promotion Week,

designated by the Fifty-first General Assembly to be observed in the

month of May during the years 1919-1920. Health Promotion Week,

which is dealt with more fully in the report of the Division of Public

Health Instruction, was a remarkable example of cooperative activities

of governmental and extra-governmental agencies, a striking demonstra-

tion of the great increase of interest in matters of public health developed

throughout the State within the past few years, an event which served

to drive home to hundreds of thousands of persons their first apprecia-

tion of the value of individual health as a community asset.

The activities of the various divisions, in all of which the Executive

Division has participated, are described in the following divisional

reports which are prepared by the division chiefs with the collaboration

of the Executive Division.



DIVISION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

JojiN J. McSiiANE^.M. D., B'R. p. H. Chief

In coiiinion with otluT divisions of the State Departnu-iit of I'lihlic

Health, the Division of Comniunicahle Diseases encountered difficulties

early in the fiscal year on account of the fact that its personnel was

more or less -disrupted through the enlistment of members of the staff

in military service; through the inability of the division to fill its

vacancies with men experienced in public health work and, particularly,

liecause a large number of local health officials were engaged in the war

together with the hundreds of local physicians of the State. It is stated

that Illinois gaA^e more medical men to national war service propor-

tionately than any other state, leaving many communities entirely with-

out physicians and dependent upon the medical men who resided many
miles away.

In view of the shortage of personnel in the division and the absence

of these large numbers of health officers and local physicians, Illinois is

exceedingly fortunate in the showing it is able to make as to the com-

municable diseases of the past year. With the exception of the epidemic

of influenza, during the autumn of 1918 and winter of 1918-1919, the

State has been singularly free from serious incidence of contagious and

infectious diseases.

Even under normal conditions, with the physicians of the State

engaged in their professional work in their accustomed places, serious

epidemics have frequently developed on account of the fact that mild

cases of contagious disease have not been brought to the attention of

medical men. With thousands of physicians absent from their homes

and with many communities relying entirely upon overworked doctors

living from ten to twenty miles away, it is surprising that more serious

epidemics did not result.

The records of the Division of Communicable Diseases for the fiscal

year show that there have been 353,299 cases reported between July 1.

1918, and June 30, 1919, as compared with 61,665 cases during the

previous fiscal years. Of these reports, it will be borne in mind that

204,142 were cases of influenza, occurring during the epidemic. The

remaining cases, numbering 149,157, are misleading unless regarded

with a full knowledge of the public health developments of the past

year. Reviewing the figures of the year, it appears that, in addition

to over 200,000 cases of influenza, the number of cases of communicable

diseases exceeded those of the past year by 87,492 and yet it is shown

that there was an actual decrease in the numbers of cases of typhoid
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fever, malaria, smallpox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, meningitis, and polio-

myelitis. In fact, of the ordinary communicable diseases, measles is the

only one in which there were more cases reported during the fiscal 3^ear

ending June 30, 1919, than during the previous year.

The great increase in the number of reported cases is due to new

conditions in public health activity and^ to a certain extent, is the out-

growth of war-time conditions. Prior to the war, health officials paid

relatively little attention to reports of venereal diseases and tuberculosis,

while in many localities, pneupionia was not regarded as reportable at

all. During the past year, almost 23,000 cases of pneumonia were

reported with over 16,000 cases of tuberculosis and large numbers of

cases of venereal diseases.

The total numbers of reported cases of communicable diseases dis-

tributed among the 102 counties of the State and showing the reports

from the principal cities within these counties are to be found in the

accompanying table, (Table I) ; while additional tables show the re-

ports of cases of the seventeen principal diseases, by months for the

State as a whole, and for the city of Chicago for the fiscal year just

passed and for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, (Tables II, III,

IV and V).

INFLUENZA

The epidemic of influenza of the autumn of 1918 and the winter

of 1918-1919 stands out as the most devastating, widespread and specta-

cular invasion of communicable disease the State has even seen. While

over 200,000 cases were reported, it may be safely assumed that this

represents only a part of the total incidence of the disease. The total

number of deaths from influenza and complicating pneumonia amounted
to 32,324' as compared Avitli 103,138, the total number of deaths through-

out the State due to all other causes.

Cases of influenza were reported early in September, 1918, at the

Great Lakes Naval Training Station, situated on the shores of Lake
Michigan about thirty-five miles north of Chicago and close to the cities

of North Chicago and Waukegan. At the time of the first invasion of

the disease, there were approximately 5,000 young men housed in the

Training Station.

About ten days later, a number of cases of influenza were reported

in the extreme southern part of the State, at Elco in Alexander County.

Elco is a village of 236 inhabitants and investigation proved that the

disease was brought to this isolated community by a returned soldier

from Camp Forest near Oglethorpe, Georgia. The history of the out-

break at Elco is interesting. On September 17, this soldier sufEering

from a "cold" and complaining of "not feeling well" returned from the

military camp. He visited the village of Elco, spending much of his

time in the post-oflBce and in the stores of the village. On September'

20, he visited his fiancee at Cache, Illinois, but returned to Cairo the

same day.
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TABLE II—SHOWING REPORTS OF FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL COMMUNICABLE
DISEASES FOR THE ENTIRE STATE OF ILLINOIS BY MONTHS FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1917, TO JUNE 30, 1918

Diseases.
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TABLE IV—SHOWING THE REPORTS OP FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL COMMUNI-
CABLE DISEASES IN THE CITY OF CHICAGO BY MONTHS FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1917, TO JUNE 30, 1918—MORBIDITY SUMMARY

TABLE V—SHOWING THE REPORTS OF FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL COMMUNI-
CABLE .DISEASES FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO BY MONTHS FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1918, TO JUNE 30, 1919—MORBIDITY SUMMARY

Diseases.
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On September 32, t.lie soldier's Haiicee developed influenza with

complicating bronclio-pnciinioiiin, ;ind iit the same time a daughter of

the post-master and a cousin ol.' the soldier hecame victims ol' the disease.

Within the next few days, cases developed in every home in the

village. The majority of the people oecupied three or foui- room houses

or cottages and a most intimate relationship existed between them. On
account of the fact that the community is peculiarly isolated, there has

been constant intermarriage among its inhabitants until practically all

the persons residiiig there are related to each other. More than is ordi-

narily the case, the people in Elco, at the outbreak of tlie epidemic,

practiced the rural custom of visiting the afflicted persons in large

numbers.

Of the population of 236 people in Elco, the house to house can-

vass afterward carried out, developed the fact that 209, or over 84 per

cent, had been victims of the disease and of this number seven had died.

The epidemic quickly ran its course and the disease disappeared,

the nearby villages being in no way affected until some weeks later when

influenza extended throughout the entire State from the Great Lakes

Naval Training Station and other points in northern Illinois.

Unlike the isolated community of Elco, the territory around the

Great Lakes Naval Training Station is thickly populated and there is

constant travel and interchange of population. By September 22, the

disease made its first appearance in Chicago and on October 1, it invaded

Camp Grant, located near the city of Rockford, spreading through this

camp with great morbidity and very high mortality.

On September 25, the State Department of Public Health promul-

gated rules and regulations for the control of influenza making all' cases

of the disease or suspected disease reportable by physicians, nurses,

parents, school authorities, and hospital and institutional authorities and

requiring isolation of the patient and other precautionary measures. On
September 28, the Council of National Defense created an Illinois Influ-

enza Commission, made up of representatives of the army, the navy, the

United States Public Health Service, the American Eed Cross and the

State Department of Public Health and the Chicago health department

this commission holding conferences in Chicago almost daily until the

more severe stage of the epidemic had passed in northern Illinois.

Simultaneously with the creation of the Illinois Influenza Commis-

sion, the State Department of Public Health opened offices in Chicago

through which its representatives could be kept in close touch with the

situation in the Great Lakes district and in northern Illinois, and the

director would be enabled to attend the daily conferences of the com-

mission.

Early in the epidemic, appeals were received from stricken commu-
nities, particularly for physicians and nurses. On account of the fact

that large numbers of Illinois physicians had engaged in military service.
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scores of comiimities were left without medical meu of any kind and were

compelled to rely upon j^liysicians residing long distances away. In other

communities, the jDhysicians themselves fell victims to the diease leaving

their people without medical attendance.

In connection with the offices established in Chicago, the State

Dei^artment of Public Health created a special bureau for supplying

physicians aiid nurses. An arrangement was perfected with the United

States Public Health Service whereby funds were provided for the

salaries and traveling expenses of j)hysicians who were temporarily com-

missioned as acting assistant surgeons of the Public Health Service. An
arrangement was also completed with the Central Division of the Ameri-

can Eed Cross whereby nurses were furnished on demand.

These physicians and nurses, together with all of the field staff and

employees of the State Department of Public Health who could be with-

drawn from other activities for influenza work, not only gave medical

and nursing attention to the afflicted, but were instrumental in the crea-

tion of emergency organizations, the opening of special hospitals and in

the supplying and distribution of material relief. Hospitals were opened

ii) school buildings, public halls, churches and dwellings and in many
instances, community kitchens were set up from which nourishing food

was distributed to the afflicted in their homes.

Prom the very beginning of the ej)idemic, it was apparent that

added difficulties would be encountered through the breaking down of the

local health departments under the unusual strain. In spite of the pro-

tests of the State Department of Public Health, a large number of Illi-

nois communities still retain the part-time services of physicians or em-

plo3^-la3anen as health officers, or depend upon the unpaid services of

physicians or laymen as members of local boards of health. Just at the

time when the public demands were the greatest, these underpaid or

unpaid physicians found their private, practices larger than ever before,

and except in unusual instances, local public health work was abandoned,

the physicians devoting themselves to their private affairs. It is to be

hoped that the tragic experience of the influenza epidemic will impress

upon communities the folly of part-time health officer service and the

necessity for the support of local health departments on a basis at least

as liberal as that accorded to fire departments and police departments.

Early in October, the Surgeon General of the United States Public

Health Service, transmitted a communication recommending that all

places of public gathering throughout the State be closed. This commu-
nication was immediately transmitted by telegraph to all municipal offi-

cials in the State with the added recommendation that the restriction

should be applied as local conditions seemed to require. On October 2,

the rules for the control of influenza were revised and revisions were also

made on October 12, and October 16.

In spite of the seriousness of the epidemic, it was exceedingly diffi-

cult to apply rigid restrictive rules uniformly and simultaneously
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throughout the State. The epidemic began in the extreme northern end

of Illinois, which is almost four hundred miles in length, and spread over

the State as a great wave, for the most part, following the main avenues

of travel. While the disease raged in the vicinity of Chicago, no cases

had as yet been reported in central or southern Illinois. When the dis-

ease was most prevalent in central Illinois, the epidemic had entirely

subsided in communities in the extreme north, while cities and villages

in the southern part of the State were so far unaffected. It was conse-

quently necessary to apply rules and restrictive measures according to

the conditions existing at the time in the individual communities.

After repeated conferences with the Illinois Influenza Commission,

the Department of Public Health issued orders prohibiting public dances,

public funerals, and stock sales, closing theatres and motion picture

houses and prohibiting" all public gatherings not essential to the conduct

of the war. Schools were permitted to remain open providing they had

adequate medical and nursing suiDervision. The Avisdom of this provi-

sion has been convincingly demonstrated since that time. Not only did the

employment of medical inspectors and school nurses go far toward con-

trolling the prevalence of influenza among school children, but it had a

definite effect upon the prevalence of other communicable diseases for

months to come. A large number of Illinois communities which, prior

to that time, had showed no concern over the health of school children

were so convinced of the value of school medical service that they have

made such service permanent.

Realizing the need of educating the public during this critical period

in matters of personal hygiene, the Department of Public Health main-

tained a continous news service through the newspapers of the State and

distributed over a third of a million pamphlets on influenza and pneu-

monia. Mayors, city councils, school boards, employers of labor, officials

of churches, hospital authorities and the public generally, were advised

as to the measures which would have the most influence in controlling the

spread of disease.

The greatest stress was laid upon the necessity for isolating all per-

sons suffering from colds and attention was called to the fact that this

would continue to be imperative until more definite means of diagnosing

influenza from ordinary colds could be developed. Under the rules of the

department, all pe^^"sons suffering from apparent "common colds" were

regarded as victims of influenza and were isolated and placed under

proper restriction. The department also required that face masks be

worn by physicians and nurses while attending influenza patients and

required the same precaution on the part of all visitors in hospitals, who
were admitted only in case of grave emergency. The department issued

special educational material calling attention to the value and the limita-

tions of face masks, insisting that such masks must be properly made and

properly eared for, directions for making suitable masks being included

in the circulars issued.
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As a result of the conferences of the Illinois Influenza Commission

and investigations of the commission as to the various vaccines advocated

as a means of prevention, the health department of the city of Chicago

began the preparation of a mixed vaccine, quantities of which were gener-

ously supplied to the State Department of Public Health and, by the

department, distributed to the physicians of the State on request.

At the time of this distribution, the State Department of Public

Health held that the use of vaccines was entirely experimental and that

the results obtained up to that time were not sufficient to justify any defi-

nite recommendations or assurances. The emergency was great and

many authorities seemed to have confidence in a preventive vaccine and

the department merely placed itself in a position to supply such vaccine

in case it was desired for use.

The physicians who used this vaccine were asked to make reports on

the results of the immunization obtained to the Illinois Influenza Com-
mission, but the reports received were of little or no value. The results

reported varied in the greatest extreme. Some physicians not only de-

clared that the vaccine gave complete immunity, but went so far as to

assert that it had proven curative—a claim which had never been made
for it in any way—^while other physicians not only denied any preven-

tive value, but went so far as to say that the vaccine, when employed, in-

creased the susceptibility of the individual. Between these extremes

were all manner of observations.

The report of the results obtained from the use of this particular

vaccine and of other vaccines was made by a committee at a meeting of

the American Pliblic Health Association held in Chicago and was to the

effect that no influenza vaccine has proven efficacious up to the present

time, but that it is worth while to employ anti-pneumococcie vaccines ex-

perimentally.

During the summer of 1919, outbreaks of so-called "epidemic colds"

were reported in many sections of the State and there was grave appre-

hension on the part of national. State and local health authorities that

the influenza epidemic would recur during the winter of 1919-1920. As

these pages are written, there appears to be little likelihood that such a

recurrence will be experienced. Sporatic cases of influenza are still being

reported in considerable numbers and there is believed to be an increase

in pneumonia and other respiratory diseases.

Considerable discussion has arisen to the effect of the influenza epi-

demic on the development of pulmonary tuberculosis. While it is obvious

that the incidence of influenza will not develop and has not developed

pulmonary tuberculosis do novo, there seems to be no question but that

thousands of cases of quiescent, dormant, or arrested tuberculosis

throughout Illinois have been reactivated by influenza and influenza-

pneumonia. The Division of Tuberculosis of the State Department of

Public Health, while making no definite statement as to the exact rela-

tionship between the two diseases, reports, from information obtained
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from lllinios sanatoria and dispensaries, that aijproxiniatcly GO ])or cent

of the persons known to have developed active tuberculosis within the

past few months were victims of the influenza epidemic of last year, the

history of the active tuherenlous condition very frequently dating from

that time.

TYPHOID FEVKIi

During- the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, there were reported to

the Division of Communicable Diseases, 1,199 cases of typhoid fever, as

compared with 1,963 cases for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918.

During the year, there were several severe epidemics of the disease,

one at Moline which was found to have been due to the opening of a

valve at the municipal water works admitting directly into the mains

"the raw water from the Mississippi Eiver. In this epidemic there were

over 180 cases reported. A second outbreak of typhoid and para-typhoid

in Moline was found to be due to the use of polluted water from what is

known as the "McGovem Well."

An epidemic of typhoid fever occurred at Galesburg with over 30

cases; in the rural district of Lake County with 36 cases; in the rural

districts of Madison County with 29 cases; in the rural districts of Ean-

dolph County, including the city of Sparta, with 87 cases and in the city

of Jacksonville with 67 cases.

An epidemic, with 43 rei)orted cases, occurred in Joliet, Will

County, a community which has had a typhoid fever outbreak almost

every year confined to a section which is unsewered and in which there

is a limestone foundation. This section of the city is given over to the

foreign population and in it there is considerable congestion in housing

and a number of open polluted wells are used.

On the whole, public education has gone far toward reducing the

incidence of typhoid fever in Illinois. Practically all intelligent people

are now aware that the disease is entirely preventable and most munici-

palities have come to realize the urgent need of pure water supply as a

community asset.

The greatest danger from typhoid epidemics in the future will lie

in the rural communities, and particularly in the country towns where

there is beginning to be considerable congestion of population without

adequate means of obtaining pure water supply and of sewage and waste

disposal.

MALARIA

There has always been a certain amount of confusion in the minds

cf the medical profession and the general public as to malaria, and this

confusion is doubtless responsible in some measure for the failure on

the part of the Division of Communicable Diseases to receive anything

like complete reports of cases occurring in Illinois throughout the past

fiscal year. By a great many persons, malaria is not regarded as in-

fectious or communicable. Particularly in the southern part of the
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State^ a great many vague and indefinite conditions^ probabl}^ having no
relationship whatever with nialaria, are attributed to the disease, while

in those wide expanses of Illinois in which malaria is known to prevail

continuously, a great many of the people have become accustomed to it

and remain untreated or attempt their own cure with patent medicines

without bringing the cases to the attention of the medical profession.

The 199 cases of malaria reported during the past year constitute

but a trifling percentage of the large number of cases that unquestion-

ably must have occurred, the insignificance of these reports being appa-

rent when it is known that 150 deaths were ascribed to the disease

during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918.

One of the most important health problems with which the Illinois

State Department of Public Health must deal in years to come, is that

of the suppression of malaria, which, during the fiscal year beginning

July 1, 1917, is said to have cost the State over $2,600,000 in loss of

life, medical care, nursing, burials and loss of productive labor. Those

who are familiar with the malaria problem in many sections of the State

declare that this figure is far too conservative.

In spite of the hazy and indefinite idea prevailing in many quarters

regarding this disease, a great deal can be done by the systematic

sterilization of malaria carriers, as suggested by Bass of New Orleans,

and of sanitary engineering projects to do aAvay with the breeding places

of mo'squitos. Before these projects can be placed in extensive opera-

tion, however, it will be necessary to carry out a more extensive edu-

cational campaign to impress upon the minds of public officials and the

people that the scourge of malaria is as preventable as it is costly.

SMALLPOX

During the fiscal year just ended, there was decided decrease in

the number of cases of smallpox reported to the Division of Communi-
cable Diseases. While there were 4,475 cases reported during the

previous fiscal 3^ear, there were but 3,028 cases reported during the year

ending June 30, 1919. Even with this decided decrease, which is per-

haps due to accidental causes rather than anything else, the smallpox

situation, not only in Illinois, is very discouraging.

In the present state of our knowledge, smallpox is an absolutely

unnecessary scourge. It may be prevented by a simple and harmless

vaccination which costs little to apply and yet, investigations made by

the Division of Communicable Diseases, indicate that there are many
communities in Illinois where not over five per cent of the population

have availed themselves of this definite protection.

While there have been no very wide-spread or severe epidemics,

there have been a number of invasions by the disease, entailing human
suffering, loss of life and disturbance of business and social affairs which

could readily have been avoided. In one outbreak at Elgin, 88 cases
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were reported; in (iulesluirg iC ia^<s; iMilton Coimiy )','> cases; Jasjtei-

County 29 cases; Kane Conniv, outside; of Elgin, Do cases.

The decrease in smallpox, wliere vaccination is generally employed,

is so striking as to require no wordy discussion, fn the city of CJiicago,

which contains almost one-liaJi; the population of the State, there were

but 112 cases of smallpox during the past fiscal year, while in the other

parts of the State there were over :)M0. Vaccination is very much more

general in Chicago than in the rural communities. In the states of New
York and Massachusetts, where vaccination has been made general

through campaigns of education, smallpox is practically unknown and

almost no restrictive measures have to be employed. In fact, in a recent

fiscal year, the state of ISTew York had only 35 cases of smallpox reported

—a state very much larger than Illinois—^with only about ten per cent

as many cases of smallpox.

MEASLES

While measles has been popularly regarded as one of the "minor

communicable diseases of child life," it is noted that this disease, during

the past year, has caused twice as many deaths as scarlet fever, judging

merely from the death certificates in wdiich measles is definitely given as

the cause of death. As a matter of fact, the mortality from measles can-

not be accurately determined from the death reports, inasmuch as deaths

may be due to complicating broncho-pnuemonia, or to acute tuberculosis

following the measles attack. Hence, it may be stated that measles is

responsible for even a higher death rate than is accredited to it in our

mortality statistics and becomes one of the very serious menaces of child

life.

During the fiscal year, ending June 30, 1919, there were 19,165

cases of measles reported, this being about twice as many cases as were

reported during the previous fiscal year. It is not certain, however, that

this figure indicates a much greater -prevalence of the disease. With a

gradual process of education, physicians are coming to report their

measles cases with greater regularity and this large increase may con-

sequently mean a closer observance of the rules and regulations of the

Department of Public Health.

During the year, there were 14,301: cases of measles reported from

Chicago, where reports of communicable diseases are more general than

elsewhere in the State. In Evanston there were 1,020 cases reported;

in Galesburg 160 cases; in McHenry County 67; and in the city of Rock-

ford 648 cases.

The cities of Chicago, Eockford and Evanston do not constitute a

full half of the population of Illinois and yet these three communities

reported 15,722 cases of measles during the year as compared with 3,393

cases from the rest of the State. In the three cities named, health ad-

ministration is generally satisfactory and it is believed that this great
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discrepancy is due to lack of observance of health regulations in other

communities of the State.

SCAELBT EEVER

During the past fiscal year, there were 4,140 cases of scarlet fever

reported to the Division of Communicable Diseases as compared with

5,084 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, or a decrease of 1,663

cases.

During the i^ast year, there were -outbreaks of scarlet fever in epi-

demic proportions at Quincy, Mt. Sterling, DeKalb, Kankakee and La-

Salle.

DIPHTHERIA

Throughout the entire State, including the city of Chicago, the

number of cases of diphtheria reported to the Division of Communicable

Diseases during the past fiscal year shows a decided decrease as compared

with the previous fiscal year. In the State as a whole, the number of

cases reported during the year ending June 30, 1917 was 7,789 while,

during the previous year, there were approximately 11,000 cases reported.

The greatest number of cases of diphtheria during the past year was re-

ported from Chicago, a total of 5,842 as compared with diphtheria re-

ports in Chicago for the previous year numbering 7,423.

In spite of this general decrease in diphtheria cases, the cost in

human life and human suffering of this disease is deplorable and well-

nigh inexcusable. Laboratory methods of diagnosis diphtheria haye been

developed along the simplest possible lines and the State Department of

Public Health has made laboratory diagnoses available not only at the

central laboratory at Springfield, but in the several branch laboratories

throughout the State. The determination of whether or not an exposed

person or contact is immune from the disease is a very easy matter and

in case the individual is not immune, complete immun ty may be secured

through the use of toxin-antitoxin or through prophylactic doses of anti-

toxin which protects the individual thoroughly for a short period of

time.

In addition to the progress which may readily be made in extending

immunity to individuals, diphtheria antitoxin, Avhich is distributed by

the State Department of Public Health without cost, regardless of the

financial condition of the individual, is a specific cure if used early and

in proper doses.

In spite of the fact that the State has placed at the disposal of all

persons the absolute means of prevention, immunization and cure, it is

to be noted that there were 1,058' deaths from diphtheria during the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, 959 of which occurred in the city of

Chicago, and it is further to be noted that diphtheria cost the people of

Illinois in human lives, medical attendance, burials and loss of gainful

occupation considerably over a million dollars during the same year.
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Perlmps the inosi dii'cd iticans of rcduciiiij;- uiiiicfessarv morbidity

and mortality from di|)hlliciia will ((iiiic tlir()U<>;li iho education of phys-

icians, parents and school aiitliorilics wluM'chy cultures will lie taken from

«]] "simple sore throats" to determine whetiier or not there is diphtheric

infection, lu a great many outhi'eaks of this disease that have been re-

ported throughout the State, the first cases were practically ignored in

the belief that they were cases of simple throat infection.

MENINGITIS

During the fiscal year ending June 30, IDl!), there were but 121

cases of epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis reported to the Division of

Communicable Diseases, as compared with 349 cases for the previous

year. There were no serious epidemics in any section of the State.

ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS

The decrease in the number of cases of acute poliomyelitis during

the past fiscal year is exceedingly gratifying. There were only 265 cases

reported, as compared with 867 cases for the previous year, and yet it is

possible that the conditions throughout the State have been even hotter

than indicated by these figures. The educational work of the State De-

partment of Public Health during the past few years and, particularly,

at the time of the great Eastern epidemic of a few years ago, has resulted

in greater care on the part of the medical profession in the diagnoses of

cases which in any way resemble infantile paralysis, and great improve-

ment in the reporting of suspected cases.

Of the 265 cases reported during the year ending June 30, 1919,

111 were found in Cook County, of which 71 Avere in the city of Chicago,

5 in Evanston and 26 in Oak Park. From Kankakee 20 cases were re-

ported; JoDaviess County 7 cases; Kane County 9 cases; DeKalb

County 25 cases and Putman County 20 cases.

WHOOPING COUGH

Whooping cough is another of the so-called "minor diseases of child-

hood," which causes a great deal more destruction of human life than is

generally appreceiated. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918,

there were 708 deaths from whooping cough in Illinois, or twice as many
as were due to measles, and nearly three times as many as were due to

scarlet fever.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, there were 7,21-1 cases

reported, as compared with 14,304 cases during the previous year.

Since there is at this time no specific means of determining the

immunity of a child to whooping cough, and no specific means of treat-

ment, our chief reliance in overcoming this disease must be placed upon

a thoroughgoing campaign of education impressing upon the parents of

the State that if every precaution is taken to guard the child from infec-

tion during early life, there is a likelihood that he may escape the disease

—3 P H
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altogether, through that immunity which seems to he acquired in later

years.

The old time theory that children may as well he exposed to the so-

called "minor contagious diseases" has heen a murderous doctrine, re-

sponsible for the enormous wastage of thousands upon thousands of

human lives.

PNEUMONIA

The records of the Division of Communicable Diseases relative to

the reports of cases of pneumonia during the year ending June 30, 1919,

are of interest chiefly in reflecting the seriousness of the influenza epi-

demic and the frequency with which pneumonia complicated that disease-

The figures also indicate perhaps a more general observance of the rules

and regulations of the department relative to the reporting of pneumonia

which has only recently come to be regarded by local health officials and

by practicing ph5^sicians as a communicable disease subject to public con-

trol.

During the past fiscal year there were 30,097 cases of pneumonia

reported, as compared with 5,485 during the previous fiscal ye?.r.

TPIE COST OF COMMUNICABLE, DISEASE

There is always a tendency to regard human life and human suffer-

ing lightly until death and disease come close to the individual, and even

then the lesson seems readily forgotten. It is a strange commentary up-

on the intelligence and feelings of the people that loss from communi-

cable disease expressed in dollars and cents is more convincing and im-

pressive than when expressed in grief and sorrow and human suffering,

but such is unquestionably the case.

In the annual report of the State Department of Public Health for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, there was published a table showing

the financial loss from iDreventable disease and it is believed that this

table and the facts contained in it have gone further toward securing

public and official attention to disease prevention than any other argument

or evidence ever offered. The data afforded a specific way of impressing

upon cit}^ and county officials the actual tremendous cash penalty

their communities were bearing annually on account of the failure to

provide adequate means of disease prevention and upon individual citi-

zens the price they themselves are paying for their personal indifference

and for the disregard of good local health administration for which, in

the last analysis, the private citizen is responsible.

In computing the cost of communicable diseases the following defi-

nite factors w^ere taken into consideration and in every instance it is

believed that the figures employed result in an under-statement rather

than an exaggeration of the facts ; cost of human life computed at $3,000

for the adult and $500 for the child; cost of burial $100 for the adult

and $50 for the child ; estimate of the number of cases of illness for
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each death from disease prepared upon recognized epidemiological stand-

ards; the cost for medical and inirsing care for the sick and the value

of the loss of time IVoiii pnK

I

iictivo or gainful occupation. Tn these

computations each disease was givgn careful and separate consideration

and it is believed that the resultant figures state the case as clearly and

accurately as it can he stated.

In a similar table for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, which

is presented herewith,* certain minor changes were deemed advisable

and the diseases of rabies, septic sore throat, influenza and gonorrhea

and syphilis have been included. During the previous year many of the

cases of epidemic meningitis ^vere found among soldiers in tlio military

cantonments of Illinois, and on this account tliis disease was reckoned

as partly a disease of adults and partly a disease of childhood. Inas-

much as there have been practically no cases of epidemic meningitis

among adults during the past year, the disease has been reckoned as

purely one of childhood and the figures reduced accordingly.

In previous years influenza was not a factor of sufficient importance

to justify its consideration in this table, but the epidemic of the autumn

of 1918 and the winter of 1918-19 was of such magnitude that it placed

this disease in first rank as a cause for human illness, sacrifice of life

and consequent financial loss.

As a matter of fact, during the past fiscal year, influenza stood sec-

ond only to tuberculosis as a source of financial loss to the State, the

total cost being estimated at $73,710,000; if the influenza loss be com-

bined to the loss from pneumonia the total would amount to about

$122,343,803, making the combined cost far in excess of any single dis-

ease. It is not fair to assume, however, that all of the pneumonia mor-

tality or morbidity is attributal)le to the influenza epidemic, since pneu-

monia cost the State something over $30,000,000 during the previous

fiscal year when influenza Avas not an important factor. If w^e assume

the increase in pneumonia cost during the past fiscal year as compared

with the previous fiscal year, as being the result of the influenza epidemic,

we find that this pneumonia cost amounts to $18,633,795 which, added

to the cost of influenza, gives a total of $92,343,795.

The cost of tuberculosis during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918,

was approximately $115,000,000 and during the past fiscal year this

was reduced by about $23,000,000 with the cost of tuberculosis during

the year of $92,723,000.

It is interesting to note that even though reduced very materially

and to a point lower than has been attained in any previous year, tuber-

culosis still costs the State of Illinois a larger amount annually than

the total cost of the tragic devastating and overwhelming influenza-

pneumonia epidemic.

*Page 36-38.
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COST OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES—FISCAL

County.

H

(1) (4) (5)
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YEAPv—JITLY 1, liilS, TO JUNE 30, 1919

37

(23) (28aiKi:3r)

inclusive
and 90

(37) (US) ((UC)

ft a

(63D) (91 and 92) (lOOD)

50
150

1,550
100

50

500

50

500
250
50

50
100

50

$ 905,900
789, 100

52, 400
51,000
91,700

311,400
117,900
65, 500

157, 200
537, 100
471,600
314,400
366, 800
196,500
563,300

44,384,800
209,600
157,200
396, 100

248, 900
248, 900
527,100
262, 000
117,900
301,300
340,600
157,200
510,900
445, 400
78, 600
248,900
265, 100
196,500
262,000
235, 800
65, 500

393, 000
301,300
759, 800
196,500
471,600
196,500
91,700

170,300
1,493,400
1,034,900

104, 800
641,900
458, 500

1,244,500
275, 100
131,000
248, 900

1, 480, 300
864, 600
694, 300

2, 109, 100
563, 300
91,500

183, 400
379, 900
288,200
314,400
825, 300

$ 13,159
12,600

6, 300
100

12,000

3,150
250

9,650
6, 300
6, 300

6,300
6,300

876, 600
6,300
3, 150
3,250
6,300
3,150
3,200

15,750

3,150

3,150
3,200

6, 300
3,150

3,350

9,450
9,450
9,450

3,150
50

3,150

25, 600
6,300
3, 150

1,650
250

9,450
3,150

100
50
600

3,900
3,900

100

50
650

$ 8,17;

200
50

1,150
50
25
50

50
153, 125

125
150

25

75
175

100

250

350

"25

25
225

825

800
3,750
3,575

3, 125
6,300
3,175

14,725
9,600

25,525
175
125

3,150

9,425
3, 375

4,225

$ 1,600

800
1,600
800
50
800
800

1,600
800

35, 800

800

1,600

50
800

50

800

'800

100

i'eoo

4,000
50

800
50

800
800

50 2, 400

800
1,600

4,

50
50

35, 800

800
39,000

800
1,600

1,600

800
50

1,600

1,600
1,600
1,600

800
800

1,600

5,600
3,200

50
150
800

800

800
50

1,600
100

800

800
800
50

$ 385,840
131,040
41,860
138,320
50, 760
211,120
25, 480
18,200
111,000
297, 940
127,400
58,240
80, 080
120,120
234, 680

26,146,150
54, 600
17,800

123,025
94,100
47,300
131,040
75, 960

32, 760
86, 825
75,900
56, 240

367,100
186,975
58, 240
58,240

109,200
21,840
72,800
25,580
14,560

203, 840
182,000
134,680
42,330
69, 160
36,400
61,880
36, 400

622,440
283, 000
36, 400

203, 840
916,200
629, 720
76, 440
76,440
203,840
105,560
240,240
207, 480
706, 160
196,560
29,120
58, 240

105, 560
80, 080

123, 760
262,080

2,025
675

675
675

675
1,350
1,350

675

'48,'960

675
675

675

675
2,025
1,350

675
1,350
675

675
675

1,350
675

3, 375

1,350
675

1,350
1,350
675

1,350

675

675

S 2,128,135
1,470,215
227,010
229,710
229, 915

1,018,920
244, 8.55

243,765
536,535

1, 697, 165

1,192,590
613, 815

679,670
636,620

1,312,755
103,504,360

545, 975
310,905
964,470
641,210
545, 800

968, 700
640,250
275, 095
700, 995
808,750
446,845

1,914,900
1,463,6)5
416,625
641,490
740, 700
388, 915

673, 525

473, 705
158,065

1,065,550
880, 020

1,588,240
404,355
687, 460
346, 825
322,305
404, 375

3,367,870
1,962,405

237, 700
1,068,700
4, 906, 785
3, 348, 495

638, 715
434,300
935,345

1,985,720
1,823,550
1,639,160
4,360,335
1,403,260
275,445
456,625
628,910
670,240
708,200

1,986,305
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COST OP COMMUNICABLE

County.
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39

(23) (28 and 35
inclusive
and 90)

(37) (3.S) (01 C)

B.5

t3 <0
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One is naturally staggered in view of the fact that the influenza-

pneumonia epidemic cost $11.59 to every man, woman and child in the

State of Illinois, and yet, the public views with seeming indiiference the

fact that a higher cost or approximately $13 per capita is made each

year through another preventable and curable disease, and has been so

sustained throughout generations.

In the year ending June 30, 1918, the total computed loss from

communicable diseases was $154,881,685, or a per capita loss of $24.67,

In the year ending June 30, 1919, we have added the expense of the

great influenza-pneumonia epidemic and we have also included rabies,

septic sore throat and venereal diseases, so that the total cost was swelled

to $223,634,515, or a loss of $35.16 to every citizen of the State.

In considering the cost of communicable disease to the individual

county, one must bear in mind certain factors which may materially

increase morbidity and mortality and which result in misleading inter-

pretations. For example : Winnebago County shows the highest cost

in communicable disease of any county in the State, with a per capita

loss of $90.69. It will be borne in mind that Camp Grant, one of the

largest military cantonments in the middle west and one which was

sorely stricken with influenza, is situated in Winnebago County. The
county having the second highest disease cost is Union, a relatively

small county in which there is situated a large State charitable institu-

tion; while Lake County, which has the fourth highest disease cost

amounting to $67.04 per capita, contained the Great Lakes Naval Train-

ing Station with many thousand young men, and which was the center

of the influenza epidemic. Making these allowances, it appears that

Hardin County with a per capita loss of $67.53, is paying the highest,

penalty for preventable disease of any county in the State. Hardin
County is a singularly rural county, being situated in the extreme south-

ern portion of Illinois on the Ohio Eiver, having no railroad and being

consequently more or less isolated. That this county should have the

highest per capita cost from preventable disease tends to confirm the now
recognized fact that the rural community once regarded as perfectly

healthful, in reality suffers more severely from communicable disease

than the larger urban communities. In many instances, the city of

Chicago, largest city in Illinois and the second largest city in the Nation,

has a lower per capita cost than most of the isolated rural communities.

The counties having the lowest per capita cost are Ogle, and Bond,

the former with a preventable disease loss of $12.32 per capita and Bond
County with a loss of $12.65. Eegardless of the relatively low cost in

the more fortunate counties, reference to the accompanying table* will

show that there is not a county in the State of Illinois in which the cost

of preventable disease is so low that it would not be the part of wisdom
and a matter of substantial financial economy to establish and maintain

*Page 36-38.
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a thoroughgoing health department with full-time medical health officer

and an adequate complement of laboratory workers, inspectors and com-

munity nurses.

This table shows in a grapliic way the need for more intelligent

conservation of human life and health. The influenza-pneumonia epi-

demic brought home more tragically the folly of unpreparedness and yet,

the average citizen is so thoughtless of these things and human memory
apparently so short, that it is doubtful if many, save the most progres-

sive and far-sighted communities, will take the step to safeguard their

people.

DISTUIBUTJOX OF I'liEVENTIVE AND CURATIVE AGENCIES

One of the most important functions of the newly created Division

of Eesearch and Biological Laboratories will be the manufacture and

distribution of preventive and curative sera and vaccines which for many
years past, to a greater or less extent, have been provided without cost

io the people of the State, regardless of their financial condition.

On account of the delay of organizing the Division of Eesearch and

Biological Laboratories and the many changes made in the Division of

Diagnostic Laboratories, incidental to the war, the distribution of the

preventive and curative agencies have been carried out during the past

fiscal .year by the Division of Communicable Diseases with the exception

of salversan and other remedies for the treatment of venereal diseases

which, on account of Federal contract, are distributed by the Division

of Social Hygiene.

Illinois was one of the first states in the Union to recognize the im-

portance and great public economy of the free distribution of diphtheria

antitoxin, and as years have jDassed other proven agencies for the pre-

vention of communicable diseases have been added. At the present time

tlie State Department of Public Health distributed through several hun-

dred agencies conveniently situated through the State, both preventive

and curative antitoxin for preventive use ; the Schick test to determine

immunity to diphtheria ; typhoid and para-typhoid vaccine ; nitrate of

silver solution for the prevention of blindness through infection of the

eyes at birth, and smallpox vaccine for use in State institutions or in

unusual emergencies.

During the fiscal 3'ear just passed, the following quantities of diph-

theria antitoxin were distributed

:

13,501 1,000 unit packages, chiefly for preventive use.
4,915 3,000 unit packages, for individual curative use.

10,526 5,000 unit packages, for individual curative use.
7,474 10,0t)0 unit packages, for individual curative use.
1,550 10,000 unit packages, for institutional use.
450 20,000 unit packages, for institutional use.

48,416 packages of 288,116,000 units.

The very great saving in dollars and cents through the free distri-

bution of antitoxin in Illinois—a saving which amounts to almost one
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quarter of a million dollars each year merely in purchase price—has been

dealt with in a previous report.

During the past few years data have been collected by the Division

of Communicable Diseases on 44,025 cases of diphtheria, in which

83,090 doses of antitoxin were administered. In these cases there were

2,613 deaths, or a death rate of 5.93 per cent, as compared with mortality

of forty-five per cent which was the average before the use of antitoxin.

It will be borne in mind that the success of the use of antitoxin

depends largely upon its being administered in sufficient dosages and

administered very early in the disease. In a thousand of these cases in

which death occurred the time of administration is not given, but in

the remaining one thousand six hundred and thirteen cases it is found

tliat in most instances antitoxin was not administered early and conse-

quently that the mortality is unnecessarily high. In fact, there is

reason to assume that if antitoxin had been administered in these cases

at the beginning of illness, the mortality would have been reduced to an

exceedingly low point, lower than that common to other diseases which

are not regarded with apprehension or concern.

Of the 1,613 cases in which death occurred, and in which the date

of administration of antitoxin is definitely known, it is to be noted that

in only 308 cases was the administration made on the first day. Anti-

toxin was given on the second day in 498 cases ; on the third day in 358

cases; on the fourth day in 175 cases; on the fifth day in 123 cases; on

the sixth day in 73 cases ; on the seventh day in 53 .cases ; on the eighth day

in 10 cases; on the ninth day in 3 cases; on the tenth day in 18 cases;

on the eleventh day in 1 case; on the fourteenth day 2 cases, and on the

fifteenth day 1 case.

Of the 2,613 fatal cases, 1,388 were reported as laryngeal diph-

theria.

During the same period of time antitoxin was administered to

60,690 persons in the State for the purpose of immunization. Of these,

17,220 had been exposed to diphtheria in the same house; 30,444 in the

same room and 6,513 in the same bed. In 6,513 cases the degree of

exposure was not indicated.

Of this 60,690 exposed persons, 1,244 or 2.5 per cent subsequently

contracted the disease. Of this 1,244 persons 319 developed the disease

in one day of exposure; 155 in two days; 94 in three days; 39 in four

days; 65 in five days; 16 in six days; 52 in seven days; 17 in eight days;

18 in nine days; 27 in ten days; 9 in eleven days; 11 in twelve days; 8

in thirteen days; 25 in fourteen days; 6 in fifteen days; 5 in sixteen

days; 3 in seventeen days; 7 in eighteen days; 4 in nineteen days; 26

in twenty-one days; 6 in twenty-two days; 4 in twenty-five days; 9 in

twenty-eight days; 1 in thirty days; 8 in four weeks; 10 in five weeks;

7 in six weeks; 6 in seven weeks; and 3 in eight weeks. In 282 cases
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the period after exposure in wliic'li the disease developed was not

indicated.

During the fiscal year there were G,;^().'} packages of typhoid and

para-typhoid vaccine in syringes distrihuted from Springfichl or through

the department's agencies throughout the State, as well as 10,529

packages of typhoid and para-typhoid vaccine distributed in ampules.

With the development of the Division of Research and Biological

Laboratories for which provision has been made by the Fifty-first General

Assembly, it is expected that additional preventive and curative sera and

vaccines will be made available to the medical profession and to the

people of the State, and that these will be prepared, for the most part,

in the department's own laboratories, materially reducing the cost of

production.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The great value of the systematic reporting of communicable diseases

lies in the use which may be made of these reports in systematic epi-

demiological work. Except in special instances, where the conditions

seem to warrant unusual action, it is necessary for the State Department
to rely upon the local health authorities for the check-up of morbidity

statistics and the follow-up of communicable disease cases. Of the 2,700

local health jurisdictions in Illinois, very few indeed are so organized

as to carry out epidemiological work effectively, intelligently or well.

In fact, of these 2,700 local health jurisdictions, approximately 1,500 are

entirely rural, the local health authorities being the township supervisor,

assessor and town clerk, men who are usually engaged in private activi-

ties who give only a small portion of their time to their public duties,

and who frequently regard their functions as local health officers as of

very trivial importance. In most cases the supervisor feels that he has

done his full duty when he has placarded an infected house and has

established a nominal quarantine. He is not disposed, as a rule, to in-

vestigate the source of infection, and, in the vast majority of instances,

he is not qualified to do so intelligently, even if so disposed. In years

past it has seemed almost impossible to secure adequate public health

organization for these rural communities. The cost of a full-time health

officer for the average township would be prohibitive. The Fiftieth

General Assembly, however, enacted a district health department law

(Kurd's Statutes, 1917, chapter 42, page 2276; amended June 30, 1919,

and in force July 1, 1919, Session Laws 1919, page 752), whereby, on
referendum vote, adjoining municipalities and townships within the

same county or in adjoining counties may unite to form a health dis-

trict, may levy a tax and may establish a modern health department.

The law specifies that there shall be a full-time medical health officer,

selected by civil service and on nomination of the State Department of

Public Health, and that there shall also be suitable offices, laboratories.
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inspectors, nurses and other appurtenances of a well organized health

department.

Inasmuch as an}'' number of contiguous townships or road districts

or municipalities may unite under the provisions of this law, there is no

community in the State which is too small to receive its advantages, and

inasmuch as the funds necessary for the operation of such a department

are obtained by the levying of a special tax, there can be no valid excuse

for any community foregoing the benefits of this act on the plea of

exhausted financial resources.

FUTURE PLANS

Through increased appropriations made by the Fifty-first General

Assembly, it will be possible to employ two additional full-time district

health officers. The district health officer plan, adopted in Illinois a

number of years ago, has proven remarkably successful, although the

field staff has not been large enough in the past to attain ideal results.

Increased appropriations have also made possible the employment of an

assistant epidemiologist and has afforded some increase in the office

personnel.

During the coming year and with the resumption of relatively nor-

mal conditions, extensive activities along epidemiological lines will be

carried out. While the reporting of communicable diseases is more

general than has ever been known in Illinois before, such reports are

still far from satisfactory and every eifort will be directed toward making

these reports more complete.

In addition to this all of the rules and regulations of the State De-

partment of Public Health for the control of the various communicable

diseases will be subjected to revision and rewriting, in accordance with

the more advanced knowledge of disease prevention. These revised

regulations will be completed early in the new fiscal year.
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As stated elsewiiere in this report, one ot the interesting results of

our participation in the world war lias been the general realization of

the advisability, and eveii of the necessity, for coordinating the activities

of the large numbers of extra-governmental agencies engaged more or

less directly in matters of public health with the several State health

departments. The war-time experience gave a new appreciation of the

value of preventive medicine. The war also awakened a tremendous

popular interest in health and social problems, enlisting the services of

hundreds of thousands of intelligent laymen who had previously given

little thought to public affairs. Several of the powerful organizations

created for war-time work were reluctant to disband and consequently

cast about for a field for peace-time activity and, in almost every in-

stance, these organizations selected some phase of public health endeavor.

Prior to the war there had been serious overlapping and duplication

of effort among the volunteer agencies then existent, and this duplication

became intensified by the engagement in public health work of the

organizations created primarily for war purposes. One of the greatest

and most difficult problems with which the State Department of Public

Health of Illinois now has to deal is the correlation of volunteer health

activities with a view of preventing overlapping, and at the same time of

utilizing the tremendous popular interest and power which the volunteer

organizations unquestionably afford.

For a number of 3^ears prior to the war, tuberculosis work in Illi-

nois constituted one of the most conspicuous examples of the coordina-

tion of governmental and extra-governmental health organizations to be

found in the United States, and, with the large problems of war-time

tuberculosis, the cooperative relationship in Illinois was put to a severe

test and was not found wanting.

For a number of years, the State Department of Public Health has

maintained an intimate relationship with the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, an extra-governmental organization with affiliated local health

societies in all parts of tlie State. This association has been in existence

for about ten years, and has been liberally financed both by popular sub-

scription and by the sale of Ped Cross Christmas Seals, issued by the

American Eed Cross, tlie revenues from which are specifically dedicated

to tuberculosis work.

45
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For the 3'^ear 1918, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and its

affiliated societies, including the local Chicago organization, had avail-

able approximatel}' $150,000 from the sale of Red Cross Seals, $32,236

of which was expended for the maintenance of the State Association, the

balance being distributed for local use among the affiliated societies. In

1919, on account of the tremendous importance of tuberculosis work

incidental to the war, the American Bed Cross requested that the State

and local tuberculosis associations should not devote their time to the

raising of funds, and in lieu of this, the Red Cross set aside a sum of

$2,500,000 to be distributed by the Xational Tuberculosis Association

among the several State associations, and b}^ them to the local organiza-

tions. Of this fund the Illinois Tuberculosis Association received

approximately $121,506, exclusive of Chicago and Cook Count}', $14,861

of which was expended for its own use and the balance distributed to

local organizations. In many localities, the Red Cross Seal funds did

not constitute more than one-half of the total resources for tuberculosis

work, the balance being raised through membership dues and popular

subscriptions. It thus appears that the Illinois Tuberculosis Associa-

tion, with its affiliated organizations, had available much larger sums of

]noney than any other extra-governmental health agencies in the State,

and was able to carry out a larger program of constructive work.

A number of years ago, the officers and executive committee of the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association manifested to the State Department of

Public Health, then the State Board of Health, a desire to carry out its

program in such a way as to most effectively supplement governmental

activity and the cooperative relationship entered into at that time has

been made infinitely more effective through the removal of the offices of

the association from Chicago to Springfield, where there is constant

contact between the executives of the State Association and the officers

of the State Department of Public Health.

In the plan of organization of the State Department of Public

Health, made possible through the enactment of the Civil Administrative

Code, it was obvious that legislative appropriations did not make pos-

sible the complete development of all divisions to the strength necessary

in meeting all of the State's large and complex health problem. On this

account, it was deemed advisable to develop to the greatest strength pos-

sible those divisions absolutely essential to efficient general health work,

and to create in less highly developed form those phases of work which,

while exceedingly important, might safely be deferred to a later time.

In the development of the Division of Tuberculosis, it was found

that the plan of cooperation between the Illinois Tuberculosis Associa-

tion and the State Department of Public Health had been so effective

and satisfactory that, important as the subject is, it was deemed safe to

make the division within the department relatively small, depending
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Upon tlic extra-govenuueiital agencies i'or a large pai'i nC the tuborculo.sis

educational work throughout the State.

The Assistant Director of the department, who lor a number of

vears lias served as president of the Illinois 'rn.herculosis Association,

assumed the duties of Cliier of tlu' Division of Tuberculosis and, in

meeting the war-time tuberculosis ])n)l)lem, it bocanic his duty to

coordinate the activities of the department witb tbose. of the Illinois

Tuberculosis Avssociation and the State Council of (yefense, and to

cooperate with the xVmerican IJed Ci'oss (particularly in the relief of

returned tuberculous soldiers) and with other extra-governmental or-

ganiz'ations.

The results of this coordinative plan has proven extremely satis-

factory and there is reason to assume that, in tlie peace-time program of

public health work now under contemplation, the Illinois Tuherculosis

Association will prove extremely helpful to the State Department of

Public Health and to the people of Illinois, and that on the other hand,

through the popular approval of a plan so thoroughly in line witb

modern concepts of economy and efficiency, the relationship will add

largely to the strength of the Illinois Tuberculosis Association.

WORK OF THE DIVISION

At the beginning of the fiscal year, the Division of Tuberculosis

engaged in two cooperative enterprises to meet various phases of the

tuberculosis war problem, and in addition, was carrying out those

functions imposed upon .it under normal conditions by the laws of the

State, such as the encouragement of the observance of the rules and

regulations for the control of tuberculosis and the educational and

clinical work which constitute an effective program in the prevention and

suppression of the disease.

In one of these coordinated enterprises, the Division of Tuherculo-

sis worked, under contract, in conjunction with the Central Division of

the American Eed Cross and the Tuberculosis Association for the pur-

pose of making adequate provision for the care of returned tuberculous

soldiers, about 1,700 of whom had come back to Illinois up to that time.

This contract provided that the American Eed Cross, through the home

service sections of its local chapters, should make first contact upon

returned tuberculous soldiers, and should furnish preliminary informa-

tion to the Division of Tuberculosis and to the Illinois Tuberculosis As-

sociation, whose duty it should be to provide thorough physical examin-

ation for these young men, and to aid in securing sanatorium or other

adequate care and treatment. Similar contracts Avere ultimately

adopted in a large number of the states of the Union, the vast majority

of them following closely the provisions of the original Illinois agree-

ment.

The second cooperative enterprise was represented in the so-called

cooperating committee on the tuberculosis Avar problem, made up of the
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State Council of Defense, the State Department of Public Health, and

the Illinois Tuberculosis Association. This cooperating committee was

created prior to the agreement with the American Eed Cross and at a

time when there was ^jractically no provision throughout Illinois for the

examination, care or relief of tuberculous soldiers or for otherwise meet-

ing the tuberculosis war problem which loomed tremendous during the

early months of the war.

The cooperating committee on the tuberculosis war problem ceased

to function after the signing of the Armistice^ but the activities inciden-

tal to providing for returned tuberculous soldiers will have to be' con-

tinued for a number of years after all peace-time conditions have been

resumed.

THE COOPERATING COMMITTEE ON THE TUBERCULOSIS WAR PROBLEiM

Shortly after the United States engaged in the war and when re-

ports were first being received as to the magnitude of the tuberculosis

problem in the European nations, there Avas created at the suggestion of

Colonel Frank Billings, later Chief of the Department of Eeconstruction

of the United States Army, a sub-committee of the State Council of

Defense devoted to tuberculosis of which the Assistant Director of the

State Department of Public Health was made chairman. This sub-com-

mittee was coordinated with the Division of Tuberculosis of the State

Department of Public Health and with the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, the Assistant Director acting as chairman of the coordinated

organization. This committee prepared and carried out a program to

meet the tuberculosis war problem of which the following is an outline;.

(1) Creation of sub-committees on the tuberculosis war prob-

lem in all of the counties of the State.

(2) The selection in each county of one physician designated

as "County Medical Director," chosen either on account of his

special skill and training in the early diagnosis of tuberculosis or

his willingness to devote time and study to qualify himself on these

subjects.

(3) The holding of clinical conferences at Springfield for the

study of early diagnosis. These conferences brought together the

best known experts on tuberculosis of the Mississippi Valley as a

teaching staff and were attended by large numbers of physicians

from all sections of the State. To a large extent, these conferences

were responsible for the very unusual awakening of interest in tuber-

culosis noted during the past year among the medical men of Illi-

nois.

(4) The establishment of local tuberculosis clinics as a part

of the preparation for better and more adequate care of tuberculous

soldiers and tuberculous persons in the civil population.
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(5) Agitalioii oT the i|ii('stioii of (•.^talilisliiii;^- (;oiiiity tubor-

eiilosis sanatoria oi' riiicrii'ciic}' sanatoria oi' hospitals as required

for the care of rotiu'iu'd tuberculous soldiers.

(()) Personal contact with l)oar(ls of supervisors or county

commissioners to secure emergency appi'opriat ions for the care of

returned tuberculous sohliei's and for other war-time tul)erculosis

work.

The committee on the t iibei'culosis war problem rendered good serv-

ice at a time when i)ractically no other agency or agencies were atempt-

ing to opei'ate. Even after the establishment of a cooperative relation-

ship with the American Ped Cross, for the specific purpose of caring

for returned tuberculous soldiers, the local representatives of the com-

mittee continued to render excellent service and this service was con-

tinued until the governmental agencies such as the Bureau of War Risk

insurance and the United' States Public Health Sen^ice, had assumed

the major burden of the care of tuberculous persons of the army, navy,

marine corps and nursing service.

The physicians who served as county medical directors later made

up much of the personnel in aiding the Eed Cross and Federal agencies

in the care of returned tuberculous soldiers.

The local activity of these men has been responsible very largely

for the development of many new tuberculosis clinics throughout Illinois

and the influence of the cooperating committee has doubtless been very

great in securing the establishment of forty tuberculosis sanatoria in

Illinois within the past two years. Through the cooperating committee,

considerable numbers of county boards made their first appropriations

for the relief of the tuberculous, paving the way for a more humane, a

more progressive, and a more generous attitude on the part of county

authorities, now apparent with only a few unfortunate exceptions,

throughout the entire State.

THE CARE OF RETURNED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS

i\.t the beginning of the fiscal year, the War Department had ad-

vised the State Department of Public Health of the return of about

1,700 tuberculous soldiers to Illinois. This number was increased to

something over 1,800 by the time the Armistice was signed, the number

exceeding 2,000 at the time these pages are written, and still increasing

through the groups of men who are now being discharged from army

and navy tuberculosis hospitals and returned to their own communities.

The number of tuberculous soldiers returned both before and after the

signing of the Armistice, distributed by counties, is shown in an ac-

companying table (Table I).

The problem of the returned tuberculous soldier was encountered

very early in our participation in the war. ]\Iany young men, who were

doubtless tuberculous at the time of their acceptance into the service,

broke down under the strain of their first training and returned to their

—4 P H
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homes to find no organization or preparation to meet their needs. Illi-

nois was sing'ularly unfortunate in this respect, since there are no State

sanatoria for the tuberculous, and but very few county, municipal and

private institutions. In some unfortunate instances early in the war,

returned tuberculous soldiers Avere neglected, and, at times, were com-

pelled to seek aid from the overseers of the poor. In at least one in-

stance, a retiirned tuberculous soldier was permitted to die in an alms-

house.

TABLE I—RETURNED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS REPORTED BY COUNTIES
SHOWING SOLDIERS RETURNED TO ILLINOIS PRIOR TO AND SUC-
CEEDING THE SIGNING OF TILE ARMISTICE

County.
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Through its representatives, tlie codiiciat iii.u' coiiuiiittee on the

tuberculosis war problem, much had been done U'v these young men.

County boards liad been induced to make s])eeial apinopi'iations i'or them

a]id consicK'rabh' iiuiiibei-s of iheni had been examined by experts fur-

nished by Ibis l)i\isi(>ii and the Illinois 'I'libei'culosis Association, and

their treatment bad been outlined. In many instances, medical and

nursing care were i'urnished by the county medical directors of the co-

operating committee and by the tuberculosis and other community

nurses affiliated Avith the local tuberculosis organizations.

The number oi' returned tuberculous soldiers, however, increased

rapidly and their proper care became one of the most important aspects

of home service during the war. In fact, it is anticipated that the re-

turned tuberculous soldier will be a responsibility of the Nation, State

and community for a number of years to come and will perhaps consti-

tute the last problem to be solved in physical reconstruction following

the war. It has been pointed out that when a blind man has been taught

to work without sight, he becomes constantly more proficient with each

succeeding year ; that the cripple, taught to work with an artificial limb,

becomes more and more expert through practice; that the soldiers who
have returned from the war, sick with ordinary ailments, will either die

or recover within a reasonable period of time, but that the returned tuber-

culous soldier will remain subject to reactivation of disease for ten years

to come. It consequently became apparent, early in the war, that some

temporary provision for the care of these men be provided, but that ulti-

mately their treatment should be taken over by some division of the

Federal Government.

To meet the innnediate and rapidly growing emergenc}', a contract

was entered into between the State Department of Public Health, the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the American Eed Cross, whereby

the Eed Cross^, through its local chapters, should make first contact with

all returned tuberculous soldiers, ascertaining their general condition of

health, general financial and social condition of the family, the attitude

of the individual toward his disease and his desire or willingness t,o ob-

tain 'institutional or medical treatment. This information was placed

in the hands of the State Department of Public Health and the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association, working jointly for the purpose of furnishing

medical aid and institutional care. The Illinois Tuberculosis Associa-

tion assumed the chief burden of this work. Nurses were placed in the

field to overcome the prejudice in the minds of a great many individuals

in regard to tuberculosis, and to bring these persons to central points

where experts employed by the department and the association subjected

them to thorough physical examination, and outlined the necessary

treatment. The American Eed Cross met the traveling expenses of re-

tuiired soldiers to the central or examining points, and also assumed

one-third of the cost of the institutional or other medical treatment

recommended.
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This working program was carried out rather effectively in most

communities, but in certain sections it appeared difficult to impress upon

the local JRed Cross and Tuberculosis Association representatives .
the

urgent necessity for institutional care early in the disease, and particu-

larly to impress upon them that returned tuberculous soldiers should

not be looked upon as objects of charity.

Within the past year, through an appropriation of several million

dollars made by the Federal Congress, the United States Public Health

Service working in conjunction with the Bureau of War Eisk Insurance

has assumed the financial responsibility for the institutional care of

returned tuberculous soldiers, but the cooperative activities of the Amer-

ican Eed Cross, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the State

Department of Public Health have not been terminated, and in fact,

have made much more effective the activities of the governmental agency.

The problems confronting the cooperating agencies in dealing with

returned soldiers, did not consist merely in the examination of returned

tuberculous soldiers and securing sanatorium provisions for them; in a

great many instances, tuberculous soldiers stubbornly resisted all sug-

gestions as to the nature of their disease, in some cases sacrificing their

lives through this thoughtless attitude, while it was exceedingly difficult

at times, even after institutional provisions had been made, to induce

the sick or tuberculous patients to avail themselves of the opportunity

of receiving institutional treatment or care. In fact, the provision for

these men has been in large measure a campaign of education extending

not only to the soldiers, but to the physicians and laymen of the State.

It may be safely said that, had one-half of the medical profession and

the educated laymen of Illinois attained a more intelligent attitude

toward tuberculosis in the past, much human suffering would have been

saved. On the other hand, our experience in dealing with about 2,000

tuberculous soldiers and approximately 10,000 draft rejects during the

war, has opened our eyes to the magnitude of the tuberculosis problem,

aroused interest among all classes of people, increased the support of

anti-tui)erculosis agencies and, what is perhaps more important, has

caused the members of the medical profession to take a keener and more

lively interest in the early diagnosis and treatment of this very serious,

very evasive but entirely preventable and curable disease.

REACITING DRAFT REJECTS

The influence of the war is manifest in the increasing number of

tuberculosis sanatoria and dispensaries established throughout the State,

and in the very great increase of clinical meetings devoted to tubercu-

losis before county and local medical societies. In fact, these local

dispensaries and clinical meetings have been of the utmost value in

securing the thorough examination, not only of returned tuberculous

soldiers, but of the thousands of young men rejected by the exemption

boards on account of tuberculosis. In addition to the efforts made to
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locate these; draft rejects thr()ii,L;li eoi'i'espoiKlciice ami clinical meetings,

tJie State Department of Public Health has attempted to reach all of

these 3'oung men through cori'es])oiidence, sending a letter to each, offer-

ing the services of the Division of 'i'libercnlosis in securing examination

or institutional care. Each of these rejects was also sent a copy of the

circular on the "Cause, Pi'evention and Cure of Tuberculosis," issued

by the State Dc])art.ment of Public Health, together with other helpful

literature.

INC'HEASED SAXATOItH'.Af FACILITIES

At the beginning of the fiscal year, Illinois found herself better

provided with public tuberculosis sanatoria than in the past, but still

far behind other progressive states of the Nation in such provision.

Municipal sanatoria were in operation iii Chicago, Rockford and Rock
Island, with a municipal institution at Peoria practically ready for

operation. Cook County was the only county maintaining a tuberculosis

sanatorium worthy of the name. A few other counties had small build-

ings or segregated cjuarters in connection with their almshouses, a pro-

vision which cannot be recommended under any circumstances in this

day of a more intelligent and humane attitude toward tuberculosis and
the victims of the disease.

Under the provisions of the excellent tuberculosis sanatorium law

of 1915, LaSalle, McLean, Morgan and Adams Counties were engaged
in the establishment of county sanatoria for the free accommodation of

the rich and poor alike. Champaign, Living.ston and Ogle Counties,

which had adopted the sanatorium measure at the autumn election of

1916, were taking no active steps toward the completion of their insti-

tutions. Outside of the Chicago district, private sanatoria were in

operation at Ottawa, Springfield and Collinsville. With all of these

institutions in operation, the provision was hopelessly inadequate to

house the normal enormous tuberculous population of the State, to say

nothing of the tremendously increasing number of tuberculous persons

needing sanatorium care which were brought to light through military

service.

At the N'ovember election in 1918, the county tuberculosis sana-

torium proposition was submitted to the voters in thirty-three counties.

The Illinois Tuberculosis Association had set aside a considerable sum
of money to finance the campaigns in these counties, and the Division of

Tuberculosis assisted in the furthering of this project.

The result of the election stands as conclusive evidence of the in-

creasing intelligence of the people of Illinois in their attitude toward
this most wide-spread and devastating of diseases, and also of the com-
pelling force arising from our experiences with tuberculosis during
the war.

In the table here set forth, it will be seen that in every county in

which it was submitted the proposition carried, in some instances with
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as many as five or six votea in the affirmative to one negative vote.

(Table II.) It is interesting also to observe that, while the women's

vote was comited upon to jout across the measnre in man}^ communities,

the proposition would have been adopted in all of the thirty-three

counties, even though the women had not voted at all.

TABLE II—ANALYSIS OF VOTE IN THIRTY-THREE ILLINOIS COUNTIES
AT 1918 ELECTION ON TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM PROPOSITION

County.
1910

population.

Total vote
cast for

U.S.
senator.

Total vote

sanatorium
proposition.

Total vote
for.

Total vote
against.

Majority
for.

Boone
Bureau
Christian . .

.

Clark
Clay
Coles
Crawford . .

.

DeKalb
DeWitt
Douglas
Fulton
Grundy
Henry
Jackson
Jefferson
Kane
Lee
Logan
McDonough.

. Macon
Madison
Marion
Piatt
Pike
Randolph. .

.

Scott
Stephenson.
Tazewell
VermiUon . .

.

Wliiteside . .

.

Will
Winnebago .

.

Woodford. .

.

Total.

15,481
43,975
34,594
23,517
18, 661

34,517
26, 281
33,457
18,906
19,591
49,549
24, 162

41,736
35,143
29,111
91,862
27,750
30, 216

26, 887
54, 186

89, 847

35, 094

16, 376

28, 622

29, 120
10,067
36, 821

34,027
77, 996

34, 507

84, .371

63,153
20,506

1,845
6,632
6,976
5,705
3,416
6,637
4,841
5,119
3,993
3,457
8,099
2,898
7,244
6,459
5,382
18,478
5,015
5,090
5,544
9,659

14,910
5,908
2,813
5,223
5,329
2,254
6,771
6,351
13,021
5,718

1,3, 234

9, 175

3,573

2,652
6,087
6,646
3,318
2,623
7,667
3,666
4,498
2,835
3,285
4,771
2, 830
4,808
5,183
2,508

12, 181

5,668
5,519
4,860
10,440
7,517
6,324
3,061
5,480
4,149
1,560
6,137
6,007

12, 732

4,790
10, 221

8,077
3,645

1,551
4,379
5, 195

2,422
1,619
5,326
2,756
3,898
2,210
2,579
3,871
2,424
3, 358

3,857
1,615

10,567
4,177
4,614
3,964
8,861
6,275
3, 739
2,541
4,264
2,973
947

4,559
4,798

10,227
4,029
8,666
6,977
2,184

216, 769 181,635 141,422

1,101
1,708
1,451
896

1,004
2,241
900
600
625
706
900
406

1,450
1,326

893

1,614
1,491
905
896

1,579
1,242
2,585
520

1,216
1,176

613
1,578
1,209
2,505

761

1, 555
1,100
1,461

450
2,671
3,744
1,526

615

3,085
1,856
3,298
1,585
1,873
2,971
2,018
1,908
2,531
722

8,953
2,686
3,709
3,068
7,282
.5,033

1,154
2,021
3,048
1,797
334

2,981
3,589
7,722
3,268
7,111
5,877

723

40,213 101,209

During the past year the La Salle County Sanatorium and the

McLean County Sanatorium have been opened, while the Adams County

and the Morgan County institutions are being pushed to completion.

Plans have also been made for a number of county sanatoria for

which funds have been pledged for appropriation at the annual meetings

of boards of supervisors and county commissioners in September, 1919.

The establishment of this large number of county tuberculosis

sanatoria—forty institutions in a period of less than three years—

a

larger number of institutions than have ever been established in any

state in the Union in a like period of time, have imposed upon the

Division of Tuberculosis unusual and arduous duties and grave responsi-

bilities. The tuberculosis sanatorium is a technical institution of dis-

tinctly specialized character, the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis
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coiLstituting a spc'L-iulty as (lisliiiciivc as o[H;i'ative siir.iicrv. hi llic vcrv

nature of things, the local sanai(»finiii trustees wei'c not iiiloniicd as to

the didiciilt prohleius iiii])ose(l upon tliciii and ii has l)eeii tlie duty of

tliis Division oF Tuherculosis, working in ('lose fonjuneti*! with the

Jllinois Tuherculosis Association, to advise th(^ saiiatoi'inin trustees on

the selection of sites, on architectural plans, on their nic(lical and nurs-

ing personnel and organization, and on the estahlislinicnt of free tuljer-

culosis dispensaries and visiting nurse service. In rendering this

service, the division has called freely upon the Division of Sanitation for

advice as to drainage, water supplies and sewage disposal, and upon

other divisions for such technical service as they are designed to render.

During the coining year, the division will he engaged considerahly

in the guidance of sanatorium trustees and in advising in the construc-

tion, maintenance and operation of puhlic institutions. With only a

few of the county sanatoria completed, or approaching completion, a

number of very grave prohlems have already arisen, which, if not wisely

solved, will jeopardize the success of the entire Illinois county sana-

torium system. These faults are largely due to the failure on the part

of sanatorium trustees to realize that sanatorium architecture is very

different from any other form of hospital architecture and requires

specialized skill and experience, and to the failure on the part of the

trustees to appreciate that a high degree of specialized training and

skill is more important for a successful sanatorium than is ideal archi-

tecture, construction or equipment.

As a means of obtaining some degree of uniformity in the forty

county institutions already established and in the fifty or sixty more,

which will doubtless be completed within the next few years, the Division

of Tuberculosis contemplates during the next year the inspection and

grading of existing sanatoria along much the same line as is employed

in the scoring of dairies, with the idea of pointing out to the institu-

tional trustees the standards of construction and management generally

recognized as essential to efficient and successful operation.

Even after overwhelming affirmative vote on the part of the people,

considerable difficulty has been encountered in securing the prompt

establishment of county sanatoria, on account of the reluctance of boards

of supervisors or county commissioners to carry out the will of the

people, these officials apparently feeling that, in spite of the public ex-

pression at the polls, it is still discretionary with them as to whether or

not they shall act. This reluctance or unwillingness has been the more

difficult to overcome on account of a number .of legal questions which

have been raised in the application of the law.

EDUCATIONAL WORK AMONG PHYSICIANS

Perhaps the most important work of the Division of Tuberculosis,

in cooperation with the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, during the
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past year has been the educational program made possible through the

receptive attitude of the physicians of the State, and particularly by the

county medical societies. Certainly one of the most im]3ortant results of

our partici|fation in the war, as it affects the tuberculosis campaign, has

been the awakening of the medical profession to the tremendous increase

of tuberculosis among the public at large and to the general magnitude

of the tuberculosis program.

The distribution of approximately 12,000 young men in the prime

of life into the one hundred and two counties of Illinois, labeled by

exemption boards and army examiners as victims of tuberculosis, served

to impress upon the people for the first time, the magnitude of the

tuberculosis problem, and the findings which would doubtless be made
if the entire population were subjected to periodical physical examina-

tion, and, in their efforts to gain contact with all of these young men,

the clinicians and nurses of the State Department of Public Health and

the Illinois Tuberculosis Association have had an opportunity to discuss

with a large proportion of the medical profession the tuberculosis prob-

lem of the civil population.

During the past year, clinical meetings have been held in various

sections of the State, usually under the auspices of other medical so-

cieties, and numbering about twenty each month. The Illinois Tuber-

culosis Association has employed full-time experienced clinicians whose

work has been supplemented by the Chief of the Division of Tuberculosis

and by the part-time services of several physicians specializing in tuber-

culosis and men of national reputation.

One of the most significant incidents of the year and of the entire

warfare against tuberculosis, has been the fact that in many instances

these clinical meetings on tuberculosis, at times called for the purpose

of examining returned soldiers and discharged exemption board regis-

trants, have been the largest meetings of the year of the various county

medical societies.

A large number of permanent tuberculosis dispensaries have been

established during the past fiscal year, and, inasmuch as the free dis-

pensary is an essential part of the county tuberculosis sanatorium under

the Illinois law, it is believed that Illinois will soon have a free tuber-

culosis dispensary system which will extend generally throughout the

State.

TUBERCULOSIS AND COMMUNITY NURSES

On account of the extreme shortage of community nurses during

the period of the war, the State Department of Public Health, in con-

junction with the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, organized and con-

ducted a short emergency course in community nursing in Springfield.

While this course was exceedingly successful, the number of registrants

was small, and it became obvious that the shortage of nurses was not
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condned to public licaltli nurses, hut was so goJiei'al as to iiiak(; this

method of moetiii.u' the i)i(thl(Mii relatively inetrectivo.

During tlie ])ust year, the sliortagc of nurses has been only

moderately relieved. While a large; iivunher ol' women liavc ))een re-

leased from Ked Cross and military serviee the tremendous expansion of

community nursing throughout the Nation has readily absorbed them.

In as many as sixty communities in Illinois funds were found available

for the emplo.yment of nurses with no candidates to be secured. On
account of this condition, a considerable number of women who were

graduates of training schools, but who had had no medical soeial ex-

perience, were placed in responsible positions with the natural result

that, while a few attained striking success, a great many fell short of

the desired end, indicating clearly the necessity of special training of

nurses who desire to engage in public health work.

At the present time the nursing situation in Illinois, as it is

throughout the Nation, is extremely unstable and chaotic. With a very

limited number of adequately trained women even to meet the require-

ments of institutions and of necessary bedside nursing, the demand for

public health nurses and community nurses has become very large. The

American Red Cross, on terminating its war-time program, has in con-

templation a peace-time program consisting of health centers and com-

munity nursing, with special accent upon child welfare and tuberculosis.

In the meantime, the activities of Childrens' Year, to which reference

is made in the report of the Division of Child Hygiene and Public

Health Nursing, have tremendously increased the demand for child

welfare and school nurses, and have presented for our consideration a

new conception of health work among infants and school children.

In spite of the fact that increased appropriations by the Fifty-first

General Assembly have made possible the development of the Division

of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing to such an extent that

there will be employed in the future a sufficient supervisory personnel

to guide the nursing activities of the State, the Division of Tuberculosis

is naturally tremendously concerned as to the future. It has been

stated, and perhaps authoritatively, that about ninety per cent of the

community nursing services in the middle west have been created in

whole or in part by fimds derived from the sale of Eed Cross Christmas

Seals, or from other funds which may be designated as "tuberculosis

funds." These so-called "tuberculosis funds" are increasing yearly,

being trebled in 1917 as compared with the previous year, and the wise

expenditure of these funds will require a largely augmented corps of

women capable of carrying instruction as to the prevention and cure of

tuberculosis into the homes of tuberculous persons in the State. If the

Red Cross peace-time program is carried out as projected, if requests for

nursing services continue to increase in number as they have in the past,

it is perfectly obvious that, when the forty Illinois county sanatoria have
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been supplied witli tlieiv institiitionfil nurses iiud the nurses requisite to

the development of their dispensaries and visiting nurse service, it will

be practicall,y impossible to recruit sufficient nurses for the expansion

of tuberculosis work and other public health activities. On this account,

the Division of Tuberculosis, in conjunction with the Illinois Tubercu-

losis Association, and with the advice of the Division of Child Hygiene

and Public Health Nursing, is studying carefully the system worked out

in Wisconsin for the special training of so-called "public health in-

structors" to perform certain limited functions of health education not

requiring special nursing training, but to which a considerable number

of public health nurses of the State are now devoting much of their

time. It is obvious that some such plan must be worked out during

the coming 3'ear in Illinois.

TUBERCULOSIS SURVEYS

In spite of definitely established relationship between the tuber-

culosis mortality and tuberculosis morbidity through which each county

or community may determine with relative accuracy the extent of its

tuberculosis problem, it appears to be necessary to impress upon each

community that it is in no wise an exception to the rule, and on this

account, it has been a part of the duty of the Division of Tuberculosis,

during the past year, to recommend and to assist in the carrying out

of tuberculosis surveys in practically all of the counties in which appro-

priations were desired for the establishment of sanatoria with attendant

dispensary and nursing service and in all of those counties acting

favorably upon the county tuberculosis sanatorium proposition.

A careful' analysis of the results of these surveys, carried out in the

most painstaking manner by representatives of the Illinois Tuberculosis

Association, reveals some interesting facts. First, it is clear that, with

the attitude prevailing toward tuberculosis on the part of the medical

profession and the general public in Illinois at the present time, it is

impossible to determine the extent of tuberculosis through an ordinary

tuberculosis survey. In those communities, however, in which the survey

has been followed by the establishment of tuberculosis dispensaries,

under the supervision of men competent to diagnose the disease in its

early stages, and the establishment of permanent visiting nursing service,

it has been shown that the tuberculosis surveys of the present day are

productive of interesting information of what might be termed the

"negative sort," that is, that an exhaustive tuberculosis survey, made up

largely of a house to house canvass and inquiries made of the medical

profession, will not show the real prevalence of tuberculosis in the com-

munity. Such a survey will demonstrate the need of extensive and

permanent anti-tuberculosis activity.

It has been established in the experimental work at Framingham,

Massachusetts, in Avhich the Kational Tuberculosis Association is super-
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vising tlie expenditure of a sinn of $200,000 to study the tuberculosis

problem of a coniniuuity ol' 1(),00() populaticju, that there are approxi-

mately twenty active; and quiescent cases of tuberculosis to each death

from the disease. In the large number of tuberculosis surveys made
throughout Illinois during the past year, the following significant facts

have been enlisted:

(1) In the average coniniunity, the number of cases reported

under the rules and regulations of the fState Department of Public

Health is smaller than the numl)er of deaths from tuberculosis,

when, as a matter of fact, tlio number of reported cases should be

from ten to twenty times as large as the numl)er of deaths.

(2) There is still a tendency on the part of- physicians to

withhold the diagnosis of tuberculosis from tlie patient, although

it is generally recognized that it is only through an appreciation of

the true nature of the disease that the patient may hope for recovery.

(3) In spite of the campaigns of education which have been

carried out through the past ten years, there appears still to exist a

conspiracy of silence in which both patients and physicians partici-

pate to avoid the true diagnosis of tuberculous cases.

(4) In spite of this campaign of education, it is obvious that

a large number of persons suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis,

whether so diagnosed or not diagnosed, are relying upon worthless

patent medicines for their cure.

(5) It is obvious that certain physicians throughout the State

still regard it as oj)tional with themselves as to whether or not they

shall obey the rules and regulations of the State Department of Pul)-

lic Health relative to the reporting of pulmonary tuberculosis.

As a mater of fact, tuberculosis surveys made for the purpose of

demonstrating that any county in the State of Hlinois is in need of

constructive tuberculosis work and is confined with a large tuberculosis

problem, are wholly unnecessary, these facts having been demonstrated
over and over again.

Nevertheless there has been a tremendous practical advantage de-

rived from these surveys. It has seemed to be necessary to demonstrate

to county boardsi of supervisors and other public officials, and to the

public at large, that the tuberculosis problem is existent in large pro-

portions among their oAvn friends and associates, to induce them to take

advantage of the opportunity afforded by the Illinois laws to meet their

tuberculosis problem.

SUGGESTliD PROGRAM FOR THE COMING YEAR

On account of the very great increase of tuberculosis activity

throughout Illinois, it seems advisable during the coming year for the

Division of Tuberculosis to devote itself very largely to the guidance of

public officials in meeting their tuberculosis problems, in enforcing the

rules and regulations for the control of tuberculosis, in inspecting and
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standardizing public tuberculosis sanatoria, in meeting the needs of

scliool authorities and counties requiring official diagnoses, and in other-

wise jDerforming essentially public functions in regard to the disease,

at the same time continuing the educational program which has been

responsible for much of the success in the past. To do this it will be

necessar}^ to work on an intimately cooperative basis with the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association in dealing with the general tuberculosis prob-

lem, and with the American Eed Cross and other agencies interested in

public health nursing, to secure a proper alignment of tuberculosis nurs-

ing in a general nursing program, under the supervision of the Division

of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing.

Such a program will mean the extension of clinical meetings and

further attempts to interest the medical profession in tuberculosis work;

the assistance of the county sanatorium trustees in the details of their

activities, and a closer contact with local health authorities for the en-

forcement of official regulations. This plan must necessarily leave to

the Illinois Tuberculosis Association in large measure, the tremendous

public health activities among school children represented in the Modern

Health Crusaders, although, under conditions existing in Illinois, the

division will not lose touch upon these important activities.

The work in connection with the returned tuberculous soldiers must

be continued or even expanded, and in that connection close ^cooperation

will be retained with the American Eed Cross, the United States Public

Health Service and the Bureau of War Eisk Insurance.
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Paul Hansen, Chief tSuniiary Engineer

The aeti\iti('s (if llic Division ol' Sanitation of the State Depart-

ment of Diil)]ic Health (hii'in^- the liseal year, from July 1, l!Jl<S, to

June 30, 1!)1!), may he elassilied under the following general headings:

(I) Special war work.

{2) IiivestiKJitioii ainl a[»pio\al ol' piihlic water supply

projects.

(3) Investigation and approval of ])uhlic sewerage projects

in cooperation with the Division of Waterways of the State Depart-

ment of Public Works and Buildings.

(4) ln\estigation of stream pollution in cooperatioii with

the Division of Waterways of the State Department of Public

Works and Buildings.

(5) Certification of drinking water supplies for use on com-

mon carriers in cooperation with the United States Public Health

Service.

(G) Periodic inspections and analyses of existing water sup-

plies with special reference to their sanitary quality.

(7) Periodic examination and tests of Avater-purification and

sewage treatment works.

(S) Examination and approval of proposed municipal ])luml)-

ing ordinances as required under the State plumbing law.

(9) CooiDcration in making sanitary surveys of municipalities

with special reference to (a) water supply, (b) sewerage, (c) street

cleaning, (d) city wastes collection and (e) mosquito extermination.

(10) Xuisance investigations.

(II) Epidemiological investigations in connection with ty-

phoid fever, enteritis and other diseases that may be water-bo]']ie.

(12) Investigations of proposed sites for tuberculosis sana-

toria with special reference to water supply, sewage disposal and

drainage as a basis for approval of such sites as required under the

State law.

(13) Investigation of sanitary condition of school buildings

at request of county superintendents of public instruction as re-

quired by the State law.

(14) Investigation of methods for the purification of indus-

trial wastes and sewages.

(15) Sanitation of common carriers and construction camps.

(16) Housing and industrial sanitation.

61
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(17) Laboratory service.

(18) Inspection of summer resorts. .

(19) Control of public swimming pools and bathing beaches.

(20) State House drinking water supply.

(21) Educational work including publications, addresses and

exhibits.

PEESONNEL OF THE DIVISION

The jDersonnel of the Division of Sanitation during the fiscal year

of July 1, 1918, to June 30, 1919, comprised but four engineers, one

analyst, two stenographers, one labratory helper and one man for dis-

tributing drinking water about the State House. This personnel proved

wholly inadequate to carry out the functions enumerated above, although

the division has been obliged to do some work in connection with all of

these activities at one time or another. During the same period, the

work was still further handicapped by the absence of three of the divis-

ion's employees in military service. 'The situation at the end of the fiscal

year was somewhat improved by new appropriations which permitted

the employment of two additional engineers, one additional analyst and

one additional stenographer. The Avork cannot be adequately handled,

however, unless the personnel of the division is greatly increased.

To indicate more clearly the character of the work done by the

division, brief comment Avill be made on the activities under each of the

functional heads enumerated above and in the order given

:

(1) War Work.—^Special war work of the division continued until

the early part of 1919. It comprised making careful sanitary surveys

within the sanitary zones established a])out military camps and canton-

ments. Special attention was also given to water supply, sewerage and
sewage disposal at the various military estblishments in the State. While

these utilities were under military management, nevertheless- it was
necessary to see that this management adequately protected the health

interests of the State and, moreover, the department Avas frequently able

to extend valuable assistance to the military authorities in the matter

of technical advice and laboratory service.

(2) Water-Siqyphj Projects.—The State Department of Public

Health recognizes the fact that a polluted public Avater supply is of very

great danger to the public health as evidenced by numerous epidemics

and, not only does a polluted Avater supply affect the health of the com-
munity which it serves, but also affects the health of the people of the

State in general, for the reason that, AAdth modern means of transporta-

tion, a transmissible disease occurring in one locality is rapidly carried

to other localities.

It is much easier to anticipate and avoid sanitary defects in public

water supplies than to correct such defects after they exist. To this end,

the division gives special attention to Avater-supply projects, in con-

formity Avith rules and regulations of the department, Avhich require the

department's written approval of plans and specifications for proposed
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new or addiiioiinl walci' sii|i|ili('s pridi' to llic awardiii;^- ol' contracts.

''.riiis activity not only pi'cNciits the installal iuii (if (Icfcctivo works, but

has proved of great vahie and assistaJicc lo connnunities concerned be-

cause the division has accumulated a I'und of knowledge rehiting to

water-supply resources and methods of handling and treating water sup-

plies for purification jaurposes that is always placed at the disposal of

the local authorities and the engineers engaged by them.

Because of high prices incident to the war, and the restrictions

placed upon construction, there has been Jittle activity on the part of

municipalities in establishing new and additional water supplies. How-
ever, shortly after the termination of the fiscal year the necessity for new
or additional water supplies had become so acute that new developments

became necessary almost regardless of cost. During the fiscal year,

investigations with reference to proposed water supplies were made at

Decatur, Jacksonville, Vandalia, Christopher, iSTewton and Marion.

(;l) Seiverage Projects.—The same reasoning that makes it de-

sirable to review plants for water sujDply projects, applies in the case of

sewerage projects, though the danger of epidemic due to defective sewer-

age is not as great as the danger due to a public water supply of inferior

quality. The main consideration in dealing Avith projects for sewerage

is to make sure that the system is properly designed to adequately serve

the community and that adequate provision has been made for the final

inoffensive disposal of the sewage, due cognizance being taken of future

requirements in each instance.

The work of reviewing plans for sewerage projects is more or less

allied with the functions of the Waterways Division of the Department
of Public Works and Buildings, as a permit from this division is required

whenever a structure is built into one of the streams of the State and

the division also has certain powers with reference to the pollution of

streams. Cooperation is secured and duplication of work prevented by

having the Division of Sanitation of the State Department of Public

Health make all iiivcstigations and by placing tlie I'esults of such in-

Aestigations before the Waterways Division as a basis for taking any

action that may fall within the duties of that division. This, inci-

dentally, is but one of the hundreds of instances of gOA^ernmental

economv and efficiencv brought about through the Civil Administrative

Code.

As in the case of water-supply projects, there was very little activity

in connection with sewerage projects during the fiscal year. At the

termination of the fiscal year, however, many new projects and additions

to existing sewerage systems were under consideration. Investigations

with reference to proposed new sewerage or additional sewerage were

made at the following places : Aurora, Barry, Bloomington, Carlinville,

Chicago Heights, Downers Grove, Fairbury, Galena, Gillespie, Grays-

lake, Lostant, Mason City, Mendota, Mount Olive, Ponemah, Pockford,
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Eoselle, Streator and Wheaton. Formal approval for new work was

granted in the case of Wheaton.

(4) Stream Pollution.—There are numerous cases of stream pol-

lution by sewage and industrial wastes in the State of Illinois and the

Division of Waterwaj's of the Department of Public Works and Buildings

has been active in attemj)ting to secure an al)atement of such pollutions

b}^ means of the authorit}^ vested in that division with reference to the

pollution of streams. Because of the laboratory equipment and the

technical personnel of the Division of Sanitation, this division is called

upon to make the investigations upon which the Division of WaterAvays

bases its action. Sometimes these investigations are initiated by the

Division of Sanitation. Stream jDollution investigations were made at

the following places: Benton, East St. Louis (Cahokia Creek), George-

town (Ellis Creek) and Waukegan, and orders have been issued against

East St. Louis and Waukegan.

(5) Certificatioii of DrinlxingAYater Supplies used on Common
Carriers.—During the latter part of 1918, a cooperative arrangement was

perfected between the Illinois State Department of Public Health and

the United States Public Health Service whereby the State Department
of Health makes analyses and inspects the sources, and methods, of

handling of drinking-water used on interstate carriers and whereby these

supplies are either certified or condemned by the Ignited States Public

Health Service on recommendation of the Illinois State Department of

Public Health. While the cooperative work relates to interstate carriers,

the work of the division has been extended to cover intrastate carriers

as well.

The arrangement requires that each point in the State where trains

are watered must be inspected once every twelve months to ascertain

if there is a possibility of contamination of the supply and a laboratory

analysis must be made every six months. The work did not get fairly

under wa}^ until the spring of 1919 upon the return of the regular

analyst from military service. Up to the end of the- fiscal year 8G

watering points had been inspected and 370 samples had been analyzed.

The volume of this work rapidly increased following the termination of

the fiscal year so that, at the present writing, all supplies have been

analyzed and all but a very few Avatering points have been inspected.

This Avork has generally met Avith complete cooperation on the part of

railroad officials and very often the advice given by the State Depart-

ment of Health has been of very material assistance both by way of

securing better results and in reducing expenses.

The Avork done in connection with certification of drinking Avater

supplies for common carriers has been effectively coordinated Avith in-

spections of public water supplies Avhich in a large percentage of tlie

cases are utilized by the railroads.
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(G) h'.nim iiiiilloii of Wilier Sii jijilirs. -'r\\c (li\isioii lius ^^Mtlii'i'dl

(loscripti\c mailer r<'lalin,n' to all of llic i;;:; |inlilic water supplies in

the State and, thert'roi'c, has a .^oikI kiKiwhMli^c of the rchiti\'e safety of

the various supplies. An elTort is made 1<> inspect all the piililie water

s!i|)plies ill the Slate From time to time, hut those siip[)lies known to he

of i^^ood (piality and am|)ly protected a.u'ainst the possihility of eontani-

iiiatioii are visited very inrre(pient ly and special attention is ji'iven to

those supplies which are Iviiown to he polluted or which ai'e under sus-

picion of becoming polluted.

Local authorities are urged to remedy any defects that may Ije

iound, hut unfortunately the advice of the division is frequently not

complied with, even when the expense involved may he hut trifling-. In

\iew of the fact that a water supply may be rendered at least safe, (if

not entirely acceptable as to its physical characteristics) by the appli-

cation of a sterilizing agent such as liquid chlorine or hypochlorite of

calcium, at an expense that is negligible, (rarely amounting to more

than ten cents per capita per annnm) it has become increasingly

apparent that the State Department of Public Health is warranted in

adopting a regulation prohibiting the furnishing of a public water

supply of unsafe quality.

During the fiscal year 49 existing water supplies were inspected.

(7) Water-Purification and Sewage-Treatment Plants.—A con-

stantly increasing number of water-purification and sewage-treatment

])lants are being installed in the State of Illinois. At the present time

there are 38 water-purification plants and 73 sewage-treatment plants.

Unless these plants are properly operated, they will fail to perform their

function in a manner that will adequately protect the public health in

the case of water-purification plants and prevent nuisance and undue

stream pollution in the case of sewage-treatment plants.

Unfortunately there is a strong tendency to neglect the operation

of these works, especially in the smaller communities. The tendency

toward neglect is much more marked in the case of sewage-treatment

plants than it is in the case of water-purification plants. This is ex-

plainable by the fact that a community derives direct benefit from a

water-purification plant, whereas the benefit from a sewage-treatment

plant more usually accrues to the advantage of riparian owners in a

down-stream direction. In view of these conditions, the Division of

Engineering and Sanitation has found it necessary to make periodic

iiispections and sometimes thorough tests on water-purification and

sewage-treatment plants throughout the State, but limited personnel has

very seriously handicapped this work. Xeverthcless, scuue results are

being accomplished.

In attempting to correct defective operation, special emphasis is

placed upon the necessity of employing competent operators on a perma-

nent basis. It is recognized that it is not always possible to obtain

—5 P H
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skilled operators in the smaller coiiiiuunities and in such cases the

division nndertakes to ijistriict the operators. This is a burden which

the State should not bear, as it involves a great expenditure of time and

an inequitable expenditure of funds when the work is carried out

thoroughly. Therefore, smaller municipalities are urged to retain the

services of competent engineers to supervise the operation of their plants

by periodic inspections and the analyses of operating records. Little has

been accomplished along this line and the division has been under the

necessity, in order to protect public rights and public health, to give

as much supervision to Avater-purification and sewage-treatment as its

limited means and personnel will permit. Water-purification and sewage-

treatment plants visited during the fiscal year are tabulated below

:

Water-purification plants Sewage-treatment plants
Aurora—application of sterilizing agent. Antioch. Pontiac.
Cartaondale—application of sterilizing agent. Brookfleld. Ponemah.
Centralia—application of sterilizing agent. Bushnell.' Roselle.
Chicago—application of sterilizing agent. Chicago Heights. Scott Field.
Waukegan—application of sterilizing agent. DesPlaines. Wheaton.
Harristaurg—filtration and sterilization. Downers Grove.
Pa.na—filtration and sterilization. Glen Ellyn.
Rock Island—filtration and sterilization. LaGrange.
Streator—filtration and sterilization. Naperville.
V^''arsaw—filtration and sterilization. Pana.

Since the termination of the fiscal year, more frequent visits were

found possible.

(8) Examination and Approval of Proposed Miinicipal Piumhing

Ordinances.—The State law requires that municipalities having a water

supply or sewerage system must adopt a plumbing code with the advice

of the State Department of Health. Under this law, a number of com-

munities have requested the assistance of the Division of Sanitation.

During the preceding year, much study was given to the preparation of

a suggested ordinance and such an ordinance was finally compiled from

ordinances in use elsewhere. The suggested ordinance, now being sent

out, is not entirely satisfacto-ry and needs further study and revision.

The division should be in a position to do this work in a more

constructive manner and not rely solely upon the ordinances that have

been developed elsewhere. To this end, the department should be given

the services of at least one employee who can specialize in the subject

of plumbing and be authorized, when necessary, to make special investi-

gations of an experimental nature or otherwise to give the division a

fi.rni basis for its recommendations. Moreover, the division should not

await requests for advice, but should actively undertake to see that all

municipalities comply with the law. This is practically impossible with

present personnel. During the fiscal year about twenty cities were

advised with reference to the preparation of plumbing ordinances.

(9) Sanitary Surveys.—The Division of Sanitation has, from

time to time, been called upon to assist the Division of Surveys, and

Rural Hygiene of the State Department of Public Health in making

sanitary surve^ys. This work comprises a careful study of the local

water supply, sewerage system and the organization and equipment for
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cloauiiig- sirtH'ts mid collcHttiii.i;' aiid disposing ol' city wastes sindi as

garbage, ashes and luhhisli. Aticntioii is also given to inosqiiito eradi-

cation b}' tlu! drainage of any nearby mos(|uito breeding places.

The repoi'ts |)i'epar(>d as a basis of these studies embody coiistriictive

recommendations of a preliminai'y character for improvement of existing

conditions where inijjrovement is deemed desirable. It is not practicable,

however, for the division to undertake the preparation of plans and

specifications to serve as a basis for carrying out recommended improve-

ments, but an attempt is made to guide the municipality in a general

way in obtaining s])ecial engineering assistance.

Cooperative work on sanitary surveys was done at the following

l)laces during the fiscal year: Alton, East St. Louis, Freei)ort and

Eockford.

(10) Nwisance Co^nplaiiits.—In the course of the year, (especially

during the summer season) large numbers of complaints relative to

nuisances are received. The following tabulation indicates the number

of nuisances and the causes thereof, for the fiscal year:

CLASSIFIED NUISANCE COMPLAINTS

Alledgel cause of nuisance
Number
of com-
plaints.

All edged cause of nuisance.

Privies
Slaughter houses
Hog pens
Stagnant water
Defective drainage and sewerage . .

.

Rendering works
Creamery wastes
Fumes from factories

Insanitary meat market
Dumping grounds
Manure pile at chicken yards
Insanitary schools
Rats and rotten eggs
Carcass of horses and other animals
Hogs, cows and horses
Insanitary theatre
Coalmine
Barn
Insanitary railroad yards
Ceneral insanitary conditiojis
Insanitary restaurant
Stable
Wastes from saloon
Fertilizer on 1 ruck patch

Number
of com-
plaints.

Stock pens
CJarbage and filth

Stream pollution
Insanitary hole!
Open sewer
Insufficient heat ii; building
Dust from race track
Pollution of wells
Unsatisfactory water supply
Poultry -

Manure
Cheese factory wastes
R efuse disposal
Insanitary dump
Cesspools
Cellar
Weeds
Insanitary bathing beach
oewage disposal from sanatoria
Pollution of ditch
Insanitary condition at cattle iiass

Camiing factory wastes
Dairy stable
Fecal matter

Total

The number of nuisance complaints has been constantly increasing

and was especially large during the past summer so that the figures

given above do not represent the amount of this business that is now

being handled. It is, of course, impracticable and would be inadvisable

from the taxpayers' point of view for the State Department of Health

to make inspections of nuisances because this Avould be very time-con-

suming and involve a large amount of travel and expense in connection
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with matters that affect but a few persons. On the other hand, it is

deemed desirable to give all these complaints as much attention as is

possible through correspondence.

The custom has been formed of sending letters to the complainants

indicating that the laws provide adequately for the abatement of nuis-

ances b}^ local authorities and informing them that if no relief is avail-

able locally, they ma}^ obtain nuisance abatements under the State law.

At the same time, a communication is written to the local health author-

ities advising them of the complaint, pointing out their duties in con-

nection with the matter and directing them to make an investigation,

to take suitable action and to report the results to the State Department

of Public Health. In about fifty per cent of the cases it is found that

this procedure gets results and in the other fifty per cent it is found that

the comjDlaints are either without basis, due to neighborhood quarrels

or, (perhaps most frequently) that the local authorities have no concep-

tion of nmnicipal sanitation.

Experience with nuisance complaints emphasizes very strongly the

need of more centralized control of health activities such as has been

recently adopted in Ohio. This does not mean any infringement on

local self-government, inasmuch as the local authorities will still have

the right to adopt health ordinances within the rather broad limitations

at present prescribed by health law, but the object would be to obtain

a more thorough and constant application and enforcement of these

ordinances by competent officials.

Occasionally there comes to the attention of the division a public

nuisance of a very pronounced character concerning which the local

authorities desire expert knowledge for their guidance in dealing with

the situation. In such cases, investigations are made as thoroughly as

existing means permit and a carefully prepared report is submitted to

the local authorities. During the fiscal year, twenty-three nuisance in-

spections were made relating to such subjects as : unsatisfactory sewage

disposal
;
poor drainage ; troublesome cesspools

;
garbage disposal ; large

poultry houses, etc.

(11) Epidemics.—From time to time, epidemics of typhoid fever

and other diseases that may be water-borne, occur within the State and

whenever suspicion is directed to the public water supply or to any in-

sanitary conditions that are covered by the activities of the division, an

epidemiological investigation is made to ascertain the cause of the out-

break. During the fiscal year, investigations of epidemics at the follow-

ing places were made: Moline (typhoid fever); Geneva (dysentery);

Joliet (typhoid fever) ; Mattoon (typhoid fever) ; Mt. Carmel (typhoid

fever) ; Peoria (dysentery).

Epidemiological studies are always thorough and include obtaining

carefully prepared histories of cases and a painstakiug examination of

the i)ublic water supply or any other agency that may be suspected of

contributino- the disease. The results of these investigations are em-
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Itodicd ill coiiijilclo i'('|i()rts coiitaiiiiiiL;' dcliiiitc I'ccniiiiiicndal ions tor the

coiTcclioii of such conditions as were responsible for tlie disease and albo

I he coireclion of such other conditions as may cause fulin'e epich'niics of

a siniihir nature.

(12) Tiiberculu.sis Sanaloiia.—'I'Jie State law autlu)rizin<( the

estahlislinient of county tuberculosis sanatoria I'equires that the approval

of the State Depai'tnient oC I'uhlic Health he obtained for general plans

for buildings. As the selection of the site must be governed very largely

by practicability of collecting and disposing of sewage at relatively

small expense and good drainage, the division is called upon to assist

county boards in detcrinining upon suitable sites. After the site has

been selected, the division is again called upon for advice in connection

with the development of a water supply and methods for inoffensively

disposing of sewage. From time to time the division also furnishes cer-

tain technical information regarding building construction.

(13) School Inspections.—The State law provides that, when a

request is made by the county superintendent of public instruction, the

State Department of Health must investigate the sanitary condition of

school buildings. During the fiscal year, inspections of 18 schools were

made and requests for such inspection are constantly increasing in num-
ber. When an inspection is made, a report is prepared giving a very

full description of the school building and school premises, pointing out

the defective conditions from a sanitary point of view and giving con-

structive information as to how the various defects can be corrected,

'['hese reports are sent, to the county superintendent of public instruction

for his information and. a copy of each report is also sent to the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The investigations deal with such items as location of schools, Avith

reference to accessibility by the school children, character of school site

with reference to size and drainage, construction of school building,

lighting, heating, ventilation, toilet facilities, drinking water, school

furniture, interior decorations with reference to suitable colors, etc.

The results obtained through work done by the division in connection

with school sanitation are not satisfactory, inasiuuch as, with present

personnel, it is possible to visit only those schools that are brought to

the attention of the division, either because their sanitary condition is

intolerably bad or because, as most frequently happens, enlightened local

school authorities desire to have advice that will guide them in provid-

ing the best sanitary conditions. The great majority of moderately

insanitary school buildings are rarely referred to the division.

If the work of school sanitation is to be supervised by State authori-

ties, it should be done on a much more comprehensive and thorough
basis. A sufficient number of competent inspectors should be provided

to cover, within reasonable time, all the school buildings in the State,

and a law should be enacted which will require the approval of the State

Department of Health with reference to the sanitary features of all new
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buildings. In this way, it would be possible to constructively improve

school santitation throughout the State and to obtain a greater uniform-

ity of practice.

(14) Treatment of IndusPr'ial Wastes and Sewages.—The State

Department of Public Health is frequently appealed to for advice with

reference to methods of treating industrial wastes and sewages. There

is a great variety of industries that produce liquid wastes of a putres-

cible character which, if discharged into small streams and water

courses, produce foul odors. In most instances, the industries are so

small that they do not have the means to study their own problems to

find an adequate solution. It seems, therefore, to be a proper function

of the State Department of Public Health, as a means for encouraging

and protecting the industries of the Srtate, to carry on such investiga-

tional and experimental work with reference to the treatment of these

wastes as the organization and facilities of the division will permit.

During the fiscal year, the department received numerous requests

for information regarding the handling of industrial wastes. The most

frequent requests for information were in connection Math the treatment

of wastes from creameries of which there are a very large number scat-

tered throughout the State. Ulifortunately, this is a very difficult waste

to handle by methods that have already been developed for satisfactorily

treating domestic sewage and, though considerable experimental work

has been done by the United States Piiblic Health Service and other

State departments of health on the creamery and cheese factory waste

problem, it cannot be said that an adequate solution has been found.

The Division of Sanitation is, however, sometimes able to devise an ade-

quate solution for individual cases where local conditions favor the

adoption of a partial purification of the wastes, but there is obviously

need for further study.

Work on the study of the treatment of sewage and industrial wastes

may be increased in volume, as the division and its facilities are en-

larged, because it can be conducted as a by-product—so to speak—of the

other work of the division, utilizing as it does laboratory facilities and

personnel when not engaged in other work of a more pressing character.

It is also found that a portion of the cost of this work is willingly borne

by the industries affected, which may properly provide the experimental

treatment devices that may be required.

(15) Sanitation of Common Carriers and Construction Camps.—
Because of the pressure of other work, it has been practically impossible

to do any, work in connection with sanitation of common carriers and

construction camps other than to carry on some correspondence relating

to these subjects. As the sanitation of common carriers cannot be

handled by any local health agency, it logically devolves upon the State

Department of Health to handle this field. It should be possible at an

early date to make a thorough study of all factors that enter into the

sanitation of common carriers other than drinking water, (the certi-
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licatioii ui' which is handled as a separate activity as already described)

and to devise rules and regulations governing these matters. The items

that require most attention relate to the cleansing, disinfection and ven-

tilation of passenger cars and toilet facilities, both in stations and on

cars. The steam roads, while in no wise perfect, have done much to

improve sanitation of their own volition, but the interurban electric

railways are exceedingly backward in the matter of sanitation and should

be given early attention.

(16) Housing and J ndiislrial L>anitatiau.—These are items that

affect a very large number of ]^)eople of the State and, though they are

primarily sociological questions, nevertheless, they are so intimately

related to problems of sanitation that they must necessarily command
the attention of the State Department of Public Health. To date,

{ippropriations have not permitted the division to give much attention

to these subjects, excepting in a very general way. In a few instances,

the division has been called upon by the State Factory Inspector in

connection with sanitary problems that have come to his attention. It

would seem desirable to develop a subdivision that would give very

complete and careful study to the whole subject of housing and indus-

trial conditions with reference to hygiene and sanitation. This work
should, of course, be coordinated with the work of the Division of Fac-

tory Inspection of the State Department of Labor, so that there will be

no overlapping of effort. These problems are becoming of larger and
larger importance and their correct solution will undoubtedly constitute

a large factor in meeting the problems presented by the present industrial

unrest.

(17) Lahoratorif Service.—The laboratory of the Division of

Sanitation was established and is maintained primarily for the purpose

of examining water, sewage and liquid industrial wastes in connection

with the activities of the division dealing with public water supplies,

drinking water used on common carriers, sewerage and sewage disposal

and the maintenance of the cleanliness of the waterways of the State.

The same facilities also are available for making analyses of private

wells and other sources of private water supply in limited numbers.
During the fiscal year 32 anal3'ses were made of private water supplies

and the number of requests is steadily increasing.

To reduce this work to a minimum and at the same time make it

ically beneficial, it is the custom of the division to require a description

of the source of water supply on a blank form furnished by the division

before an analysis is made. If it is obvious from this information that

the source of supply is receiving pollution, the owner or user is requested

to make certain improvements before containers are sent out for samples.

A further reduction in the amount of work is effected by using a mailing
container which holds enough water for a partial analysis only. The
determinations made include total bacterial count, the presence of the
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colon bacillus (ascertained by a presumptive test), and chemical de-

termination for nitrates, nitrites and chlorine. These are sufficient'

ordinaril}^ to give a reliable indication of the sanitary quality of the

water.

The vs^ork of the laboratory for the fiscal year is summarized in the

following tabulation

:

CLASSIFIED TABULATION OP NUMBER OF ANALYSES MADE IN
LABORATORY

Montli. .
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During tlio present (iscal year, owing" to lack of jierscHinel, the iii-

spection of suininer resorts had to he almost entii-el\- neglected, though

a few inspections were made at phices conceniing which specific com-

plaint was received, inclnding several resorts along the Illinois Itiver

and several chautau(|uas. It shonhl he practirahle, at the heginiiing

of every vacation season, for one or more representatives of the division

to nudvc a tour of the State hy automohile to inspect every place where

\acationists gather in considerahle nnmhers, and vigorous stejjs slionld

be taken to correct any conditions that may Jeopardize health. There
are many attractive places in the State of Illinois where many of our

citiiiens may have a pleasant outing at small cost, and it is incmnbent
upon the State to encourage the use of such public recreation grounds

and at the same time insure their healthfulness.

(19) Public bhvinnniiig Pools and Bathing Beaches.—Within the

last five years there has been a pronounced popularization of public

swimming pools and bathing beaches, and the number of such pools and
bathing beaches has been multiplied many fold. The possibilities for

the transfer of infection from one person to another in such places is

obvious to the most casual observer.

There can be no argument against the desirability of encouraging

so wholesome a sport as swimming, but to guard against danger to the

public health, it is very important that every pul)lic swimming pool and

beach in the State be examined by a competent person with reference to

the quantity and quality of the water supplied, the construction and

location of pools and beaches with reference to the entrance of polluting

matter and the laundering of public bathing suits.

It is entirely feasible and practicable to establish and maintain

pools and beaches in such manner that the water will always be safe and

so that the public bathing suits will be essentially sterile. It is unques-

tionably the function of the State Department of Public Health to see

that these requirements are rigidly comjDlied with. The department has

available laboratory facilities for this work, but has lacked personnel

and it has been possible to examine but a few public bathing places in

the city of Springfield only.

(20) State House Water Supply.—The municipal water supply of

Springfield as delivered at the State Capitol Building is objectionable

for drinking ]3urposes because of frequent excessive turbidity and color

due to the presence of iron and manganese. These minerals do not

injure health, but make the water very unsightly and unpalatable. Until

the early part of 1918, the State had been purchasing at large expense

bottled spring water for drinking purposes. Moreover, this bottled

water was sometimes of questionable purity inasmuch as it became

contaminated in handling.

Both for the purpose of saving expense and delivering to the State

House employees a water of assured good quality, the State Department
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of Public Health installed a group of pressure filters in the laboratories

of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation and developed a system

of bottling and distributing water under conditions that absolutely pre-

vent any contamination through handling. During the fiscal year, this

service was in regular operation and 12,961 bottles were filled and placed

on coolers at a cost of $3,150 which represents a saving to the State

over previous years of $1:,000. As the above figure of cost includes the

filters, the cost of the service, when distributed over a series of years,

will be even less.

(21) Fdumtiofml Work.—The Division of Sanitation is in a

position to do much valuable educational work, by way of preparing

articles for publication in periodicals, bulletins and newspapers, by

making public addresses and by preparing exhibits for use at State fairs

and expositions. The demands made by the other work of the division

have been so^ great, however, that the little educational work that has

been accomplished has been carried on between times. Articles pre-

pared for publication have principally been confined to the monthly

"Health News" issued by the department, but these have been largely

quoted by newspapers and other periodicals. This work might well be

enlarged so that carefully prepared and fully illustrated articles on

many timely subjects relating to sanitation could be gotten out at least

once per month in such form that they may have a wide distribution all

over the State.

Public addresses have been confined almost entirely to informal

talks given by engineers of the division, in connection with projects for

water supply and sewerage. This work might also advantageously be

enlarged to include addresses at conventions dealing with social welfare,

at schools, colleges and universities and at meetings of medical societies.

The preparation of exhibits has also suffered very much primarily

from lack of funds. There are great possibilities in the matter of edu-

cating the public along sanitary lines by the preparation of interesting

exhibits and the employment of a skillful model maker on a full-time

basis would be well warranted for the purpose of constructing exhibits

and keeping them in repair. It would also be desirable to maintain

many of these models continuously on exhibit in a specially prepared

room of the new Centennial Building.

Division Persowiel.—As already indicated, the present personnel of

the division is wholly inadequate to permit of properly carrying out all

the activities enumerated in this report. There are now but five en-

gineers, two analysts, three stenographers and two laboratory helpers.

There should be not less than twenty engineers, inspectors and drafts-

men, twelve stenographers and record clerks, eight analysts (already

stated), three laboratory helpers and two messengers available for mis-

cellaneous work, including packing and shipping, a large volume of

which is handled by the division.



DIVISION OF VITAL STATISTICS

Sheldon L. Howard, Registrar

The most important event in the Division of Vital Statistics and

one of the most important incidents in the entire State Department of

Public Health for the year ending June 30, 1919, was the admission

of Illinois to the registration area for deaths by the United States Bureau

of the Census, notification of which was received October 14, 1918, the

admission to the registration area being effective January 1, 1918.

In the test carried out by the special agents of the Bureau of the

Census during the summer of 1918, it was found that the registration

of deaths by the Division of Vital Statistics was 93.4 per cent complete

and on this showing admission to the registration area was granted. The

records of births, however, were found to be less than ninety per cent

complete and Illinois was consequently refused admission to the regis-

tration area for births.

Admission to the registration area for deaths brings to a close many

years of effort, oftentimes misdirected, toward the attainment of better

registration of vital statistics. Inasmuch as all public health adminis-

tration must be dependent upon mortality and morbidity figures the im-

provement in the registration of vital statistics of the past few years will

necessarily increase the efficiency of the department as a whole.

Through larger appropriations by the Fifty-first General Assembly

the working force of the Division of Vital Statistics has been expanded

so that organization now consists of the following:

1 Eegistrar of Vital Statistics.

1 Assistant Registrar.

1 Classification clerk.

1 Recording clerk.

1 Receiving clerk.

1 File clerk.

2 Tabulating machine operators,

1 Stock and shipping clerk.

3 Stenographers and clerks.

2 Stenographers.

4 Typists and clerks.

1 Field agent.

1 Tabulating clerk.

DIRECTORY OF REGISTRARS

Late in the summer of 1918 the Division of Vital Statistics issued

a directory of local registrars of vital statistics for the convenience of

75
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physicians, undertakers and registrars. This directory included al]

necessary information on the preparation and handling of certificates of

births, still-births and deaths. The publication has proved of the utmost

value and has doubtless brought about considerable improvement in

results.

CONSOLIDATION OF REGISTRATION DISTRICTS

The division has come to realize the advantage of the consolidation

and the reduction in number of registration districts. Changes have

not been made, however, without a careful study of local conditions

made by field agents. As a result of consistent effort along this line, the

registration districts have been reduced from 1,799 to 1,557 and this

reduction will be continued as- local conditions warrant in the future.

IMPROVED OFFICE METHODS

Among the steps which have been taken to increase the efficiency of

the Division of A-'ital Statistics has been the replacing of former regis-

tration books with registration cards devised to cover all of the requisites

of the Illinois laAv, and at the same time to meet the requirements of

the Bureau of the Census for a registration State. These cards indicate

at a glance all registrars whose reports are not returned in accordance

with the law, and also show all of the desirable data of the old registra-

tion books as follows

:

A complete and constantly corrected list of all local registrars,

deputies and subregistrars, their addresses and their jurisdiction.

A running record of all changes in personnel among the regis-

trars, together with the dates such changes become effective.

A comparison with the returns as reported by each county

clerk in order that vouchers for pajmient of fees may be properly

audited or verified.

A view of the activity or nonactivity of each local registrar

which will serve as a basis for any desired periodic reports of the

Director to the Department of Public Health.

With the increased force of emjDloyees it has become possible to

ijidex all certificates of death as a preliminary to key punching of statis-

tical cards. It is proposed that this indexing in compliance with the

Illinois law may be extended to births and still-births within a short

period of time.

Through added appropriations by the Fifty-first General Assembly

there were installed in the office of the division during June, 1919, a

mechanical sorting machine and a mechanical tabulator, which with two

key launch machines already purchased, complete the equipment neces-

sary for entire mechanical tabulation. It is believed that this provision

will make possible the more accurate and more prompt production of

statistical information.
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I'llOLI) ItKi'Oll'J'S

During tile fiscal year, two (icUl agents for tho Division ot Vital

Statistics have visited and reported npon the local registrars and con-

ditions sui'i'()iiii(lin<i' them in the following counties of the State:

Mr. F. C Blaiidiii.
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TABLE I- -SHOWING POPULATION, BIRTHS AND DEATHS FOR STATE OF
ILLINOIS, 1917-1918
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TABLE IV—SHOWING TOTAL DEATHS FROM TWELVE PRINCH^AL DIS-
EASES SHOWING r)l':CREASE IN NUMBER FOR FISCAL YEAR JLTLY
1, 1918, TO JLJNIO 30, l!tl!), AS GOMl'ARED WITH THE PREVIOUS FISCAL
YEAR (^F JULY 1, I'.) 17, T(J JUNE 30, 1!>18

Niuiihor of (Icalli:

Fiscal year
luly l,li)l>;,l,o

June 30, 1910.

Fiscal year
July 1,1917, to
.lmie30, 191S.

Typhoid
Malaria
Smallpox
Measles
Scarlet fever
Whooping cough
Diphtheria
lullucn/.a
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Kpidemic meningitis. .

.

Poliomyelitis
Pneumonia

Total

I.-).S

23

8
2X7
lOo

342
978

22, 208
X, 141

86
lis

]2,S98

4.5, 766

115

15

351

251
70S

1,527
17,879
8,«il

240
339

8,277

38,944

The accompan^dng table (Table V) shows that during the year

from July 1, 1918, to June 30, 1911), there were 101,220 deaths from all

causes in the State of Jllinois Mdth estimated population of 6,359,102,

or a rate of KJ.O per 1,000 of population. Cook County, with a popula-

tion of 2,904,800, recorded 55,908 deaths, or a rate of 19.2 per 1,000

of population.

It will be borne in mind that the year included in this table was

marked by an epoch-making epidemic of influenza and that this disease

was responsible for 22,207 deaths and probably responsible for a large

portion of the 13,626 deaths attributed to pneumonia.

Aside from the mortality from influenza and from pneumonia,

attention is directed to the fact that whooping cough, which is regarded

as one of the minor and harmless diseases of childhood, is responsible

for 424 deathvS—practically the same mortality as was attributed to

typhoid fever; also twice the mortality attributed to measles; also three

times the mortality due to scarlet fever, and also fifty times as many
deaths as were caused by smallpox. Interest also attaches to the fact

that there were 120 deaths during the year due to acute anterior poli-

omyelitis, and 475 from syphilis with 192 attributed to "septic sore

throat."
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TABLE V—MORTALITY RECORD OF ILLINOIS, DEATHS FROM DISEASES
30, 1919, INCLUSIVE, WITH

Note.—Numbers in parenthesis at lieads of columns refer to titles in the "Manual
(Detailed

Counties with important
cities and towns

.

(1-189)

^ 2
a; ft

p

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

(1) (4) (5) (6) (7)

TheState 6,359,102 101,220

Adams County
Quincy

Alexander County. .

.

Cairo
Bond County
Boone County
Brown County
B ureau County
Calhoun County
Carroll County
Cass County
Champaign County.

.

Champaign
Uibana

Christian County
Clark County
Clay County
Clinton County
Coles County

Maltoon
Cook County

Chicago
Chicago Heights
Cicero
Evanston
Maywood
Oak Park
Blue Island

Crawford County
Ctimberland County.
DeKalb County
DeKalh

DeWitt County
Douglas County
DuPage County
Edgar County ,

Edwards County
Effingham County.

.

Fayette County
Ford County
Franklin County
Fulton County

Canton
Gallatin County
Greene County
Grundy County
Hamilton County. .

.

Hancock County
Hardin County
Henderson County..
Henry County
Kewanee

Iroquois County
Jackson County
Jasper (!;ounty

Jefferson County
Mt Vernon

Jersey County
JoDaviess County. .

.

'64, 588

36, 883
25,699
16,296
17, 949
115,481
110,397
46, 934
18,610

118,035

17, 501
35, 539
15,865
10,624
235, 309
123, 517
118,661
25, 480
34, 842

12, 996
2,904.800

2,621,U9
26,482
^22, 164
30,178
11,906
m, 562
9,742
32,490
114,281

34, 953
10,036
118,906
20, 024

38, 044
127, 336
110,049
120,055
28, 083
117,096
31,466
52,501
14, 838
114,628
122, 363
24, 183
118,227
130,638
17,015
19, 724

43, 224

19,184
135, 543
36, 263
118,157

29, 973
10,464
113,954
122, 657

1,076
705
377
314
162
222
92

503
105
164
212
775
261
166
548
278
228
320
512
189

55, 908

45,640
354
4I6

266
134
500
138
266
220
391
337
95

300
311
207
738
688
231
170
278
270
130
340
119
82

417
217
406
514
136
344
168
158
213

16.0 276

4

1

177
168

1

1

162

(8)

2 o
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OK MAJOR SAN1TAU^• I .\l I 'O! rPANOK, HV OOUNTIIOS, J('L^ 1, lllls, TO .WSE
IMPORTANT ClTllilS ANM) 'I'oWNS

of the International List
List)

ol" Causes dl' iJ>'atli, Sfroiiil Rc;\ ision

—

I'aris, I'.lOi:

CJ)
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TABLE V

Comities with important
cities and towns.



—Continued.

DIVISION OF WWW. ST A'l'I.S'l'FCS

Diseases of major sanitary iniportanco.

(10)
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TABLE V



—Concluded.

DI\1S1()\ ()V \ri\I, S'l'.V'I'ISTTCS

Di.sease.s of major sanitary importance.

(9) (10)
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TABLE VI—REPORTED BIRTHS IN ILLINOIS, BY COUNTIES AND PRINCI-
PAL CITIES AND TOWNS, JULY 1, 1918 TO JUNE 30, 1919, INCLUSIVE.

Counties with important cities
and towns.

Total
July 1, 1918 to
June 30, 1919
inclusive.

Counties with important cities

and towns.

Total
July 1, 1918 to
June 30, 1919
inclusive.

The State.

Adams County
Quincy

Alexander County. .

.

Cairo
Bond Coimty
Boone County
Brown County
Bureau County
Calhoun County
Carroll County
Cass County
Champaign County.

.

Champaign
Urhana

Christian County
Clark County
Clay County
Clinton County
Coles County.'.
Mattoon

Cook County
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Cicero
Evanston
Maywood
Oak Park
Blue Island
Elgin

Crawford County
Cumberland County.
DeKalb County
DeKalb '.

DeWitt County
Douglas County
DuPage County
Edgar County ,

Edwards County
Effingham Comity.

.

Fayette County. ."

Ford County
Franklin County
Fulton County
Canton

Gallatin County
Greene County
Grundy County
Hamilton County. .

.

Hancock County
Hardin County
Henderson County..
Henry County
Eewanee

Iroquois County. .
.'

.

Jackson County
Jasper County
Jefferson County

Mt. Vernon
Jersey County
JoDaviess County. .,

Johnson County
Kane County
Aurora...'.
Elgin

Kankakee County .

.

Kankakee
Kendall County
Knox County
Galesburg

Lake County
Waukegan.

LaSalle County
LaSalle

106, 457

309
164
240
159
125
750
160
168
218

1,041
see
185
677
346
311

462

52, 329

47, S99
369
664
832
108
874
215

4
413
256
551
161

349
308
388
372
134
287
415
326
566
762
183
268
392
286
246
395
166
113
776
S87
629
657
274
415
169
229
323
126

1,603
8S0

344
640
299
166
742
387
922
S63

1.555
307

Ottawa
Streator

Lawrence Coiuity
Lee County
Livingston Coimty
Logan County
Lincoln

Macon County
Decatur

Macoupin County
Madison County
A Iton

Granite City
Marion County

Centrdtia
Marshall County
Mason County
Massac County ,

McDonough County.

.

McHenry County. '.

.

.

McLean County
,

Bloominglon
Menard County
Mercer County
Monroe County
Montgomery County.
Morgan County

Jaclisonville
Moultrie County
Ogle County
Peoria County

Peoria
Perry County
Piatt County
Pike Comity
Pope County
Pulaski County
Putnam County
Randolph County . .

.

Richland County
Rock Island County.

Moline
Rock Island

Saline County
Sangamon County. .

.

Springfield .

Schuyler County
Scott County
Shelby County
Stark County".
St. Clair County

Belleville i

East St. Louis
.^tephenson County.

.

Freeport
Tazewell County
Pekin

Union County
Vermilion County. .

.

Danville
Wabash County
Warren County
Monmouth .

'

Washington County

.

Wayne County
White Coimty
Whiteside County. .

.

Will County
Joliet

Williamson County

.

Winnebago County.
Kockford.

Woodford County. .

.

Total all counties.

387
630
442
182

1, 187
757
975

1,962
477
326
702
263
199
232
204
391
496

1,123
416
279
378
203
717
609
297
251
297

1,436
1,024
383
237
476
36
136
178
539
252

1, 521
796
413
368

1,801
1,226
225
87

448
125-

2,374
452

1,161
541
322
705
230
358

1,536
678
177
334
170
239
270
365
611

1,278
295
816

1,381
1,199
342

106, 457
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JIISSIONAIIY AVORK

Dui'iuii,' the prcN ions two or three years a j^i'cat deal had heeii ac-

coiui)lislied in creating public interest in the registration of vital sta-

tistics tlirough the activity ol' various health, social and philanthropic

agencies operating Ihi'oughout the State. During the past year an at-

tcni])t has been made to iiuiintain a thoroughgoing spirit of coo|)eration.

but the subject has lost more or less of its novelty and the various agen-

cies have not proven as responsive or enthusiastic as in the past. On this

acount the Division of Vital Statistics has deemed it wise to develop a

})r()graiu of education or missionary work and to place chief I'eliance in

obtaining publicity upon its own staff and organization.

In an effort to familiarize physicians, undertakers and coroners with

the requirements of the Eegistration Law, addresses have been given by

the Assistant Eegistrar of Vital Statistics and other representatives of the

dejjartment, at undertakers' and coroners' meetings and hefore State and

county medical societies. These public addresses have been supplemented

by thousands of letters sent to communities where stimulation seemed

most desirable.

Local cooperation has been increased materially by the two field

agents who have traveled throughout the State and valuable assistance

has also been received by a district health officer from the Division of

Communicable Diseases, who has not only appeared at conferences of

physicians, undertakers and coroners, but who has delivered popular

lectures before chautauquas and at other large gatherings, for the pur-

pose of impressing the importance of birth and death registration more

directly upon the people.

Considerable publicity of the right sort has also been obtained

through newspaper articles, the monthly editions of the "Health News"
and other efforts of the Division of Public Health Instruction.

LEGAL TEST OF DIVISION" METHODS

During June, 1919^ in the case of Henniger v. The Inter-Ocecbii

Casualty Conmpany, the methods of the Division of A^ital Statistics were

put to legal test, the information brought out in this case causing the

chief of the di\ision to recommend that an amendment be made to the

Vital Statistics Law providing that certified copies of death certificates

be obtained only from the offices of the division at Springfield.

In the trial of this case there were presented three different certi-

fied copies of a certificate of death; only one of these—the one taken

from the records of the division at Springfield—was found to be correct

and complete. The very obvious and glaring faults in the other two

cases were said to be due to a misunderstanding of technical terms and

of the proper method of preparing such copies on the part of local

registrars.
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COMPEN"SATION OP LOCAL EEGISTEAES

The state law provides that the local registrar shall be paid the

sum of twenty-five cents for each certificate of birth and each certificate

of death, up to 5,000 such certificates, in each calendar year, provided

the certificates are deposited with the State Department of Public Health

and copies are filed with the county clerk, and it is a duty of the Division

of Vital Statistics to prepare statements of fees due the registrars.

This clerical work in times past resulted in endless confusion. Un-

der the old method, each registrar prepared his own claim which was

checked over by the county clerk who, in turn, forwarded the statement

to the Division of Vital Statistics. In this way the division was called

upon to deal with about 1,800 claims each year, many of which were

delayed in transmission or incorrectly prepared. Under a new plan, the

division furnishes the county clerk with a blank which is filled out with

the claims of all registrars in the county, the accuracy of the complete

statement l)eing giiaranteed by the county official. In this way the

division has to deal with but 102 claims and all claims are received for

final checking in the shortest possible time.

In Cook County, the board of county commissioners failed to ap-

propriate funds to pay local registrars from January 1, 1916, until the

middle of the year 1919, in spite of the efforts of the Department of

Public Health and of the Attorney General to do so. This has resulted

in incomplete registration in Cook County.

With the appropriation of 1919 finally made, however, it is expected

that annual appropriations will be made regularly in the future.

ENGRAVED CERTIFICATES OP BIRTHS

The engraved certificates of birth registration, given to the parents

of each child registered under the law, which have been in use for the

past few years, have added much to the completeness of birth registration.

Wide publicity has been given to these certificates, and the demand for

them is quite general and, inasmuch as they are treasured by the parents

and are carefully inspected, their use has led to many corrections espec-

ially when the name of the child has been incorrectly given.

DEVELOPMENT V70EK

With thei admission of Ilinois to the registration area, it became

necessary for the division to revise its methods in accordance with the

requirements of the Bureau of the Census. In the past, it had been the

custom of the division to accept the assigned cause of death without de-

manding of the physician or coroner additional or explanatory infor-

mation.

To meet the demands of the Bureau of the Census, there was created

a classificaxion section which immediately began the rechecking and

reclassification of certificates received during the year 1918. Of the

58,533 certificates received during the year, 8,400 (or almost one in
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sevcMi) wci'c round iiiisal isFacloi'v, rci|iiii'iiiii' corrcsiioiidence io oljtaiu

correction bcfoi'c lln'V coiilil lie lliiallv lilcd. As these pages ai'c written,

it may be stated tliat practically all of llie IDl!) certificates have licAiH

corrected, l)ut that alxnd iijno of those i'ecei\-ed in IDls are still await-

ing rectilication. in \iew of the len.uth of time which has elapsed since

these certificates were [)repared, it is pi'o\ing exceed i n u' I v dillicnlt to

complete the undertalving.

It lias heen tlie ])olicy of tlie division not to tlct'er tlie correction ot

1919 certificates iintil those of 1918 are completed, but rather to keep

the current reports corrected and accurate. Of the 24,TT() certificates

received for 1919, up to the time this report was prepared (September

1), 3,58G have required correspondence to secure additional or explana-

tory data.

By January 1, 1920, it is expected that the correction of all past

certfiicates will be completed and that the new year Avill be started with

records clear.

During the past year, a system of form letters covering the "unsatis-

factory causes of death" has been prepared and this system may be em-

ployed in future years with considerable saving of time and of clerical

service.

The work of the division has also been simplified and perfected by

the adoption of a new monthly report card (Form V. S. 10) and a card

used by the registrar when no birth, still-birth or death has occurred

in his district (Form Y. S. 13). Both of these cards have space for the

registrar to report any violations which may have occurred or other in-

formation which should be l^rought to the attention of the division.

The adoption of a new method of numljering certificates upon their

receipt has added to the efficiency of the division. By this plan the

certificate is given a serial "office number" and a serial "county num-
ber," preliminary to card indexing, and in this way it may be known at

any given moment the exact number of certificates which have been re-

ceived for the year and also the exact number received from each county.

In addition each certificate bears the number affixed to it by the local

registrar, the last certificate received showing the total for the regis-

tration district.

FBANKING PRIVILEGE

By virtue of being accepted in the registration area, the division

has been accorded postal franking privilege both for outgoing mail and

for replies relative to matters relating to registration. In view of the

very large correspondence entailed in correcting faulty certificates, this

has resulted in a very material saving of expense to the State.

STATISTICAL SCHEME
Since the reorganization of the division under the provisions of the

Civil Administrative Code, an effort has been made to carry out an ideal

statistical scheme for guidance in public health administration. This
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lias consisted of : (1) Population statistics; (3) Birtli statistics; (3)

Marriage statistics; (4) Divorce statistics; (5.) Mortality statistics; (6)

Illinois life tables.

To this end;, pojDulations are estimated every six months for the

State as a whole, for counties and for cities of over 8,000 population,

based upon the past Federal Census.

While Illinois was denied admission to the registration area for

births in 1918, the reports of births are steadily improving. During

1917, there were 108,898 births reported or a rate of 17.4 per 100,000

of population, while in 1918, there were 117,055 births reported or a

rate of 18.5 per 100,000 of population. With the payment of local reg-

istrars adjusted in Cook County and the attainment of 90 per cent regis-

tration in the city of Chicago, admision to the registration area for

births should not be much longer delayed.

Marriage and divorce statistics can be compiled from the data now
in the files of the division whenever such data are recjuired.



DIVISION OF CHILD HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
NURSING

Clarence W. East, M. D., Chief

The Division ul Cliiid Hygiene and Public JS^ursing was one of the

new divisions created on July 1, 1917, with the re-organization of the

Department of Public Health under the provisions of the Civil Admin-

istrative Code. Through appropriations made l)y the Fiftieth General

Assembly, it was made possible to establish public health nursing service

in connection with the department for the first time in tiie history of the

State. During the fiscal year ending July 1, 1919, the division had only

personnel sufficient for the carrying out of a limited program, but in

spite of this handicap, it has been possible to establish and operate about

twenty clinics for crippled children and to stimulate the inauguration of

child welfare work and nursing service in many parts of the State.

Through the increased appropriations made by the Fifty-first Gen-

eral Assembly, there lias been employed a Supervisor of Nursing Service

who will devote her time and attention to the stimulation of public

health nursing activities in the different communities, and in the coordi-

nation of nursing service maintained by the various governmental and

extra-governmental agencies along the lines suggested in the preceding

report of the Executive Division. The Fifty-first General Assembly

also made such appropriations as will permit the development of the

Division along independent lines with the employment of a mucli needed

medical assistant and stenographic and clerical service for which the

division has had to depend in the j)ast upon the courtesy of other division

cjiiefs.

RECONSTRUCTION CLINICS

Perhaps the most important work of the Division of Child Hygiene

and Public Health Nursing has been the clinical service conducted in

many parts of the State for the physical reconstr.uction of crippled

children. This work was inaugurated a number of years ago when the

chief of the division was serving as a district health officer, attention at

that time being given almost exclusively to the victims of poliomyelitis,

or infantile paralysis. Since that time, the clinical service has been ex-

panded in its scope until at present these clinics reeei\e all crippled

children, regardless of the causal factor bringing about the crippled con-

dition. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, clinics have been

conducted in twenty-one communities scattered throughout the State and

in these clinics, 1,29<S different iudividuals have received attentiou, re-

91
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quiring medical service in 3,447 cases. An analj^sis of this clinical work

is shown in the tahle Avhich is published herewith, but no method of

tabulation can express the great value of this clinical work. Incidentally,

the accomplishment of this amount of clinical service with the very

limited personnel of the division, indicated not only the very general

need for such service throughout parts of Illinois, but is suggestive of

what could be accomplished if the division were adequately manned as

to clinical workers and nurses. Eeference to the table showing the clin-

ical work accomplished will impress upon the interested person that the

State has been only partly covered and that wide areas in which service

is acutely needed are as yet untouched.

In addition to the relief given to these 1,300 crippled 3^oung persons,

and the probal)le saving of the large majority from more or less future

dependency, there is aleo to be considered the following fruitage of these

clinics

:

(1) Distinct stimulation of general interest in public health

work throughout the State.

(2) Stimulation of interest in pul)lic health nursing.

(3) An increase in the general interest in child hygiene.

(4) The development of a new sense of obligation on the part

of many people in many communities as to the State Department of

Public Health.

(5) The develpment of a spirit of cooperation and coordina-

tion of local agencies both governmental and extra-governmental

interested in public health.

One of the most interesting illustrations of community cooperation

in 25ublic health endeavor is to be found in the provision of braces and

appliances for these crippled children in all sections of the State as soon

as it was brought home to public officials, private individuals and extra-

governmental organizations, that the future physical well-being of a large

number of children was dependent upon their being provided, with

adequate braces and appliances. The response has been quite astonish-

ing and there is reason to anticipate through an extension of this clini-

cal work, a day Avhen every crippled child not under competent medical

advice will have had an opportunity for physical reconstruction and

physical betterment.

GENERAL ACTIVITIES

The epidemic of influenza during the autumn of 1918 and the

winter of 1918-1919, demanded the attention of the division for a con-

siderable period of time. The chief of the division gave much of his

time as chairman of the Influenza-Pneumonia Commission of the city

of Springfield, which was a practical federation of both State ^and city

public healtli agencies, the American Eed Cross, the Springfield Tuber-

culosis Association and A^isiting Nurse Service, the Springfield Board of

Education, and the Sangamon County Medical Society. In addition
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to the adiiiinistrHtioii oi' general iii('<lical relief udik, llie eoiiiiiiission

operated, an einerg-ency hospital of al)(>iit a liniHlrcd beds for a period of

eig'lit weeks.

Dui'iiig the iiilluciiza epidemic, the two iiui-ses assigned to the divis-

ion wei'e constiintly in tlie Held devoting themselves especially to the

organization ot emergency hospitals. Their services were particularly

helpful in Chicago, Eureka, Carthage, Spi'ingfield, Benld, Virden, Win-

netka, Wilnjette, Barrington, Morris, South Wilmington, Coal City,

West Frankfort, Benton, Gardner, East St. Louis, Carrollton, West

Baden, Beckenieyer, Breeze, and Trenton, and also in the rural commu-

nities of Franklin, Pope, Gallatin, Marion, Saline, St. Clair and Cook

Counties.

But for the timely and efficient service of these two nurses, many of

these communities would have suffered much more acutely than they did

during the tragic course of the epidemic.

EDUCATIONAL WORK

The entire personnel of the Division of Child Hygiene and Puhlic

Health iS^ursing participated in the Better Bahies contest held in con-

nection with the Illinois State fair of 1918, and will similarly partici-

pate in the larger contest to be held in connection with the fair of 1919.

The chief of the division is called upon to serve as chief consultant to

the parents of all those children exainined in connection with these

contests.

In addition to the Better Babies Conference in connection with the

State fair, similar conferences and contests have been held in connection

with county fairs and to these the division has rendered all possible

service.

Each member of the staff of the division has responded to repeated

invitations for addresses and demonstrations, especially on the subjects

of public health nursing and child hygiene. The demand for this edu-

cational work is so great that at no time has the division been able to

respond to all of the requests made upon it.

INTER-DEPARTMEXTAL COOPERATION

The Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Xursing has

constantly cooperated with other divisions of the State Department of

Public Health during the past year, this cooperative work being |)ar-

ticularly identified with the Division of Communicable Diseases and

the Division of Surveys. As these pages are written, the nurses con-

nected with the division are devoting a large portion of their time in

connection with the sanitary survey of East St. Louis, which is being

carried out by the Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene in conjunc-

tion with the War Civics Committee.
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CONSTRUCTIVE WORK
In the general program of coordination of nursing service in con-

junction with the American Eed Cross^ the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation and other agencies^, the Division of Child Hygiene and Public

Health Nursing gives promise of extensive defllopment. During the

coming j'^ear, public health nursing has come to be accepted as an ex-

ceedingly important part of all activity for the promotion of health or

the prevention of diseases, and it will be an important function of the

division to develop, standardize and correlate all pul)lic health nursing

activities in the future.
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1'aiil li. )SK()oci^ Hniicri'i.sor of tSiirrc/js

Dining AiiK'J'ica's purticipation in the war^ the D'i vision of Surveys

and l\ural Hygiene was almost constantly engaged in making sanitary

aiid health studies of zones surrounding military camps and canton-

ments and ol those cities adjacent to military camps, or communities

which were engaged in large war-time industrial activities.

The division has been seriously handicapped through lack of per-

sonnel and stenographic and clerical service. With increased appropria-

tions provided by the Fifty-first General Assembly, however, the division

will be able to maintain an office of its own and to carry on its work

without imposing for clerical and field assistance upon the other divisions

of the department.

The sniatary or health survey has become a definite and recognized

part of all constructive and forward-looking public health activity. The

importance of such surveys, as the foundation for efficient municipal

work, has beconie so general that the division has had to refuse to engage

in a large number of proposed municipal studies on account of its in-

ability to handle the volume of work.

At the beginning of the fiscal year, the division was still engaged in

the completion of the reports of surveys of Waukegan and North

Chicago, two important industrial cities, and of the city of Rockford

which had become an important war-time municipality on account of

the establishment of Camp Grant, with a military population of some-

thing like 40,000 men, immediately adjacent to the city.

The reports on the surveys of North Chicago, Waukegan and Free-

port have already been transmitted to the municipal authorities and

other interested persons and have been responsible for some desiralde

changes in the public health work of these communities. The report of

the Eockford suiwey is now ready for publication.

The most important individual study made 1)y the Division of

Surveys and Rural Hygiene during the past fiscal year, has been that

of the city of East St. Louis, made at the instance of the War Civics

Committee as apart of an intensive community study carried out jointlv

])y the municipal and the Federal Government.

East St. Louis occupies an unusual place among Illinois munici-

palities. For the period from 1900 to 1910 this city showed more rapid

growth than any other in Illinois, develo]ung from a relatively unim-
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portant commimity largeh' dependent upon tlie eit}' of St. Louis, located

immediateh' across the river from it, into one of the most important

industrial communities in the middle west.

East St. Louis has a large negro population and a very large

foreign-born industrial population. It also has, to a singular degree, the

problem of the absentee landlord, a very large nrmiber of the industrial

and business activities of the community being owned and directed by

persons residing in some other town or city.

Containing, as it does, . tremendous meat packing industries and

other plants of large proportions; j^opulated, as it is, by large numbers

of negroes and foreign-born jDersons; situated, as it is, in the immediate

proximit}^ of one of the largest cities of the Xation and in a territory

given over to large industrial enterprises, East St. Louis offers such

complex social and health conditions to be found in Pittsburg, Bethle-

hem, Birmingham and other similar communities.

During the war, East St. Louis became especially active as a market

and manufacturing point for military supplies and a large aviation field

was established only a few miles away at Belleville. The reports of

exemj)tion boards and of military medical exminers indicated an unusual

prevalence of venereal diseases, making this question one of grave con-

cern to State and Federal authorities. The social and civic conditions

were further complicated by a so-called "race riot," which had occurred

some time before, giving rise to an unsettled condition in industry,

threatening in some respects the productivity of the city.

The East St. Louis health survey occupied the attention of the

Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene for a number of months, this

division calling upon the Divisions of Sanitation, of Communicable

Diseases, of Child Hygiene and Public Health J^ursing, of Social

Hygiene, of Tuberculosis, and of Vital Statistics and receiving from

them most effective cooperation.

Upon the completion of the East St. Louis survey, the field work

of which is practically done, as these pages are written, the division will

engage in an extensive health and sanitary survey of the city of Alton,

located on the Mississippi Eiver some twenty miles above St. Louis, and

rapidly becoming one of the most important of industrial communities

of the middle west. The Alton survey will be carried out on the invita-

tion of and with the cooperation of the Alton Commercial Association,

this active organization of manufacturers and business men having

become aroused to the practical need for a thorough knowledge of its

underlying conditions, provided the city is to be developed as a pro-

gressive municipality in time to- come.

The work in rural sanitation or rural hygiene has not been pressed

as actively during the past year as in previous times, much of the rural

sanitary work being assumed by the Division of Sanitation. During the

influenza epidemic of the autumn of 1918 and winter of 1918-1919, the
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JJivisioii of Surveys ;iml IJunil Hygiene was engaged in intensive studies

of a number of couiiiuniities to ascertain the prevalence of iiinucu^ca and

pneumonia in each of tlie several succeeding epidenucs that occurred,

this information being gathered in each instance by painstaking house

to house canvasses. Information was also gathered during these studies

relative to the extent of the use of preventive vaccines and the apparent

results of such use.

-7 P H



DIVISION OF DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES

Mae.tin' DuPeay, Chief Bacteriologist

During the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1919, the Division of

Diagnostic Laboratories performed its own function, and at the same

time laid the foundation for the Division of Eesearch and Biological

Laboratories made possible b}^ the appropriations made b_y the Fifty-first

General Assembly.

During the war the Division of Diagnostic Laboratories was con-

siderably crippled' by the enlistment in military service of its chief, and

of other important members of its personnel, and on account of the fact

that during the war the demand for laboratory technicians was so great

as to render it almost impossible, either to complete the laboratory

organization as was originall}^ contemplated in the reorganization of the

State Department of Public Health under the provisions of the Civil

Administrative Code, or to replace those who were absent on military

duty.

Li spite of these handicaps the division not only met the ordinary

demands of the State for laboratory service, but also rendered a large

amount of unusual service made necessary by war-time conditions, and
in connection with the influenza epidemic.

ROUTINE WORK OF THE DIVISION'

The laboratories at Springfield regularly carried out the following

examinations, without charge, for public officials, physicians or under
certain conditions, for private individuals; (a) the examination of cul-

tures from the throat and nose, for the detection of diphtheria bacilli;

(b) examination of sputum and pus in suspected cases of tuberculosis;

(c) the examination of blood and spinal fiuid in suspected cases of

syphilis; (d) the examination of pus smears for the detection of gonor-

rhea; (e) the examination of blood smears for the detection of the

bacillus typhosus, the bacillus of paratj^phosus A and paratyphosus B for

the diagnosis of typhoid fever or parat3^phoid fever; (f) the examination

of blood specimens for the diagnosis of malaria
; (g) the examination of

spinal fluid for the detection of meningococci in the diagnosis of epi-

demic meningitis; (h) the examination of feces and urine for the

detection of typhoid and paratyphoid carriers.
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In addition to this ratiier wide rani;c ol' lico dia.unostie lal)f)ratorv

service cari-ied out at Springfield, tlie division maintains branch labora-

tories at Chicago, Galesburg, Urbana and Mount A'^ernon, in which, at

the present time, examinations are made merely for the diagnosis of

diphtheria. The breadth of service of these laboratories, however, will

be extended as rapidly as personnel and a]ipropriations permit.

ROUTINE OF EXAMINATION AND REPORTING

In order to make reports on all specimens submitted for diagnostic

purposes Avithin the shortest possible time, the Division of Diagnostic

Laboratories has adopted the following plan : Swabs from suspected

diplitlieria cases, received before noon, are examined at 4 o'clock on the

same day, and if found positive, are so reported at once. In case there

is a negative finding, or specimens arriving afternoon, such specimens

are placed in the incubator over night and examined the first thing the

following morning. Immediately after examination, whether in the late

afternoon or in the early morning, a written report is prepared, and is

forwarded by first mail to the physician submitting the specimen, and

a cop3' of this report is kept on file in the office as a matter of record.

In addition to the report sent by mail, special and immediate reports

are made by telephone or telegram, when so requested by the physician

and when the physician is willing to meet the additional expense.

Wassermann tests are now run three times a week as was formerly

th« custom. These tests, for the diagnosis of syphilis, are conducted on

Monda}', Wednesday and Friday, giving a day between each run for the

sterilization of glassware and for the preparation of specimens and

reagents.

All culture media used in the laboratory are prepared by the

division at a very material saving of expense to the State. For example,

Loeffler's Blood Serum, of which enormous quantities are used during

the year, is prepared at a cost of less than twenty-five per cent orf the

prices formerly charged by commercial houses to the department.

Outfits in strict conformity with the United States Postal Depart-

ment, for the transmission of specimens of bacteriological or serological

analyses, are furnished free to physicians making requests for same,

either direct to' the laboratory or to the local agent in his community.

The following mailing outfits in sterile dou1)le containers are now
furnished: (a) sterile glass tube with blood letting needle for the col-

lection of blood and spinal fluid for Wassermann tests; (b) a sterile

glass tube and swab for the transmission of swabs from the nose and

throat for the detection of diphtheria; (c) a small glass bottle contain-

ing a five per cent phenol solution for the transmission of sputum from

those suspected as being tuberculous; (d) a sterile glass bottle contain-

ing twenty-five per cent glycerine solution for collecting feces specimens;

(e) a single container outfit with two glass slides for transmitting pus
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smears for the detectio'ii of gonococci and blood smears for the diagnosis

of malaria; (f) slips of parchment paper enclosed in a sterile envelope

for the transmission of blood specimens for the Widal test for the detec-

tion of tj^phoid and para-typhoid infection.

All of these mailing outfits are accompanied by suitable histoxy

cards for the nse of the physician in transmitting essential points in

regard to the case to the division and these cards^ when received with

the specimens^ are numbered and placed on file, suitably indexed, to

constitute a part of the complete record of the specimens received.

During the fiscal 3'ear 11,009 of these containers or mailing cases

have been distributed to physicians or to laboratory agents. Of these,

3,566 were for sputum specimens, 3,29^4 for specimens for Wassermann
test, 1,950 for throat swabs for diphtheria, 1,421 for typhoid or para-

typhoid, 728 were microscopic slides, and 47 containers for miscellaneous

specimens.

LABOEATdBY WORK EOR THE TEAR

The work carried out by the main Diagnostic Laboratories at

Springfield for the year ending June 30, 1919, has been very much
greater in extent and much more varied in scope than the work of any

previous year. - During the year 12,003 specimens were examined, as

compared with 10,449 specimens during the year ending June 30, 1918,

and 6,013 specimens during the year ending June 30, 1917.

Examinations of swabs for the diagnosis of diphtheria numbered
less during the past year than for the previous year, as did the niimber

of Widal tests for typhoid fever. Examination of sputum specimens

for the diagnosis of tuberculosis showed some increase amounting to

34,062 as compared with 30,013 fox the previous 3^ear. The number of

Wassermann tests for syphilis showed great increase, there being about

five times as many specimens examined during the past year, as in the

year next previous, and thirteen times as many as for the year ending

June 30, 1917. A very decided part in the increase for the past year

is represented in new work not previously undertaken, including exam-

inations for the diagnosis of typhoid, para-typhoid, gonorrhea, malaria,

rabies and meningitis.

The complete work of the Central Laboratory by months for the

past fiscal year, and the comparison of work for the past three years

will be found in the following table:
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REPORT OF WORK DONE BY MAIN LABORATORY FOR FISCAL YEAR
1918-1919
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The disturbance of the jiersonnel of the division, incidental to the

war, delaj^ed this new activit}^, but during the latter part of the fiscal

year plans were made for the development of a new Division of Eesearch

and Biological Laboratories in which new work could be extended and

developed, and appropriations were requested of the Fifty-first General

Assembly for this purpose.

While the State Department of Public Health is now in position to

produce certain biologic products at a very material saving to the State

and to the people, the work has been delayed partly on account of the

difficulty in securing suitable laboratory equipment, but largely on

account of the resignation of the acting chief of the division, and in-

ability to secure thoroughly competent technical Avorkers.

It is expected that early in 1920, a Division of Eesearch and

Biological Laboratories will be thoroughly established along the lines

previously j^roposed.

LABORATORY QUARTERS

The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories is more or less handicapped

by the inadequacy of its present quarters. The division occupies rooms

on the top floor of the north Aving of the State House, sharing these

rooms with the laboratories of the Division of Sanitation. In three

relatively small rooms, whose lightning and ventilation are not satis-

factor}'^, the division is required to handle large quantities of materials

for distribution throughout the State making necessary rather extensive

laboratory records, in addition to tKe actual performance of its duties

with the handling and cleansing of laboratory materials, and the housing

of guinea pigs, rabbits and other necessary animals. Were these quarters

reserved for the exclusive use of the division, they would still be inade-

quate, but used as they are for the joint purposes of diagnostic labora-

tories and the laboratories of the Division of Sanitation, the quarters

are so cramped and inconvenient, as to seriously impair the efficiency of

both divisions.
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W. W. McCuLLOCiT, Superinlcndent

The Division of liotel and Lodging House Inspection of tlie State

Department of Public Health was created by a special law and given

jurisdiction over the cubic foot of air space and certain other sanitary

features of lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns and hotels in

cities of 100,000 population or over. This provision of the law confines

the activities to the city of Chicago, and on this account the division

maintains offices at 130 ISTorth Wells Street, Chicago, from which all of

its activities are carried out.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, there were 515 hotels

and lodging houses inspected and measured and 335 reinspected and re-

measured. The number of rooms in these lodging houses and hotels was

15,058, affording accommodations for 19,837 lodgers and a maximum
legal capacity of 38,851. The total number of lodgers at the time oi

inspection was 10,919.

During the year there were 1,735 supplementary inspections of

hotels and lodging houses, the results of which are shown in tlie tal)le

presented herewith

:

Measured. Remeasured.

July, 1918
August, 1918
September, 1918.

October, 1918....
November, 1918.

December. 1918..

January, 1919

February, 1919..

March, 1919
April, 1919
May, 1919

Junp. 1919

Total
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Table showing supplemental inspections of hotels and lodging

houses for fiscal year July 1, 1918^ to June 30, 1919

:

Supplemental
inspections. Pvooms. Lodgers.

Present
capacity.

July, 1918
August, 1918...
September, 1918
October, 1918...
November, 1918
December. 1918.

January, 1919 ..

February, 1919.

March, 1919
April, 1919
May, 1919
Juiie. 1919

Total

292
496
384
75
79
63
1

1

164
12
50

118

1,735

5, 657
13, 984
7,029
1,105
1,310
.1,620

14

6

2,727
141

926
1,685

3,850
8,638
4,615

874
1,131
1,199

12
8

2,358
139
613

1,172

7,472
179, 714

8,835
1,415
1,802
2,441

18
12

3,582
215

1,294
2,142

36,204 24, 609 208,942

During January and February, 1919, the inspectors for the divis-

ion served notices upon proprietors, managers or clerks of 5,-482 lodging

houses and hotels, notifying the manager to file a sworn statement with

the county clerk as required by law, to be filed by March 1, of each year.

At the time the notices were served there were found to be 9,458 lodgers

in these establishments.

The records of the division on April 1, 1919, show that there were

2,403 boarding houses, lodging houses, and hotels that had failed to

comply with the law in regard to filing complaints. The inspectors were

consequently assigned to the serving of written notices on proprietors,

managers and clerks of these delinquent establishments directing them
to file statement within three days after notice. The total number of

statements filed with the county clerk during 1919 was 4,693, Copies

of these statements have been made and have been filed and made a part

of the records of the division.

During the fiscal year 962 hotels and lodging houses were found to

have goiie out of business. Of these 734 had vacated the premises prob-

ably for removal elsewhere, 192 known to have gone definitely out of

business, and in thirty-six instances, the buildings have been torn down.

During the past year there has been an increasing tendency toward
overcrowding, particularly among the smaller hotels and lodging houses.

Whenever such instances are found, notice is given to immediately re-

move excess beds in compliance with section 16 of the law regulating the

number of beds in each sleeping room. In every instance the regular

second visit of inspection has shown that this provision of the law has

been complied with.

IjStfluenza epidemic

In addition to the ordinary duties and activities of the Division of

Hotel and Lodging House Inspection which are constantly increasing

with the continued growth of the cit}^, special demands were made upon
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lliL' (livisiuii (lui'iiig the iuituinii nl' IDIS wlicji the epidemic of influenza

was prevalent in the city oi' Chicago, On instructions received from

the Director of the State Department of Public Health, inspectors for

the division visited 2,493 lodging houses and hotels, in which 46,801

lodgers were accommodated, securing information as to the existence of

any known or suspected cases of ijifliienza or pneumonia among the

lodgers, and distributing, large numbers of copies of the circular on

"Suggestions on the Cause and Prevention of Influenza," and copies of

the rules and regulations of the department for the control of this dis-

ease.

The information elicited through this inspection was tabulated at

the end of each working day and transmitted early the following morn-

ing to temporary oflices of the State Department of Public Health, then

maintained at the Hotel Sherman.

It is believed that the service the division was enabled to render

during this epidemic was instrumental to a certain extent, in controlling

influenza in the lodging house population, which is more or less migra-

tory in character and which is controlled through the ordinary health

agencies with considerable difficulty. The familiarity of the division

with all of the existing lodging houses and hotels and the personal ac-

Cjuaintance with the owners and managers of these establishments, per-

mitted the division to obtain accurate information at all times and to

place this information immediately in the hands of the Director of Pub-

lic Health who in turn was enabled to transmit it to the local health

authorities of the city of Chicago.



DIVISION OF SOCIAL HYGIENE

G. G. Taylor, M. D. Acting Chief

The Division of Social Hygiene of the State Department of Public

Health is a new division^ the necessity for which was made apparent

through war-time experience. The division is financed jointly by the

United States Government and the State of Ilinois, Federal appropria-

tions for this purpose being made under the Chamberlain-Kahn amend-

ment to the Army Appropriation Act passed by the Sixty-fifth Congress.

AVhile the division was officially created on July 1, 1918, funds were

not available until November 1 of that year. Since the creation of the

division had not been anticipated at the time of meeting of the Fiftieth

General Assembl}'', no appropriations had been made for it and no

moneys of any kind could be obtained until they were available from -the

Federal Government. On November 1, 1918, the State Department of

Public Health received the sum of $61,307.51 to carry on the work of

the division until the next biennial session of the Illinois General As-

sembly. In the appropriations made by the Fifty-first General As-,

sembly, a sum of $50,000 was set aside for the uses of this division, and

a like amount was consequently contributed by the United States Gov-

ernment under the provisions of the Chamberlain-Kahn amendment.

The need for a Division of Social Hygien®, for the prevention and

suppression and' control of venereal diseases, was made apparent very

early in our participation in the war when it was found, upon the exam-

ination of men called for military duty, a large percentage suffered from

venereal diseases. Of the second million drafted men, 4.96 per cent were

found to be diseased at the time of their arrival at camp, and of the

men called from one particular city in Illinois 22.7 per cent were found

to be suffering from syphilis, gonorrhea or chancroid.

The activities of the Division of Social Hygiene are divided into

(1) The treatment of the disease, (2) Eepressive action and (3) Educa-

tional work and this report is divided under these general heads.

I. TREATMENT

Careful investigation has shown that only about forty per cent of

persons infected with venereal diseases in Illinois have been receiving

proper treatment at the hands of competent medical men. The remain-

der have been largely self-treated with patent medicines or with pre-

scriptions passed from one patient to another. In most instances all

treatment has been altogether discontinued upon the subsidence of acute
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syi))})toius, !Uid iiii('urc'(l iii(li\i(lii:il,s have (;uiiiiiiii<;(l to b(! disoase-carriers

and disease-spreaders tliroiig-liout indefinite periods ol: time.

'J'lie average physician, especially in tlie smaller coniniunities, is re-

luctaJit to treat patients sull'ei'ing J'roni venereal disease, holli on account

of Jack of time to give proper treatment and on account of tiie disfavor

with wliicli this line of practice is still regarded in numy comn\unitics.

The average patient sutl'ering from venereal disease caiuujt alToid the

services of the reputable specialist.

In view of these facts, venereal diease clinics have become an abso-

lute necessity if these diseases are to be successfully combatted, and since

these patients are a menace not only to the people of their own commu-

nity, but to the citizens of the State and Nation it has been deemed

proper that the cost of operation of these clinics shall be met by city,

county, State and JSTation. The Division of Social Hygiene, financed

jointly by the State and Federal Governments, contributes toward the

support of the venereal disease clinics organized and operated under its

supervision. The following clinics have been established and are now

in successful operation:

East St. Louis.—Operated by the Division of Social Hygiene of the

State Department of Public Health, in conjunction with the city health

department of East St. Louis; dispensary located in city hall.

Roclvford.^BisjyeiisaTj operated by the city of Eockford, 120 South

Wyman Street.

Decatur.—Dispensary operated by the city of Decatur and Macon

County and located in the Decatur and Macon County Hospital.

Springfield.'—Dispensary operated by Sangamon County and located

in St. John's Hospital.

Chicago.—Dispensary located at Central Free Dispensary of the

Piush Medical College, 118 West Grand Avenue, in connection with the

Illinois Social Hygiene League.

Plans have been prepared for the establishment of a clinic at West

Hammond, Illinois, to be operated by the city of Hammond under the

joint supervision of the State Health Departments of Illinois and

Indiana.

Within a short time five approved clinics will be opened by the

health department of the city of Chicago and will be located at the

Eacine Avenue Dispensary, 1215 Eacine Avenue; Sedgwick Dispensary,

1367 Sedgwick Street; South Side Dispensary, 2950 Calumet Avenue;

Grand Crossing, 1000 East Seventy-fifth Street, and the Stock Yards

Dispensary, 738 East Forty-seventh Street.

At least five additional clinics will be required to properly care for

venereal cases in the State, and this number of clinics will be opened

within the next few months.

As a result of about eight months of work in the development of

clinical service, the following has been accomplished:
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CLINIC SUMMARY
Clinics in operation July 1, 1919 6

Monthly cost—Operating $2,070.00
Paid by division $1,035.00
Paid locally $1,035.00

Cases treated 3,923

Number of treatments given 9,304
Number of patients discharged as cured 172
Number doses arsphenamine administered 2,520

In addition to the administration of specific treatment^ in the clinics

conducted under the auspices of the Division of Social Hygiene,

arsphenamine is being supplied Avithout cost tO' the overseers of the poor

in the various counties for the treatment of indigent patients by physi-

cians who agree to administer it without cost to the division. In carry-

ing out this plan 4,365 ampules of arsphenamine have been distributed.

As shown in the report of the Division of Communicable Diseases,

there were 16,915 cases of venereal diseases reported by physicians and

druggists up to June 30, 1919, an average of 1,409 cases per month,

and it is confidently expected that this number will be increased to three

or four thousand cases per month during the coming year, as the result

of a comprehensive educational campaign.

REPRESSING ACTIVITIES

Since prostitution is the most prolific source of venereal diseases,

the control and repression of prostitution has become an important and

a difficult part of the work of the division.

During the last few months of the war, the division joined with the

Federal authorities in cleaning up the cities located within five miles of

military camps and cantonments. In this work the division worked in

close cooperation with the United States Marshals, and in close touch

with the Federal Courts. All known prostitutes were apprehended and

subjected to rigid examination, and, if infected, were placed in hospitals

at county expense until it was demonstrated that they were not longer

capable of transmitting infection. In dealing with this problem in the

five military zones, an effort was made to avoid the custom commonly

pursued of merely driving these unfortunate women out of one commu-

nity to become sources of infection in another, it being realized that in

a Nation drawing its military forces from the young men of all com-

munities that the governmental preventive function was not completely

carried out in merely throwing protection about the organized military

establishment.

Since the signing of the Armistice in November, there has been

a tendency in many cities to relax the activities which had been directed

against the social evil as a war measure, and to relax into the former

state of disregard concerning commercialized vice. Whatever may be said

in regard to the segregation of vice, the fact has been clearly established

in the United States that segregation does not completely segregate and

not only renders social vice more easily accessible to boys and young men,

but has the effect of practically licensing the social evil.
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While it is not within the province of health ollicials to dictate to

citizens as to their moral conduct, it is a part ol' their duty to employ

all legitimate means to prevent the spread oi' disease and to renujve every

possible source of infection. With this oliject in view forty Illinois cities

have been investigated and reports on vice conditions have been made

to local officials. On account of the fact that in many of these communi-

ties no real health orgaiiization is maintained, it has become necessary

that many sources of infection be followed up and located by represen-

tatives of the Division of Social Hygiene in order that infected indi-

viduals may be placed under treatment. This work is now being carried

out by the division.

EDUCATIONAL WORK

Ignorance and misconception as to the seriousness and far-reaching

consequences of venereal diseases, is evidently responsible for their very

great prevalence. The idea that these diseases are of minor consequence

is doubtless responsible for the disposition on the part of officials and of

the public to wink at prostitution.

In addition to this, however, the natural disinclination to discuss

the unpleasant and unclean, coupled, with the embarassment which

attends ai\y public mention of matters bearing on the sex relation, has

been a most important factor in the spread of venereal diseases.

The erroneous idea that gonorrhea is easily cured by self-treatment

or the administration of patent medicines is responsible for the fact that

less than half the sufferers from this disease ever consult a physician.

It has come to be recognized that the public must be given reliable

information concerning the hygiene of the sex organs, their proper use,

their abuse, the diseases which affect them, how to avoid such diseases,

and when contracted the necessity for prompt and efficient treatment.

The introduction of sex education into public schools and high

schools is a matter for serious consideration and much serious prepara-

tion before it is attempted. We are not prepared for it at this time.

Sex instruction must reach boys and girls through their parents and the

chief aim of any intelligent educational system at the present time must

be the teaching of parents how to impart this information.

Under the direction of the Division of Social Hygiene, lectures are

being delivered by women physicians of wide experience to audiences

of women, and by men physicians to audiences of men. Short noon-day

talks are made in industrial plants to men and women who appear to

be hungry for information. There have been two hundred eighty-four

such lectures with an average attendance of one hundred persons.

Pamphlets have been prepared for the instruction of the public, the

parents, young men and women, young boys and girls, and educators.

That there is a real need for this information is evidenced by the fact

that three hundred seventy thousand (370,000) of these pamphlets have

been distributed in response to requests.
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Motion picture films have been prepared and are being accepted

throughout the State. Chart and panel exhibits are being shown at

county fairs and at other pul)lic gatherings. Stereomotograph and lan-

tern slides are being shown to large audiences. A "Keeping Fit" exhibit

has been jDrepared and will be shown to high school boys and young men.

The following is a summary of the educational work accomplished

during the eight months of the fiscal year ending June 30^ 1919

:

E)DUCATIONAL SUMMARY
Number of lectures given 2^4

Average attendance 100
Number of slide showings made 14

Average attendance 100
Number of school cliarts (Keeping Fit) exliibited 35

Average attendance 50
Number of placards distributed 1,500
Number of pamphlets distributed 370,000
Number of showings of motion pictures 250

Average attendance 150
Nuinber of organizations and profession circularized 12

Of a special interest in connection with the educational work are

the lectures delivered to the men and women employees of Montgomery

Ward Company ; the Argo Corn Starch Company ; the Sherwin-Williams

Paint Company; the Hub Clothing Company; Eothschild and Com-

pany; the Addressograph Company; the Pullman Car Works, and the

men of the police department, all of the city of Chicago.



DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH INSTRUCTION

Sa::\iukl \\. Kessixoer, Acting Chief

The Division of Public Health Instruction is devoted to the various

phases of publicity and education incidental to the activities of the

State Department of Public Health. In a general Avay, the work of the

division is divided into two classes, (a) general public health education

by means of circulars, pamphlets, cartoons, stercopticons and motion

pictures, exhibits and other educational material: (b) the preparation

and editing of bulletins, rules and regulations, public pronouncements

and technical literature, the original text for which is provided by the

various divisions of the department.

OEDINARY ACTIVITIES

The ordinary activities of the division were outlined in detail in the

annual report for the 3'ear ending June 30, 1918. These activities have

been continued and extended during the past year, and new features to

retain and attract popular interest have been added from time to time.

The popular health magazine issued by the department known as

"Illinois Health ISTews," has been issued regularly for free distribution

among physicians, health officers and interested laymen throughout the

State, and has now attained a regular circulation of 10,000 copies. In

connection with Illinois Health News there have been issued each month

two striking cartoons which have later been enlarged and generally

employed as educational exhibit charts. Electrotypes have also been

made from the original etchings of these cartoons and have been fur-

nished without cost to newspapers, medical jonrnals and other publica-

tions, not only in Illinois but in surrounding states. This Illinois Health

Cartoon series, now numbering considerably over 100 cartoons, is one

of the most noteworthy collections of its kind extant and has had a very

genuine value in impressing important facts in regard to health pro-

motion and disease prevention upon those persons not sufficiently

interested to read public health articles, but who are attracted by a

striking illustration.

The press service of the division, reaching practically all of the

newspapers in the State, has received more attention than in years past.

a great many of the more prominent newspapers publishing the material

furnished hy the division as a regular feature. Weekly reports of the

113
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prevalence of communicable disease in all sections of the State, such as

are furnished by the Division of Communicable Diseases to the United

States Public Health Service, appear in a large number of different

publications.

HEALTH PEOMOTION WEEK

In the field of public health education the most important event of

the fiscal year v^as the observance of Health Promotion Week, a week

in May designated by a joint resolution of the House and Senate to be

devoted to all manner of activities contemplated to prevent or suppress

disease and toi promote the health and physical welfare of the" people.

The success of this great health demonstration was noted with interest

throughout all parts of the United States, and stands as a conspicuous

illustration, first, of the newly awakened interest of the entire people

in the question of heafth conservation, and second, as an example of the

active cooperation between governmental and extra-governmental agen-

cies attained in Illinois through the liberal policies of the past few

years.

Upon the recommendation of the Director of the State Department

of Public Health and with the cordial approval of Governor Frank 0.

Lowden and leading members of both Houses of the Fifty-first General

Assembly, the following joint resolution was passed by the House of

Eepresentatives on March 26, 1919, and was concurred in by the Senate

on March 27 without a dissenting vote:

"Whereas, More than twenty-four thousand men, women and children

in the State of Illinois died of communicable diseases during the past fiscal

year; and
"WiiEBEAs, More than eighty-three thousand cases of communicable

diseases were reported during the past fiscal year to the Department of

Public Health; and
"Whereas, It is conservatively estimated that in Illinois the annual cost

of diseases which are communicable, and therefore preventable, is upwards
of one hundred fifty-five million dollars ($155,000,000); now, therefore

"Be it Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring

therein. That the week beginning the second Sunday in May, 1919, and 1920,

is hereby designated as Health Promotion Week throughout the State of

Illinois; and, be it further
''Resolved, That the Fifty-first General Assembly hereby recommends to

the people of Illinois that during the week thus designated, they shall em-
phasize in every possible way the need for united action against all com-
municable diseases and the cause thereof; and, be it further

"Resolved, That the Department of Health shall be and is hereby
designated as the agency through which the programs and activities of the

people during said Health Promotion Week shall be carried out."

It was decided: "No special appropriation will be asked of the

State in order to^ carry this program through successfully. With the

assistance which can be given the State Department of Health by the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association and similar organizations, the expenses

incident to the organization work, publicity, etc., can be completely

covered.^'
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Tlie geiiei'ul plan ol.' Jlcaltli I'l'oinotioii Week was presented to the

executive heads of a luunber O'f public health, social welfare, civic and

commercial organizations at a meeting held at the Leiand Hotel on

April 3, and a State committee was created to have charge of the Health

Promotion Week activities. Of this committcHj Governor Fj'ank 0.

Lowden was honorary chairman, Dr. C. >St. Clair D'rake, Director of tlie

Department of Public Health was chairman, and Walter D. Tluirber,

executive secretary of the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, whose

services were loaned to the State Department of Public Health for that

purpose, was designated director- general or executive officer. The

general committee was made up of the following persons

:

Dr. George Thos. Palmer, President, lUi- Barney Cohen, Director, State Depart-
nois Tuberculosis Association. ment of Labor.

Francis G. Blair. Superintendent, De- Dr. John A. Robison, President, Illinois
partnient of Public Instruction. Public Health and Welfare Associa-

Miss Jessie Spafford, President, Illinois tion.
Federation of Women's Clubs. Mrs. Harry Fleming, President, Illinois

Charles Adkins, Director, State Depart- Congress and Parent-Teachers' Asso-
ment of Agriculture. elation.

Charles G. Thorne, Director, State De- Francis W. Shepardson, Director, State
partment of Public Welfare. Department of Registration and Edu-

John Glenn, Secretary, Illinois Manufac- cation.
turers' Association. Duncan McDonald, President, State

Miss Dorothy Blatchford, Secretary, Federation of Labor.
Illinois Society for Prevention of S. P. Preston, President, Illinois Press
Blindness. Association.

Mrs. Joseph T. Bowen, State Chairman, Joseph C. Thompson, Director, Depart-
Women's Committee, Council of Na- ment of Mines and Minerals.
tional Defense. Miss Helena McMillan, President, Illi-

Mrs. Ira Couch Wood, Director, Eliza- nois State Nursing Association.
beth McCormick Memorial FMnd. Elmer M. Lawson, Department Com-

W. P. Calhoun, Commander, Illinois mander, Spanish War Veterans.
Branch of Grand Army of the Re- J. W. Dappert, President, Illinois Society
public. of Engineers.

Dr. E. W. Fiegenbaum, President, Illi- H. L. Williamson, Secretary, Illinois
nois State Medical Society. Press Association.

The interest manifested by the various State-wide organizations in

this original and ambitious health program w^as quite unusual, and from

the date of beginning organization until the program of Health Promo-
tion Week was completed there were more different organizations

throughout Illinois concentrating their thought and activity upon the

conservation of health than ever before in this State, and probably ever

before in the history of the N"ation.

Headquarters were established in the offices of the State Department
of Public Health and in other space in the State House provided by the

Secretary of State, and there was begun at once an intensive campaign

of education to secure the observance of Health Promotion Week in

every county, city and community in Illinois and enlisting the interest

and cooperation of public officials, school authorities, health officers,

physicians, w^omen's clubs, civic associations, merchants, editors, labor

organizations and all classes of public spirited persons.

THE GENEEAL PLAN

In the general program for the week, which w^as carefully elaborated

after consultation w-ith all interested agencies, it w^as the aim to lay

—8 P H
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Stress on a new "statement of faith" representing modern thought in

preventive medicine; "that while disease suppression is important;, and

disease prevention likewise important, health promotion stands out in-

finitely more important than either or both of these." The entire pro-

gram for the week was so arranged and directed as to concentrate the

thought and attention of all of the people of the State of Illinois upon
the value of good health and the practical value of physical efficiency.

The following program was recommended for adoption in all com-

munities, and incidentally was carried out with singular uniformity:

Sunday—May 11.—Health promotion and disease prevention talks

in all churches by ministers and other members of Health Promotion

Week committees.

Monday—May 12.—Community "clean-up" day; citizens remove all

rubbish from cellar to attic and either burn it or pile it in alley or street

for the street cleaning department or garbage removal wagons. Yards

to be raked and the rubbish assembled in pile for burning or removal.

It may be necessary for the local authorities to increase their facilities

for removing garbage and rubbish during this period.

Tuesday—May 13.—"Swat the Fly Before He Starts" day. Com-
mittee workers under the direction of- the local health authorities on

this day should visit all places which ofl^er opportunities as breeding spots

for flies and other disease carrying insects and clean them up by spray-

ing, by draining or in other approved ways.

Wednesday—May IJf.
—"Better Babies" day. Headquarters for the

weighing, measuring and scoring of all babies should be established

under the direction of the committee in charge of this phase of Health

Promotion Week. Printed matter for mothers and prospective mothers

should be systematically distributed.

Thursday—May 15.—"Medical Examination" day. All citizens who

have not recently undergone a thorough medical examination should

make it a point to do so on this day. In the early spring, the successful

farmer carefully examines all of his implements and farm machinery to

see that they are in good working order. Many of us have come to

realize the necessity for periodical examination of our teeth in order to

avoid toothache and other trouble. The human body is the most finely

adjusted piece of machinery in the world. Serious illness can often be

avoided if detected early through a careful medical examination.

Friday—May 16.—"America's Future Citizens" day. Special pro-

grams, exercises or talks in every school room; blackboard drawings,

exhibits or other matter should be used to illustrate these talks, exercises

or programs. Many schools will decide to stage health playlets or to

have contests in composition writing. It should be borne in mind by all

Health Promotion Week committees that the future of the country lies

in the health of its children and that good health habits are as easy to

form as other habits which are detrimental to health.
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SaUirday—jJlIaij 17.—"J'ag-eant" day. This occasion offers the op-

portunity for the most striking unique pageant ever lield in your com-
munity. A reviewing stand should be designated for tiie use of military

and civil authorities. Floats typifying the many interesting points in

the promotion of health and the prevention of disease should be entered

in the pageant by the board of health, by civic organizations interested

in any phase of public health, social welfare- or home service work as

Avell as by commercial concerns dealing in any article useful in con-

serving health or in the prevention of disease. School children should

form an important section of the pageant, local military or semi-military

organizations should have "the right of line"; G. A. E. veterans and
soldiers who'^sl.iave returned from Europe should be given positions of

honor. Private autos should be attractively decorated and entered in

the pageant.

EXTENSION WORK

With headquarters established and Avith the program adopted, the

State was divided into twelve districts to each of which was assigned a

field worker from a staff created from the personnel of the State Depart-

ment of Public Health, from the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, and

from the State Department of Labor. These field workers travelled

continuously through their individual districts, creating the organiza-

tion and setting up the machinery for community observance of the

week.

In the meantime, the executive office at Springfield was engaged in

continuous correspondence with local organizations, sending out fifty

thousand pieces of literature on health subjects, one hundred and fifty

sets of posters on the prevention of blindness, supplying communities

Avith blue-prints of designs for the construction of floats for health

pageants, supplying health exhibit material, motion pictures and stere-

opticon slides, arranging the assignment of speakers on all phases of

public health and otherwise stimulating local activity. During this

preliminary campaign over 30,000 personal letters Avere Avritten and

approximately 16,000 pieces of ncAvs and feature material, Avhile the

Illinois State Press Association, through its president, Mr. S. P. Pres-

ton, and its secretar}', Mr. H. L. Williamson, arranged for the publication

of continuous information of educational material in 798 daily and

weekly ncAvspapers throughout the State.

As a result of this educational program 797 Illinois communities

created Health Promotion Week committees Avith a total number of

10,642 persons in their membership actively engaged in carrying out

the program.

Of these 797 communities 183 carried out the Aveek's program in

all of its essential features and it is estimated that at least tAventy thou-

sand adults and 500,000 school children actively participated in the Avork.
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CtExeral results

It is obTionsl}" impossible to determine the practical and direct

results of this great State-T^^ide health demonstration, but the extent of

observance of the week thronghout Illinois may be intelligenth' esti-

mated from the following facts based upon definite reports received by

the State D'epartment of. Public Health:

OBSERVANCE OF HEALTH PROINIOTION WEEK
Total number of local org-anizatlons 797
Total number of local community members 10,642
Total number of churches observing- health promotion Sunday 697
Total number of health sermons preached by pastors 492
Total number of health talks given in churches by laymen I67
Total church attendance at health meetings .- 89,920
Total health exhibit audiences 17,128
Total attendance at other health meetings 2,601
Pieces of health literature distributed 627,424
Communities conducting health essay contest in schools 51
Communities observing Health Promotion Week in schools 61
Xumber of blocks cleansed in cominunity clean-up 14,148
Wagon loads of rubbish removed 16,873
Communities conducting fly catching contests 10
Connhunities conducting rat catching contests 16
Communities conducting mosquito elimination 46
Communities observing medical examination day 59
Communities conducting better babies contest 590
Number of babies in better babies contests 7,930
Communities in which privies were fly-proofed 181
Communities conducting public health pageants or parades 29
Number of floats in health pageants 392
Number of decorated cars in health pageants 289
Number of school children in pageants 16,255
Attendance at final mass meetings 21,434
Communities in which merchants had health window displays 79
Estimated number of people reached directly by health week activities. . . .1,576,517
Number of persons reached indirectly by health week activities 3,913,609
Communities conducting milk and water examinations 32

The cost of this campaign to the State Department of Public Health

to the cooperating extra-governmental health organizations, and to etc.,

amounted to less than $8,500^ and it is believed that no similar exjoendi-

ture for health promotion or disease prevention has been so far-reaching

in its immediate and remote effects and influence.

Special credit for the success of this great enterprise is due to the

large number of cooperating agencies and especially to the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association, which not only contributed the services of

its executive secretary as director of the enterprise, but loaned freely the

services of its staff and the majority of its executive office.

Under the provisions of the joint resolution through which Healtli

Promotion Week was observed in 1919, there is to be a similar observ-

ance in 1920, and it is expected that at that time health activities will

be carried out in a much larger number of communities than during the

first vear.
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Account.

GENERAL OFFICE.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses
Operating supplies and expenses from contingent.
Repairs
Equipment
Equipment from contingent
Contingent

Total.

COMMTmiCABLE DISEASES.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent
Office expense.'
Office expense from contingent
Traveling expense
Operative Supplies and expenses
0]3erating supplies and expenses from contingent

.

Repairs
Ecjuipment
Contingent

Total.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Salary and wages
Office expense
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses.
Repairs
Equipment
Contingent

Total.

SA^^TATION.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses
Operating supplies and expenses from contingent

.

Repairs
Repairs from contingent
Eciuipnient
Contingent

Total.

DI.IGNOSTIC LABORATORY.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent.
Office expense
Office expense from contitigent
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses .

.

Repairs
Eciuipment
Equipment from contingent
Contingent

Total.

11';

Entire
approprial ioii

forbionniiim
July 1, 1917,

to June 30,
1919.

821,000

"4,'65i'

9, 600
450

550
4,067

3,047

S43, 365

$52, 040

'"'5,' 356'

33, 000
S6,0S0

135
905

32,152

$209,662

$5,600
720

4,600
40
15

135
615

11,725

$33,400

""'2,'525'

17, 500
1,330

105

3, 020
8,683

$66, 563

$ 9,960

"'i,'075

1,400
14,050

100
993

1, 375

$28, 953

Bills paid.

Amount
lapsed

September 30,
1919.

$19,334
C 1, 048
4,171

c 1,495
3, 7.54

235
clOO
548

3,819
c 201

*(2, 850)

$34,711

$49,682
C 14,937

5,036
c218

30, 295
84, 004

cl4,o39
61
779

*(29,694)

$199,611

55,600
65S

2, 778

9,077

$27, 359
c 1,458
1,573
c20

8,083
973

C139
55

C 630
2,796

*(2,247)

$43,086

$8, 335
c832
485
Cl9
.318

7,153
85

907
C 2, 760
*-(3,611)

$20, 804

$1,066

"'"486

5,846
215

2
248

197

$8,654

$2,358

'""314

2,705
2,016

74
126

2,458

SIO, 051

S 62
1,822

40
15
94

615

.52,648

.$6,041

"'"952

9,417
357

224
6,436

$23, 477

Sl,'i:5

'""596

1,082
6,897

15
86

*-•): 2 236

$8, 0.59
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THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH—Concluded.

Account.

Entire
appropriation
for biennium
July 1, 1917,
to June 30,

1919.

Bills paid.

Anjount
lapsed

September 30,
1919.

VITAL STATISTICS.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent.
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses.

.

Repairs
Equipment
Equipment from contingent
Contingent

Total.

LODGING HOUSE INSPECTION.

Salary and wages
Office expense
Office expense from contingent. .

.

Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expenses.
Repairs
Equipment
Contingent

Total.

$25,600

'"'4,' 595'

4,100
150
95

1,555

2,449

S,544

S17,400
3,000

600
1,000
400
800

1,200

$24,400

$24,554
C 6, 718
3,711
c884
3,442

103
235

1,619
c3

*(7,605)

$41,269

$14,841
2,438
CSO
177

2
75
453

*(50)

$18, 036

$1,046

884

658
47

**_140
** g4

**—5, 156

**—$2,725

$2,559
562

423
998
325
347

1,150

6,364

THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
RECAPITULATION

Account.

Entire
appropriation
for biennium
July 1,1917,
to June 30,

1919.

Bills paid.

Amount
lapsed

September 30,
1919.

Salary and wages
Salary and wages from contingent
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Traveling expense
Operating supplies and expense
Operating supplies and expense from contingent

.

Repairs
Repairs from contingent
Equipment
Equipment from contingent
Contingent

Total.
Printing .

.

Total.

$165, 000

•21,916

70, 800
103, 100

1,400

'ii,'475'

49, 521

$423,212
20,000

$443,212

$149, 705
c 24, 993
18,072
c 2, 686
48, 847
92, 530

c 14,784
1,059
c630

10,414
c 2, 964

*(46,057)

$15, 295
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To the Governor:

In compliance with the provisions of the Civil Administrative Code,

I have the honor to submit to you the accompanying report of the Depart-

ment of Public Health for the fiscal year, July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920.

The report covers briefly the activities of the various divisions of the

department during the fiscal period.

EespectfuUy submitted,

C. St. Clair Drake. M. D.
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Geokge T. Palmei!, M. 1)., Acfinrj Chief
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C. \r. East, M. D.^^ Acting Chief
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1 Resigned—May 15, 1920.
-Resigned—January 1, 1920.





THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

C. St. Clair Drake, M. D., Director

Duriug the fiscal year, July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1930, the State

Department of Public Health has become firmly established on a post-

war basis. During the two previous fiscal years, matters having to do

with the protection of the military population in the several camps and

cantonments located in Illinois, the policing of zones surrounding these

cantonments and other activities intimately associated with the war

engaged a large part of the attention of the various divisions of the

department. During these two previous years the personnel of the

department, particularly those engaged in the more technical branches,,

was seriously disturbed on account of the fact that many of the depart-

ment's technicians engaged in military service. During the past fiscal

year the old-time personnel has been reestablished, and work has pro-

gressed on a peace-time basis.

In one particular, however, the influence of the war has been

definitely felt during that year. Scales of salaries of every kind have

been higher than at any time in the history of the department, and it ha&

been found impossible to fill satisfactorily a number of positions created

by the Fifty-first General Assembly at the salaries which seemed adequate

at the time of the preparation of the biennial budget. For the same

reason, there has been constant temptation for the older employees to

give up positions in public service and to accept more lucrative positions

outside.

The cost of travel, including railroad fares, sleeping car accommo-

dations, hotels and all other factors, continued to increase steadily after

the termination of the Avar, so that appropriations made during the

session of the General Assembly early in 1919, which at that time

appeared reasonably generous, have proven to be entirely inadequate,

necessitating the curtailment of many activities of a progressive type

which would have been very desirable.

This increase in costs has extended through every phase of govern-

ment and, as these pages are written, in July, 1920, shows.no tendency

toward abatement.

This shrinkage in the productive worth of money has not neces-

sitated the curtailment of any necessary activities, but has rendered

impossible the progressive steps contemplated at the beginning of the

biennium.
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In the main^, the general activities of the department during the

past tiseal year have been directed upon the following lines

:

(a) The completion of the organization of the department

under the provisions of the Civil Administrative Code, and the re-

establishment of j)ersonnel;

(b) The completion of agreements between the department

and the various extra-governmental health agencies to prevent over-

lapping and du]>lication of effort and to secure complete coordina-

tion in all forms of health activity throughout Illinois;

(c) The development of a closer relationship between the

department and the local health authorities throughout the State,

based on a policj^ of maximum "home rule" in all of the various

communities

;

(d) The standardization of rules and regulations for the con-

trol of communicable diseases and the encouragement of the adop-

tion of uniform sanitary and health ordinances and codes throughout

the cities and villages of the State;

(e) The improvement in the methods of registration of vital

statistics with the establishment of a better understanding between

State, county and local registrars, with special educational activity

to improve the registration of births so that the State may be recog-

nized as a complete registration State;

(f) Meeting and combatting the influenza-pneumonia epi-

demic of the winter of 1919-1920;

(g) The development of new health activities proven desirable

hy war-time experience and by the experiences of other State health

organizations.

I. DEVELOPMENT OF DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION

During the fiscal year the Dei>artment of Public Health carried out

its activities through the following twelve divisions

:

Executive Division;

Division of Communicable Diseases

;

Division of Tuberculosis;

Division of Sanitation;

Division of Vital Statistics;

Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing;

Division of Diagnostic Laboratories;

Division of Biological and Eeseareh Laboratories;

Division of Surveys and Eural Sanitation;

Division of Public Health Instruction;

Division of Social Hygiene;

Division of Lodging House Inspection.

In the experiences of the past three years, since the adoption of the

Civil Administrative Code, this form of departmental organization has
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proven entirely satisfactory. Several ol' these divisions—those carrying

out the basic or fundamental activities of the department—have been

completely organized and have had a reasonably adequate personnel. On
account of the limited appropriations made by the last General Assembly,

however^ and the necessity for unusual economy due to the excessive cost

of government, several of the divisions have remained in more or less

skeleton form, their functions, however, being performed with reasonable

efficiency either by their limited staffs or through cooperation with other

divisions.
.

It is to be hoped that the Fifty-second General Assembly will see the

wisdom of making appropriations adequate to establish all of these twelve

divisions on a permanent basis.

II. COOPERATION OP GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

At the termination of the war a number of powerful volunteer or-

ganizations found themselves with large personnel and large resources,

but without a definite future program. For a time it appeared that an
unnecessary number of extra-governmental agencies proposed to engage

in peace-time health work of one kind or another. As executive officer

for the national organization of state health authorities, the Director of

the Department of Health was instrumental in bringing about nation-

wide agreements between the state health authorities, the American Red
Cross, the National Tuberculosis Association and the National Organiza-

tion for Public Health Nursing, and a clearer understanding between
state health authorities and the American Public Health Association and
the American Medical Association. These nation-wide agreements pro-

vided for definite cooperation between the Departments of Public Health
of the individual States, and the state divisions of the national extra-

governmental organizations.

During the past year the close cooperation between the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association and the State Department of Health, which
has prevailed in the past, has been continued with most satisfactory

results and definite working agreements, particularly in the supervision

of public health nursing, have been entered into between the Department
of Health, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the Central Division

of the American Eed Cross in which the standards of nursing service of

the National Organization for Public Health Nursing have been adopted
for ap23lication to both governmental and extra-governmental nursing

agencies.

With the passage of a reasonable amount of time necessary to read-

justment, it is believed that all of the extra-governmental agencies de-

siring to do so may engage in local and state-Avide health activity, but

that there will no longer be the expensive duplication of effort, friction

and controversy which a few months ago appeared to be inevitable.

In all of the agreements for cooperation between the state-wide

governmental and extra-governmental agencies, the State Department
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of Health has been recognized as a proper place of contact and as the

proper coordinating agenc}^, but a distinct effort has been made by the

department to accord to the extra-governmental or volunteer agencies all

of the freedom^ initiative, latitude and authority consistent with the

provisions of the Civil Administrative Code, and of other State laws.

It is to be hoped that this form of cooperation ma}^ be adopted

locally in all of the cities and communities of the State, the local health

department being the coordinatng agency for all of the local health

activities. This desired end cannot be accomplished, however, until all

of the health jurisdictions in the State are efficiently organized with

competent and responsible heads. It must be admitted with considerable

.

regret that there are still many communities in the State where the local

health departments are so inadequate, so poorly financed and so ineffi-

ciently directed, that it is impossible to induce the local extra-govern-

mental agencies, some of which are strong and influential, to recognize

or accept the leadership of the local health department.

III. COOPERATIOX OF LOCAL HEALTH AUTHOEITIES

During the past year the department has made a continuous and

constant effort to establish the closest cooperation with local health

authorities throughout the State. In extending its influence into the

local communities, it has been made clear that it is the policy of the

department to serve in an advisory and standardizing capacity and in

no sense as a dictator of the details of local health organization or

administration. It is believed that the adoption and promulgation of

this policy has gone far toward establishing a closer relationship between

local and St^te health authorities and will be more effective in the

stimulation of efficient local health administration than any policy con-

templating extension of power and authority by the State Department

of Health in local affairs.

IV. STAXDARDIZATIOX OF RULES AND REGULATIOXS

During the year, there has been a complete revision of all rules

and regulations for the control of communicable diseases in hamioiiy

with prevailing scientific practice, and there has been a continuous effort

to stimulate the adoption of local ordinances and health codes in har-

mony with these revised rules and regulations.

In many instances the department has furnished to municipalities

model health codes through the adoption of which there will be uni-

formity of action in health matters in all parts of the State.

V. lilPROVED VITAL STATISTICS

For many years Illinois remained one of the few major states in

the Union unrecognized by the Federal Bureau of the Census as a regis-

tration State in vital statistics. On October 14, 1918, the Bureau of the

Census recognized Illinois as a registration State for deaths, but up to
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this time the reports of births have not been sufficiently complete to

justify the Federal Grovernment in the complete recognition of Illinois as

a registration State.

During the past year every possible effort has been made to interest

the medical profession, health authorities, civic organizations and the

public as a whole, in the necessity for complete birth registration, with

the result that the returns have materially improved. It is hoped that

during the coming fiscal year birth reports will be sufficiently complete

to warrant acceptance of Illinois in the registration area for both deaths

and births.

Under the plan of birth and death registration effective in Illinois,

it is contemplated that there shall be complete records in the hands of

the State, county and loeal authorities. During the past year a method

of cross checking has been adopted which for the first time guarantees

the proper carrying out of this plan so that at the present time the birth

and death records in the hands of local health authorities, county clerks

and the State Department of Health, are complete for their several

jurisdictions.

VI. INFLUEiNZA-PNEUMONIA EPIDEMIG 1919-1920

All of the resources of the department were thrown into the influenza

epidemic, beginning late in 1919 and extending into the spring of 1920.

This epidemic, while not as devastating and paralyzing as the epidemic

of the previous year, was exceedingly serious in character. It is believed

that the better facilities of the Department of Public Health and the

preparation brought about in local communities at the instance of the

department, saved many human lives and prevented a vast amount of

human suffering, if they were not responsible for the decreased ravages

as compared with the previous year.

VII. JfEw HEALTH ACTIVITIES

Our experience in the World War and in the influenza-pneumonia

epidemic of 1918-1919, indicated the need for a number of new health

activities which had not been considered essential in years past. These

neAv activities are dealt with in detail in the following pages, but may be

briefly summarized as including improved methods in the handling of

communicable diseases with an entirely new attitude toward influenza

and pneumonia; new activities in the prevention and suppression of

venereal diseases; the more general employment of public health nurses,

both in local and State activities; the extension of diagnostic clinical

service in cooperation with the medical profession; the more extensive

production of preventive and curative vaccines, sera and other biological

products; the establishment of a more intimate contact with the medical

profession of various communities through the appointment of .assistant

collaborating epidemiologists in all of the cor/nties of the State.
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The Executive Division of the State Department of Public Health

is made ujd of the director, assistant director, the chief clerk and a staff

of accountants and clerks having to do with the coordination and general

supervision of all of the activities of the several divisions. To this divi-

sion the chiefs of all of the divisions make regular reports and in it

general programs are outlined and the operation of the several divisions

coordinated. The Executive Division is also the point of contact between

the department and other State dejDartments or offices, and the means of

contact with all outside governmental and extra-governmental agencies.

In addition to the general executive supervision of the department

carried out b}^ the director, through this division, together with account-

ing, provision of supplies and other general activities, the director has

given a large share of his time during the past fiscal 3"ear to the co-

ordination of governmental and extra-governmental agencies on a nation-

wide basis.

The chief activities of the division may be generally classified

:

(a) placing the department on a post-war basis; (b) the development of

cooperation between governmental and extra-governmental agencies.;

(c) special investigations including a study of invasion and prevention

of bubonic plague; (d) the development of closer cooperation with, the

medical profession of the various counties of the State, through the

State and county cooperating health service and the appointment of

assistant e]3idemiologists in all counties; (e) general educational activi-

ties in conjunction with the Division of Public Health Instruction and

(f ) the expansion of diagnostic and clinical service.

The Executive Division has had to deal with the intricate problems

of financing the department Avith appropriations made by the Fifty-first

General Assembly which did not contemplate the radical increase in the

cost of government. For the most part, the personnel of the various

divisions has been reestablished on practically the same basis prevailing

with the advent of the war, but a number of valuable employees have

found it necessary to sever their relationship with the department because

the department has found it impossible to meet the competitive financial

offers of outside organizations. On the whole, however, all divisions have

been efficient^ manned and with a few exceptions, all of the contem-

plated activities of the department have been in operation.

12
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Wit]) the termiiintiun of the war, it became imperative to coordinate

and bring closely together the activities of the several strong and in-

fluential volunteer health organizations of national scope, and to liring

these extra-governmental organizations in close contact with didy

authorizefl governmental organizations.

To this end the director of the department, who has served also a.s

the executive officer for the national organization of state health officials,

has devoted much of his time in conference with the executive heads of

national health organizations, these conferences resulting in agreements

Avhieh will prove beneficial, not only to public health work in Illinois, but

to that of the entire Xation. The assistant director of the department

has served as chairman of a committee of the Executive Committee of

the ISTational Tuberculosis Association, charged with the responsibility

of working out a plan of cooperation with other health organizations and

has also served as president of the Illinois Tuberculosis Association

authorized to represent that organization in bringing about a cooperative

health program within the State.

The principal agreements resulting from numerous conferences, held

for the most part in the city of Washington, are as follows: A memo-
]'andum of policy of cooperation between the state health authorities and

the National Tuberculosis Association, as amended December 1, 1919; a

suggestion of principles for the cooperation of the Red Cross with the

state department of health and other agencies in the field of public health

nursing, with amendments approved b}^ the executive committee of the

Conference of State and Provincial Health Authorities, July 29 and

October 25, 1919 ; an agreement between the American Red Cross, the

Xational Tuberculosis Association, and the Xational Organization for

Public Health Nursing, for the promotion of public health nursing, and

a suggested plan for cooperation between the Red Cross, the State Tuber-

culosis Association in states in which there is no Bureau of Public Health

jSTursing, and no state supervising nurse within the state department of

health; a memorandum of policy of public health nursing service main-

tained by governmental and extra-governmental agencies, approved by

the State Department of Health, the Central Division of the American

Red Cross and the Illinois Tuberculosis Association.

x\s a result of these agreements, the conditions surrounding the

activities of extra-governmental agencies which were all but chaotic, have

now been brought into reasonable order and there is every reason to

anticipate that the state health departments of the several states of the

Nation will receive from these powerful extra-governmental agencies a

satisfactory measure of assistance and support and that the state health

departments Avill, on their part, be enabled to strengthen greatlv these

extra-governmental agencies, and that a more helpful spirit of coopera-

tion mav he created between the volunteer agencies themselves.
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A¥hile, for the most part, the agreements entered into by organiza-

tions of national scope have dealt with general principles rather than

with actual procedure, the agreement relative to public nursing service

applicable to Illinois and entered into between the State Department of

Health, the Central Division of the American Eed Cross and the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association, and based upon national agreements, is illus-

trative of the beneficial results to be expected from these national plans

and programs.

Under the provisions of the Illinois nursing agreement, the State

Department of Health is recognized as the central and coordinating

head of nursing service, and the department is obliged to emplo}'' a

supervising nurse who shall have jurisdiction over all publicly or pri-

vately employed public health or community nurses in the State.

Associated with this State supervising nurse will be an assistant super-

visor for the American Eed Cross and an assistant supervisor for the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association, the salaries of whom may be paid in

whole or in part by the interested extra-governmental agencies. These

three nurses will constitute a supervisory body dealing with nursing

service throughout the State, the official actions of this body being

subject to review, approval or disapproval by a standing committee con-

sisting of an active representative of the State Department of Health, of

the Central Division of the American Red Cross and of the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association.

Under the provisions of this contract or memorandum of agreement

no agency may establish nursing service in any communit}^ in which

another organization already maintains nursing service, or has such

service in contemj^lation, without conferring with and securing approval

of the State Department of Health and other interested agencies. It is

further agreed that the policy of any participating organization will be

to support and encourage any existing nursing ser^dce, rather than to

attempt to supplant or parallel it.

While this agreement is not yet in complete operation, owing to

unavoidable delays and difficulties in completing the supervisory person-

nel, there has already come about a much closer understanding, particu-

larly between the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the American

Eed Cross in the matter of establishing nursing service.

For a period of over ten years the Illinois Tuberculosis Association

has been the principal agency in Illinois engaged in establishing local

nursing services, there being at this time about sixty such services in as

many communities in the State. The American Eed Cross, for a number
of years, has maintained a town and country nursing service and with

the termination of the war it was found that many communities had Eed

Cross funds which could be employed for the establishment of this

popular and valuable form of health activity. On the other hand, a'

large number of communities throughout the State had been gradually
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accumiTlating funds from the annual sale of Rei Cross Christmas Seals,

with the ultimate aim of employing nurses. With the growing apprecia-

tion of the value of pul)lic health nurses in all modern health work, and

the stimulation to public nursing service given by our experience in the

war and in the recent influenza-pneumonia epidemic, a condition arose

which gave promise of becoming well nigh chaotic and of creating bitter

competition and rivalry between the Red Cross Chapters and the tu])er-

culosis associations of the several counties, towns and cities. Up to this

time public nursing ser^'ice has been subject only to the supervision main-

tained by the interested volunteer organization. The advantage of some

form of State supervision maintained with a fair spirit of cooperation

and with the assistance of the extra-governmental agencies appears

obvious, theoretically, and is demonstrated to be more than satisfactory

in actual application.

It is the profound conviction of the Director of the State Depart-

ment of Health that a cooperative program, based upon the agreements

of national associations entered into during the past year, will result in

a much higher measure of efficiency throughout the State than has ever

prevailed in the past. The governmental health organization cannot

afford to ignore the influence and prestige and especially the interest

and enthusiasm of extra-governmental organizations, and yet these extra-

governmental organizations cannot accomplish their maximum of useful

service unless their programs are intimately aligned with governmental

health activities.

During the year just passed, bubonic plague appeared in a numl)er

of sea coast communities on the Gulf coast and on the Pacific coast. In

California, the invasion of this disease appeared menacing since it was

found that the disease was no longer confined to rats, but had extended

to other rodents, causing it to be far more difficult to control.

The spread of bubonic plague, through invasion of rodents, is not

limited geographically as was the spread of yellow fever, and conse-

quently there was occasion for grave concern on the part of every state

health authority lest bubonic plague should become one of the serious

health problems of the JSTation. It was quite witliin the range of possi-

bility that infected rodents could be carried by steam boats or by rail

from the Gulf coast, and the disease thereby be introduced into Illinois.

The Director, in response to an invitation extended by the Surgeon

General of the United States Public Health Service, joined a group of

otlier state health authorities in cities on the Gulf coast, and conferred

with Federal and state health authorities as to the approved means of

the extermination of other rodents in case such a procedure became

imperative.

Provisions have been made for a study of rats in Illinois River

towns and particularly those which may be found in cargoes of steamers

from the southern Mississippi River.
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While unlimited mandatory jDower may be conferred upon the State

Department of Health by the statutes, and Avhile practically unlimited

power is conferred upon the Department of Health by the Civil Adminis-

trative Code, it is recognized by State health authorities that for the

attainment of the maximum of service, there must be a thoroughgoing

cooperation on the jDart of the medical profession.

Some time ago there was created by the State Department of Health

a State and county cooperating health service, whereby there was
appointed in each county, on the nomination of the county medical

society, a thoroughly competent physician who should serve as a repre-

sentative of the State Department of Health, and who in time of emerg-

ency should be engaged in active service on a per diem basis. It was a

duty of this county representative of the State Department of Health

not onl-y to keej) the department advised of any important health or

sanitary conditions developing in his territory, but also to keep his local

medical society fully informed as to any new steps taken in the develop-

ment of sanitary science.

This service has proved of very great value and is capable of much
more extensive development. Eepresentatives in the several counties

have been designated assistant collaborating epidemiologists, bringing

them in close touch not only with the State health service, but with the

activities of the United States Public Health Service, and utilizing the

franking privileges of the Federal G-overnment at a considerable saving

of State funds.

As one of the progressive movements in modern preventive medicine,

the State Department of Health has encouraged the establishment of

clinics in various parts of the State, always in cooperation with the local

medical profession, and designed primarily for diagnostic purposes. This

service for the most part has had the warm support of the members of

the medical profession and portable or permanent clinics for crippled

children^ for victims of venereal diseases and of tuberculosis have been

introduced in all parts of the State.

The Executive Division has also been deeply interested in the pro-

motion of child welfare activities throughout Illinois. The annual

Better Babies Conference held in connection with the Illinois State Fair,

has grown phenomenally and has extended its influence to all parts of

the State, causing the establishment of well babies' conferences, baby

health centers and systematic physical examination of babies and young

children. It is doubtful if there is any single feature in the activities of

the State Department of Health productive of a more direct and higher

degree of benefit than these child welfare activities, appealing as they do

to the public sentiment and sympathy. It is recognized as a fundamental

fact in all public health work that the control of the living conditions of

children must be the forerunner of all constructive health administration.
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It is believed that within the pasi year unprejudiced representatives

ol' health organizations of national scope have come to recognize a greatly

improved liealth service within the State of Illinois. With the rapid

changes brought about through our lessons learned during the war, many
activities have been initiated which in the past would have been regarded

as rather extreme and revolutionary. The new importance which public

health came to assume,, however, during the war, and the policy of

leadership without dictation, which has been adopted consistently by the

department, have had much to do with influencing the acceptance of

these new programs and witli gaining for them the thoroughgoing co-

operation and support of the general public and of the medical profession.

-2 D H



DIVISION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

JoHJsT J. MoShanb, M. D.,, Dr. P. H., Chief

The Division of Communicable Diseases^ although handicapped to

some extent during the past year by numerous changes in both the field

and office forces, has accomplished a great deal in the matter of securing

reports of communicable diseases throughout the State, and in the con-

trol of epidemics.

The records of the division show that during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1920, there were reported 340,514 cases of communicable

diseases, as compared with 353,299 cases for the year ending June 30,

1919. Of these 340,514 cases, 170,954 were influenza., the number of

influenza cases reported being 33,188 less than for the previous year.

INFLUEXZA

During the past two years, two very destructive influenza epidemics

have visited this countr}^, the first in the fall of 1918 and the second

during the winter of 1919-1920.

Many of our sanitarians and epidemiologists in America state that

there was a mild outbreak of influenza during the spring and Avinter

months of 1918, increasing in virulence in August of the same year.'

From the history of influenza in the camps, some 40,000 cases were

reported in 1917 and statistics gathered from these camps show that

there was a high incidence of pneumonia late in the winter of that year

and the spring months of the following year. It has been disputed as to

whether the first cases appearing around Boston the first week in Sep-

tember, 1918, Avere imported from abroad or whether influenza, already

in existence in this country, had merely taken on an acquired virulence.

Estimates place the number of deaths from influenza and pneumonia in

1918 throughout the Avorld from six to ten millions, by far a greater total

of lives lost through the epidemic than the entire loss of all the belliger-

ent forces during the war. It is quite striking that the first re2>orts of

influenza occurring in Illinois should have come from the G-reat Lakes

jSTaval Training Station in both epidemics. Shortly after receiving

reports of the outbreak of influenza at Great Lakes—about January 12,

1920—reports of the appearance of the disease began to come into the

State Department of Public Health from other cities and villages along

the north shore and from a number of points in northern Illinois,

especially from Camp Grant and Rockford.

Like the epidemic in 1918, the disease spread southward over the

State, following the large trunk lines of travel, the southern portion of

18
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the State being- the la.^^t to be affected. One notable feature of the recent

epidemic was that the cases of influenza, as a general rule, were not

so severe and there were far less complications than in the previous epi-

demic, although, from reports received by the department, there were

nearl_y as many cases as during the epidemic of 1918. Statistics, which

will be given later on, showing the morbidity and mortality in a given

number of cities in the State, will prove the foregoing statement. That

a large number of mild cases were called "grippe" and not reported i,=;

probabl}' accountable for the decrease in the number of reported cases.

Had all cases of "grii>pe" been reported, in accordance with the rules

of the State Department of Health, there would, no doubt, have been

many more cases recorded.

In Chicago, for a period of seven weeks—from September 22 to

Xovember 9, 1918—there were 37,18() cases of influenza and 17,080

cases of pneumonia reported. For the seven-week period, from January

10 to February 28, 1920. there were reported 28,738 cases of influenza

with 8,051 cases of pneumonia. For the seven-Aveek period in 1918,

there were 7,943 deaths from pneumonia and influenza, while, for the

.-ame period during 1920. there were 3.602 deaths.

TABLE I—CITY OF CHICAGO—AN ANALYSIS OF MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY
RECORDS FOR TWO INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC PERIODS—SEPTEMBER 22 TO NOVEM-
BER 9, 1918 AND JANUARY 10 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1920.

Two epidemic periods—7 weeks each.

MORTALITY DATA.

Influenza deaths reported. _.

Pneumonia deaths reportecL

Total influenza and pneumonia deaths-

Normal pneumonia and influenza deaths for period
Excess pneumonia and influenza deaths above normal
Per cent excess pneumonia and influenza deaths above normal
Death rate, influenza-pneumonia for the epidemi period per 100,000 of popu-

lation.
Normal death rate, influenza-pneumonia, for epidemic period
Per cent excess of 1918 epidemic death rate, influenza-pneumonia, over tliat of

1920 period
Deaths, per 100 reported cases.. _

All causes—deaths from—
Total, all causes, epidemic period
Normal, all causes, for this period

Excess deaths, all causes, epidemic period
Per cent excess deaths from all causes

MORBIDITV DATA.

Influenza cases reported
Pneumonia cases reported
Ratio reported pneumonia cases to reported influenza cases
Influenza and pneumonia cases reported per 100,000 of population.
Per cent excess reported cases, 1918 _.

5,044
2,899
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The cities shown in Table I have an aggregate population of

3,328,622, or approximately one-half the population of the entire State.

The influenza mortality in these cities during the recent epidemic totalled

4,653, or 136.8 for each 100,000 of the aggregate population. Assuming
that a similar death rate prevailed throughout the State, the mortality

for the seven weeks of the recent epidemic would reach a total of approx-
imately 8,600. In 1918, the mortality was about 18,000 for the same
period of time, showing the death rate for the 1920 epidemic to be about

one-half that of the epidemic in 1918. The average influenza mortality

rate for the nineteen cities listed was 130.5. The cities listed in Tables
II and III have an excessively high death rate. These tables also give

the influenza-pneumonia, case reports and ratio of deaths to reports, the

cities being rated and listed in the order of the highest ratio. Analyzing
these reports, one concludes the high ratio of deaths to cases in the cities

of Springfield, Aurora and Moline must be attributed to one or more of

three causes, viz: (a) greater laxity of reporting cases, (b) greater

severity of infection, (c) less intelligent handling of the cases. Doubt-
less the first is the real cause.

TABLE II—MORTALITY RECORDS-PRINCIPAL ILLINOIS CITIES-INFLUENZA EPI-
DEMIC PERIOD, JANUARY 10 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1920—DEATH RATES PER 100,000
OF POPULATION-CITIES ARRANGED IN ORDER OF HIGHEST DEATH RATES
FROM ALL CAUSES.
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TABLE III-MORRIDITV RECORDS-PRINCIPAL ILLINOIS CITIES-FOR THE
INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC PERIOD JANUARY 10-FEHRIARY 28, I<)20-CITIES
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF HIGHEST PROPORTION OF DEATHS TO REPORTED
CASES.

Cities. I Population.

Cases reported.

Influenza
and

LaOrippe.

Pneumonia
(all forms).

Death.s.
Influenza

and
pneumonia
per 1,000 of

population.

Cases.
Influenza

and
pneumonia
per 1,000 of

population.

Approxi-
mate date
of on.set

of outbreak.

Springfield
Aurora
Galcsburg
Peoria
Belleville
Mpline
Bloomington i

Joliet-.
Chicago
VVaukegan
Oak Park
Elgin
Quincy
East St. Louis
Evanston
Rock Island
Decatur
Danville.-.
LaSalle

Oglesby
Peru

Alton
Rockford

For the 21 cities

64,877
3.5,681

2.5, 155

72,184
21,161
28,976
29, 663
39, 353

2,621,419
21,925
29,562
29,100
36,883
75, 000
30, 178
32,561
44,261
32,696

25,000

30,036
75,000

3,400,671

236
249
252
774
165

268
422
210 '

28, 738
271

439
317
487

1,074
571
487

1,371
800

733

801
2,971

41,636

1.56

,051
19

68
55
34
7

19

85
60
70

48
248

9,235

30.6
23.5
14.9
13.6
11.5
11.3
10.4
10.1

9.8
8.9
8.7
8.6
7.5
7.0
6.9
5.4
5.3
5.2

4.8

4.7
3.4

4.04
9.44
10.97
12.02
8.13
13.53
14.23
9.30
14.03
13.22
17.14
12.78
14.13
14.41

19.55
17.56
32.3
26.61

31.40

28.26
42.92

.Jan. 15

Jan. 14

.Jan. 19

.Jan. 21

Jan. 22
.Jan 21

Jan. 15
Jan. 5
Jan. 13

Jan. 11

Jan. 7

.Jan. 26

.Jan. 19

Jan. 7

.Jan. 20
Jan. 15

Jan. 20

,Jan. 22

Jan. 12

.Jan. 15

TABLE IV—CITY OF CHICAGO—TABULATION OF INFLUENZA BY" AGE.S-
JANUARY^ 1920.

Age.
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TABLE V—AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION—CASES OF INFLUENZA REPORTED IN CITY
OF CHICAGO DURING JANUARY, 1920—DATA SUPPLIED BY THE COMMISSIONER
OF HEALTH OF CHICAGO, DR. JOHN DILL ROBERTSON.

Ages.
Per cent
of total
cases.

5 years and under.
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-35 years. ._ _

36-45 years
46-55 years
56-65 years
66-75 years
76-85 years
Over 85 years

Total cases in which age given.

1,997
1,247

740
1,294
2,662
4,825
2,600
1,327

584
231
79
20

11.31

7.1 22.6
4.2
7.4

15.1K9. 9

27. 4J
14.81

7.5
3.3
1.3

0.5
0.1

22.3

17, 100.
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(litioiis liavc pruvetl that the vaccines did not })revent influenza, as those

who liad received tlie inoculations suirered I'rom the disease in about the

same proi3ortion as the unvaccinated. It has been claimed by some tiiat,

to a certain extent, vaccines prevented complications. During the

epidemic of 1920, a number of studies were made by dillerent sanitarians

and bacteriologists relative to the efHcacy of a mixed vaccine and about

rho same results were obtained as in the pi'evious epidemic.

In the prevention of epidemics of influenza, Dr. Flexner points out

tluil inlliionza is endemic in cei'tain parts of castfM'n JMirope. He fixes

the habitat on the border between eastern Russia and Turkestan. He
says, "'There are excellent reasons for regarding the home of influenza

as eastern Europe. Many recorded epidemics have been shown more or

less clearly to emanate from that area while epidemics of recent history

have been traced there with a high degree of conclusiveness." Dr.

Flexner thinks the ideal method of combatting this disease would be to

eradicate it in the localities where it is endemic ; but, to quote Dr. John

S. Billings : "Such a method of attack, while logical, is not at the

piesent time practical because of the expense involved and the low

standard of national intelligence and lack of appreciation of public

health on the part of the countries where the disease is dormant.''

'Since suj^j^ression of the disease at its source, as above described, is

at present impracticable, its control will have to be met' by other means.

Influenza is a mild disease in its uncomplicated form, but fatal

when accompanied by complications and should suspicious cases appear-

in a group the patients should be immediately isolated and put to bed.

For influenza, like measles, is rarely, if ever, the immediate cause of

death but these virus infections pave the way for secondary invaders like

pneumococci, streptococci, etc.

Eackemann and Brock draw attention to the following resemblances

between influenza and measles in order to stimulate further study of

their etiology. Both diseases occur in epidemic form and are very

highly contagious. Their clinical course is similar; both diseases having-

a sudden onset, with fgver of high degree and short duration. In the

acute stages the ujDper respiratory sym^jtoms with coryza, lacrymation

and an aggravating, unproductive cough are alike. The occasional faint

evanescent rash in influenza is often suggestive of measles. Both diseases

have a low leucocyte count. The greatest similaritv. however, lies in

the predisposition of patients to develop secondary infections of the

lungs and jDleura.

Because of the comiuunicability of the disease and present-da\"

modes of travel, its control in large cities, due to the overcrowded con-

ditions of the street railways, elevators and many other places where
people congregate, is a difficult problem. On account of the mildness of

the cases, the number of carriers, and persons suffering from "colds"

that may be cases of influenza, the early isolation of the cases is one of
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the most known effective measures in preventing the spread of the

disease and the application of this measure depends upon the individual

himself. Therefore, one of the most important measures of health de-

partments is to instruct the peo2>le or better inform them as to how they

can help in preventing the spread of influenza. There is no doubt that

if every person in this country—both child and adult—could be edu-

cated to the importance of keeping their hands away from the nose and
mouth and of washing the hands frecjuently, always protecting the mouth
with the handkerchief when sneezing, or coughing, a great step forAvard

would be taken in the prevention of I'espiratory diseases.

The provision of hospital, medical and nursing facilities and
various other sociological activities connected with the management of

the community during the epidemic of influenza, are measures of the

utmost importance as having a bearing, not only upon the extension of

the disease, but upon the total death rate, the comfort of the victims and

the subsecjuent influences upon related health matters, such as pre-

valence of tuberculosis. It is of the utmost importance that communities

so organize themselves that adequate hospital care can be provided for

cases of influenza and complicating pneumonia. All cases of pneumonia
following influenza should be isolated from the lobular type of pneu-

monia caused by several varieties of the organism because either or both

patients might contract a double infection. A number of the smaller

cities in the State are to be commended on the wa}^ they handled the-

influenza situation, especially from the standpoint of nursing and

hospitalization.

The most important factor then in the control of influenza is the

early detection and isolation of the cases. This can only be brought

about by educating the public in the elementary facts concerning in-

fluenza and arousing the people generally to practice hygienic measures

which will protect them from the disease.

Preventive measures against influenza require the intelligent co-

operation of every individual in the community. The attitude of each

person must be to report sickness, rather than to- conceal it; to respect

suspicious signs of sickness, rather than to ignore them; to impose

some degree of self-isolation, rather than mingle closely with others

;

and to observe personal hygiene, rather than assert an excessive degree

of personal liberty and independence. Prevention at present depends

upon individual initiative rather than public measures.

TTPHOID FEVER

During the fiscal year, there Avere reported 2,293 cases of typhoid

fever as compared with 1,193 for the previous year, and 963 for the

year 1917-1918. D'uring the past year, there were a number of out-

breaks, 67 cases being reported from Coles County, of which Mattoon

had 54. Kane County reported 56, of which Aurora had 6, Elgin 10;
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Franklin Couiity rciioiti'd Jo."); Knox ("ouiity 58, Galesburg reporting

!(!; Lake County TO; ^lorgan County 61, ol' which 3? were reported from

Jacksonville; Saline County (52; Will County IIG, of which Joliet re-

ported. 73; Williamson County GO; Madison County 50, The State'

institutions reported 15 cases in all. Cook County reported 343 eases,

305 oF these being in Chicago, that city having the lowest typhoid fever

death rate in its history.

MALARIA

The reporting of malaria for the year 1919-1920 was most grati-

fying, a total of 2,011 being received as compared with 199 the previous

year. The ten counties reporting the largest number of cases are

:

Clinton, 301; Bureau, 91; Franklin, 147; St. Clair, 86; McLean, 84;

Morgan, 78; Saline, 65; Pike, 64; -Henry, 57; Marshall, 48.

SMALLPOX

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, there were reported to

the Division of Communicable Diseases, 7,807 cases of smallpox, show-

ing a slight decrease from the year 1918, when 8,116 cases were reported.

In 1917, there were 5,670 reported cases. The continued prevalence of

this disease is a sad commentary on the intelligence of the people, small-

pox being an entirely unnecessary scourge, as its prevention depends only

on a simple and harmless vaccination which costs little to apply.

While there have been no very widespread' or severe epidemics, there

have been a number of invasions by the disease, entailing human suffer-

ing, loss of life and disturbance of business and social affairs which

could readily have been avoided. Cook County, representing almost

one-half of the population of the State, and where vaccination is

generally employed, reports only 164 cases of smallpox. In Hamilton

County, 589 cases of smallpox were reported ; in Franklin County, 500

cases ; in Rock Island County, 406 eases ; and in Greene County 469

cases.

MEASLES

Measles, although considered one of the "minor" diseases, is the

cause of twice as many deaths of children as scarlet fever. Xot until

the time comes when parents feel their responsibility in protecting their

children from these so-called "minor" diseases, can we expect a lowering

of the morbidity and mortality rates for measles.

During the fiscal year there were 33,535 cases of measles reported,

as against 29,191 cases in 1918, and 45,945 in 1917. The number of

measles cases increase during the fall and assumes epidemic proportions

in the winter and spriug months.

wiioorixG couGir

Whooping cough, another of tlie so-called minor diseases of child-

hood, may well be considered one of the nuijor diseases when one con-
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siclers the toil it ievies. During tlie 3'ear 1919, tliis disease caused tliree

times tlie mortality due to scarlet fever, and almost fifty times as many
deaths as were caused by smallpox.

During the fiscal year, 13,275 cases of whooping cough were re-

ported, being nearly twice the number for 1919, when 7,214 cases were

reported.

SCARLET fever

During the fiscal year, there were reported to the Division of Com-
municable Diseases, 16,810 cases of scarlet fever, four times the number
of cases reported during the past 3'ear.

During the past year, there were outbreaks of scarlet fever in epi-

demic proportions at Quincy, Chicago, Evanston, Oak Park, Aurora,

Elgin, Alton, Bloomiugton, Peoria, East St. Louis, Joliet and Eockford.

diphtheria ®

In spite of the fact that the State has placed at the disposal of all

persons, through the distribution of diphtheria antitoxin, means of pre-

vention, immunization and cure from diphtheria, it is to be noted that

during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, there were 12,876 cases of

diphtheria reported. Although there is a general decrease of this disease,

there is small excuse for its continued prevalence. Laboratory methods

of diagnosis have been developed along the simplest possible lines and

such diagnoses are availabla not only at the central laboratory at Spring-

field, but in the several branch laboratories throughout the State.

EPIDEMIC MENINGITIS

During the fiscal year ending June 30, there Avere reported to the

Division of Communicable Diseases, 302 cases of epidemic meningitis,

as against 591 for 1918 and 247 for 1917.

Chicago reported 102 cases, Alton 33 cases and Clinton County 14.

POLIOMYELITIS

During the fiscal year there was a decided decrease in the number
of poliomyelitis cases, there being 364 cases as compared with 883 in

1918, and 934 in 1917. Of the 364 cases, the largest numbers wer'e

reported from Chicago, Mattoon, Fnlton Count}-, Bureau Count}^, La-

Salle County, Macoupin County and Warren County.

PXEUMOXIA

During the past few years there has been a general observance of the

rules and regulations of the department relative to the reporting of

pneumonia. This is probabh' due to the fact that pneumonia so often

complicated influenza. For the past fiscal year there were 18,270 cases

of pneumonia reported, as compared with 20,097 during the previous

year.
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THE COST OF COM.M.i:XICABLK DJSKASKS

In the first aiid second annual reports ol.' the -State Department of

Public Health, there were published tables sliowiug- the financial loss

from preventable disease and it is l)elieve(l thai tiic facts contained in

these tables have gone further toward securing public and official atten-

tion to disease prevention than any other argument or evidence ever

offered. The data afforded a specific way of impressing upon city and

county officials the actual tremendous cash penalty their communities

were bearing annually on account of the failure to provide adequate

means of disease prevention. A similar table for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1920, has been included in this report, (Table XI).

In computing the cost of communicable diseases, the following

definite factors were taken into consideration and in every instance it is

believed that the figures employed result in an under statement rather

than an exaggeration of the facts ; cost of human life, computed at

$3,000 for the adult and $500 for the child ; cost of burial for the adult,

$100 and $50 for the child; estimate of the nrmiber of cases of illness

for each death from disease prepared upon recognized epidemiological

standards ; the cost for medicine and nursing for the sick and the value

of the loss of time from productive or gainful occupation. In these com-

pilations, each disease was given careful and separate consideration and

it is believed that the resultant figures state the case as clearly and

accurately as it can be stated.

According to these figures, the total cost of communicable disease

for the fiscal 3'ear, amounted to $150,070,738. In this tremendous cost

to the people of the State, tuberculosis once again takes first place.

During the previous fiscal year pneumonia, which had prevailed to an

enormous extent during the influenza epidemic, took precedence over the

^'great white plague.'' The cost of tuberculosis during the past fiscal

year was $90,200,500, pneumonia occui3ying second place with a cost of

$28,486,953, and influenza third place with a cost of $18,895,551. The
annual cost to the people of the State for the other communicable dis-

eases was as follows : typhoid fever $2,066,110; malaria $2,703,153;

smallpox $809,119; measles $591,701; scarlet fever $770,334; whooping

cough $453,490; diphtheria $945,069 ; rabies $10,050; syphilis $3,539,-

103; gonococcus infection $380,483: epidemic meningitis, $60,620;

poliomyelitis $81,925 and septic sore tluoat $301,500.

DISTRIBUTIOX OF PREVEXTIVE AXD OURATIVE AGEXCIES

The Division of Biological and Besearcli Laboratories, created by

the last legislature, has found it impossible to function, owing to inability

to obtain quarters. The distribution of biological products, therefore,

has been taken care of by the Division of Communicable Diseases, as

formerly, the products being purchased by contract from reputable com-

mercial houses.
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Eecognizing the imiDortance and great iiublic economy of the free

distribution of diphtheria antitoxin, the State Department of Public

Health, during the past year, as in previous years, has distributed

through several hundred agencies, both preventive and curative anti-

toxin : the Schick test to determine immunity to diphtheria : t^-phoid and
para-typhoid vaccine: nitrate of silver solution for the prevention of

blindness through infection of the eyes at birth, and smallpox vaccine

for use in State institutions or in unusual emergencies.

During the fiscal year just passed, the following C[uantities of

dijDlitheria. antitoxin were distributed:

14,166 1,000 unit packages, chiefly for preventive use.
4,859 3,000 unit paclcag^es, for individual curative use.
9,717 5,000 unit packages, for individual curative use.
8,995 10,000 unit packages, for individual curative use.
839 10,000 unit packages, for institutional use.
730 20,000 unit packages, for institutional use.

39,306 packages or 190,268.000 units.

Of 17,218 cases of diphtheria in Illinois during the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1920, and part of the preceding year on which reports

have been made to this office, 1,075 or 6.21 per cent died. The death rate

in cases in which State antitoxin was used has gradually but slowly

decreased during the last ten years. Such decrease, approximately one

per cent, may safely be ascribed to increased initial doses and to early

administration of the serum.

These figures are probably underestimated, as. in a considerable

number of reports, the physicians administering the antitoxin failed to

indicate the type of the disease. Of the 1,075 fatal cases, 182 were

reported as of the laryngeal type. This probably is also underestimated.

In 168 cases resulting fatally, the day of the membrane was not stated

in the rejjort on the antitoxin administered; 105 were reported as

occurring on the first day of the membrane; 180 as on the second day;

111 on the third day; 75 on the fourth; 61 on the fifth; -39 on the sixth;

19 on the seventh; 2 on the eighth; 3 on the ninth; 1 on the tenth; and

1 on the fourteenth.

Complications in fatal cases were reported as follows : adenitis in 7

cases; arthritis in 1 case; broncho-pnermionia in 21; burns in 1; cerebro-

spinal meningitis in 1 ; embolism in 1 ; endocarditis in 3 ; gastro enteritis

in 6 ; hemophilia in 2 : influenza in 8 : laryngeal paralysis in 7 ; measles

in 11: myocarditis in 23; nasal hemorrhage in 5; nephritis in 18;

neuritis in 1 ; oedema of glottis in 3 ; oedema of larynx in 2 : oedema of

lungs in 1 ;
paralysis of lower limbs in 1 ;

paralysis of palate in 3 ;
paroti-

tis in 1; peritonitis in 1; pharjTigeal paralysis in 1; pneumonia in 32;

scarlet fever in 58; tuberculosis of lungs in 1; uraemic convulsions in 1;

Vincent's angina in 1 ; and whooping cough in 1. These statistics are

taken from the clinical reports of the physicians by whom the antitoxin

was administered. It is evident that in many instances the complica-

tions were not indicated in the reports.
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The ages of the fatal cases wore as fonows: Xot stated, 10 cases;

1 year old, 110; 2 years, 135; 3 years, 158; 4 years, 125; 5 years, 110; G

years, 90; 7 years, 75; 8 years, 48; 9 years, 37; 10 years, 45; 11 years,

18; 13 years, 10; 14 years, 7; 15 years, 5; 16 years, ^5; 17 years, 13; 18

years, 10; 19 years, 5; 20 years, 4; 21 years, 5; 22 years, 2; 23 years, 3;

24 years, 3 ; 25 years, 4 ; 26 years, 3 ; 27 years, 2 ; 28 years, 3 ; 29 years,

3; 30 years, 3; 31 years, 2; 33 years, 3; 35 years, 2; 44 years, 1; 56

years, 1.

The ages of the non-fatal cases were as follows : Xot stated, 280

cases; 1 year old, 430; 2 years, 847; 3 years, 1,029; 4 years, 1,218; 5'

years, 1,116; 6 years, 1,204; 7 years, 1,134; 8 years, 1,068; 9 years, 831;

10 years, 745; 11 years, 672; 12 years, 534; 13 years, 390; 14 years, 357;

15 years, 245; 16 years, 264; 17 years, 203; "18 years, 210; 19 years,

200; 20 years, 189; 21 years, 192; 22 years, 185; 23 years, 194; 24 years,

163; 25 years, 201; 26 years, 198; 27 years, 138; 28 years, 170; 29

years, 117; 30 years, 190; 31 years, 72; 32 years, 103; 33 years, 70;

34 years, 77; 35 years, 138; 36 years, 63; 37 years, 72; 38 years, 65; 39

years, 42 ; 40 years, 68 ; 41 years, 46 ; 42 years, 54; 43 years, 25 ; 44 years,

19 ; 45 years, 33 ; 46 years, 26 ; 47 years^ 28 ; 48 years, 33 ; 49 years, 16

;

50 years, 35; 51 years, 12; 52 years, 16; 53 years, 21; 54 years, 14; 55

years, 11; 56 years, 10; 57 years, 9; 58 years, 8; 59 years, 4; 60 years,

9; 61 years, 2; 62 years, 7; 63 years, 2; 64 years, 1; 65 years, 4; 66

years, 3; 67 j^ears, 3; 69 years, 2; 70 years, 2; 75 years, 1; 79 years, 2;

82 years, 1.

Complications in non-fatal eases Avere reported as follows : ahscess

of cervical glands in 5 cases; adenitis in 29; appendicitis in 2; arthritis

in 4; bronchopnenmonia in 14; cerebrospinal meningitis in 1; chicken

pox in 9 ; confinement in 1 ; endocarditis in 2 ; erythema nodosum in 1

;

erysipelas in 2 ; facial paralysis in 1 ;
glandular tuberculosis in 1 ; in-

fluenza in 21 ; laryngeal paralysis in 7 ; measles in 52 ; mumps in 3

;

myocarditis in 16; nephritis in 28; oedema of glottis in 1; oedema of

lungs in 5 ; otitis media in 31 ;
paralysis of glottis in 1 ;

paralysis of

lower limbs in 1 ;
paralysis of ocular muscles in 1 ; paralysis of palate in

12 ;
pericarditis in 1 ;

peritonsilar abscess in 14 ; pharyngeal paralysis in

17; pneumonia in 33; post diphtheritis paralysis in 12; scarlet fever

in 478 ; typhoid fever in 1 ; uremia in 1 ; Vincent's angina in 2 ; and

whooping cough in 7.
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TABLE VI—SHOWING THE REPORTS OF FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL COMMUNICABLE
DISEASES FOR THE ENTIRE STATE OF ILLINOIS BY MONTHS FOR THE YEAR
JULY 1, 1918, TO JUNE 30, 1919.
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TABI,E VIII-SnOWING THE REPORTS OF FIFTEEN PRINCIPAL COMMUNICABLE
DISEASICS FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO BY MONTHS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
JULY 1, 1918, TO JUNE 30, 1919-MORBIDITY SUMMARY.

Diseases.
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DIVISION OF TUBERCULOSIS

GEOiiGE Thomas Palmer, M. D., Acting Chief

For a number of years past, the State Departnieut of Health has

stood definitely for a policy of cooperation between governmental and
extra-governmental agencies in all public health work. It is doubtful,

however, if so satisfactory a degree of cooperation had been attained iri

any of the activities of the department as in those devoted to the preven-

tion, suppression and cure of tidjerculosis.

The assistant director of the department has served for many years

as president of the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, and it has been

IDossible during the past three years for the fState association and the

State D'epartment of Health to agree upon one definite State tuberculosis

jjrogram Avhich has been carried out jointly by the two organizations.

In many desirable activities, the Division of Tuberculosis of the

State Department of Health has been without funds and in such cases

the State Tuberculosis Association has assumed that j^ortion of the

program. It is unquestionably true that this thoroughgoing cooperation

between the State Government and extra-governmental agencies has been

largely responsible for the remarkable progress made in Illinois which

has attractd the attention of public health authorities and tuberculosis

workers throughout the Xation.

The Illinois tuberculosis program has included the following ac-

tivities :

1. The establishment of county tuberculosis sanatoria in all

of the counties of the State, under the provisions of the Illinois

County Tuberculosis Sanatorium Act. The law provides that these

county sanatoria may be equipped at public expense with free tuber-

culosis clinics and visiting nurse service.

2. The stimulation of interest on the part of the medical pro-

fession in the diagnosis of early tuberculosis, to which end there has

been maintained an efficient clinical consulting staff whose members
have held clinics in cooperation with county medical societies in

practically all of the counties of the State. This clinical service,

in many instances, has resulted in the establishment of permanent

clinics manned by efficient physicians and supported by private

funds.

3. The establishment of public health or community nursing

service maintained by private funds. Such services are now estab-

lished in a majority of the counties of the State.

40
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4. Child wcll'ai'c^ nctivitics^ j);nii(.ailar],y in tlio inil)lic schools,

including the ciii-ollinciil of over 500,000 school children in Illinois

in tlie organization known as "Modern Health Crusaders," and the

stimulation of physical examination of school children, the weigh-

ing and measuring of school children, the establishment of nutrition

classes and the development of open air schools and open window

rooms.

;". The development of local tuberculosis associations, one of

wjiich is now more or less active in every county in the State. These

local associations carry out various activities and are financed for

the most part l)y the sale of Christmas Seals and health bonds

througli the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the Xational

Tubci-eulosis Association.

(). Tuberculosis surveys have Ijeen made in the majority of

tlie counties of the State, primarily for the purpose of impressing

upon the public the importance of the local tuberculosis problem as

a forerunner to the submission to the people of the projwsition of

establishing county tuberculosis sanatoria or to the estaljlishment of

clinical and nursing service at private expense.

7. A comprehensive educational campaign keeping constantly

before the public the importance of the tuberculosis problem, not

only as it affects the prevention and suppression of this particular

disease, but in its relationship to all phases of social and public

health activity.

While much of the credit for the successful carrying out of this

program is due to the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and to the

generous .spirit which has always marked the cooperation of that asso-

ciation with the State Department of Health, there are a number of

functions necessarily performed by the State Department of Health

itself which are contributing materially to the reduction of tuberculosis

mortality and tuberculosis morbidity in Illinois. These include the

following

:

1. The examination of all plans of county tuberculosis sana-

toria under the provisions of the County Tuberculosis Sanatorium

x^Lct, requiring that all premises used for sanatorium purposes shall

first be approved by the State Department of Health.

2. The inspection of sanatorium sites with special attention

to sanitary installation. This work has been done in conjunction

with the Division of Sanitary Engineering.

3. The inspection of buildings, plants and sites purchased for

sanatorium purposes with special reference to their fitness for such

purposes, there sanitary installations, their fire hazards and other

essential factors in sanatorium operation and equipment.
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4. The inspection of existing municipal and county tuber-

culosis sanatoria and their rating or grading by a score card system

for the purpose of placing in the hands of the public officials and

the general public the relative standing of public and private insti-

tutions for the treatment of tuberculous persons.

5. The preparation of standard rules and regulations for the

control of public tuberculosis sanatoria and the preparation of

standard blanks and forms necessary to the carrying out of the

provisions of the county tuberculosis sanatorium law.

6. The enforcement of the rules and regulations for the con-

trol of pulmonary tuberculosis, and the encouragement of the

reporting of all known or suspected cases of tuberculosis to local

health authorities by physicians, attendants, nurses, householders

or any other persons.

7. The care and treatment of returned tuberculous soldiers,

sailors, marines and nurses, and the following up of these persons

after dismissal from sanatoria through notification of local health

authorities and visiting nurse services.

I. COUNTY TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIA

Until the year 1917, Illinois had less satisfactory facilities for the

care of its tuberculous citizens than any other of the larger states of the

Union. The State had not established State tuberculosis sanatoria and,

up to that time, there was no i>rovision for the establishment of county

tuberculosis sanatoria. The Foii:y-ninth General Assembly, however,

enacted a county tuberculosis sanatorium law which is regarded as one

of the most satisfactory in effect at the present time in any part of the

United States. The law does not make the establishment of county

tuberculosis sanatoria mandatory upon the county, but permits any

group of citizens, numbering 100 or more, to petition the county board

of supervisors or county commissioners to submit to the people by

referenduim the proposition of establishing such a sanatorium and of

levying a special tax therefor. It then becomes mandatory upon the

county board to submit the petition to the voters. The law is so written

that there may be established, in connection with such tuberculosis sana-

toria, free tuberculosis dispensaries and visiting nursing service. The
Attorney General of Illinois has also held that even after the sanatorium

proposition has been successfullj^ carried, it is not mandatory upon the

people actually to erect and maintain a sanatorium. The county tuber-

culosis sanatorium board upon being created, may lawfully spend funds

derived from the sanatorium tax for the care of persons in existing public

or private sanatoria. The law is- specific, however, in providing that the

benefits derived from the county tuberculosis sanatorium funds shall be

"utilized for rich and poor alike, the law being no more regarded as a
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matter oL' plulaiithropy or charity tluui a law for the croatiuii of the free

schools of the State. Another commendable feature of the law is that

county tuberculosis sanatoria cannot bo built upon the groumls of a

county almshouse and further, that no one having to do with a county

almshouse can be connected in any way with the inanageiiient of a

county tuberculosis sanatorium.

Within the past few yearS;, the county tuberculosis sanatorium propo-

sition has been submitted in almost 50 of the lOl'counties of the State,

outside of Cook County, and in every instance save two, the proposition

has carried by overwhelming majorities. In one of the counties of very

small population and where no educational work had preceded the elec-

tion, the measure was beaten, and, in another cuunt.w the measure was

defeated on account of the faulty manner ]n which the ballot had been

prepared. In this latter county, however, the measure later succeeded

in passage and at the present time a sanatonrim building, costing ap-

proximately $150,000 has been purchased and will soon be ready for

occupancy.

As these pages are Avritten, a number of public sanatoria are in

operation, several more arc in the process of construction in spite of the

difficulties attendant upon extensive building at the present time, while

plans are prepared for others, and still others are under serious con-

templation.

Municipal sanatoria created under the provisions of the municipal

sanatorium law, enacted in 1915, are now in operation in Chicago, Eock

Island, Peoria and Eockford. It is very likely that the municipal

sanatorium at Eock Island will be abandoned for the establishment of a

Eock Island County sanatorium.

Of the county tuberculosis sanatoria, those now in operation are •

'"Fairview," McLean County tuberculosis sanatorium at jSTormal; Adams

County tuberculosis sanatorium at Quincy : and the LaSalle County

tuberculosis sanatorium at Ottawa. In DeKalb County a small sana-

torium is now in operation at Delvalb and plans are being pushed for

erection of more extensive buildings.

Among the county sanatoria actually under process of construction

are the Morgan County sanatorium at Jacksonville ; the Tazewell County

tuberculosis sanatorium at Mackinaw; the McDonough County tuber-

culosis sanatorium at Bushnell ; the Woodford County tuberculosis

sanatorium at Minonk and the Kane County sanatorium at Xnrth

Aurora.

The counties which have voted favorably on the county tul)ercu!o<i^

sanatorium proposition up to this time are as follows

:
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Jackson.
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equipiiieiit, tliu high classed and ('\i)C'i)sive saiialoiiiiin and the large

j)ublic institutions.

The insj)e€tions made durijig the })ast year by Dr. Watterson for

the State Department of Health included only the public sanatoria over

which the department is given a certain measure of jurisdiction by the

Civil x\dministrative Code. In rating these institutions, on a basis of

100 points, the following weights, approved by the National Tuberculosis

Association, were allowed: Location and site 3.0: plant and equipment

5.0; business and domestic management IS.O: medical and nursing-

service includiug care of patients 74.0.

In the arrangement of the score card, which was adopted from that

approved by the Xatioiial Sanatorium Association with certain modifica-

tions deemed necessary in Illinois, a certain degree of latitude was

accorded the inspector for the purpose of determining the actual char-

acter of service rendered in the various institutions.

While a reasonable amount of credit was accorded an institution for

the maintenance of well equipped laboratories, evidence was requii'ed

that these laboratories were actually employed in every day work to

obtain full credit. For example, an institution having large and Avell

equipped X-ray laboratories, but whose records shoAV that very few

X-ray plates were made, was not rated as high as the institution which

maintained no X-ra}^ laboratories of its own, but which utilized to a

considerable extent the services of an outside laboratory. In this respect,

credit was also given for the ability of the X-ray technician to interpret

his plates properly, this being regarded .infinitely more important to the

welfare of the patients than the mere possession of X-ray equipment.

In jDlacing a rating upon the efficiency of medical treatment in the

institution, the employment of such modern methods as artificial

pneuiuothorax was given favorable consideration, but, on the other

hand, when it was apparent that artificial pneumothorax was employed

excessively or injudiciously, the institution was penalized, rather than

credited.

It was definitely understood that in the first rating of Illinois public

tuberculosis sanatoria, the scores would not be made public, but would

be communicated to the boards of sanatorium trustees and other insti-

tutional authorities with a full explanation of the ratings, so that the

inspection should have a full measure of educational value. For this

reason the credits and ratings of Illinois sanatoria are not made public

at this time, but it may be stated that the prevailing faults detected in

the existing Illinois institutions, may be grouped as follows:

(a) Failure to appreciate that tuberculosis constitutes a

distinct medical specialty and the consecjuent employment in public

tuberculosis sanatoria of medical directors or attending physicians

inadequately trained in tuberculosis work.

(b) Fnsatisfactory methods of diagnosis.
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(c) Failure to provide tuberculosis dispensaries for the detec-

tion- of cases suited to sanatorium care and failure to provide dis-

pensary and nursing service for sanatorium patients after discharge

from their several institutions.

(d) Misinterpretation of the aims of the county tuberculosis

sanatorium law and the care of patients in the spirit of public

philanthropy or charity.

(e) Failure to emplo}^ |)^operly trained and qualified nurses,

especially those having tuberculosis experience.

It is expected that a second inspection and rating of public Illinois

sanatoria will be made in the near future, in which case the results of

these inspections will be oi)en to the public so that public officials and

the people as a whole may be properly guided in the selection of insti-

tutions and so that the people of the several counties may be fully advised

as to the relative efficiency of the institution which they maintain.

It is also seriously under consideration to make a similar inspection

and rating of all of the private tuberculosis sanatoria in the State. In

making this latter inspection the State DejDartment of Health will not

insist upon its right or authorit}^, but will make it optional with the

private institutions as to whether or not such inspection is desired. It is

believed that the sanatoria of the better class will welcome this service

from the department, and that it will result in very great imjDrovement

in all of the institutions of the State.

During the past year, a great deal of time has been devoted by the

Division of Tuberculosis to passing upon plans and specifications of

proposed sanatoria and in inspecting buildings and premises purchased

for sanatorium purposes. In this very important work the division has

received valuable assistance from the Division of Sanitary Engineering

Avhich has conducted numerous investigations and studies of sanitar}'

installation, providing the plans for water supply and sewage disposal

find drainage.

The Division of Tuberculosis has also been engaged, at the instance

of county tuberculosis sanatorium boards, in preparing rules and regula-

tions for the operation of county tuberculosis sanatoria and forms and

blanks necessary to carrv out the provisions of the county tuberculosis

sanatorium law.

On account of adverse legal decisions and conflicting opinions of

legal counsel, it has been necessary to carry on voluminous correspond-

ence in the guidance of county tuberculosis sanatorium boards, especially

those counties where the proposed sanatorium tax was in excess of the

constitutional tax limit. In some instances, it has been necessarv to

recommend the resubmission of the projDosition to the people to secure

authority for the levying of the excess tax, and in such cases the division

has rendered every possible assistance in making preparations for cam-
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paigns, wliile the Illinois Tuberculosis Association lias unrlertakcn the

field work essential to the successful carrvins- out of such campaigns.

III. EXTENSION OF CLINICAL SERVICE

Recognizing the necessity of securing the thoroughgoing coopc-ration

of the medical profession and of stimulating the interest of physicians

in the early diagnosis of tuberculosis, the Division of Tuberculosis has

cooperated with the Illinois Tuberculosis Association in the establish-

ment of a clinical consultant service which is said to he the most eflfi-

ciently conducted of any similar service in the United States. A clinical

consultant stafE made up of seven of the best known tuberculosis experts

in Illinois, and headed by the acting chief of the Division of Tultercu-

losis, and by Dr. Eussell E. Adkins, director of ^iledical Field Service of

the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, has conducted 154 clinics in 103

communities of the State, covering HI counties during the past year.

These clinics have all been conducted with the cooperation of county

medical societies and the attendance on the part of the medical pro-

fession has been very gratifying. In many instances it was found that

the attendance of plmicians at these clinical meetings had been greater

thai! that of any local medical society meeting for a period of five years'

[)ast. In one community where, five years ago. it was impossible to

induce any persons suspected as being tuberculous to present themselves

for examination, seventy-four patients were found in the clinic waitin.g

room at one time, while fourteen of the twenty physicians located in the

county remained in attendance upon the clinic from early morning until

late in the evening. It is generally recognized that this clinical service

has been an enormous stimulus to the interest taken in tul^erculosis work

by the physicians of Illinois.

In connection with the care of returned sick and wounded tuber-

culous soldiers, sailors, marines and nurses, of whom there are approxi-

mately 3,000 in Illinois at the present time, the United States Public

Health Service designated one physician in each county as a local medical

examiner and also apjDointed other physicians as acting assistant

surgeons and as consulting specialists. It is asserted that while the

medical service accorded by the Federal Government to service men
and women was for the most part satisfactory, thei'e was a distinct need

for special training of physicians in the diagnosis and treatment of those

suffering from tuberculosis. For this reason the United States Public

Health Service decided to establish, in a number of localities throughout

the United States, schools for the diagnosis of tuberculosis designed for

medical men attached to their service. In the establishment of the

school in Illinois, it was decided that Springfield afforded the most

suitable point on account of the large clinical facilities and on account

of the cooperative assistance which could be rendered by the State De-

partment of Health. The school was nccnrdingly established in Spring-
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field, ill conjunction with the Pahner Tuberculosis Sanatoria, the

Springfield Tuberculosis Association and the laboratories of the State

Department of Health and, a little later, when a similar school estab-

lished in Wisconsin had been abandoned, the Springfield school was

macle the Federal Service School for the States of Illinois and Wisconsin.

The course extended over a period of seven da.ys with three sessions each

day and proved so successful that in all likelihood it will be conducted

as a permanent institution, either by the United States Public Health

Service or jointly by the Illinois State Department of Health and he

Illinois Tuberculosis Association.

IV. TUBERCULOSIS WOE:K AMOXG SCHOOL CHILDREN

It is now generally recognized that tuberculosis among adults is for

the most part dependent upon infection occurring during childhood, one

authority going so far as to say that all such infection occurs prior to the

sixth year of life. Whether or not this assertion is too sweeping, it is

generally accepted that all tuberculous disease is more or less dependent

upon childhood infection; that perhaps 80 per cent of the adult popula-

tion show evidence of tuberculous infection Avhich does not manifest

itself as a distinct disease until something arises in the life of the indi-

vidual which lowers his resistance. On this account work among school

children has become an exceedingly important part of tuberculosis work,

and the Illinois program for the prevention and suppression of tuber-

culosis has included a large amount of such child welfare activities

although, for the most part, this work has been delegated in the joint

program to the Illinois Tuberculosis Association.

It is stated that at the present time there are over 500,000 Illinois

school children enrolled in an organization known as the "Modern
Health Crusaders." This organization, fostered by the ISTational Tuber-

culosis Association, not only carries out an educational campaign on

general health in the schools, but imposes upon each of its members an

obligation actually to live a wholesome life. The individual school child

is regularly graded and scored on his performance of the health program,

while the individual school rooms are graded on their percentage in

health efficiency. In this way the individual child is not only interested

in living a wholesome life so that he may attain a high personal score,

but he is jealous of the conduct of his associates lest their carelessness

lower the standing of the school room or of the school.

Included in the program of the modern health crusaders is the Avork

of weighing and measuring school children, coupled up closely with the

physical examination of pupils and the functions of the school nurse.

The weighing, measuring and examination of school children, through

the Illinois tuberculosis program, has brought to light scores of children

pl\ysically below par who are in need of special nourishment or of un-

usual provision for their school care.
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'I he l)i\isi<)ii ol' 'J'uhcrciilosis, Wdrkiiif^" in (•(uijiiiictioii with tlic

Illinois Tuberculosis Association, has constantly advocated the estal)lish-

nieiit of open air schools or open window rooms in all schools in Illinois,

and it is contemplated that this educational program will be carried out

to such an extent that there will be provision for the undernourished or

physically subnormal child in all -parts of the State durina; tlie next few

years.

The Illinois Tuberculosis Association has established a working

relationship with the Illinois Council of Parent-Teacher Associations

whereby the Illinois school tuberculosis program has been made the

essential health program of parent-teacher organizations, and as these

lines are written, a future cooperative arrangement has been entered

into with the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund whereby special

nutrition classes will be financed with Christmas Seal funds in every

county in the State during the coming year. The Illinois Tuberculosis

Association has designated one of its most competent nursing super-

visors to the special field of nutrition work. During the coming year, the

Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health ]Srursing of the State

Department of Health will doubtless lend all possible assistance to the

Division of Tuberculosis, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the

Illinois Council of Parent-Teacher Associations to bring about the first

definite and coordinated activity among school children that has been

carried out on a state-Avide basis.

It is stated over 60 per cent of the county superintendents of schools

throughout Illinois have announced that their teachers may receive

special credits in their professional records for all modern health crusade

work in which they are engaged.

v. ESTABLISHING NUESIXG SERVICE

For a period of over ten years, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association

has been the one organization in Illinois interested in the establishment

of communit.y nursing service. It is stated that there are a few com-

munities in the State where public health nursing, tuberculosis nursing,

child welfare nursing or school nursing is now in operation in which the

tuberculosis agencies have not taken the initial step in establishing such

services. The Illinois Tuberculosis Association has nursing service in

its affiliated organizations in 60 of the 102 counties in the State, while

funds are on hand in local treasuries for the employment of many more

nurses who could not be obtained on account of the unusual demandfj

and shortage of nurses during the past few years.

The Division of Tuberculosis has cooperated closely with the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association in the establishment of local nursing service

and, while the supervision of nursing service will in the future be turned

over very largely to the Division of Child Welfare and Public Health

jSTursing under the provisions of a contract with the Aniej'ican Eed Cross

—4 D H
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and the State Tuberculosis Association, to which reference has been

made heretofore, the Division of Tuberculosis will continue to interest

itself, not only in the establishment of general communit}' nursing

service, but in the employment of special tuberculosis nurses in all of

those communities in which sanatoria are established or in which it is

deemed expedient to maintain special tuberculosis dispensaries. The

State Department of Health, working jointly with the Illinois Tuber-

culosis Association, will employ a supervisor of tuberculosis nursing

Avho will be affiliated with the Division of Child Welfare but who at the

same time Avill be responsible to and work in close connection with the

Division of Tuberculosis.

During the past year, the Chicago School of Physics and Philaii-

thropy, in the maintenance of their classes for public health nurses, have

insisted that these nurses devote at least one month to actual field service

under supervision, and the Illinois Tuberculosis Association has been

asked to assign these nurses, who are for the most part women of special

training and ability. It has been the policy of the Illinois tuberculosis

program to place these wonu^n in groups of counties where nursing

service has never been established in the past, and Avhere thc.y will be

so situated as to make constant supervision by the supervising nurses

entirely practicable. The nurses are furnished for a period of one month
Avithout cost to the community and the results of the experiment have

been most gratifying. In many instances the communities had no

previous intention of establishing a permanent nursing service, and for

the most part, these women have had no intention of remaining in rural

communities. As a result of the one month of employment, most of

the communities have decided to establish a permanent nursing service,

and, in the majority of instances, the nurses have decided to remain in

the communities in which the}^ Avere originally employed.

Unfortunately the Chicago School of Physics and Philanthropy, in

being taken over by the University of Chicago, has decided to discon-

tinue its course for public health nurses. In vicAV of this fact it appears

that there is an urgent need foi' the State of Illinois to make provision

for the training of community nurses in one way or another. It has

1jeen suggested that a short course for community nuiscs be established

in connection Avith the University of Illinois, Avith tire cooperation of

the State Department of Health, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association,

the American Red Cross and other governmental and extra-governmental

agencies. It is quite conceivable that this course may be established in

connection Avitli the medical department of the UniA^ersity of Illinois,

uoAv in process of deA'elopment, in the city of Chicago, but it is belieA^ed

by those of Avide experience that a large part of the instruction should

be given either at Urbana or Springfield so that the graduates may be

especially qualified to deal Avith the nursing problems of the smaller

communities of the State.
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VI. COUiXTY TUBERCULOSIS SII.'VKYS

In every county in which oue of tlic iiursr,-; of the Chicago School ol

I'hysics aiui Philanthropy was placetl by the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, an intensive tuberculosis survey of the county was made. In

some instances these surveys were made in connection with general

health surveys conducted by the Division of Surveys and Rural Hygiene

of the State Department of Health, but in others, the tuberculosis sur-

veys were made by the community nurse working alone or in cooperation

with the local tuberculosis association.

These surveys have brought home to the people the magnitude of

the tuberculosis problem and have impressed upon every county the need

for sanatoria, dispensaries and nursing service.

It has been demonstrated in the Framingham experiment, at Fram-

ingham, Massachusetts, financed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company and carried out by the National Tuberculosis Association, that

there are 20 tuberculous persons to every annual death in any com-

munity. The Framingham experiment has been the most carefully

executed piece of community work ever carried out in the United States,

and the conclusions derived from it are regarded as conservative and

sound. In view of the findings of the Framingham experiment, and in

view of the number of deaths from tuberculosis unearthed in the many

local surveys that have been conducted during the past year, one must

be impressed that the tuberculosis problem of Illinois is one of gi-eater

magnitude than has ever been conceived in the past.

VII. CAEE OF RETURlSrED TUBERCULOUS SOLDIERS

The Division of Tuberculosis of the State Department of Health and

the Illinois Tuberculosis Association, take pride in the fact that, before

any other agency l^egan to function, these two organizations in their

coordinated program, began to make provision for the soldiers, sailors,

marines and nurses Avho returned to their homes in Illinois suffering

from pulmonary tuberculosis. Before the American Red Cross was pre-

pared to meet the need and before the United States Public Healtli

Service had been authorized by law to make provision for returned

soldiers, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the State Department

of Health had begun the location and examination of men discharged

from service on account of a suspicion of tuberculous disease, and had

influenced many of the counties to meet the expense of sanatorium care

for these unfortunate persons.

While the American Red Cross has assumed a larger and larger

burden in making provision for returned soldiers, and while the Congress

of the United States has authorized the United States Public Health

Service to give sanatorium and other care to these persons, the Illinois

Tuberculosis Association and the State Department of Health have con-

tinued their activities, contributing materially to the relief of service
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men and women. By a constant program of stimulating the develoxjm.ent

of as many sanatorium beds as possible ; by urging all returned soldiers,

sailors, marines and nurses to attend the scores of clinics which have

been held throughout the State; by keeping the United States Public

Health Service and the Eed Cross advised of every tuberculosis case for

whom definite j)rovision had been made, and. by seeking out through

local associations and nursing service all soldiers who might possibly be

in need of care, the Division of Tuberculosis and the Illinois Tuber-

culosis i^ssociation have rendered a definite service which has received

official recognition" and earnest commendation.

EECOMMENDATIONS

The Division of Tuberculosis, basing its judgment upon its ex-

perience in the past, makes definite recommendations along the follow-

ing lines:

(1) That the rules and regulations of the State Department of

Health for the control of tuberculosis be so modified as to impress upon
local health authorities that tuberculosis is not to be dealt with in the

same manner as the several acute contagious and infectious diseases.

The impression that tuberculosis is particularly infectious among adults

and particularly that the trained and careful consumptive is a source of

grave danger, have been relegated to the past by modern students of the

disease. It is the opinion of the division that a public policy of rigid

isolation of ordinary tuberculosis patients or any attempt of rigid

quarantine is a mistake and that the question of forcible isolation of any

save viciously careless consumptives, should be approached with the

utmost reluctance. It is the opinion of the division that local health

authorities will make far more progress in the prevention and suppres-

sion of tuberculosis if they approach the individual tuberculous patient

with the idea of education rather than stringent and mandatory action.

(2) In view of the fact that tuberculosis among adults is almost

invariabty due to childhood infection and in vieAV of the fact that tuber-

culosis is an extremely infectious disease to children, the Division of

Tuberculosis recommends that the State Department of Health, in the

promulgation of rules and regulations and in its educational campaigns,

shall la}^ special stress upon the danger of childhood infection and shall

institute all reasonable means to remove all children from contact with

tuberculous persons.

(3) It is urged that all public sanatoria for the care of tuberculous

persons be provided with quarters for the housing and care of the

children of tuberculous parents or other children who must otherwise be

in contact with open cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. Such preventoria

will serve as a- means of saving scores of persons from tuberculous

disease who would otherwise uecessarilv become its victims.
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(4) The Division of Tuberculosis lecommends that the personnel

of the Division be materially strengthened during the next bienniuni.

During the past three years the division has been enabled to participate

in a constiiictive program which would have been impossible without

the thoroughgoing cooperation of extra-governmental agencies. The

division believes that it is the function of extra-governmental health

organizations to carry out pioneer work until they have been able to

demonstrate to the public the extent and necessity for such work, where-

upon it becomes the part of wisdom for the people themselves to assume

the burden of such programs. The Illinois Tuberculosis Association will

always prove a valuable ally to the State Department of Health, but

should be permitted to engage its resources and its funds in more

advanced steps in the study and prevention of tuberculosis, leaving to

the State Department of Health the carrying out of those measures

already demonstrated as essential to the public as a whole.



DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND SANITATION

Haeey F. FlEaRGUSON, Acting Chief Swiitanj Engineer

The activities of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation are

regulated hj the authority given the Department of Public Health and
by special provisions in the following sections of article 55 of the Civil

Administrative Code

:

3. To act in advisory capacity relative to public water supplies,
water-purification works, sewerage system, and sewage-treatment works,
and to exercise supervision over nuisances growing out of the opera-
tion of such water and sewage works, and to make, promulgate and
enforce rules and regulations relating to such nuisances;

4. To make such sanitary investigations as it may, from time to
time, deem necessary for the preservation and improvement of public
health;

5. To make examinations into nuisances and questions affecting
the security of life and health in any locality in the State;

6. To maintain chemical, bacteriological and biological laboratories,
to make examinations of milk, water, sewage, wastes, and other sub-
stances, and to make such diagnosis of diseases as may be deemed
necessary for the protection of the people of the State;

9. To make investigations and inquiries with respect to causes of

disease, especially epidemics. and to make such other sani-

tary investigations as it may deem necessary for the preservation and
improvement of the public health;

13. Toi enlist the cooperation of organizations of physicians and
other agencies for the promotion of the public health in the improve-
ment of health and sanitary conditions throughout the State;

14. To make sanitary, sewage, health and other inspections and
examinations for the charitable, penal and reformatory institutions and
the normal schools;

15. To inspect, from time to time, all hospitals, sanitaria, and
other institutions conducted by county, city, village or township
authorities, and to report as to the sanitary conditions and needs of

such hospitals, sanitaria and institutions to the official authority having
jurisdiction over them;

16. To print, publish and distribute documents, reports, bulletins,

certificates, and other matter relating to the prevention of diseases and
the health and sanitary condition of the State.

In section 2 of article 21 of the act creating the State Board of

Health, the following powers and duties were invested in the State

Board of Health: "The board shall have authority to make such rules

and regulations and such sanitary investigations as they may from time

to time deem necessary for the preservation and improvement of the

public health * * *." On the basis of this authorit}^, which by

section 1 of article 55 of the Civil Administrative Code is now vested in

the State Department of Public Health, the following rules relating to

public water supplies, sewerage systems, and ice supplies were adopted

54
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at ii mot'ting of the Stale Txijird of llciillli mi April •'.. r.Mii, ami liccauie

iinmediatel}^ efl'ective:

Rule 1. No municipality, district, corporation, company, institu-

tion, person or persons shall install, or enter into contract for installing,

waterworks or sewers to serve more than 25 persons until complete

plans and specifications fully describing such waterworks or sewers,

have been submitted to and received the written approval of the State

Board of Health and thereafter such plans and specifications must be

substantially adhered to unless deviations are submitted to and receive

the written approval of the State Board of Health.

Rule 2. No municipality, district, corporation, company, institu-

tion, person or persons shall make- or enter into contract for making
any additions to, or changes or alterations in, any existing waterworks

serving more than 25 persons, when such additions, changes, or altera-

tions involve the source of supply or means for collecting, storing, or

treating the water, until complete plans and specifications fully de-

scribing proposed additions, changes or alterations have been submitted

to and received the written approval of the State Board of Health and

thereafter such plans and specifications must be substantially adhered

to unless deviations are submitted to and receive the written approval

of the State Board of Health.
Rule 3. No municipality, district, corporation, company, institu-

tion, persons or person shall make, or enter into contract for making,

alterations or changes in or additions to any existing sewers or existing

sewage-treatment works, serving more than 25 persons, until complete

plans and specifications fully describing such alterations, changes or

additions have been submitted to and received the written approval of

the State Board of Health and thereafter such plans and specifications

must be substantially adhered to unless deviations are submitted to and

receive the written approval of the State Board of Health.

Rule 4. Any municipality, district, corporation, company, institu-

tion, persons or person, owning or operating a water-purification works
or sewage-treatment works, shall submit to the State Board of Health

monthly records showing clearly the character of effiuents produced.

Rule 5. No municipality, district, corporation, company, institu-

tion, person or persons shall offer lots, for sale in any subdivision, unless

within the boundaries of an area incorporated as a municipality or sani-

tary district, until complete plans and specifications for sewerage, drain-

age and water supply have been submitted to and received the written

approval of the State Board of Health and thereafter such plana and
specifications shall be substantially adhered to unless deviations are

submitted to and receive the written approval of the State Board of

Health.
Rule 6. No natural ice shall be furnished or vended to the public

for domestic purposes until the source of the ice supply has received

the written approval of the State Board of Health, which approval is

revocable upon evidence being presented or discovered of undue con-

tamination entering the source.

The activities of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation are

carried ont in accordance with the foregoing I'ules and the foregoing

provisions of the law.

PERSONNEL OF THE DIVISION

With the slightly increased appropriation anthorized by the Fifty-

first General Assemblj^, it was possible to increase the staff temporarily

by the addition of two assistant engineers and an assistant analyst.

During the year, however, the division has suffered the ]oss of Mr. Paul
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Hansen^ who had been chief engineer since the creation of the division

in 1915, and who resigned May 15 to enter jDiivate practice. Moreover,

during the year, because of the limited funds available and the conse-

quent inability to meet the larger salaries offered elsewhere, the division

has lost the services of three assistant engineers. The maximum staff

of the division at any time comprised a chief engineer, five assistant

engineers, one analyst, one assistant analyst, a laboratory helper, and

three stenographers. At the close of the fiscal year the division was

short three assistant engineers.

ACTIVITIES OP THE DIVISIOlSr

The activities of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation, as

regulated and prescribed by the Civil Administrative Code and by the

rules adopted by the department under the authority of the code may be

classified as follows

:

1. Investigation and approval of proposed new or improved public
water-supply projects and examination of and advice relative to existing
public water supplies, including water-purification plants.

2. Investigation and approval of proposed new or improved public

sewerage projects, including sewage-treatment plants, and examination
of and advice relative to existing sewer systems including sewage-treat-

ment plants.

3. Investigation of stream pollution.

4. Investigation of methods for tTie purification of sewage and
industrial wastes.

5. Examination and certification of water supplies for use on com-
mon carriers in cooperation with the United States Public Health
Service.

6. Sanitary surveys of municipalities in cooperation with the
Division of Surveys with special reference to water supply, sewerage,

street cleaning, city wastes collection and disposal, and mosquito eradi-

cation.

7. Examination and approval of proposed municipal plumbing ordi-

nances as required under the State law relative to licensing of plumbers
and supervision of plumbing.

8. Investigation of nuisances.

9. Investigation of diseases that may be water-borne, such as

typhoid fever and enteritis, in cooperation with the Division of Com-
municable Diseases.

10. Investigation of sites for tuberculosis sanatoria with special

reference to water supply, sewage disposal, and drainage, as a basis for

approval o'f such sites as required under the State law.

11. Investigation of sanitary condition of school buildings.

12. Studies of city waste collection and disposal and street cleaning.

13. Studies and advice on malaria control by mosquito eradication.

14. Sanitation of common carriers and construction camps.

15. Inspection of summer resorts.

16. Examinations of public swimming pools and bathing beaches.

17. L/aboratory service.

18. State House drinking water supply.

19. Educational work by means of publications, addresses, exhibits,

and correspondence.

Full attention has been given to the more important work and a

certain amount of work in connection with all the enumerated activities

has been carried on. 'Much of the work the division has been able to do
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only to a limited extent is of importance to the health and welfare of the

State and sooner or later sullicient funds should be granted to carry on

such work if Illinois desires to render the same service to its citizens as

that afforded in some of the other states.

Eeports have been prepared on all the investigations and examina-

tions made during the year, and copies of these reports are retained in

the departmental files and also sent to interested parties. Many of these

reports would be of value if published and it is hoped, therefore, that

rather complete abstracts of the reports can at some time in the future

be published and made available for the use of engineers and sanitarians.

These reports give information regarding public water supplies, sewer

systems, and various other matters of sanitarv- importance.

WATER SUPPLIES

A public water supply of good sanitary quality and adequate in

quantity is undoubtedly the most important public improvement any

municipality can undertake. Such an improvement not only is of prime

importance as regards the health of the community, but is of great im-

portance from the standpoint of convenience and fire protection. If

there is no public suppl}^, then persons must generally depend u])on

private wells which experience has shown cannot be maintained in

satisfactory condition in a built-up community. When a public water

supply of questionable quality is available, it is a grave source of danger

to strangers in the city wdio are not aware that it is not considered safe,

and also to local persons who disregard instructions not to use the Avater

for drinking purposes. Moreover, an nnfit public water supply forces

individuals to continue the use of private wells yielding waters of ques-

tionable purity. Every effort, therefore, is made to have municipalities

install public water supplies; to improve supplies of poor quality and

inadequate quantity, and to operate existing waterworks systems so as to

insure a continued suj>ply of satisfactory water.

PROPOSED NEW WATER-SUPPLY PROJECTS

It is much easier and more satisfactory to have a municipality

install a supply of satisfactory quality and quantity, when a water-supply

project is under consideration, than attempt to improve an unsatisfactor}'

sujjply already installed. Special attention, therefore, is given to pro-

posed new projects in order to assist the municipalities in every way

possible and to insure that the projects when completed will afford the

municipalities satisfactory and adequate water supplies. Field investi-

gations are made to help locate suitable sources of water supply and to

advise with municipalities in the development of such sources. It is

always recommended that competent engineers experienced in water-

supply development be retained, and it is required that plans and specifi-

cations, when prepared by the municipalities' engineers, be submitted for

review and approval. These activities not only tend to prevent the
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installation of inadequate systems, but, in carrying on this work, the

division gathers together a large amount of information and data rela-

tive to water-sup|)ly resources and methods and difficulties of developing

and treating different water supplies, which information, in turn, is

made available to consulting engineers and municipal officials.

Because of the prevailing high prices, there has been some tendency

to delay the installation of new water supplies. Several cities have given

consideration to such installations, but have temporarily postponed action.

D'uring the fiscal j^ear, investigations relative to proposed new water

sujoplies were made at the following jjlaces : Altamont, Ashland, Buit

Oak, Carterville, Dallas City, Eldorado, Oblong, Toledo, Virden, AYest-

ville and Witt.

PROPOSED IMPROVED WATER SUPPLIES

Many 2>ublic water supplies in the State were installed primarily

for fire protection, flushing and street-sj^rinkling purposes, and little

thought was given, in their installation, to their use for domestic pur-

poses. Other supplies have been installed with the ultimate aim of

using them for all purposes but, because of lack of funds, suitable treat-

ment works could not be installed at the start which would render these

supplies at all times of satisfactory quality. From the health stand-

point, a public water supply that is not always of good sanitary quality

is more dangerous than private wells in a community without a public

supply. If a private well becomes contaminated, only a few persons are

exposed, but if a public supply becomes contaminated, many may ])e

exposed to water-borne diseases. Every effort is made, therefore, by

visits to municipalities, by reports, and by correspondence to urge

municipalities having inadequate or unsatisfactory supplies to take

necessary action to improve them. In some instances this requires only

the installation of a treatment plant and in other instances an entire

new supply must be developed. The division aids in this work by means

of field examinations similar to those made for new projects.

There is a very apparent desire on the part of many municipalities

in the State, having unsatisfactory supplies, to improve them but, as in

the case of new projects, improvements have been delayed because of

prevailing high prices. In addition to improvements in existing water

supplies of poor quality it has been necessary in several instances to con-

sider enlargements of waterworks systems because of growth of munici-

palities and increased water consumption.

During the fiscal year the following places were visited relative to

proposed improvement or enlargement of existing water supplies : Car-

linville, Carthage, Danville, DuQuoin, Elgin, Jacksonville, Lake Forest,

Litchfield, Marion, Mascoutah, Xewton, Princeton, Eoodhouse, Eusli-

ville and West Frankfort.
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EXlSTIXli I'lJilJC WATKIt SL'JM'LJES

Tile division has eontiiuied making examinations of existing public

water supplies and the preparation ot complete descriptive reports oC

such supplies. There are about 475 public water supplies in the State,

of which the department has knowledge. Descriptive reports on most of

these supplies have been prepared and analyses have been made of samples

of water from other places which have not yet been visited. It is the

intention to visit the places that have not already l)een visited, as field

examinations often show conditions whicli cannot be ascertained by a

single or even several analyses. This work is carried on as fast as

emergency work and other duties permit and many places are visited

more than once iji order to note imjn'ovements or urge improvements

which have been found desirable on previous visits.

The department does not have authority to re(|uire local oflicials to

remedy any defects noted, but often has been instrumental in bringing

about improvements by means of descriptive and advisory reports sub-

knitted as result of examinations. In some instances even serious con-

ditions of public water supplies are not corrected Avhen they are pointed

out to local authorities, and therefore, the question arises whether it

A\'ou]d not be desirable for the State Department of Health to have
autlinrity to prohibit the furnishing of a public Avater supply of unsafe

quality or that may become unsafe at any time because of existing

conditions.

During the fiscal year, the following places were visited to make
examinations of existing public water supplies in addition to those plaqps

listed above where improvements were under consideration:

PLACES VISITED TO EXAMINE EXISTING PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES IN
ADDITION TO THOSE PLACES WHERE IMPROVEMENTS WERE PRO-
POSED

Aledo.
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WATER-PUEIFICATIOK TLAXTS

A special phase of the examination of existing water supplies is the

examination of water-purification plants. Some plants are old or of poor

design, but even those plants of good design will not furnish good results

unless properly operated. The division, therefore, endeavors to help

obtain the best possible results from existing purification plants, even

though such plants ma}' be defective, until such time as new purification

plants can be built, and also endeavors to follow the operation of the

plants that are of good design and generall}' carefully operated. The

number of purification plants has materially increased during the past

decade and a still further increase will be necessary before the majority

of municipalities in Illinois having public supplies from surface sources

will have satisfactory supplies. The places where the public water

supplies are treated are given in the tabulation.

SEWERAGE

The public improvement that is probably next in importance to a

water-supply sj^stem for a municipality is a sanitary sewer system. The
installation of such a system makes it possible to eliminate privies/cess-

pools, and private drains which are generally filthy, insanitary, and

cause nuisances. Privies also are a menace to health because of the

possibility of flies carrying infection from them. A' sewer system, in

addition to bringing about improved sanitary conditions, makes it pos-

sible for persons to take full advantage of a public water supply. A
number of municipalities have public water supplies, but full advantage

of the thousands of dollars invested in them cannot be had because of

the lack of adequate sewerage. The division, therefore, endeavors to pro-

mote the installation of sewer systems; to control such installations so

that they will be satisfactory, and to bring about improvements or en-

largements in existing systems. This work is carried on by means of

field examinations, reports and correspondence, the same as for public

water supplies.

In addition to the examinations made of sewer systems where im-

provements are proposed or treatment is given, examinations are made of

existing sewer systems to ascertain their suitabilit}^, the extent to which

they are used, and their points of outlets. IMany such examinations are

made as the result of nuisances arising from defectiA^e systems or stream

pollution, but some are made as part of complete examinations of public

water supplies and general sanitary conditions.

PROPOSED NEW SEWEE SYSTEMS

Since the elimination of privies and cesspools brings about greatly

improved sanitary and health conditions, and since such elimination can-

not be brought about without the installation of sewer systems, it is an

important function of the Department of Public Health to give con-

sideration to the installation of these svstems. The installation of a
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PLACES HAVING TREATED WATER SUPPLIES.

Municipality.
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sewer system mvolves the question of the disposal of sewage, and though
the pollution of streams is not alwa3^s a health problem, yet it is a

natural sequence to the installation of sewers if the sewage is not properly

treated, and thus it is properly a function of the Department of Health
to examine into and regulate the manner of construction of sewers and
sewage-purification plants.

As in the case of water supplies, it is found easier to have a sewer

system installed properly at the start than to bring f coTi^cvnzorJ-^nns or

improvements to defective systems. Plans and si>eciions are, there-

fore, required to be submitted for review and approvalecordance with

the rules of the department. Advice is given as to ^^^er a combined

or separate system Avill be the better for a municipaliud as to what
treatment will be required to prevent objectionable'am pollution.

Although the division endeavors to advise with mu*alities in the

installation of sewer SA^stems, it does not attempt undertake the

engineering work but, as in the case of puhlic wate^plies, always

urgently recommends that competent engineers be red by munici-

palities. This activity on the part of the division hasimes resulted

in preventing installation of systems that would otherAhave 'neen of

poor design.

Several projects considered during the year haj f"; .delayed

because of the high cost of material. During the fiscal yVe foUoV'^j j ,. ,

places have given consideration to the installation of seVstems and

have been visited and given assistance by this division : Ky, Chats-

worth, Crystal Lake, Dallas City, Easton, ElPaso, Eui, Fairbury,

LaHarpe, Lemont, Mason Cit}^, McHenry, Mt. Carroll, l\li)rris, J\It.

Olive, 'New Holland, Peoria, Eoodhouse and Venice.
\

\

PKOPOSED IMPKOVED SEVVEEAGE \

Some sewer systems in the State require improvemeirpnlarge-

ment because of defective design Avhen first installed, orUise the

municipalities have outgrown the original installations or ttome of

sewage has so increased as to cause objectionable stream pollutSome

municipalities in the State have installed sewer systems piBal as

occasion demanded, and sooner or later are forced to give conation

to comprehensive sewer systems. Sometimes these improvement.! can be

brought about at nominal cost and, at other times, because of the failure

to plan systems properly at the start, considerable expense is involved to

correct past defects and to provide for a satisfactory new or improved

system.

One of the greatest causes of unsatisfactory sewer systems, especially

in the smaller municipalities, is the practice of installing a drainage

system originally for storm drainage only, and then, from time to time,

allowing house sewers to l^e connected thereto. vSuch practice often leads

to stream pollution and to flooding of property by sewage-polluted

waters.
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The division lias records of most of the sevvcr systems in the State

,111(1 it is the ijiteiition to make these complete as opportunity permits.

On the basis of these examination records, efforts are made to hring

about improved sewer systems. During the past year the following places

were visited relative to improved sewerage: Antioch, Bloomington,

Chicago Heiglits, Decatur, DesPlaines, Elgin, Gcneseo, Grays Lake,

TTigliland Park, .Tacksonville, Kankakee, Mattoon, Mendota, Mound

City, ^roiint YcM'non, Pontiac, Strcator and Wheaton.

SliVVAGE-TiiEATiMENT PLANTS

Tile question of sewage-treatment plants is a part of proposed new

systems or proposed improved systems, but is of such importance that

it warrants special consideration. Improper disposal of sewage may be

dangerous to health although more often it only indirectly affects health

and is more in the nature of a nuisance. Improper disposal of sewage

may also be destructive of fish life. The treatment or disposal ol" sewage,

though not always a health problem, is so closely interwoven with liealth

and sanitary conditions that the question of seAvage treatment can more

properly be handled by the State Department of Health, especially with

its technical staff and laboratory facilities, than by any other State

agency.

In the installation of new sewer systems, studies are made to ascer-

tain what treatment will be necessary to prevent objectionable stream

]H:)llution and the best location for sewage-treatment plants. The con-

sulting engineers for municipalities are cooperated with and the designs

lor sewage-treatment plants and the final plans and specifications are, in

accordance with the rules of the department, submitted for review and

approval. In this wa}^ stream pollution is often prevented.

It is often the case that tank treatment alone will be satisfactory

Avhen a sewer system is first installed, but that additional treatment will

l)e necessary at a later date, when the volume of sewage has materially

increased and, therefore, the division endeavors to see that the first

installations are made so that additional treatment works can be added at

minimum expense.

In those instances where sewer systems have already been installed

and do not include sewage-treatment works and objectionable stream

])ollution prevails, examinations are made and the municipalities are

advised as to Avhat is necessary to remedy the conditions.

Experience has shown that there is a strong tendency among munici-

palities to neglect the operation of sewage-treatment plants. It is a

common, fallacious idea that sewage-treatment works require little or no

attention, and consequently they are neglected until objectionable con-

ditions prevail because of odors from the plant or because of stream

pollution. Some sewage-treatment plants have been so neglected that
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they have become permanently damaged and can be ^^ut back into

operating condition only at considerable expense.

The division makes inspections of existing sewage-treatment plants,

to note their condition and to call the attention of local authorities to

any apparent neglect. In pointing ont defects in operation, the im-

portance of mtinicipalities engaging competent operators or retaining

the engineers who designed the plants to make periodic inspections is

emphasized.

The burden of constant control of sewage-treatment plants should

not be borne by the State, but rather the municipalities should retain

competent engineers to make sufficiently frequent examinations to insure

proper operation. The State should, of course, supplement the work of

these engineers and employees by periodic inspections of the plants at

reasonable intervals to check their operation and give advice which can

often be based upon the experiences at other treatment plants.

During the fiscal year, the following places were visited relative to

existing sewer systems and the operation of existing sewage-treatment

plants in addition to those places visited where enlargements or im-

provements were under consideration : Aledo, Arlington Heights, Ash-

ton, Bushnell, Cambridge, Christopher, Downers Crove, Dwight, Elm-
hurst, Flossmoor, G-reat Lakes Naval Training Station, Greenville,

Hoopeston, Kewanee, LaCrange, Lombard, Manteno, Neoga, Olney.

Palatine, Pana, Pontiac, St. Charles and West Chicago.

STREAM POLLUTION

There are many cases of stream pollution in the State caused by

untreated or inadequately treated sewage and industrial wastes. All

cases of stream pollution are not seriously objectionable. Whether or

not objectionable pollution prevails depends upon the use made of the

water, the proximity of habitations, and the use made of the land border-

ing the water courses. In some cases, extreme pollution of water courses

does not prove objectionable in any way, and in other cases even small

pollution is very objectionable. Every problem of stream pollution must

be solved in the light of local conditions.

. Studies in connection with stream pollution have been carried on

generally in cooperation with the Division of WaterAvays of the Depart-

ment of Public Works and Buildings, which, under the law, has certain

jurisdiction over pollution when such is caused by industrial wastes. At

the present time, there is no law giving adequate jurisdiction to any

State agency over stream pollution when caused by domestic sewage.

The laws give riparian owners power to institute court proceedings and

the division can always be called upon to testify at such hearings.

Because of the technical staff of the Division of Engineering and

Sianitation and the laboratory equipment, this division is especially well

qualified to carry on stream-pollution work and might properly, and
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1(» llic iKhaiitngc and economy of tin- State, be given full authority (jver

sucii })roblems. The sewage and waste discharged into streams have very

lillle bearing upon the stream flow or stream channels or obstrnction of

water courses, but are important largely from the standpoint of health

and Jiuisanco. Moreover, the question of stream pollution is related to

(be installatiou of sewer systems, which directly or indirectly are prob-

lems for health authorities.

During the fiscal year, investigations of stream pollution were made
at the following places: Blue Island, Charleston, Chicago Heights,

Christopher, Dakota, Danville, Depue, DesPlaines, Downers Grove,

Havana, Hoopeston, Pekin, Peoria, Eochelle, Round Lake and Stockton.

TREATMENT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES AND SEWAGE>S

The division has continued to study methods of treatment of sewage

and industrial wastes and has advised with municipal officials and in-

dustries as to the methods of such treatment in order to prevent or abate

objectionable stream pollution. It is not considered the proper fujiction

of the department to prepare plans for treatment plants; but it is con-

eidered extremely desirable to give municipalities and industries the

advantage of the experience the division has had in connection with

examination of industrial wastes and sewage-treatment plants through-

out the State and studies of current literature on the subject.

Pollution by industrial wastes also is frequently involved witli pollu-

tion by domestic sewage. Often the industries are entirely willing to act

to prevent objectionable stream pollution if they can be advised as to

how to proceed. Treatment of industrial wastes is often a more difficult

]n-oblem than treatment of domestic sewage, and the effect of industrial

wastes on sewage when combined preceding treatment, is sometimes a

rather complicated one. It would seem desirable to allow for an increase

in the division in order to go into this work more thoroughly.

During the fiscal year visits have been made relative to treatment

of industrial wastes to the following places: Ava, milk wastes; Dakota,

creamery wastes ; Elgin, test on sewage screen ; Eureka, cannery wastes

;

Pekin, corn-products wastes; Eochelle, cannery, wool, and gas-plant

Avastes; Pound Lake, creamery wastes; Stockton, cheese-factory wastes,

and Washington, cannery wastes.

DRIX'KIXG WATER, SUPPLIES FOR COMMON' CARRIERS

The cooperative arrangement between the State Department of

Public Health and the United States Public Health Service, perfected

during the latter part of 1918, for the examination and certification of

water supplies used on interstate common carriers has been continued.

Under this arrangement, the department makes field examinations of all

sources of water supplies used on interstate carriers and analyses of water

from such sources. On the basis of these examinations and analyses,

—SDH
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recommendations are made to the United States Public Healtli Service

as to wliether or not the water supply should be certified or proliilnted for

use. It is expected that each source of suppl}' will be examined once a

year and analyses made twice a year or oftener. Although the coopera-

tive work and the jurisdiction of the United States Public Health Service

relates only to interstate carriers, the division has extended the work

to cover also intrastate carriers.

This work has brought about improvement in many private sources

of water suppl}^ from which water was obtained for common carriers

and which had not been previously examined by this department. It

has also been instrumental in forcibly bringing to the attention of public

officials defects in public water supplies. The cooperation received from

railroad and waterworks officials in this work has been extremely gratif.y-

iug. In addition to the examination of the sources of supply and the

making of analyses, attention has been given to the method of handling

the water from the source to the car tanks. This is quite important for,

although v/ater may be safe at its source, it may readily be contaminated

in the handling. This work has placed additional duties on the en-

gineers of the division and increased the amount of laboratory work.

There are 156 watering points now in use in 80 municipalities in the

State. During the fiscal year 83 places, in which one or more watering

points were located, were inspected and 693 samples were analyzed. The
watering j^oints examined during the 3^ear are located at the following

places

:

Alton. Eldred. North Chicago.
Anna. E;vanaton. Ottawa.
Aurora. Flora. Pana.
Beardstown. Forrest. Pekin.
Belleville. Freeport. Peoria.
Bement. Galena. Pinckneyville.
Bloomington. Galesburg. Pittsfleld.

Brooklyn. Oilman. Pontiac.
Bureau. Golconda. QuincJ^
Bush. Grafton. Rankin.
Cairo. Granville. Rockford.
Carbondale. Harvard. - Rock Island.
Caiiinville. Havana. Roodhouse.
Champaign. Highland Park. Salem.
Charleston. Highwood. Savanna.
Chicago. Hume. Seneca.
Chillicothe.

.
.Tacksonville. Shawneetown.

Cissna Park. .Joliet. Springfield.
Crystal Lake. Kankakee. Spring Valley.
Cypress. Kempton. Staunton.
Danville. Marion. Sterling.
Decatur. Mendota. Streator.
DeKalb. Minonk. Taylorville.
Dupo. Momence. Toluca.
Dwight. Mounds. West Chicago.
East Peoria. Mt. Carmel. Wheaton.
Elast St. Louis. Mt. Vernon. Zearing.
Effingham. Murphysboro.

The following list shows the common carrier water supplies certi-

fied, provisionally certified, or condemned during the fiscal year:
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CO.MMCJX CARRIER WATER SUPPLIES

Beardstown (2).
Belleville.
Bement (a2).
Bloomington.
Bureau (2).
Bush (b).
Cairo.
Champaign ( 2 )

.

Champaign ( a ) *.

Chicago (2).
Chillicothe.
Chillicothe (a).
Cissna Park.
Clinton (2).
Cypress (a).
DeKalb.
Envight (2).
Forrest (a).

Anna.
Aurora.
Danville.
Decatur.
Ea.st St. L
Effingham.

Bluffs (a).
Centralia (a).
Cypress (a).
Eldred (a).
Pindley (a).
Flora.
Forrest (a).

CERTIFIED
Freeport.
Galena.
Galesburg.
Gilman (2).
Golconda (c)**.
Harvard ( a )

.

Havana (2).
Hume (a).
Joliet (2).
Joliet (a2).
Kankakee (2).
Kempton.
Mattoon (2).
Mendota.
Momence ( 2 )

**.

Mt. Vernon (2).
Murphysboro (2).
Ottawa (2).

PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATIOX
Eldred (a).
Freeport.
Golconda (c).
Granville (a).
Highwood.
Mounds.

CONDEMNED
Galesburg (a).
Grafton (a).
Jacksonville.
Minonk.
Momence.
Mt. Carmel (a).
Pana.

Pana (a2).
Pekin (2).
Peoria (2)

.

Pontiac.
Quincy.
Rock ford .""

Rockford (a).
Rock Island (2).
Roodhouse (a).
Rossville (2).
Shawneetown ra2).
Spring Valley (2).
Streator (2).
Taylorville Ca).
ITrbana ( 2 )

.

Villa Grove (2).
Wheaton.

Mt. Carmel.
Pittsfield (a).
Rankin (a )

**

Salem (d).
Seneca (a).
Toluca.

Pittsfield (a).
Rankin (a)

.

Salem (a) *.

Seneca (a).
Spring Valley fa).
Toluca (a).

N. B.—Water from public supply unless otherwise noted. a=iprivate well,
b^condensed steam. c=cistern. d^distilled water. *=itwo different supplies.
**=icertifled after necessary changes. 2=supply certified twice during fiscal year.

SANITARY SURVEYS

The division lias continued to cooperate with the Division of Surveys

and Enral H3^gien6 in making sanitary surveys of municipalities. In

such surveys this division makes examinations of public water supplies,

sewerage conditions, street-cleaning equipment, organization, methods'

and results, and collection and disposal of municipal wastes, including

garbage, ashes, and rubbish. The question of drainage and its relation

to eradication of raos(|nito-breeding places is also considered. As a

result of this work, reports are prepared descriptive of existing conditions

and a general scheme for improving any defects is outlined which is

serviceable for the city in carrying out improvements and in engaging

competent engineers in connection with needed improvements.

During the fiscal year cooperative surveys have been made at Alton,

East St. Louis, and Moline.

MUNICIPAL PLUMBING OEJDINANCE

In accordance with section 5 of an act providing for the licensing of

plumbers and supeiwision and inspection of plumlnng, in force June
29. 1917. the division has continued to advise Avith municipalities in the

preparation of the plumbing ordinance required by law. Tlie ]ilnmbing
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ordinance prepared by the division in 1917, to serve as a guide for

municipalities in the preparation of such an ordinance, has been fur-

nished municipalities and plumbers. Because of the press of other work
it has not been possible to revise this ordinance which, though it is

generally satigfactorj^, could be materially improved. It has not been

possible actively to follow up this work and ascertain what municipalities

have adopted the ordinance or what variations have been made in

ordinances adopted.

It should not be a function of the State Department of Health to

supervise plumbing work in municipalities, but it would seem highly

proper for the State to make provision for this division to keep informed

and g'ive careful consideration to modern plumbing practice, to serve in

an advisory capacity to municipalities and individuals, and to be called

in in case of disagreement between plumbers and municipal officials.

Increase in funds would permit the division to see that municipalities

were complying with the law by the adoption of a suitable plumbing

ordinance, its enforcement, of course, coming under the jurisdiction of

local officials.

]snjISA]SrCE COMPLAINTS

During the fiscal year many letters were received complaining of

nuisances and unsanitary conditions. These complaints covered a wide

variety of subjects and are listed in the following tabulation

:

CLASSIFIED NUISANCE COMPLAINTS

Number of
AUeged cause of nuisance. complaints.

Impure water suppUes 4

PoUuted wells 9

Iron in water 1
Water shortage 4

School water supply 1

Impure factory water : . . . . 2

Mine water supply t>

Sewers 10
Sewage disposal ^

14
Cesspools ' 6

Toilet facilities 2

Privies 1&

Defective drainage 23
Stream pollution . 7

Ditch pollution 7

Defective plumbing 3

Corn wastes 1

Catsup-factory wastes 1

Insanitary restaurants and hotels 14
Insanitary buildings and dwellings 6

Insanitary factory 1

Stables and barns 4

Manure 2

Hitch racks 4

Peed lots 4

Hog pens tiO

Poultry houses 3

Chicken yards 3

Meat markets 1

Slaughter houses 6

Stock yards 4

Cattle near habitations 2

Cider press 1
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Spoiled, meat I

Ttuil<ag-p plants 3

Carcasses !i

Weeds tj

Junk yard 3
Dumps 8

Garbage and filth 1 C

Dust, smoke and fumes II

Insanitary construction caniiis 1

Insanitary schools 5

Inadequate schools 1

Ventilation 3

Pire in peat marsh 1

Cuspidors 1

General insanitary conditions , 16

Total 320

The number of nuisance coMiplaints has inatciiallv iii(-i eased over

those received during the preceding year. The ]ioli(\- of handling these

complaints has continued the same. Since, under tlie laws, the Depart-

ment of Health has no jurisdiction over local nuisances and insanitary

conditions unless the}^ are responsible for an epidemic and local officials

refuse to act, it is customary to refer the complaints to local officials who
ha\c full authority to declare what constitutes nuisances and take neces-

sary action to have them abated. Consequently, when letters of com-

plaint are received, the complainant is informed of the authority vesterl

by law in the local officials and a letter is sent to the local officials

stating that a complaint has been made, describing the character of the

complaint, and requesting that an investigation be made, any necessary

action be taken, and the State Department of Health informed as to the

results of the investigation and action.

In many cases the conditions that are the subject of complaint had

not l^een brought to the attention of the local officials and were corrected

at once. In some cases, the local officials have delayed or neglected to

take action but have cooperated in improving conditions upon receipt of

the letter from the State Department of Health. In some cases the

local officials neglect or are incompetent to enforce necessary improve-

ments. In other cases there are no real bases for complaints and the

complaints are more or less the result of neighborhood quarrels.

It would be impracticable and it would require a large traveling

expense fund and corps of inspectors for the State to investigate all such

nuisance complaints, and moreover, the majority of the complaints can

be adequately handled by local officials when they are brought to their

attention. Some of the complaints, however, involve conditions that

reciuire investigation by or assistance of trained sanitary engineers to

guide municipal officials in dealing Avith the situation, and in such cases

the assistance of this division is given. Many such investigations are

made at the request of local officials for advice, so that thev mav properly

handle the situation. During the fiscal year the following places were

visiter! relative to nuisance investigations:
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PLACES VISITED RELATIVE TO NUISANCES AND GENERAL SANITARY
CONDITIONS

Place. Cause of nuisance.
Augusta Defective drainage and privies.
Bartonville Drainage from coal mine.
Belleville Garbage hog farm.
Carlinville Dirty streets.

Caseyville Garbage hog- farm.
East Peoria Insanitary conditions at railroad yards.
East St. Louis Garbage hog farm.
Glen Ellyn Improper drainage.
Herrin General insanitary conditions.
Hillsboro Improper sewage disposal.
Hoopeston Fumes and dust from chemical works.
Hume Insanitary conditions.
Kankakee Garbage dump.
Kankakee Rendering plant.
Litchfield Stagna.nt pond.
New Baden Improper sewage disposal.
Ottawa Fumes and smoke from factory.
Pontiac Hogs.
Rockford Sewage from sanitarium.
Rushville Vs''astes from product company.
Stonington Improper drainage.
Tamms Sanitai'y conditions of hotel.

Tiskilwa General insanitary conditions.
Tolono General insanitary conditions.
Valier General insanitary conditions.
Ziegler General insanitary conditions.
Zion City Improper sewage disposal.

WATER-BORNE EPIDEMICS

The divisiou cooperates with the Division of Communicable Diseases

when epidemics of disease occur Avhicli ma.y be water-borne, sucli as

typhoid fever and dysentery. Tlie division also endeavors to bring abont

abandonment of interconnections between public water supplies of good

quality and impure industrial supplies that might l)e the cause of water-

borne diseases. During the year the division made or assisted in making

investigations of epidemics at Bardolph, Bloomington, Joliet, Mt. Car-

mel, Peoria, and Ramsey.

The most important investigation of a water-l^orne epidemic, in

which the division cooperated with the Division of Communicable

Diseases, was the outbreak of typhoid fever which occurred among the

employees at the shops of the Chicago & Alton Eailroad at Bloomington.

This epidemic comprised over 200 cases v,n'th 24 or more deaths. The

inter-connection which was responsible for the epidemic was abandoned

and a new Avater-supply distribution system installed, which system was

examined by the division at the request of Chicago & Alton Railroad

officials, railroad einplo.yees, and municipal officials.

TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIA

Tlie division cooperates with the Division of Tuberculosis in the

examination of sites and review of plans for county tuberculosis sana-

toria, which sites and plans, according to the State law, must have the

approval of the State Department of Public Health. The work of this

division in this connection relates to water supplies, disposal of sewage,

general drainage, and general sanitary conditions of surroundings. In

some instances the availability of public water supplies and sewer sA'stems
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makes the pmlilt'iu a rather easy one, but in other instances separate

water supplies must be developed and suitable means provided for dis-

posal of the sewage.

During the fiscal year investigations were made and plans reviewed

in connection with county tuberculosis sanatoria for Kane, I^ee, McLean,

and Tazewell Counties.

SANITARY IXSrKC'TJONS OF SCIL00L>S

'liie division has continued to make sanitary inspections of schools.

j\fost of these inspections are made at the request of county superin-

tendents of schools in accordance with the State law. As a result of the

inspections reports are prepared, copies of which are sent to the county

superintendent of schools, the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion and, in some cases, to the local school authorities. These reports

describe existing conditions and make specific reeomniendations for

improvements when such are found desirable.

' The investigations cover such items as (1) location and accessibihty

of school buildings; (2) character and suitability of school sites as re-

gards area, general drainage, and surrounding conditions; (3) construc-

tion and adequacy of school buildings; (-f) lighting; (5) heating;

(6) ventilation; (7) toilet facilities; (8) water supply; (9) school

furniture, and (10) interior decorations with reference to suitability

of colors.

During the fiscal year, sanitary inspections of schools were made at

the following places: Brookport, Clinton, Danville, Hume, Ladd, Man-
teno, Metropolis, Pontiac, Eockford, Shipman and Streator.

The sanitary inspection of school buildings is considered extremely

important as insanitary conditions not only affect the health of the

children, but improved sanitary conditions may be considered as an

important item of training for the children. The children should be

surrounded with the best of sanitary conditions in order that they may
learn the advantages of such conditions, and this, in turn, will bring

about improvement in general sanitary conditions at home. It would
seem a desirable expenditure of money for the State to provide sulficient

funds so that the State Department of Health could undertake on its

own initiative, a study of all school buildings in the State instead of

having to give consideration only to those that are brought to the atten-

tion of the department by county superintendents, or local school officials,

or interested parents.

MUNICIPAL WASTE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL

Studies of municipal waste collection and disposal and street clean-

ing are very important phases of sanitary engineering, but are less im-

portant from the standpoint of public health than the question of public

water-supply and sewer systems. The division, therefore, has not actively

undertaken such studies. The only places where such studies have so far
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been made have been at Alton, East St. Louis, and Moliue where the

studies were part of the sanitary survey in cooperation with the Division

of Surveys.

Waste collection and disposal and street cleaning in many munici-

palities are now given too little consideration and if the division were

large enough to give proper consideration to this matter undoubtedly it

would prove to be of great service to municipalities, not only in im-

proving sanitary conditions but in bringing about more economical

methods of doing such work.

MALARIA CONTROL BY MOSQUITO BRADICATIOISr

The records of the Division of Vital Statistics show that malaria is

quite a prevalent disease in certain parts of Illinois, especially in the

southern portion of the State. Since it has been conclusively demon-

strated that malaria is spread only by means of mosquitoes, the eradica-

tion of mosquitoes, by suitable drainage and the consequent elimination

of -breeding places, would reduce the number of cases of malaria and

thereby effect a large economic saving to the State. Moreover, in some

places, though malaria does not prevail, serious nuisances are caused by

mosquitoes which tend to decrease usability and, therefore, the value of

land. During the year, advice has been given by correspondence to

several communities relative to mosquito eradication and inspections have

been made at Litchfield. The staff of the division has not been adequate^

to undertake a survey of the State to define areas where mosquito eradi-

cation work would be desirable. Such a survey should be undertaken by

the State.

SANITATION OE COMMON CARRIERS AND CONSTRUCTION OAMPS

The state Department of Health has now under consideration the

adoption of a railway sanitary code, based upon the Railway Sanitary

Code issued by the Committee on Health and Medical Eelief of the

United States Eailroad Administration and approved with certain

changes at the Conference of State and Provincial Health Authorities at

Washington, D. C, in May, 1920. This code relates to sanitary con-

ditions on common carriers, at railway stations, and at construction

camps. It covers quite completely all matters that might affect the

health of persons traveling on common carriers, using railway stations,

or living in construction camps. Its adoption will place new duties upon

this division and require an increase in staff to enforce it and advise

with proper authorities in bringing about any necessary improvements.

INSPECTION OF SUMMER RESORTS

During the fiscal year, as in preceding years, owing to lack of per-

sonnel it has not been possible for the division to make inspections of all

summer resorts at the beginning of the vacation season to insure that

the water supply, sewerage, and general sanitary conditions are satisfac-
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tory. Tliis woi-k would be extreiiicl.y dcsii'ablc hecause the siiiiinicr

resorts are visited by pei'sons from all over the State and if persons

liecome infected because of insanitary conditions at resorts, they ma.y, on

their return to their respective homes, serve as foci of infection for their

communities. Because summer ]-esorts are in use only a small portion

of the year, there is a tendency for some owners and some persons visiting

the resorts to neglect sanitary conditions. The buildings are often of a

temporary character, and the water supply and sewerage conditions are

I'requently quite primitive. Since most of the summer resorts are out-

side of incorporated areas and thus not under the Jurisdiction of any

Jocal health authorities, except the township officials, it should more than

ever be the duty of the State to protect the health of the people by ade-

quate insjoeetion of such places. This work would require the attention

of at least one man during the summer months.

SWIMMING POOLS AND BATHING BEACHES

The rapid increase in the number of swimming pools and bathing

])eaches is placing upon the division additional duties. The division is

receiving requests from citizens for advice relative to the construction

or operation of swimming pools and bathing beaches. It would seem

proper for the State not to confine its attention to those pools and

bathing beaches for the care of which advice is requested, but to under-

take on its own part a study of all pools and bathing beaches similar to

studies and investigations of public water supplies. To this end a

circular letter has been sent out to all municipalities of 3,000 population

and over and will be sent out to the remaining municipalities during the

coming year. With the circular letters are sent blank forms which are

to be filled in giving information about each pool.

It is hoped that the staff of the division may be increased so that

the circular letters can be folloAved up by an inspection by a sanitary

engineer of every pool and bathing beach in the State. Because of its

laboratory facilities, the division is well qualified to carry on such work
for field examinations of pools and bathing beaches as should be supple-

mented by analyses. Similar work is now being done in several other

states and has been considered so important that a committee has been

appointed by the American Public Health Association to study the ques-

tion of swimming pools and bathing beaches in order that such may be

standardized insofar as desirable and data collected which will be valuable

to persons having supervision or control of pools and bathing beaches.

LA-BOEATOEY SEEYICE

The laboratories of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation are

nuiintained to make chemical and bacteriological examinations of water,

sewage and industrial wastes. The w^ork ]3erformed by the laboratory can

be classified as follows: (1) Eoutine analyses of samples of water col-

lected from existing water supplies with special emphasis on filtered
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sui^plies or supplies of questionable character; (2) complete analyses of

waters from proposed sources of suppl}^ to determine not only their

sanitary quality but also their suitability for domestic and industrial

use as regards mineral content; (3) microscopic examinations of water

from public supplies where disagreeable tastes and odors are present or

liable to occur; (4) analyses of all drinking water supplies used on com-
mon carriers; (5) examination of chemicals and sand used in water-

filtration plants; (6) analyses of water from private wells, schools, etc.;

(7) analyses of water from cisterns if used for drinking purposes;

(8) analyses of samples of water from streams and rivers to indicate the

l>resence and the degree of pollution; (9) analyses of raw sewage and

effluents from sewage-treatment plants to determine the efficiency of the

treatment plants and the extent to which the sewage or effluents will

pollute the streams; (10) analyses of trade wastes to determine possi-

bility and method of treatment and effect of their discharge into streams.

Analyses of water supplies, sewages, and trade wastes are made
upon the initiative of the division and upon requests of waterworks and

public officials and interested citizens and, in the case of private wells,

upon requests of the owners or users of the wells. In reporting the

results of the anal3^ses of water supplies Avhich are unfavorable, opinions

are given as to the possible causes of the contamination and recommenda-

tions are made as to how contamination can be prevented. For water

supplies, only those analytical determinations are made which are essen-

tial to show the quality of the water and time-consuming detenninations

that are of no value are omitted. For instance, a complete chemical

analysis of water from a private dug well would be of little value, as the

chemical content of the water may vary greatly with rains, but the

determination of the sanitary quality by means of a fev/ tests is of value

and it is an opinion of the sanitary quality that the average person

desires. Special tests and complete chemical and bacteriological analyses

are made when they are deemed desirable.

The frequency of analyses of public water supplies depends upon

the sources of the supplies and the possibility of their contamination.

Special attention is given to those supplies where water-purification

plants exist or the supplies are considered of doubtful quality. At the

end of the fiscal year over half of the water-purification plants were

under close analytical supervision, and arrangements are being made to

enlarge this work.

Analyses are made of the common carrier water supplies at inter-

vals of from one month to six months, depending upon their source and

liability of contamination.

ilnalyses of private wells are made upon request, provided, complete

descriptions of the wells and surroundings are given on blank forms

furnished for that purpose. This information about the Avells is neces-

sary in order to give proper interpretations of the analyses and opinions
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as to possible causes of contamination. In some cases, the location and

physical conditions of wells are sufficient to condemn them, and this

information is then of more value than a single or even several analyses.

Analyses of water from polluted streams, sewages, effluents from

sewage-treatment plants, and industrial wastes are made as occasion

demands. More of this work should be undertaken upon the initiative

of the division, especially in connection with studies of sewage-treatment

plants, but the limited laboratory staff and size of laboratories has so far

made it impossible. By increasing the amount of this work an improve-

ment in the operation of sewage-treatment plants can be brought about

and stream pollution decreased.

A special container for the shipment of samples of water by parcel

post has been devised. Formerly all samples for bacteriological exam-

ination were shipped by express in containers that provided for packing

the samples in ice. Experience showed that express offices were not

always near or accessible to persons wishing analyses, especially of pri-

vate Avells, and that easier and more rapid service could be had by parcel

post. These containers are sent out in the regular parcel post mail and

returned with the sample of water by parcel post special delivery at a

total mailing cost of 17 cents, or much less than would be the cost by

express. IMoreover, a saving is made in the cost^jOf the larger and heavier

containers required for express shipments. The results of analyses of the

samples sent nn-iced by parcel post have proved reliable.

During the fiscal year a total of 1,583 samples were analyzed in the

laboratories, which is an increase of 55 per cent over the preceding year.

Table XII shows the analyses classified as to source and by months.

The greatest number of samples handled in any one month was 198 in

October, 1919, and the lowest number was 66 in December, 1919. During

December, 1919, and January, 1920, the number of samples that could

be handled was much below the average because the position of assistant

analyst was vacant. The number of requests for analyses is so rapidly

increasing and the increased laboratory work that the division should

undertake is so important that an increase in funds, laboratory staff, and

laboratory space and equipment is imperative.

STATE HOUSE DRINKHSTG- WATER SUPPLY

The operation of the two pressure filters installed in the early part

of 1918 in the laboratories of this division for the removal of turbidity

and color from the municipal water supply has been continued. The
municipal water supply is of satisfactory sanitary quality, but because

of the presence of iron and manganese becomes at times turbid and

unsatisfactory for drinking purposes. By the installation of pressure

filters to overcome this difficulty, it was possible to use the municipal

supply and to discontinue the purchase of bottled water by the State at

a saving that has amounted to about $4,000 a year, even allowing for
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the cost of the filters and bottles. During this fiscal year 10,403 bottlei^

were filled and distributed to the 84 water coolers throughout the Capitol

Building. The decrease in the number of bottles of water used over the

13reeeding year (12,961) is probabl}^ because the legislature was not in

session.

TABLE XII—ANALYSIS MADE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR JULY, 1919-JUNE, 1920-
CLASSIFIED AS TO SOURCE AND BY MONTHS.
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to water supply aJid sewerage projects and geiiei'al sanitary improvo-

ments.

During the fiscal year tlie following places were visited to give talks

in addition to places where talks may have heen given as a part of other

woi'k in connection with water-supply or sewerage projects: Champaign,

Chicago, Decatur, Eureka, Litchfield, Moline, Mt. Morris, ^ew Oi-leans.

La., Pana, Princeton, Quincy, St, Louis, Mo., Virden.

A considerahle amount of educational work is carried on by means

of correspondence. Many letters are received requesting information

relative to proper construction of wells, septic tanks, small sewerage in-

stallations, and general sanitary matters. In answering letters of com-

plaint relative to nuisances, opportunity is also given to do educational

work along sanitary lines.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS AND SUMMAEY.

In addition to the places listed in the preceding tabulations, mis-

cellaneous investigations have been made at the following places : Bryant,

imperfect drainage ; Danville, garbage incinerator ; Elgin sanitary con-

ditions following tornado; Herrin, mine wash-water; Highland Park,

bottled waters ; Hinsdale, garbage incinerator ; Joliet, housing conditions

;

Marengo, ice company well ; Moline, factory fire systems ; Naperville, ice

supply ; Pontiae, sewerage for county club ; Princeton, proposed sanitary

ordinance; Taylor Springs, water supply of American Zinc Company:
Toledo, sanitary ordinance ; Valier, mine wash-water.

The visits made and work done, other than laboratory work, during

the fiscal year may be summarized in the following tabulation

:

Visits made and reports prepared relative to

:

Proposed new water supplies 11
Proposed improved water supplies 15
Existing- water supplies 171
Proposed new sewer systems 19
Proposed improved sewer systems 18
Sewag-e-treatment plants 24
Stream pollution 16
Treatment of industrial wastes. , 9

Common carrier water supplies 83
Sanitary surveys 3
Nuisances 27
Epidemics 6

County tuberculosis sanatoria 4

Sanitary condition of schools 11
Miscellaneous subjects 15

Talks, addresses and association meeting's 14
Letters written, (approximately) 3.200

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND LEGISLATION

The comparatively small funds appropriated for the division and

the consequent small staff does not make it possible for the division to

carry on, as thoroughly as would be desirable, the activities mentioned

near the beginning of this report. In order to cariT on in a thorough

and satisfactory manner the activities of the division, the staff should be

increased.
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At the present time certain Avork which might properly be clone by

this rlivision of the State Department of Health rather than by any other

State agency is now handled in other State departments. All State work

in connection with public water supplies should be handled by the State

Department of Health and all analytical work in connection with public

water supplies should be done in the laboratories of the State Depart-

ment of Health. At the present time, considerable confusion is caused

to waterworks and public officials because of the du^jlication of wovk

(lone by the Department of Health and by other State agencies. A cor-

rection of these conditions can be brought about by a change in the

Administrative Code at the next session of the legislature.

The question of stream pollution is rapidly becoming a more serious

problem than has heretofore existed in Illinois. At the present time-,

work in connection with stream pollution is divided among State

agencies and no State agenc}', nor all agencies combined, has sufficient

authority by law to handle the problem properly. Stream pollution is

largely a sanitary engineering proljlem and more improvement at mucli

less expense can undoubtedly be brought about by granting the State

Department of Health certain authority. The question is closely inter-

woven with seAver systems and thus directly or indirectly becomes a

public health matter. At the next session of the legislature, the laws

relating to stream pollution should be clarified and amplified and con-

trol placed under the State Department of Health Avith sufficient

authority and funds to carr}' out the laws.

Eules adopted by the State Board of Health in 1916, relative to the

ap})roval of plans for i>roposed water-supply and sewerage projects have

been productive of good results, but better work could be done if these

rules Avere embodied in laAA^s and the department given an increase in

funds properly to carry out the provisions of the law.

The division is accumulating a considerable amount of information

relatiA^e to Avater supplies and seAverage that Avould be of interest and

value to engineers, city and waterAvorks officials and others and, there-

fore, funds should be made available for preparation of this material for

publication.
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811KLDON L. IIowAKD, Registrar

Willi the iidinissioii of Illinois to the Federal Eegistration Area for

Deaths, effective from January 1, 1918, and with its working force

increased to twenty nienihers through appropriations made b}^ the Fifty-

first General Assembly, the Division of Yital Statistics has directed its

efforts, not only to increasing the degree of completeness of its birth and

death records in point of number, but to perfecting a program which

should enhance the value of each record from a legal, as well as from a

statistical standpoint.

The organization of the division^ found to be effectiAe during the

]n-evious year in meeting the general requirements of the work, was

continued on practically the same lines except for minor changes in the

duties of individuals, made in recognition of the differences in ability

and proficiency of various new and old employees and in view of the

increased divisional personnel. It is believed that great improvement

has been made, however, in the execution of work by the rearrangemnt

of the office machinery in such manner as to permit the passing of certifi-

eates rapidly from desk to desk when found to be in acceptable form.

As a result of past experience, steps M'ere taken to overcome the

common failings on the part of local registrars and others concerned in

the carrying out of the provisions of the law. according to the following

general lines

:

I. Violations.—All reports of violations of the State law received

from local registrars or from other sources, are listed and made the

subject of investigation by eor';espondence or by field agents. The results

of these investigations are made a matter of record with memoranda as to

whether or not the cases require prosecution or other drastic action. The

records of these violations are kept at all times in convenient form for

the use of the Director of the Department of Public Health. At the

end of each month the lists of reported violations are prepared in quad-

ruplicate to provide one copy for the director of the department, and

working copies for the use of the registrar, the assistant registrar and

the file clerk.

The average number of violations of the State law per month, re-

ported during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920. was 53, and a

considerable portion, of time of the assistant registrar and of the several

field agents has been devoted to the investigation of these violations.

79
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Incidentally, whenever field agents are delegatd to investigations of vio-

lations of the law, they are advised to' emplo}' every opportunity to give

added instruction to local registrars, and, in the investigation of com-

plaints, they are instructed to weigh all cases with respect to the natural

qualifications of the registrar and the question of wilful violations.

In the enforcement of the law, certain defects in the law itself have

become apparent, and it is believed that entirely satisfactory registration

cannot be obtained without several distinct changes in the statutes.

Eecognizing the weaknesses of the present law, particularly as it applies

to the selection and status of local registrars, the State Department of

Health has endeavored to attain its ends by education and persuasion

rather than by prosecution and the imposing of j)enalties upon men
whose natural qualifications have not fitted or prepared them for their

duties.

II. Delinquent Registrars.—During the latter part of 1919, a daily

record of receipts from local registrars was established whereby it was

possible constantly to have available information as to all registrars

failing to send in their returns promptlj'' on the tenth day of each month,

and to these delinquent registrars special notices have been sent as a

matter of routine.

Lists of delinquent registrars are prepared for the information of

the director of the department at the end of each month, and additional

copies of these lists are made for the information of the registrar, the

assistant registrar, the file clerk and for the several field agents. During

the six months ending June 30, 1920, delinquencies on the part of local

registrars had been noted to the number of 2,039, or an average of 340

delinquencies each month, making 22.7 per cent of the total number of

local registrars generally delinquent.

The complete compilation of all delinquencies and the placing of

delinquent lists in the hands of field agents and of all other persons

concerned in complete registration, has kept constantly before them the

shortcomings of the individual registrars for guidance in making per-

sonal inspections or in corresponding with the afi^ected communities,

while delinquent notices sent to registrars at the end of each month,

together with personal investigations of field agents, have brought to

light the more common misconceptions and misinterpretations of the

law among registrars.

To overcome these misconceptions, there has been prepared a series

of form letters designed to answer the more common questions of inter-

pretation. These have been employed at a great saving in stenographic

service. It has been found necessary to send these letters of additional

instructions to about sixty rgistrars each month, indicating that approxi-

mately 20 per cent of the registrars have failed in the past to appreciate

or intelligently understand the provisions of the law.
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III. lleporls of Local Registrars.—The liabit on the part of many
local registrars of transmitting to the division birth and death certificates

daily or as frequently as they are received by them, has resulted in an

unnecessary waste of postage and expenditure for clerical service, both

on the part of the registrar and in the division office. Unnecessary wast-

age of effort has also resulted from misconception on the part of local

registrars whereby copies of certificates intended for county clerks, have

been transmitted to the division. Confuf^ion has also been created by

failure on the part of registrars to observe the geographic limits of their

districts. In many instances certificates of deaths, births or stillbirths,

belonging in another nearby jurisdiction, have been received without

question by the local registrars, transmitted to the division and claim

made for fees.

To overcome these errors which, trivial as they may seem, inter-

fere materially with complete and satisfactory registration, the division

has devoted itself within the past year to the preparation of form letters

directing registrars to make but one transmittal each month and that on

the tenth day of the month, as required by the department. Attention

has been called to the fact that the Division of Vital Statistics should

not receive copies of certificates intended for the county clerk, and a

memorandum to county clerks has been prepared asking them to provide

for the transfer of credit for registrar's fees in case certificates were

receiA^ed and transmitted by registrars outside their proper jurisdiction.

The efforts of the division along these lines have resulted very satis-

factorily.

IV. Completion of Defective Birth Certificates.—Although the

character of birth certificates has been improved during the past year, it

is estimated that fully 15 per cent of the certificates received at this time

from the smaller cities and rural districts, fail to contain essential data.

This is attributed to ignorance of the law or indifference on the part of

parents, physicians and local registrars. In many instances the name
of the child is lacking, rendering the certificate worthless so far as its

future value to the child is concerned.

In every instance communications are forwarded to attending

physicians and parents for the purpose of receiving more correct data,

and a check record of this work, maintained during a period of several

months, shows that at least thirty communications daily have been

necessary.

This correspondence with physicians and parents for the purpose of

completing birth certificates is in reality the assumption by the State

Department of Health of a duty which should be performed by the local

registrar, entailing considerable expense to the department and causing

the loss of the services of at least one clerk in a ftalf which is already

inadequate. It is believed that this condition can be overcome only by a

—6 D H
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provision for the employment of local registrars who shall Ije more

directly under the control of the State Department of Health.

V. Defective Deaili Cerfi/icates.—From a statistical standpoint it

is essential that all certificates of death shall be correct before they can

be tabulated. During the past year it has been found that approximately

10 per cent of the death certificates received by the division are defective

in one or more essential detail. During the period of seven months, in

which 30,313 deaths occurring in the State of Illinois outside of Chicago

were handled, it was necessary to send out 2,925 letters to undertakers,

local registrars and j^hysicians for the purpose of making death record^

complete. In many instances communications forwarded to both under-

takers and 2:)hysicians have failed to produce a satisfactory response and

it has been necessary to send further communications to lay informants

or members of the family of the deceased.

A study of the sources of defective death records elicited the fact

that many of them come from State and county institutions and from

public and private hospitals. Consequently field agents for the division

have been instructed to visit all public and private institutions for the

treatment of the sick and to instruct the managing heads of these insti-

tutions to prepare, on the admission of the patient, a complete recorcl

containing all of the necessary statistical information. In obtaining

more complete records from the State institutions, the division has

received the thoroughgoing cooperation of the State Department of

Public Welfare, the results being such that it will be possible to employ

the methods now prevailing in State institutions as models for county

institutions, and for public and j^rivate hospitals and sanitaria.

VI. Medical Classlfication.—^The method employed by the division

to secure more accurate information for medical and occupational classi-

fication of death records, was described at length in the Second Annual

Report. During the i)ast year the same method has been followed, with

certain additional efforts for obtaining complete data in deaths ascribed

to "pneumonia'' or "broncho pneumonia," and otherwise unqualified,

and for deaths attributed to "anemia,"' "asphyxiation/' "burns,'^ "convul-

sions" and "paresis."

The success attained in improving death records, so far as the cause

of death is concerned, is indicated bv the fact that during the year 1918,

3,000 transcripts of death certificates were returned by the United States

Bureau of the Census for further information, while, for the 3^ear 1919,

only 869 transcripts were returned. Of these, 600 were transcripts

originating in the city of Chicago, and 269 from other sections of the

State. For the six months ending June 30, 1920, no transcripts origin-

ating in the State, outside of Chicago, have been returned from Wash-

ington, and only 312 Chicago transcripts.

In addition to its routine work in classifying the certificates for the

current 3'ear. the division has devoted all possible time to the classifica-
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tioii ul death certideates reeeivuci Jor llio year IDKJ, the certificates I'or

1917 Jiaving already been completed. Tlie division has also been engaged

in the occupational classification I'oj' the years 191 G, 1017 and 1918, in

order that this work, which will probably be completed by July 1, 19'il,

may cover the entire period since the present law became effective.

A^II. Beiwrts of Communicable Diseases.—During the past year,

reports of all deaths ascribed to reportable communicable disease, have

liccii made daily to the Division of Communicable Diseases, while the

reports of deaths attributed to venereal disease have been transmitted

daily to the Division of Social Hj'giene.

A'fTJ. Occupational Classificaiion.—^\'itll the attainment of a lii.^li

degree of success in meeting the requiremejits of medical classification,

the efforts of the classification section have been directcid towai'd prepara-

tion of a proper standard of death certificates with regard to the feature

of occupation, a most important feature from a statistical standpoint,

and one to which many of the states have so far given scant attention,

and which in Illinois has been almost entirely disregarded.

The progress made in securing complete occupational data is indi-

cated by the fact that, while in January, 1920, it was necessary to refer

back for correction one out of every sixteen certificates, conditions had

improved during the succeeding three months so that correspondence

was necessary in only one of every thirty-five certificates. With certifi-

cates received from the city of Chicago it Avas necessary in January to

question one out of every thirteen certificates, wliile at the end of the

fiscal year question was necessary in regard to Chicago certificates in

only one out of eighty-seven.

IX. Registration of Old Birth Eepoiis.—On account of the new

importance attached to registration of births incidental to the World

War, and incidental to the increased child labor legislation, there has

developed a very great demand for certification of births occurring prior

to the time the present act became effective. To meet this demand,

blanks have been sent to all applicants with simple instructions as to

meeting the requirements of the law and with further instructions to

refer the application for certification to the county clerk to make certain

that the original certificate of birth is on file with tlie county official.

X. Coroner's Certificates of Death.—On account of the custom

prevailing on the part of physicians in the past of preparing certificates

of death and presenting them directly to the county clerk, and, the former

custom on the part of county clerks of receiving these certificates from

physicians without scrutinizing causes of death, and of the old custom

on the part of physicians of preparing death certificates and forwarding

them directly to the State Department of Health, it has been found that

many certificates have been accepted from physicians which, on account

of cause of death, should have been brought to tlie attention of coroners.

This situation has lead to considerable confusioii of more or less legal
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moment and the necessary action on the part of the division in referring

these activities back with the recommendation for investigation b.y the

coroner, has provoked some resentment on the part of physicians who
have erroneously sig"ned the certificates, and considerable concern and

distress on the part of members of the families of the deceased.

To obviate these errors, the division has prepared and widely dis-

tributed a complete list of "coroner's cases'' and this, with the general

distribution of a letter of instruction to the coroner, has resulted in very

material improvement. In fact, during the past fiscal year, it is apparent

that the coroners of the State have understood their duties under the

present registration law much better than ever before, and there has

been no instance of obstinate violation on the part of these county

officials. There promises to be no difficulty in the future in securing

thoroughgoing compliance of the law on the part of coroners, but it

promises to be a much more difficult matter to fully instruct the 12,000

physicians of the State so that they will not encroach upon the province

of the coroner. This difficulty is made the greater through the fact that

there has been no recent authentic list of legally qualified physicians of

Illinois available for reference. It appears highly desirable, regardless

of the expense entailed, that the State Department of Health should be

supplied with correct and addressographed lists of all coroners, local

registrars and licensed physicians, so that a campaign of education in

regard to requirements may be carried on during the coming year.

UJv'SATISFACTORY LOCAL REGISTEABS

The experiences of the past few years, supplemented with a careful

study of a great mass of registration correspondence, leads to the con-

clusion that the township clerks of Illinois are frequently unqualified,

educationally or otherwise, for the office of registrar of vital statistics.

In addition to this, it has been ascertained that in a great many sections

of the State, and particularly those sections having a large agricultural

population, there is a distinct objection to the election of a resident of a

city or village as township clerk, this office usually being given to

residents of rural communities. Under these conditions, it becomes

exceedingly difficult for physicians to present certificates of birth and

for undertakers to present certificates of death with applications for

burial permits. For this reason, there is a tendency on the part of

physicians and undertakers to present their certificates to the most

convenient registrar, regardless of geographical limitations of his juris-

diction, or to fail to present their certificates at all. As pointed out in

previous reports of this division, it appears to be absolutely necessary

that township clerks or other persons serving as local registrars shall be

located in cities, towns or villages.

Another reason for the unsatisfactory character of local registrars

is that the township clerks are elected for a period of only two years and
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that with some 1,400 sueli oiliciuls in the State there are almut 700 new

clerics elected each year. These men come into office without the slightest

knowledge of the requirements of registration, leading to constant errors

and confusion. During the first half of 1930, there were 447 entirely

inexjierienced townshij) clerks who had to he instructed in the more or

less technical details of I'cgistration work.

This condition can only be overcome by the amendment of the vital

statistics law, eliminating township clerks as registrars and providing for

convenient places of registration in cities and villages, prefera1)ly of

local registrars, regardless of their township office and more directly

responsible to the State Department of Health.

A law enacted in the state of California provides that the local

health official may act as registrar and that the state health department

shall appoint a registrar for each rural primary district, whose term of

office shall be four years and who will be removed forthwith for failure

or neglect to perform his duties as prescribed by the statutes.

DIRECTORY OF LOCAL REGISTRARS

The edition of the directory and book of practical instruction, of

local registrars, issued by the State Department of Health in 1918,

designed for the use of physicians, local registrars and undertakers, is

practically exhausted and should be reprinted. This book, with its

instruction to local registrars, was unquestionably of material aid, but

should be entirely rewritten to show the new registration district

boundaries resulting from the combinations recently made, which have

reduced the number of districts from 2,500 to approximately 1,500. The

pages of instruction should also be revised to_ contain information found

to be necessary in the experiences of the past two years. This directory

and book of instructions should be placed in the hands of each of the

7,000 physicians outside of Chicago, and in the hands of all local regis-

trars and all undertakers residing outside the city of Chicago.

Combinations of registration districts referred to above, based upon

investigations made by field agents, have continued during the past fiscal

year and will be continued in the future. In November, 1919, there

were 1,557 registration districts as compared with 1,498 on June 30,

1920. These districts include 2,G83 primary districts.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

One field agent allowed to the Division of Vital Statistics at the

beginning of the fiscal year and an inspector designated by the Division

of Social Hygiene for part-time employment, have been able to cover

greater territories than in times past, and have carried out the following

essential work: (a) surveys of State, county and private hospitals and

institutions, for the purpose of obtaining more complete mortuary and

birth data; (b) investigations relative to the combinations of the regis-

tration districts; (c) settlement of cases of dispute in cases of pa3'ment
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of fees; (d) investigations of violations of tlie State law; (e) investiga-

tions of registrars persistently delinquent; (f) conferences with under-

takers, physicians and local registrars, in case letters of inquiry produce

no results.

From July 1, 1919, to the end of the fiscal year, these two repre-

sentatives of the department have covered the registration districts in the

following counties: Dr. F. C. Blandin—Adams, Boone, Carroll, Cass,

Champaign, Cook, DeWitt, Ford, Fulton, Grundy, Hancock, Henry,

Iroquois, Kankakee, Kendall, LaSalle, Lee, Livingston, Logan, Macon,

Marshall, Mason, McDonough, McLean, Menard, Ogle, Peoria, Piatt,

Putnam, Piock Island, Tazewell, Vermilion, Warren, Whiteside, Will,

Winnebago and Woodford; D'r. H. T. Burnap—Bond, Calhoun, Christian,

Clark, Clinton, Coles, Cook, Crawford, Cumberland, Douglas, Edgar,

Effingham, Fayette, Greene, Jasper, Jefferson, Jersey, Macoupin, Madi-

son, Marion, Moultrie, Pope, Sangamon, Shelby, St. Clair, Washington

and Williamson.

As the result of these personal visits to interested communities and

the forms of report exacted by field agents, the division now has on file

very complete data relative to each county, giving valuable information

as to the local condition prevailing. This compilation of reports conveys

to the office force of the division an understanding of local difficulties and

of the qualifications of registrars of the utmost value, preserving the

information gleaned by individual field agents for the permanent use of

the department.

INDECSIKG AND TABULATION

All death certificates from sections outside the city of Chicago for

the year 1919 were indexed before the punching of the statistical cards,

and the 1920 death certificates from the same area are now being simi-

larly indexed. The mortality data for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1920, are shown in Table XIII.

On account of the great number of incomplete certificates received

and the necessity for the employment of several typists in securing

lacking data, birth and stillbirth certificates have not been indexed nor

will this be practicable until additional filing space is provided, inasmuch

as the present card files of the division are now taxed to capacity.

Eeports of births by counties are shown in Table XIV.

Late in June, 1919, the equipment for entire mechanical tabulation

with punching machines, sorting machines and tabulators, was com-

pleted. With its increased number of employees, the division has been

able during the past year to carry out complete mechanical tabulation

according to the plan originally outlined. The deaths for the State,

outside of Chicago, for the year 1919, have now been completely tabu-

lated by county, month, color, and for all diseases in accordance with

the Detailed International List of Causes of Death, and tabu.]ation has
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alh^o Ijoen iiiadc (jT tlie,<c details I'or all iiiijjorlaiit cities and t(ju'ns in tlie

State. As a result, the division iiow has available i'or immediate refer-

ence, for the year 1919, the following information relative to each death

certificate: registration district number, county, city and class of city,

sex, color or race, conjugal condition, age at death, occupation, birthplace

of deceased and of father and mother, date of death, cause of death,

duration of illness and whether or not deceased was a resident or non-

resident of the State, county or place Avhere death occurred.

STATISTICAL KEPOHTS

Dui'ing the fiscal year the division has been called upon repeatedly

for various statistical reports, among which the following were of special

interest

:

Mortality record of Illinois, showing estimated population as of

January 1, 1919, total deaths (exclusive of stillbirths) from all causes,

and death rates per 1,000 of population, together with deaths from
diseases of major sanitary importance by counties, and by important
cities and towns.

United States Public Health Service, Annual Mortality Summary for

Illinois, for year 1919.

Table of Comparison, Illinois Annual Mortality Summaries, for the
years 1917, 1918 and 1919.

Base sheets of comparative statistics of the births and deaths oc-

curring in Illinois during the years of 1917, 1918 and 1919, including
rates for the State, city of Chicago, and Illinois, exclusive of Chicago,
with deaths from diseases of major sanitary importance by counties and
for the city of Chicago.

Reports to the Department of Education and Registration of deaths
of physicians in the State, as shown by death certificates received, or
from correspondence, also reports of persons acting as midwives, where
certificates have shown their status to be questionable.

Deaths of children under five years of age, by counties, and by age
groups, January to June inclusive, 1919, with total deaths from all causes
and estimated population as of July 1, 1919.

Deaths from certain accidents, first six months of 1919.

Statistics of births and deaths in Illinois, for the years 1917, 1918
and 1919.

Deaths resulting from the puerperal state, January to June inclusive,
1919.

Total deaths, all causes, and death rates by months for Illinois, year
of 1919.

Deaths of infants under five years of age, in Coles County, and
Mattoon city, years of 1917, 1918, 1919 and first five months of 1920.

Deaths of infants under one year of age, and deaths of infants under
two years of age, by months and by causes, in the city of Springfield
and in Sangamon County, years of 1917 and 1919.

Deaths by months and by causes, and deaths of infants under five

years of age by months, by causes and by age groups. Will County,
for the year 1918.

Deaths of infants under one year of age, and deaths of infants under
two years of age, by months and by causes, with total deaths (exclusive
of stillbirths) from all causes in the city of East St. Louis, fiscal j^ear

1917-1918.

Deaths from typhoid fever and death rates per 100,000 of population
for Coles County, and Mattoon city, years of 1917, 1918, 1919 and first

five months of 1920.
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TABLE XIII—MORTALITY RECORD OF ILLINOIS, DEATHS, (EXCLUSIVE OF STILL-
IMPORTANCE, BY COUNTIES, AND PRINCIPAL CITIES

Note.—Numbers in parenthesis at heads of columns refer to titles in the Manual of the
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JURTHS) FROM ALL CAUSES, AND FROM DISEASES OF MAJOR SANITARY
AND TOWNS, .lULY 1, 1919 TO JUNE 30, 1920 INCLUSIVE.

' International Tiist of Causes of Deaths," Second Revision—Paris, 1009. (Detailed List.)

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

(9)
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TABLE XIII

Counties with im-
portant cities and towns.

C o

as
PL,

(1-189)
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-Continued.

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

(10)

63 .

39 .

9 .

18 .

10 .

12 .

38 .

21 .

118 .

17 _

116 .

IS .

11 .

U-
18 _

28 .

36 _

78 _

40 .

71 _

54-
34 .

79 .

2S .

11 .

28 .

7

13 .

17 .

4
24 .

25 ,

79
36 .

13 .

23 .

4 .

60 .

49 .

38 .

15.
24

103 .

68 .

32 .

12 .

25 .

3 .

20 .

6.
23

.

18.
49
17
30
65
76

47
12

5

34
11

69
31

4S

(23) (28-29)
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TABLE XIII
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-Concluded.

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

(9)

fe

a
q
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TABLE XIV—REPORTED BIRTHS IN ILLINOIS, BY COUNTIES AND PRINCIPAL CITIES
AND TOWNS, JULY 1, 1919 TO JUNE 30, 1920, INCLUSIVE.

Counties with important cities

and towns.

Total
July 1, 1919 to
June 30, 1920
inclusive.

Counties with important cities

and towns.

The State

Adams County
Qiiincy

Alexander County- .

.

Cairo
Bond County
Boone County
Brown County
Bureau County
Calhoun County
Carroll County
Cass County-
Champaign County-
Champaign -

Urhana
Christian County
Clark County
Clay County
Clinton County
Coles County, - ,

Mattoon
Cook County

Chicago
Chicago Heights
Cicero
Evanston
Mayivood
Oak Park
Blue Island

Crawford County
Cumberland County
DeKalb County
DeKalb 1

DeWitt County
Douglas County
DuPage County
Edgar County
Edwards County
Effingham County..
Fayette County
Ford County
Franklin County
Fulton County
Canton

Gallatin County
Greene County
Grundy County
Hamilton County...
Hancock County
Hardin County
Henderson County.

.

Henry County
Kewanee

Iroquois County
Jackson County
•Jasper County
Jefferson County
Mt. Vernon

Jersey County
JoDaviess County. _

Johnson County
Kane County
Aurora
*Elgin

Kankakee County.

.

Kankakee
Kendall County
Knox County

Galesburg
Lake County

Waukegaii.
LaSalle County
LaSalle
Ottawa
Streator

114,678

,027
633
372
306
293
212
150
783
187
230
343
,171

gS7
ISl

680
366
372
555
739
280
,927
\976
458
669
956
160

,060
232
393
278
507
109
383

456
141

351
472
338
692
858
203
267
434
287
222
444
152

140
815
356
671
755
323
473
189
253
344
137

,694
842
421
691

248
151

742
436
,156
380
,672

349
207
315

Lawrence County
Lee County
Livingston County..

.

Logan County
Lincoln _.

Macon County
Decatur

Macoupin County
Madison County
Alton
Granite City

Marion County
Centralia

Marshall County
Mason County
Massac County
McDonough County.
McHenry County
McLean County
Bloomington

Menard County
Mercer County
Monroe County
Montgomery County.
Morgan County
Jacksonville

Moultrie County
Ogle County
Peoria County
Peoria

Perry County .

Piatt County
Pike County
Pope County
Pulaski County
Putnam County
Randolph County
Richland County
Rock Island County.
Moline
Rock Island

Saline County
Sangamon County

Springfield
Schuyler County
Scott County
Shelby County
Stark County
St. Clair County

Belleville

East St. Louis
Stephenson County..
Freeport

Tazewell County
Pekin

Union County
Vermilion County
Da nville

Wabash County
Warren County
Monmouth

Washington County..
Wayne County
White County
Whiteside County
Will County

Joliet

Wilhamson County..
Winnebago County. .

Rockford
Woodford County

Total all counties.

" No births reported for this period for the two wards of Elgin City in Cook County
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FISCAL YEAR BIRTH SUMMARY.

95

Year.
Population
January I.

'18-1910-

•i;i-1920.

6,359,102
6,485,098

Total births.

100,457
114,678

Birth rate
per 1,000

population.

16.7
17.7

Births actually reported, year of 1919, with estimated "normal" for

reports, and delinquencies estimated for all counties of Illinois, based on

population as of July 1, 1919.

Typhoid fever death rates for Illinois, years of 1905-1919, inclusive.

Deaths from pulmonary tuberculosis among the bituminous coal

miners of Illinois, years of 1916, 1917 and 1918.

In addition to these special reports, the division has been called

upon for rate tables and comparisons in order to satisfy the constantly

increased nnmber of requests from editors, newspaper correspondents,

trade papers, collegiate instructors and other teachers, public health

nurses and other interested persons.

As a result of its final success in getting the records of 1916 into

liroper form, the division is able to present herewith (see Table XV) for

the first time comparative statistics of births and deaths for the State

of Illinois for the years 1916, 1917, 1918 and 1919, the four years which

have passed since the present vital statistics law became effective.

COOPERATION OF OUTSIDE OEGATs^IZATIOX

As has been the custom in previous years, the division has assisted

various local and civic organizations in improving birth and death regis-

tration in their localities, and has supplied dafa on infant mortality to

public health nurses, child welfare associations and others interested in

the betterment of conditions of early life.

The files of the division have also been made available for the use of

-everal officers of the United States Public Health Service, who, in the

.•curse of their surveys of industrial conditions in various parts of the

State, found it necessary to check their records with the death certifi-

cates on file from these points.

MISSIONARY WORK
While much good has been accomplished in securing more complete

registration of births and deaths 1)y the activities of extra-governmental

medical and social organizations, such activities have usually been

sporadic in character, and consequently it has been found that the

department must rely upon its own resources in carrying out a continnous

campaign of education and stimulation.

During the past fiscal year, the Director of the State Department

')[ Health has placed at the disposal of the Division of Vital Statistics

rhe part-time services of the several district health ofiieci's of the depart-

luent to be devoted to the checking up of local registuu's and particularly

those disposed to l)e negligent or tardy in tlie ]i('r('onn!iiiri' ol' tlioir duties.
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The division jilaeed in the hands ol: the district licalili olllcers lists

of the delinquent local registrars located in their several districts, with

the result that delayed reports were cleared up more effectively than ever

before.

It is believed that a continuation of the plan (if including in the

duties of the district health officers a general supervision over local

rogistrais in their districts, will have a tremendous effect' upon birth

and death registration in Illinois, without imposing any special burden

upon the district health officers.

In addition to the very voluminous correspondence through wliicli

the division has endeavored to instruct local registrars and to advise

physicians, coroners and undertakers as to the requirement of the law,

the assistant registrar of vital statistics and other representatives of the

division have made addresses at meetings of undertakers and coroners,

hold at different points in the State, while a district health officer

assigned to the division has presented a paper on "vital statistics" before

the Illinois Academy of Science at its annual meeting at Danville, and

addressed chautauqua meetings at Mt. Zion and Avon on the importance

of complete birth registration.

The staff of the division has encouraged the visits of local registrars,

district health officers, physicians and other persons at the offices at

Springfield, and have endeavored to make these visits a source of in-

struction and a means of closer cooperation.

COMPElSrSATION OF LOCAL REGISTRARS

The Illinois law provides that local registrars shall receive from

the county clerk, on statement issued by the State Department of Health,

fees for the registration of births and deaths at the rate of 35 cents for

each certificate of birth, stillbirth or death, when the total number for

the year is less than 5,000,

While the fee is small, the registrars regard it as very important,

since they are required for this compensation to make twelve monthly

reports to the State Department of Health and twelve monthly reports

to the county clerk annually and to submit each annual report to the

Department of Health and to the county clerk at their own expense,

besides being required to make a complete monthly record of all certifi-

cates for their own offices.

The experiences of the past four years under the present law have

shown that in order to have complete and proper registration and regu-

lar reports from each of the 1,500 districts, the registrars must be made

to understand that the Department of Health is concerned in having fees

paid promptly at the close of each calendar year. To this end, an earnest

effort is being made to have all record of fees for the year 1920 ready at

the earliest possible moment, so that as far as possible, the fees may be

p)aid on January 10, 1921. JSTo appropriation was made by the County

— 7 D H
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Board of Commissioners of Cook Count}'' for the pa5'ment of fees due

the more than 80 registrars residing in that county, until 1919, and at

that time there were fees due to these registrars for the 3^ears 1916 to

1918 inclusive, while the only appropriation made was understood to be

ap|>licable in pajmient for birth reports only.

Because of vexatious dela3^s on the part of the Cook County board,

the registrars of births and deaths in the city of Chicago and outside in

the county, were seriously handicapped.

As a result of persistent appeals made through the office of the

Attorney General, it is understood that there will now be no delay in the

paj'ment of fees to the registrars of Cook County and it is likely that the

registration service will be better in the future.

BIRTH EEGISTEATIOX

Engraved certificates of registration of births which liave been fur-

nished by the division to the parents of all children whose births have

been properly registered, have proved of great aid in proving the accuracy

of birth records as well as increasing the number of these records. The
registration of births in Illinois, howG\"er, is not yet satisfactory. xVp-

proximately 15 per cent of the certificates received by the department

are incomplete. This means that approximately 16,000 incomplete

reports are received each year requiring TO letters ta be written on each

of the 280 working days of the year. This clerical service, the magnitude

of which was not appreciated in providing for the personnel of the past

fiscal year, will require the full time of at least Iavo additional typists

for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1920.

RECOMMEN"DATIOXS

The experiences of the past fiscal year have indicated cojiclusively

the acute need of additional equipment, particularly certificate files,

correspondence files, card files, maps and dictionaries. AYithout the

addition of these files the projDer and orderly development of the divi-

sion's records will be j}ractically impossible. The division also needs

suitable calculating machines for the prejDaration of statistical data.

It is suggested that section 4 of the present registration law should

be amended to eliminate all township clerks as registrars, whether by

providing for compulsory combination of all townships with important

cities or villages in all townships, and constituting the county or village

clerk as registrar or by eliminating all town clerks of all cities and

villages and j^i'oviding for the appointment of local registrars of each

district by the Department of Public Health.

It is also suggested that section 18 of the registration law l)e

amended so as to eliminate as part of the duty of the local registrars the

requirement to send copies of birth and death records to county clerks

and to have the law provide that such copy shall be made and forwarded

to the countv clerks bv the Division of Vital Statistics.
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Iiiasmucli as it has Ikhmi round that many ol' the oriiiinal certificates

forwarded by local registrars are faulty and deficient in character, and

re(iuire extensive correction in the Division of Vital Statistics, the

records in the hands of the county clerks can never be satisfactory so

long" as tbey are made np largely of these faulty certificates, but could

be made complete and satisfactory if the county clerks had in tbeir

possession copies of ccrtificatos coi-i-cctcd by the r)i\isinii of A^ital

Statistics.



DIVISION OF CHILD HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
NURSING

De. C. W. East, Chief

The Division of Child H3^giene and Public Health Xursing of the

State Department of Public Health divides its activities into two princi-

pal divisions, the first of which is devoted to the development of activities

for the conservation of child life and the second, to the establishment and
general supervision of public nursing service throughout the State of

Hlinois.

The first organized child welfare work of -the State Department of

Public Health was begam a number of years ago in the establishment of

clinics for the reeducation of crippled children following a ver}^ general

prevalence of anterior poliomyelitis throughout the nation. This pre-

valence of infantile pai'alysis caused a searching investigation to be

made to locate children crippled by this disease when the true nature of

the illness had not been recognized. The results were such as to justify

the establishment of a definite clinical service which has been maintained

and expanded since that time and which has remained one of the im-

portant functions of the Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health

Nursing in the State Department of Public Health as created under

the Civil Administrative Code. This work for crippled children has

progressed so satisfactorily during the past fiscal year that the demand
for service has exceeded the ability of the division to meet all needs.

This work will be dealt with in another section of this report.

COOPEEATIVB^ WOEK

The division has responded repeatedly to requests from other

divisions for assistance and this is especially true of the nursing staff.

During December, 1919, and January, 1920, in addition to their own
work, the nurses assisted in a comprehensive survey of the city of Alton

conducted by the Division of Surveys and Eural Hygiene. They also

assisted the Division of Tuberculosis in an intensive survey and clinical

work at the same place which featured the last week of the survey.

STATE SUEVEY OE PUBLIQi HEALTEI XUESIN'Ct SEEVICE

During the year, steps were taken to coordinate the nursing services

which have been established under the auspices of the Illinois Tubercu-

losis Association, the American Bed Cross, and other agencies under the

general leadership of the State Department of Public Health. This

100
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co()|)('rati\(' work ixHjuii'cd a careful stud}' of tlic oxistin^i,- mii'siiig

agencies. A survey of nursing service was consequently undertaken in

November, 1919, and the register of nursing service has been kept

corrected up to the time that these pages are wi'itten. The extent of

nursing service from November 1, 1919, to June no. 1920, is sliown in

the accompanying tahle. (See Table XVT.)

TABT.R XVI—REPORT OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING, NOVEMBER 1, 1919-
JUNE 30, 1920

1. Public lieaUh nursing in Illinois. (Cook County not included.)
Number of counties with some form of public health nursing 00
Number of counties having rural public health nursing 49
Total number of organizations employing public health nurses 141

Tuberculosis 40
American Red Cross 29
General services 1 fi

Boards of education 40
Industries 9

Child welfare 7

(26 organizations are doing some form of child welfare
work in addition to other work.)

2. Public health nurses in Illinois. (Cook County not included.)
Total number of public health nurses 199

Tuberculosis 44
American Red Cross 38
General 49
School 51
Industrial 10
Child welfare 7

3. Visits.
Number of counties in State visited 36
Number of cities in State visited 49
Number of visits to child welfare stations 12
Number of visits to orthopedic stations 5

Number of visits to tuberculosis stations 7

Number of visits to psychopathic stations. .
.' 1

Number of visits to dental stations 2

Number of visits to eye clinic stations 6

Total number of visits 70
4. Addresses.

Talks given to nurses 28

Talks given lo other groups 17

Total number 45
5. Attendance at association meetings.

National 5

State and local 6

Total number of days in attendance 36
6 Number of days away from Springfield . 131
7. Detail information on file in office.

Etta Lee Goudt, R. N. (Mo.)
State Supervisor, Public Health Nursing.

The nurses of the staff have also visited various local nursing services

for purposes of observation and to afford advice and encouragement to

local workers. In almost all instances these visits were especially in-

vited. There is no doubt as to the value of this kind of supervision on

the part of the State Department of Public Health.

The establishment of new services has usually been attended by the

help of this division and in many cases, the preparatory work for such

establishment has been initiated by us. This part of our work will con-

tinue as an important function under the cooperative working agreement

which, by consent of all participating agencies, places the general super-

vision of public nursing service in the hands of the State.
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COOPERATIVE XURSIXG AGREEMENT

In the nation-wide effort to secure coordination in public service

nursing through the cooperation of State governmental agencies and the

larger National agencies engaged in nursing service^ Illinois has taken

an important part. The only two agencies of national character which

ha^'e taken a ver}^ important part in the establishment of nursing service,

have been the American Eed Cross and the ISTational Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, and the preliminar}^ nation-wide agTeements essential to satis-

factory cooperation are consequently entered into between the National

Organization of State Health Authorities, the iSTational Tuberculosis

Association, and the central offices of the American Eed Cross. In the

preliminary conferences and ]n the preparation of this national agree-

ment, the State health authorities were represented by the director of

the Illinois State Department of Public Health as executive officer of

the N"ational Conference of State Health Authorities; while the National

Tuberculosis Association was represented by the assistant director of the

Illinois State Department of Public Health serving as a committee of

one to represent the executive committee of that organization.

As these pages are written, there has been prepared a memorandum
of agreement applicable to the State of Illinois, entered into by the

director of the State Department of Public Health, the president of the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association, and the manager of the Central Divi-

sion of the American Eed Cross. The various provisions of this agree-

ment have already been declared satisfactory to all parties concerned and

there is every likelihood that it will become effective substantially as

written. This agreement will impose upon the nursing department of

the Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Nursing important

new functions which will contribute materiall.y to the betterment of

every phase of public health work throughout the State of Illinois. The
Illinois Nursing Agreement is as follows

:

.

I. The following memorandum contemplates the acceptance of the
general principles of certain agreements entered into between the Con-
ference of State and Provincial Health Authorities, the American Red
Cross, the National Tuberculosis Association, and the National Organiza-
tion for Public Health Nurses, to-wit:

A memorandum of policy of cooperation between the State health
authorities and the National Tuberculosis Association as amended De-
cember 1, 1919; a suggestion of principles for the cooperation of the Red
Cross with the State Department of Health and other agencies in the field

of public health nursing with amendments approved by the executive com-
mittee of the Conference of State and Provincial Health Authorities, July
29 and October 25, 1919; an agreement between the American Red Cross,
the National Tuberculosis Association, and the National Organization of
Public Health Nursing for the promotion of public health nursing and a
suggested plan for cooperation between the Red Cross, the state tubercu-
losis associations in states in which there is no Bureau of Public Health
Nursing and no state supervising nurse within the state department of

health.
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II. The State Department of Public Health will employ a super-

vising nurse who shall, at all times, be impartial and unprejudiced in her

relationship with the American Red Cross, the Illinois Tuberculosis

Association and all other participating agencies.

III. There shall also be attached to the State Department of Public

Health an assistant supervisor of nursing service for the American Red
Cross and an assistant supervisor of nursing service for tuberculosis.

The assistant supervising nurse for the Red Cross may be compensated
in whole or in part by the American Red Cross and the assistant super-

visor of tuberculosis nursing may be compensated in whole or in part

by the Illinois Tuberculosis Association. In the selection of these assist-

ant supervising nurses, the interested agencies will have a voice so far

as may be consistent with the civil service laws of the State of Illinois.

When the salary of the assistant supervising nurse is wholly paid by
either extra-governmental agency, the interested agency may select the

assistant supervising nurse with the approval of the State Department
of Public Health. In any event, the assistant supervising nurses will act

under the supervision and direction of the State Department of Public

Health and these assistant supervising nurses, together with the State

supervising nurse, will constitute a supervisory body of public health

nursing in the State.

IV. The State Director of Public Health, together with duly author-

ized representatives of the American Red Cross and the Illinois Tuber-
culosis Association and officials of other extra-governrnental cooperating
agencies, will constitute a standing committee to confer on questions

affecting the relationship of the State Department of Health to extra-

governmental nursing services and the relationship of the extra-govern-

mental services to each other. Questions of policy will be determined by
the standing committee, which will serve as a committee of review of

the supervisory body of nurses. It is understood that neither the State

supervising nurse, nor assistant supervising nurses shall represent their

organizations on this standing committee.
V. The supervising nurse acting for and under the direction of the

Director of Public Health, shall have general supervision over all public
health nursing of the State, whether publicly or privately maintained.
It will be the policy of the State Department of Public Health in the pro-
mulgation of rules, programs, policies or procedures, to take no action
tending to affect or disturb nursing service supported in whole or in
part by extra-governmental agencies without conference with such extra-
governmental agencies through their duly designated representatives.

VI. The American Red Cross and the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-
ciation will recommend to public health nurses employed in whole or in
part with funds furnished by them or to nurses otherwise affiliated with
them a whole-hearted acceptance and concurrence in the supervision of
the State Department of Public Health, although nothing in this para-
graph shall be construed to interfere with concurrent supervision or
contact by the Red Cross or the Illinois Tuberculosis Association through
their supervising nurses or otherwise with their several nursing services.

VII. Before submitting nursing plans or programs for any com-
munity in which nurses are now employed by the American Red Cross or
with tuberculosis funds or in affiliation with the Illinois Tuberculosis
Association or in which it is contemplated that funds derived from
extra-governmental services will be used in whole or in part in carrying
out such plans or programs, the State Department of Public Health will
confer with the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the American Red
Cross, such conferences to be held prior to the submission of such plans
to the local communities or local agencies. Neither the Illinois Tuber-
culosis Association nor the American Red Cross will institute or estab-
lish nursing activities in any community without submission of the
plans or programs to the representatives of the other i,gencies parties to
this memorandum.
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VIII. The Aniei-iean Red Cross and the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-
ciation will recommend as a general policy to their affiliated societies, or
for plans in the expenditure of funds, that general public health nurses
be employed rather than nurses engaged in specialized fields. But
nothing in this paragraph shall interfere with the employment of special
nurses in communities where the importance of special work appears to
the standing committee to justify the employment of such special nursing
service. As a general proposition, it is accepted that special tuberculosis
nurses may be properly employed wherever there is established, or in
the opinion of the standing committee should be established, a perma-
nent tuberculosis dispensary; that special child welfare nurses shall be
employed where there are established or, in the opinion of the standing
committee, should be established permanent welfare stations or clinics
or other specialized nursing service as may be required.

IX. It is specifically understood that where general public health
nurses are employed by funds from more than one agency, the nursing
service shall be designated and known as a community nursing service
rather than the nursing service of any one of the several participating
agencies.

X. The organizations concerned in this understanding accept the
following qualifications for nurses engaged in public health nursing
service: four months in an approved course in public health nursing
service, or eight months in a general public health nursing organization.
It is further understood in face of the great demand for public health
nursing service, that said organizations may take temporary appoint-
ments of nurses who have spent two or more months with a general
public health nursing organization that is prepared to take on nurses
and give them systematic instruction and supervision. When such
appointment is made it should be definitely understood by both the nurse
and the community that the appointment is a temporary one, and that it

will necessitate close supervision on the part of the State organization
with which the service is affiliated and that the nurse will be relieved
at a later period to take up further preparation. It is definitely under-
stood that nothing in this paragraph shall affect the app3intment of
nurses already engaged in nursing service by the participating agencies
or by affiliated agencies.

XI. In the establishment of any nursing service by a participating
agency an earnest effort will be made to secure the cooperation of local

health authorities before any permanent plans or programs are adopted.
XII. The State Department of Public Health will prepare and dis-

tribute forms or reports of nursing service which will be distributed
through the American Red Cross and the Illinois Tuberculosis Associa-
tion to their affiliated nursing services with the understanding that
duplicate reports will be submitted at reasonable intervals, both to the
State Department of Public Health and to the organization with which
the nursing service is affiliated. The State Department of Public Health
in the preparation of these report blanks will take into consideration the
needs and desires of the several affiliated agencies.

XIII. It is understood that any one of the participating agencies
may withdraw its approval of this memorandum and may withdraw its

participation in this cooperative plan after thirty days' notice of such
withdrawal has been made to the participating agencies by a duly
authorized representative.

XIV. It is definitely understood that in the carrying out of the
provisions of this memorandum the Director of the State DeT^arfment of

Public Health must act in conformity with the Civil Administrative
Code and the laws of the State of Illinois, and that he cannot de^e°:^,te in

any way the duties, obligations or authority imposed unon him by the

statutes.
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LITERATURE

During the year the division has prepared a "Diet List for Infants

and Children" which has been in constant demand. In fact, the first

hirge edition is already exhausted and a new edition, entirely revised and

it'Wi'itten, is now in process of jireparation.

TliG division is also engaged in tlic preparation of a new edition of

rhe circular "Better Babies" to take the place of the first edition of that

wry useful publication which is now entirely exhausted.

CONFERENCES

The division took an active part in the Better Babies Conference

held by the department in connection with the Illinois State Fair. The

conference during the past fiscal year was the best and largest that had

ever been held until that time ; but it is anticipated that the conference

at the State Fair of 1920 will exceed all efforts in the past.

In these conferences hundreds of children are weighed, measured,

examined and scored and the scores are interpreted and advice is given

on the basis of the score to the parents of each child.

This State conference has furnished the inspiration for many similar

conferences throughout the State. The division has assisted in con-

ferences at Libertyville, Joliet, Aledo, Paxton, Pinckneyville, and

Coulterville.

All members of the division staff have repeatedly responded to invi-

tations to speak at public gatherings throughout the State, appearing

Ijefore conventions, clubs and civic bodies.

As a result of these conferences, the division has been instrumental

in establishing or supporting infant and child welfare stations at East

St. Louis, Alton, Moline, Princeton, Streator, Galesburg, Joliet and

Champaign. In some instances a medical officer of the division has con-

ducted the weekly clinics until permanently established in local medical

hands.

CLINICAL WORK
The reconstruction work for crippled children, initiated a number

of years ago, has grown with remarkable strides and now requires fully

one-half the time of the staff of the division.

Regular clinics, at definite intervals are held at Springfield^ Free-

port, Eockford, Waukegan, Elgin, Aurora, Cicero, Blue Island, Joliet,

Kankakee, Ottawa, Streator, Princeton, Rock Island, Moline Galesburg.

Quinc}^, Monticello, Champaign, Danville, Alton, East St. Louis, and

^lattoon. Clinics are also held irregularly at Jacksonville and Bloom-

ington.

As shown in the accompanying tal)le (Table XYII), 166 clinics

have been held during the .year with a total number of 1,498 patients.

The total number of visits made by these patients to the clinics was

• .11"? 6. Shoes, braces and appliance? were fitted and supplied in 919
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cases and special muscle training was given in 585 cases. Of the total

number of patients 557 were victims of infantile paralysis for whom
these clinics were oriainallv instituted.

TABLE XVII.



DIVISION OF SURVEYS AND RURAL HYGIENE

Baxter K. Kiohaedsox, Aciing Chief

The great wave uf development that has marked the trend ot puljlic

health administration in Illinois during the fiscal year ending June 30,

.1920, has greatly limited the scope of work done by the Division ol'

Surveys and Rural Hygiene. Instead of covering the broad field of

service indicated by its title, the division has been surcharged with

responsibilities relating wholly to sanitary surveys. Cities all over the

State have awakened to the great public service rendered by an efficient

and adequate health department; they have realized that a great

economic saving can be effected in this way. Along with this awakening

on the part of local authorities has come to them also the perplexing fact

that public health administration offers problems manifold and com-

plex. As local authorities have come to realize that ex]Derienced men
alone can determine the exact character of their particular public health

problems and offer practical solutions therefor, they have turned to this

division for assistance. Services of this character in the moderate sized

community have taken up practically all of the time of the Division of

Surveys and Rural Hygiene during the past year.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

A follow-up educational campaign is a new feature added to the

program of a general health and sanitary survey of this division. The

features of these campaigns are a series of newspaper articles and a

series of conferences. The newspaper articles are carefully prepared

stories based upon, and growing out of, the survey findings. The con-

ferences are attended by representatives of the State and local govern-

ments and of extra-governmental agencies that are or should be interested

in public health work. In these conferences are discussed the health

problems of the community, as well as the ways and means of their

solution. The general educational influence and the practical public

health administrative results that have grown out of these campaigns

are so immediate and far reaching that the educational follow-up work

is now considered an integral part of every survey, and regarded as a

definite function of this division.

In spite of the fact that requests for surveys have been greatly in

excess of the capacity of the division, its policy has remained thorough-

ness rather than expansiveness of service. The time required for making
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a comj)lete and exhaustive study varieS;, according to the size of the

community, from three to four months. A resume that shows where
surveys have been carried out driring the year follows

:

ALTON SURVET

At the request of the Board of Trade, which represented a number
of local organizations, the survey of Alton, Madison County, was under-

taken and carried out. Through a house-to-house canvass the exact

sanitary conditions that prevailed in the cit}^ were determined, and

much valuable information bearing upon the health history of the com-

munity was collected.

The discovery of a score of unreported cases of scarlet fe^'er repre-

sents one leading feature of this survey. This discovery of a potential

epidemic that threatened the city and its subsequent suppression served

as an imjiortant, practical demonstration of the value of efficient public

health administration.

That the Madison County Medical Society financed the suiwey is

worthy of note. During that part of the survey which dealt with the

physical examination of school children local physicians also gave un-

sparingly of their time. Active and whole hearted cooperation of this

character on the part of practicing physicians is especially encouraging

to public health officials.

Immediately following the general health and sanitary surve}', the

State Department of Health cooperated with the Illinois Tuberculosis

Association in an intensive tuberculosis survey of Alton. This division

was placed in charge of the field work of this survey and was also re-

sponsible for a large part of the publicity campaign incident thereto.

Following the survey this division carried out for the first time an

educational campaign as described above.

MOLINE SURVEY

The survey of Moline, Rock Island County, was carried out upon

the same general lines as that in Alton, and was undertaken in response

to a joint request from the city and the Moline Community Council.

Especial interest in the study of Moline arises from the peculiar

situations that surround the city. It is a commrmity purely industrial,

characterized by rapid growth and a strong foreign element, with few

negroes. With its 30,709 people, Moline forms the hub from which

radiates the great industrial community made up of Davenport, Eock

Island, East Moline and Silvis. All these join hands in supplying the

labor required in the great manufacturing plants of Moline that send out

farm implements, wagons, tractors and engines to all parts of the world.

Unlike the other members of this great industrial community,

Moline presents a life-long history of endemic typhoid fever incidence

that has Ijeen intensified from time to time by general outbreaks, severe
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in nature. This peculiar fact eiK;oui'a<2;efl anxiety on (he part ol' local

olHcials and operated as a leadini;- l'ac((»i' in tlu; re«piest for assistance

from the State.

The survey showed that the typhoid fever history of Moline is

closely related to a large nnmher of privy vaults and the users of a large

]iuniber of shallow wells found in the city. Upon the basis of data

collected, this division was able to offer practical suggestions and recom-

mendations for solving not only the typhoid problem l)ut also for the

estal)]ishment of an efficient local health department.

QUINCY SURVEY

x\s these pages are written the divisioJi is closing an inquiry into the

sanitar}^ and health conditions that prevail in Quincy, Adams County.

ITnusual interest attaches to this survey for a number of reasons. On
the one hand the city has been without a comprehensive public health

administration; in spite of its manifold and varied industries it has

shown no material gain in population during the last ten census years;

its white population comes largely from English and German extraction

in about equal numbers while the negro population is considerable. On
the other hand the city has been organized into a public health district

under a State law that provides for raising adequate funds and for estab-

lishing the necessary machinery for executing public health administra-

tion; the Chamber of Commerce and clubs such as the Rotary, Kiwanis

and Lions are now united with a singleness of purpose to create a large

and wholesome community atmosphere charged with health and progress.

Under these circumstances, the survey findings may easily be re-

duced to a practical foundation for the larger public health administra-

tion that willjje installed at the opening of the next fiscal year. Quincy

has the enviable advantage of being financiall}^ prepared to follow out in

the fullest possible way the suggestions and recommendations that will

result from the study.

The survey in Quincy was undertaken at the request of the organiza-

tions that created the public health district. Its purpose was to find out

the problems, submit practical solutions, and prepare the field for the

successful inauguration of the new administration.

GENEEAL ACTIVITTES

In addition to the three exhaustive studies described above this

division carried out a general inquiry into the public health activities of

all communities in Illinois with more than 5,000' inhabitants, Chicago

excepted. This survey showed what the several local public health needs

are; it described the efficiency of local administration and the expendi-

tures therefor; it indicated the general local attitude toward public

health administration and suggested the nature of local problems. The
information collected gives a splendid idea of the earning power of a

dollar in public health service.
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The division prepared and displayed an unusual]}' attractive exhibit

at the State Fair. Through graphic and pictorial illustrations the

services and functions of the division were shown in a manner that was

easily and readily understood bv the average visitor. A large number

of visitors from rural districts and the distribution of literature were the

principal benefits resulting from the exhibitioii.

The Division of Surveys and Rural Hj^giene has constantly co-

operated with the other divisions of the Department of Public Health.

It has discovered violators of the law that interest especially the

Divisions of Communicable Disease and Vital Statistics ; it has collected

much information of great value to the DiAnsions of Tuberculosis and

Child H3'giene.

PROPOSED FUTUrcE DEVELOPMl'XT

A growing demand for standardizing special branches of public

health administration suggests the expansion of this division along

that line. During recent months numerous agencies have sought in-

formation bearing upon an approximately definite per capita expendi-

ture necessary for efficiently carrying on special activities such as infant

welfare, tuberculosis, visiting nursing and kindred programs.

Because of its limited personnel the division has not been able to

carry out a comprehensive rural program. The active and extensive need

for such a program suggests the creation of a sub-division to meet the

demand.

The large number of communities that are taking advantage of the

present type of exhaustive studies carried on by this division, suggests

an increase in personnel in order that these survej-s may be made with

more dispatch. An increase in personnel is also necessary if modified

surveys of special subjects are undertaken.

Recommendations for future developments of this division are,

therefore, three-fold. First, tlie services now rendered should be more

expansive. Secondly, a sub-division should be created to meet the riTral

problem. Thirdly, modified surveys should be undertaken. Along with

all of these activities the educational work done b}^ the division can be

greatly increased.

PEO'POSED LEGISLATION

A law providing for the establishment of public health districts, and

the appointment in them of full time health officers, would greatly

increase the effective functioning of this division.



DIVISION OF DIAGNOSTIC, BIOLOGICAL AND RESEARCH
LABORATORIES

T]ie yeai' emliiig ,liiii(> ;](), 1!);30, has l)eon an important owe in tli<'

liistory of the Division of Lahoratories of the State Department of

Health. The hihovntov.N- jjersonnel was seriously depleted l)y the call ot

military service, hut has now been restored to normal and the scope

ut work undertaken during the jiast year has not only equaled the pre-war

status l)ut has gone far heyond.

There has been somewliat of a handicap to the work of tlie division

un account of the fact that at various times four different persons have

acted in the capacity of chief. ?^Iai'tin DnPray, the former chief, left

the service in August, 1919; Miss Caroline Steele entered the work for

a short time after which Miss Eva Paught acted in that cai)acity. The

present chief of the division assumed his duties in January, 1920.

Despite this continuous disruption in the working forces, tlie standard

of work has been maintained and the volume continually increased.

It has been the purpose of the department to separate entirely the

r/ivision of Diagnostic Laboratories from the Division of Biological and.

Research Laboratories, and this will be possible within the next few

months when the Division of Biological and Eesearch Laboratories will

take possession of the laboratory buildings located north of Springfield

and previously maintained by the State Department of Agriculture for

the production of hog cholera serum. The Division of Diagnostic

Laboratories will remain in the State House, and both laboratories will

at that time be provided with adequate room for the carrying out of their

extensive programs. During the past year, however, tlie two divisions

have remained in the same quarters and under the same direction.

The Fifty-first General Assembly made certain increases in appro-

])riations rendering it possible to increase the laboratory personnel. The

Biological and Research Laboratories had assigned to them the chief of

the division, an assistant bacteriologist, a laboratory helper, a stenog-

rapher and a shipping clerk. The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories

had assigned to it a chief bacteriologist, an assistant bacteriologist, a

laboratory helper and a stenographer.

A constant effort has been made to obtain a chief bacteriologist for

the Division of Diagnostic Laboratories who would be able to relieve the

cliief of tlie division of tlic r(^s])onsibility of routine diagnostic work so

111
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that he may spend the time in the preparation of biological piocluct>.

The salary provided for this position has not been sufficient to attract the

proper kind of person and it is recommended that a provision for m-
creased salary be made by the next General Assembly.

DIVISION" OF DIAGNOSTIC LABOEATORIES

Thomas G. Hull, Ph.D., Chief

During the past year there has not only been a material increase in

the volume performed but in the scope of the work undertaken. The
Diagnostic Laboratories now perform the following service

:

Serology :

1. Complement fixation test in syphilis, (Wassermann test).

2. Complement fixation test in gonorrhea.
3. Complement fixation test in tuberculosis.
4. Agglutination test in typhoid fever:

(a) Microscopic (Widal test).

(b) Macroscopic.
5. Pneumococcus typing.

Bacteriology

:

1. Sputum for tubercle bacilli.

2. Pus smears for gonococci.
3. Smears for Vincent's angina.
4. .Swabs for diphtheria bacillus.

5. Feces for typhoid bacillus.

6. Feces for dysentery bacillus.

7. Urine for typhoid bacillus.

8. Blood for culture.

9. Pus for culture, (autogenous vaccine).
10. Sputum for culture.

11. Spinal fluid for culture.

12. Miscellaneous materials for culture, as milk, food and exudates.

Pathology :

1. Dogs' heads for rabies.

2. Blood smears for differential count.

3. Urine for routine analysis.

4. Spinal fluid for cell count and globulin test.

5. Feces examination for:

(a) Blood.
(b) Gall stones.

(c) Bile.

Histology:

1. Tissue for section and microscopical examination. (Facilities

are not available for this work as routine matter at the
present time, but preparations are being made so that it can
be done in the near future.)

CheTtiistry :

1. Milk for fat test (Babeock test).

2. Urine for chemical analysis.

3. Spinal fluid for Lange's colloidal gold test.

4. Gastric contents for acidity.
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Parasitology :

1. Blood smears for malaria parasites.
2. Feces for parasites:

(a) Hookworm.
(b) Tapeworm.

3. Smears for treponema pallidum.

Entomology (as related to public health only)

:

1. Lice.

2. .Fleas.

3. Ticks.
4. Mosquitoes.
5. Flies.

During the past year the kiboratory personnel has been constantly

Avatchful for means by which it can increase the valne of its service to

the physicians of the State. To this end there h'as been considerable

research and the stndy and checking--up of procedures carried out by

other laboratories.

The volume of work performed during the twelve months was two
aiul one-half times greater than that carried out during the previous

year. The largest increase in service was in the Wassermann test for

syphilis, showing an increase from 2,672 to 13,139. Examinations of

swabs for the Klebs Loffler bacilli (diphtheria), came next with a total

increase of about four thousand swabs examined. The examination of

pus for the detection of gonococcus infection has increased threefold,

while the examinations of sputum for the presence of the tubercle

bacillus have developed in number.

The examinations made at the Central Diagnostic Laboratories at

Springfield during the twelve months of the past fiscal vear^ are shown
in Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII—WORK OF THE DIVISION OF DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES FOR THE
YEAR JULY 1, 1919-JUNE 30, 1920.
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As indicated in Table XVIII, during the past fiscal 3^ear 31,494

specimens were examined as compared with 12,003 for the fiscal jesiY

1918-1919; 10,500 for fiscal year 1917-1918 and 6,015 for fiscal year

1916-1917.

In addition to the central laboratories at Springfield, the State

Department of Health maintains five branch laboratories especially

designed for the examination of specimens where time is an important

factor in determining the diagnosis. These laboratories have been

located in the following jDlaces : East State Laboratory, ITrbana; ISTorth

State Laboratory, 7 West Madison Street, Chicago ; Xorth West State

Laboratorj^, East Moline; South State Laboratory, Mt. Yernon and West

State Laboratory, Galesburg.

During the early part of the year these laboratories examined swabs

for the Klebs Loffler bacilli, meningococci and made Widal tests for

typhoid. Through a lack of sufficient funds all work, especially the

examinations for diphtheria bacilli, had to be discontinued. The work

of these branch laboratories is indicated in Table XIX

:

TABLE XIX—WORK OF THE BRANCH STATE LABORATORIES.
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bj'uiicli laboratories during the past fiscal year, amounting to something

over $113,000

:

TABLE XX.

Central
laboratory.

Branch
laboratorie.s. Total.

July
August
September
October...
November.
December.
January . .

.

February..
March
April
May
.lune

Total -

S 3, 700
4,828
7,260
8,949
12,758
9,043
8,248
7,696
9,324
9,207
9,2.^7

11,004

S103,260

$ 360
300
798

2,250
1,764
1,362
957
744
651
672
330
180

810,374

S 0,066
5,128
8,058
11,199
14,522
10,405
9,205
8,440
9,975
9,879
9,573
11,184

SI 13, 634

SHIPPING SERVICE

The preparation, shipment and distribution of mailing containers

to physicians, agents and clinics, has become more and more of a prob-

lem. Each finished container sent out represents from 10 to 20 cents

of State money. Among the thousands of containers distributed, some

go astray, some are broken, some unused and some are employed to send

specimens to other laboratories, in violation of the State laws forbidding

their use for private purposes.

The Division of- Diagnostic Laboratories has recently arranged a

method of check-up on containers so that it may be ascertained in what

locality the loss, if any, takes place. The division at the present time

furnishes the following double mailing containers, complying with postal

regulations : Wassermann outfits, containing sterile tube and bleeding

needle ; diphtheria outfits, containing sterile tube and cotton swab

;

sputum outfits, containing vial with 5 per cent carbolic acid; and fecal

outfits, with vial containing sterile glycerin and with sterile swab.

Single mailing tubes are distributed containing micro slides for the sub-

mission of pus and blood smears. Envelopes containing parchment paper

are used for the collection of blood for Widal tests.

The following table (Table XXT) shows the record of mailing case

containers as compared with the previous year, and it will be noted that

practically four times as many containers -were distributed during the

past year:
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TABLE XXI—DISTRIBUTION OF LABORATORY CONTAINERS.
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ac(juaiiiiiiig' thciuselves with ]ic'\ver methods ol' hihoratory tccliniquc, or

to review their previous training. It has been the policy oi" the division

to encourage sucli visits, and to give every possible facility to these

visitors.

The United States Public Health Service, in the estahlishment of a

school for diagnosis of tuberculosis in S]iringfield, has made laboratory

lu'ocedure a part of the regular course, and instruction in this branch has

been given regularly in the laboratories ol' the department.

The division has prepared a special exhibit, which was shown at the

Illinois State Fair, demonstrating the relationship between bacteria and

disease, the prevalence of bacteria in every day life and the means by

which bacteria may be destroyed. The exhibit has caused considerable

favorable comment, and requests for its use have been received fi'om

numerous schools and health centers.

BIOLOGICAL AND RESEARCH WORK
The Biological and Research Laboratories, to be under the direction

of a separate division of the State Department of Health, were created

by the last General Assembly. The duties of this division are to produce

the biological products for free distribution necessary to the prevention

and suppression of communicable disease and to develop more advanced

laboratory procedures in the production of such products.

Owing to the cramped condition of quarters on the top floor of the

State House, it proved impossible to establish two separate divisions and

it also proved impossible to produce biological products on a large scale.

Further, the increased demands upon the diagnostic lal)oratory, amount-

ing to almost three times the demand of any previous year, has made it

necessary to utilize all laboratory technicians in the diagnostic division.

It is now understood that the Division of Biological and "Research

Laboratories will be provided with special quarters, taking over the plant

located north of the city of Springfield, originally created by the State

Department of Agriculture for the production of hog cholera serum.

These laboratories are well adapted to the needs of the division, and
it is expected that the State will be able to produce in these new quarters

products which are now costing the public large amounts of money.

In view of the greatly increased demands upon the Division of Diag-

nostic Laboratories, however, it will be necessary to materially augment
the present laboratory staff if both of the laboratory divisions are to be

adequately manned.

INTERDE[PARTMENTAL COOPERATION

The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories is constantly in touch with

several of the other divisions of the department. Copies of reports on

all specimens which are positive, indicating the existence of communi-

cable diseases, are sent to the chief of the Division of Communicable
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Diseases and to the district health officer within whose jurisdiction the

patient resides. Copies of all positive reports in cases of venereal diseases

are likewise sent to the chief of the Division of Social Hygiene. Through

the Division of Tuberculosis constant touch is maintained with many of

the tuberculosis clinics in the State, and these are kept supplied with

mailing containers for the transmission of sputum. The Division of

Sanitary Engineering, through its engineering laboratorj^, is in very

close touch with the Division of Diagnostic Laboratories at all times.

FUTURE DEVELOPMEXTS

The Division of Diagnostic Laboratories and the Division of Bio-

logical and Research Laboratories stand at the very threshold of their

possible usefulness to the physicians and the people of the State. The
foundation has been intelligently and firmly laid and upon it a structure

of unlimited i3roportions may be built with unquestioned efBciency and

economy.

During the coming year it is hoped that certain very essential

objects may be attained which will make for the material" betterment of

the service. First among these is the establishment of the Biological and

Eesearch Laboratories in new and modern quarters, making it possible

to produce vaccine virus for the immunization of smallpox; typhoid

vaccine, pneumococcus vaccine, and diphtheria antitoxin for use in con-

nection with the Schick test to determine immunity to diphtheria.

The quarters now assigned to the diagnostic laboratories are alto-

gether inadequate to meet the growing needs of the State while the loca-

tion of the diagnostic laboratories within the new quarters of the Bio-

logical and Research Laboratories would prove so inconvenient as to

be entirely impracticable.

More room must be obtained in the State House or in the central

portion of Springfield for bacteriological and serological procedures and
for the establishment of routine examination of pathological specimens

for which there is a large and growing demand.
The branch laboratories can be made of much more value than at

present, and can relieve the pressure upon the Central Diagnostic Labora-

tories by the appropriation of sufficient funds to permit extension of

service to include the examination of specimens from suspected cases of

typhoid fever, pneumonia and meningitis, in addition to the diphtheria

work which is now carried out.

It is desirable that the work in the branch laboratories be done on

a salary rather than a piece work basis, and it is also desirable that there

shall be established more branch laboratories, especially in the extreme

southern and the extreme northern sections of the State.
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\A'iLLiAM W. McCuLLOCH, Superintendent

'Jlie Division of Lodging House Lispeetion of the State Department

of Healtli is charged with the supervision of certain sanitary features of

lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns^ inns and hotels in cities of

100,000 population or over. On account of this limitation as to popula-

tion the activities of the division have been confined to the cit}^ of Chi-

cago where an office is maintained at 130 North Wells Street.

INSPECTIOXS

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, 443 lodging houses^

boarding houses, taverns, inns and hotels were measured and 278 re-

measured. At the time of inspection there were 10,805 lodgers in these

lodging houses which contained a total of 14,495 rooms. The legal

capacity of these lodging houses was 34,544.

The folloAving table (Table XXII) shows the total number of

inspections made during the fiscal year with the number of rooms, the

number of lodgers occupying the quarters and the present legal capacity

:

TABLE XXII.

Supplemental
inspections. Rooms. Lodgers.

Present
capacity.

1919
July
August
September
October
November
December

1920
January
February
March
April...
May
June

Total

398
519
408
385
285
393

42
85
3

56
170

2,748

8,788
15,160
11,454
21,144
5,084
12,510

60
988

2,181
82

961

82,308

5,892
10,714
8,543
8,634
3,612
9,802

2,056

648
2,928

53,705

12,078
20,963
14,442
14,530
6,490
16,010

81
1,142
3,537

104
1,319
5,082

96,078

During the year 226 premises previously occupied as lodging houses,

were found to be vacant, 151 were occupied by other lines of business,

and 36 were torn down.

During the months of January and Febniary, 1920, all of the in-

spectors were assigned to the duty of serving notices on proprietors and
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managers of lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns and hotels, to

file the sworn statement required by the State Department of Health Act

and the Civil Administrative Code b}'' March first of each year. The
inspectors served 5,940 such notices upon proprietors and managers and
reported the number of lodgers to be 109,694.

The proprietors and managers of lodging houses, boarding houses,

taverns, inns and hotels, who failed to file a sworn statement with the

county clerk on March 1, were served with a written notice directing

them to file their statement within three days from date of service.

During March, April and May, the inspectors served 2,439 of these

second notices on proprietors and managers of houses in which there

were 30,275 lodgers.

During February, March and May the inspectors were assigned

part of the time to work in the office of the division and in the office of

the county clerk, in connection with the filing of sworn statements, and

making copies thereof for the department, as provided in the rules and

regulations of the State Department of Health. The number of sworn

statements filed with the county clerk for the year 1920 is 5,120, all of

which have been copied by the inspectors and preserved in book form.

VIOLATION'S

From July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1920, 385 violations of the public

health laws relative to lodging houses and boarding houses, have been

reported. In each case, a written notice was served npon the proprietor

or manager directing that objectionable conditions be corrected within a

definite period of time, which in no instance exceeded ten days. At the

expiration of the time given, reinspections were made and in all in-

stances it was found that the orders had been complied with.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

During February, 1920, when influenza was prevalent in epidemic

form, the inspectors of the division made a survey of sickness conditions

in the lodging houses of the city of Chicago, reporting daily to the Com-

missioner of Health and mailing duplicate copies of reports to the State

Department of Health at Springfield. These reports gave the name of

the person afflicted, with his address and also gave the name of the

disease, and whenever possible, the name of the attending physician.

During the period from February 5 to February 18, inspectors located

forty seriously sick persons in the lodging houses of the city, nineteen

of whom were suffering from influenza, nineteen from pneumonia and

two from active tuberculosis.
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Samuei, W. Kessinger, Acting Chief

At the end of the third year the Division of Public Health Instruc-

tion, while strictly speaking in its formative period, seems to have struck

its stride and is now fully demonstrating the wisdom of its creation.

The routine duties of the division, such as the issuance of the Illi-

nois Health News, and bulletins from time to time concerning the

various diseases which threaten the public health, have heretofore been

so fully set forth that little remains to be added for the information of

the public.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

As new phases of child welfare work are developed complete in-

formation in pamphlet form is prepared for distribution by this division.

This is also true of the progress made by ea(3li of the divisions comprising

the State Department of Health.

With the steady increase in the number of clinics throughout the

State for crippled children and those for the treatment of tuberculosis

and social diseases, there has arisen a steady and constantly increasing

demand for authentic information. This demand is being met as rapidly

as the specialists in charge of the work of the several divisions of the

department can prepare and turn it over to the Division of Public

Health Instruction for printing and distribution.

There has been a general awakening of the public along the line of

welfare work and health promotion. Extra-governmental health move-

ments are being organized in many communities, calling for the active

cooperation of the Division of Public Health Instruction in the matter

of furnishing literature and speakers for their health programs.

During the past year the news service of this division has been

systematized with most gratifying results. It has been the object of the

division to place genuine health news concerning the activities of

the State Department of Health and of the various communities of the

State before the people in the shortest and most readable stvle. The
newspapers of the State are to be congratulated for their hearty co-

operation in this campaign for better heallh in Illinois. Without tliat

cooperation but little could have been accomplished. With it, there is no

doubt but that Illinois will stand first among the states of the Union in

net results along the lines of health promotion and disease prevention.
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HE'ALTEI PBOMOTION WEEK

On March 26 and 27, 1919, the House and Senate, respective!};,

Eifty-iirst Illinois General Assembly, passed a joint resolution desig-

nating the weeks beginning on the second Snnday in the month of May,

1919 and 1920, as Health Promotion Weeks throughout the State. The

State Department of Health was designated as the agency through which

the activities of the weeks should be carried out. A vast amount of or-

ganization work was done in the campaign of 1919 involving an expendi-

ture of more than $8,000. The history of that campaign was written

into the second annual report of the Division of Public Health Instruc-

tion.

Calling on the organizations effected in 1919 by means of the press

service and without the expenditure of any funds beyond the average

current expenses, the Health Promotion Week of 1920 was carried out

generally throughout the State in a manner most gratifying to all

concerned. Physicians, school authorities, the press, the pulpit and the

general public cooperated to make the week a grand success. The press

generally has taken up the idea and is calling for a continuous "keep

clean" campaign instead of a once-a-year clean-up.

For the further information of the public the activities of the

Division of Public Health Instruction are given under the heading

:

EXHIBITS AND SPEAKERS

Dnring the past few years the Department of Public Health has

developed a very extensive and complete collection of exhibit material,

consisting of a large mechanical exhibit, motion picture films, lectures

illustrated by stereoptican slides and colored posters dealing with all

phases of public health.

The mechanical exliibit accompanied by an experienced operator has

been shown at seven county fairs during the year. Slides and lectures

were sent to twelve high schools and woman's clubs. The motion picture

films and the colored posters were in constant use, the films being sent to

35 communities and parcel post packages of the posters to 22 com-

munities.

Fifty-five of the cartoon cuts Avhich are used for the covers of the

monthly publication, "Illinois Health ISTews," were loaned for use in

publications throughout this and neigbboring states.

The motion joicture films and the subjects treated are as follows

:

The Rat Menace.—This film was prepared with a view to educating
the public to the importance of getting rid of the rat, and shows the
great harm done by this pest and ways to eradicate it. It is a con-

vincing argument for the extermination of the rat.

An Equal Chance.—The public health nurse and her work are pre-

sented in this film, and answers are given to the questions, "What is a
Public Health Nurse? Whom does she serve and how? Why is she one
of Society's Indispensables?" Besides the demonstrations of bedside
care, home instruction and country school nursing which are woven into
the body of the story, accurate representations of various other branches
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of public health nursing such as maternity care, infant welfare and
tuberculosis are included without breaking the thread of the dramatic
narrative.

The Priceless Gift of Health.—The story illustrated in this picture

is one of the "child welfare" variety, showing the career of two boys,

cousins, one of whom grew up under hygienic conditions to healthy man-
hood, while the other boy, whose mother thought "any milk was good
enough so long as it was cheap," allowed him to grow up improperly
cared for with the result that he was unfitted fior life's work.

The Great Truth.—The ravages of consumption and the possibility

of its cure are graphically and dramatically portrayed.

Tommy's Birth Certificate.—An educational picture of human in-

terest to impress upon the public the importance and necessity of record-

ing births, setting forth the embarrassments and misfortunes that may
beset any individual whose birth has not been recorded.

SiC7nm-er Babies.—The proper care of babies in summer time and the

Avork of the child welfare nurse is presented.

The Fly Danger.—A valuable contribution to education in public

hygiene by showiiig the part that flies play in the spreading of disease.

This subject is full of human "interest and action and is within the
understanding of the child as well as the adult.

The Fly Pest.—This portrays the modes and methods of infection

by flies.

Health Promotion Week Parade.—A short film showing the parade
of school children and health organizations in the city of Springfield

during the 1919 Health Promotion Week.

The chiefs of the several divisions of the department are usually

available for public lectures on their individual lines of activity and

this service has been very much in demand by clubs, societies, colleges

and high schools. Eepresentatives of the department have also appeared

before various medical and scientific bodies for the purpose of presenting

papers or of giving clinical instruction.
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G. G. Taylor,, M. D., Chief

In an effort to control, suppress and eradicate venereal diseases, the

alarming prevalence of which was demonstrated during the physical

examination of men called for military duty under the Selective Service

Act, the Division of Social Hygiene was created within the Department

of Public Health on July 1, 1918. The Chamberlain-Kahn amendment

to the Army Appropriation Bill passed by the Sixty-fifth Congress appro-

priated the sum of $3,000,000 for the assistance of states in the control

of venereal diseases for the two years ending June 30, 1930." This money

was divided according to population among the states creating special

divisions for the control of venereal diseases and adopting laws or enact-

ing legislation requiring that these diseases be reported.

For the year ending June 30, 1919, the sum of $66,307.51 was made

available from this Government appropriation. The second year's allot-

ment was conditioned upon an appropriation by the State legislature to

be matched dollar for dollar Avith a like amount of Federal funds. The

Fifty-first General Assembly appropriated for the use of the Division of

Social Hygiene the sum of $100,000 for the two years ending June 30,

1931. This was matched by an allotment of $50,000 for the second

year's work from the Federal Government, so that there was available

for the year ending June 30, 1930, the sum of $100,000.

The work of the division has proceeded along lines established

during the first year, conforming, in general, to the venereal disease

program suggested by the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board,

which board was created by act of Congress to administer funds appro-,

priated for venereal disease control. A study of the venereal disease

situation has demonstrated that these diseases are, in fact, the most

prevalent of all infectious diseases and are responsible for more human
suffering and more expense to Government, states and counties than any

other class of infectious diseases.

Eegulations for the control of venereal diseases adopted by the

Department of Public Health declare venereal diseases, namely, syphilis,

gonorrhea and chancroid, to be contagious, infectious, communicable and

dangerous to public health. The regulations differ from those in force

against other infectious diseases in that the venereally infected person

under treatment by a licensed physician is reported in such a manner

that his name is not revealed so long as he respects the requirements of

the regulations, (continuing under treatment until cured of his infec-
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tiousness aud. rei'rainiiig' i'ruiii exposing uLliers to ini'ectioii). The reguhi-

tious require the treatment by counties of persons unable to pay for

medical attention. They provide for isolation and quarantine where

such extreme measures arc necessary to control the patient.

During the year ending June 30^ 1!)2(), a total oT 31,876 cases Avere

reported, by clinics, physicians and druggists. It is estimated that this

represents less than 25 per cent of the number of venereally infected

persons in the State of Illinois. It has not been the policy of the Divi-

sion of Social Hygiene up to the present time to urge the prosecution of

physicians and others for failure to report, it having been considered

advisable to first disseminate information to the general public concern-

ing the serious character of these diseases and their far-reaching after-

effects. Unless the source of infection is named, the value of reports

is, in a large measure, lost, and, in order that this information may he

forthcoming, the voluntary or willing cooperation of the physician is

necessary. Wholesale prosecution of physicians for failure to report

would doubtless result in many more reports but in much less informa-

tion concerning sources of infection, and, in the end, little would be

accomplished.

Gonorrheal infection causes blindness in infants. Syphilis causes

locomotor ataxia and paresis. It is frequently the cause of feeble-

mindedness in children. It is conservatively estimated that 20 per cent

of the inmates of State charitable institutions are in their present con-

dition as a result of a venereal disease contracted or inherited. From an

economic standpoint alone, the control of venereal diseases is justifiable.

The activities of the Division of Social H^^giene are divided into

:

1. The treatment of disease carriers.

2. Repressive measures.

3. Educational measures,

and this report is divided under these general heads.

TREATMENT

Because of the lack of proper information concerning the serious

character of and the ravages wrought by venereal diseases less than 50

per cent of venereally infected persons have been receiving proper treat-

ment at the hands of comj^etent medical men. The average physician,

because of a disinclination toward this class of work, or because of the

lack of time to give proper treatment, is reluctant to treat patients in-

fected with venereal disease. The services of a specialist are beyond the

means of many patients suffering with venereal disease, consequently

some provision must be made for the treatment of a large number of

patients who cannot provide it for themselves or who are attempting

to treat themselves with patent medicines or with prescriptions passed

from one to another. E.lile 16 of the department regulations for the

control of venereal diseases provides as follows

:
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Upon being advised of a case of venereal disease in any person who
. is unable to pay for the necessary medicines, medical attention or hos-

pital care, local health authorities shall report the case to the overseer
of the poor, whio shall supply such medicine, medical attention and hos-

pital care.

In the larger cities it has been found economical and more satisfac-

tory to establish clinics for the treatment of such patients. At the close

of the year 1919 clinics were in operation in the following cities: East

St. Louis, Rockford, Decatur, Springfield and two in Chicago. During

the year ending June 30, 1920, additional clinics have been established

in the following cities: Alton, Cairo, Carlinville, Chicago Heights,

Litchfield, Moline, Peoria, Eock Island, Waukegan, West Hammond and

five in Chicago. With the exception of Rock Island and those in Chi-

cago, the Division of Social Hygiene has provided equipment for all

these clinics. Clinical equipment remains the property of the Depart-

ment of Public Health and is loaned to the various clinics under a

contract which provides that the Division of Social Hygiene sliall have

general supervision over clinics and that no change in management or

policy shall be made without the consent of the division. The operating

expense of clinics is borne jointly by the Division of Social Hygiene and
the communities in which clinics are located. In most instances the

local expense is cared for by the city and county jointly or by voluntary

contribution made by individuals and industries. In the case of the

Rock Island clinic, equipment was provided by the Rock Island County
Board of Supervisors and the operating expense is borne by the board, a

monthly subsidy being paid by the division. Chicago clinics have been

equipped by the Chicago City Health Department, which department
also provides quarters. A monthly subsidy is paid each of them by the

Division of Social Hygiene.

It is the ix)licy of the Division of Social Hygiene to operate clinics

in such a manner as to not pauperize the public or infringe upon the
legitimate ]n-actiee of any physician.

The following is a brief summary of the activities of clinics during
the year ending June 30, 1920

:

CLINIC SUMMARY
Male. Female.

Patients hospitalized 908 452
Number patients discharg-ed 1,561 1,063
Number patients discontinuing- treatment 2,500 796
Number patients placed in detention 40 20

Total number cases of disease treated 30,005
Total number of patients treated. 28,984
Total number treatments administered (including arsphenamine) 98,754
Number Wassermann tests • 13,090
Number of microscopic examinations for the treponema pallidum 878
Number of microscopic examinations for the gonococcus 8,732
Number of doses of arsphenamine administered 16,819

During the year ending July 1, 1920, 12,797 ampules of arsphena-

mine, the drug used in the treatment of syphilis, have been distributed

to clinics; 734 ampules to overseers of the poor; and 952 ampules to
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|)liysieiaii.< lor tliti treatment oi' patients who were unable to obtain the

ilriig but who ]uul made a satisfactory arrangement to compensate the

physician i'or administering it.

The following is a tabulation of venereal diseases re])orted to the

Illinois Department of Public Health for the year ending- Juno 30. 1020

:

REPORTED CASES OF VENEREAL DISEASES

Age: Jail 30

1-12 Elsewhere 211

16-20. Source of Infection :

20-3o! Inherited 63

30-4o! Contracted 942

40-5o'. Investigated 72'J

50 and over.
'

Sex

:

Stage :

1.734

fi.910

Male 5,429 Primary or acute 3,888

Female 1,481 Secondary or subacute
. . 1,354

6,910 Tei'tiary or chronic 1.668

Color

:

^
White 6,182 Social Status

:

Black 728 Single 4,290
6,910 Married 2,073

Occupation

:

Widowed 325

Clerk 569 Divorced ^^-i

Chauffeur 106 6,910

Cook or waiter 148 Place

;

Laborer 2,554 City 5,728

Idle 1,067 Town 1,182

Farmer 329 .

Stenographer 35 Laboratory Findings

:

Miscellaneous 1,905 Positive iJfJ
6,910 Negative -•>

'

None 1.730

6,910

Residence : xy^J.,^ -. ^
e qi n

Home 4,779 .... A]n
Boardin.si- house 1,454 Patients under treatment b,910

Hotel 230 Handling foodstuffs airf

Hospital 67 Discontinued employment 370

Institution 139

Number complete reports received from physicians, from which above tabu-
lation was made 6,910

Number incomplete reports received from physicians, druggists, State insti-

tutions, clinics, and the Chicago City Health Department 24,966

Total cases reported for the year ending June 30, 1920 . . . . 31,876

Total cases reported for the year ending June 30, 1919 16,915

Increase 14,961

By correspondence with physicians, hy personal interviews and by

talks to county medical societies, representatives of the division are con-

stantly endeavoring to secure the voluntary cooperation of physicians in

reporting, and reports are being received in constantly increasing num-

bers. Physicians are coming to realize that a license to practice medicine

conferred by the State carries with it an obligation which can be best

discharged by contributing in every possible way toward the protection

of the public health, and in order that the public health may be con-

served, communicable diseases must be promptly reported to health

officials.

REPRESSING ACTIVITIES

It will be admitted that to prevent the spread of venereal disease,

two things must be accomplished, that is, the euro or rendering nonin-

fectious of every carrier and the prevention of contact l^etween healthy
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and diseased persons. Jurisdiction of 2>ublic liealth departments in

striving to accomplish the iirst proposition will not be questioned. In

an attempt to prevent the contact between healthy and diseased persons,

considerable opposition is met.

It will also be admitted that there is not a more certain and success-

ful method of preventing the spread of s,yphilis and gonorrhea than by

minimizing the opportunity of exposure to these diseases. Public pros-

titution is admittedly the most prolific source of venereal disease since

reliable data gathered in every community demonstrates without possi-

l)ility of refuting that a high percentage of all prostitutes are infected

with syphilis or gonorrhea or with both. It would seem to be a matter

of extreme importance to health officers to prevent this disease spreading

business. Laws and ordinances against prostitution, professional and

clandestine, have been on the statute books for years. They were placed

there in compliance with public opinion and by duly constituted legisla-

tive bodies. These laws should receive the same respect from officers who
have sworn to obey the law as do laws for the protection of person and

of private property. Until the law is changed or repealed, all citizens

have a right to demand that laws directed against prostitution be rigidly

enforced.

Cooperation of city and county officials is essential to the complete

success of venereal disease control. Such cooperation was readily ob-

tained while the country was at war because the elimination of venereal

disease was looked upon as a patriotic measure. With the return of

peace there has been a regrettable tendency on the part of many civil

officials to relapse into their former state of disregard concerning the

apprehension of disease spreading prostitutes. Since venereal diseases

are far more dangerous and far more destructive than any other of the

much feared contagious diseases, it would seem that public health officials

and officials generally should be as energetic in their efforts to suppress

the venereal disease carrier as they are in suppressing cai'rievs of such

diseases as smallpox, diphtheria and scarlatina.

During the past year the division has attempted to keep alive the

interest of civil officials and the general public in the repression of com-

mercialized vice but has encountered a feeling of indifference, no doubt

due to a reaction which was to be expected following the strenuous activi-

ties occasioned by the World War. Officers of the division have made
numerous investigations into vice conditions in all parts of the State

and these conditions have been materially im|)roved. In the absence of

direct legislation requiring medical examination of all persons arrested

under conditions rendering them venereal disease suspects, and Ijecause

of the inertia manifested by some part-time local health officials who are

inadequately compensated for their services, many disease sju'eaders

escape. Because of the inactivity of local health authorities, it has been
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necessary to send investigators from the division to all parts of the State

to follow-np and get under treatment reported sources of infection.

OPHTHALMIA NEONATOEUM

Since ophthalmia neonatorum, commonly known as infants' sore

eyes, is in nearly all cases the result of gonorrheal infection contracted

at the time of hirth, investigation of such cases properly becomes the

work of the Division of Social Hygiene.

An Act for the prevention of blindness from ophthalmia neonatorum,

approved June 24, 1915, renders the reporting of such cases by physicians

and midwives obligatory. In accordance with the provisions of this act,

the State Department of Public Health provides a prophylactic solution,

which, if timely used, will in almost all cases prevent this disease.

During the past year five . midwives and three ph3^sicians have been

prosecuted under the Ophthalmia IS^eonatorum Act, all having been

convicted.

EDUCATIONAL WORK

Before the institution of the venereal disease campaign, no attempt

had ever been made to give the public reliable information concerning

sex hygiene. In the teaching of modern physiolog}^ in public schools and

high schools, little, if any, consideration is given to the physiology of the

sex organs, consequently the youth of the country have been depending

upon such information as they could get from their parents. On account

of the natural embarrassment which has always accompanied any men-

tion of facts bearing upon the sex relation, and beca.use of ignorance

concerning the proper method of transmitting such information to

children without creating an abnormal curiosity, sex education has been

sadly neglected.

The Division of Social Hygiene has had neither authority nor desire

to introduce sex education into public schools. ISTot every teacher can

impart such instruction successfully and it is believed that a capable

instructor in sex h5^giene must be equipped by nature as well as by

training. Lectures on the subject of sex hj^giene and venereal diseases

have been delivered to the general public, to teachers at their quarterly

institutes, to segregated audiences of men and women employed in indus-

tries and in offices; to students in commercial colleges, in literary

colleges and in military schools. These lectures have been illustrated by

motion picture films depicting the effects of venereal disease and an

audieiice of from two thousand to twenty-five hundred is not uncommon.
Placards giving information concerning venereal diseases have been

posted in railway station toilets, in railway cars, in comfort stations,

hotel and theatre wash rooms and in the wash rooms of large industrial

plants and office buildings.

—9 D H
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A "Keeping Pit" exliiljit, which is shown to boys, has been displayed

in 119 high schools in the State during the past year, making a total of

243 showings and reaching 50,951.

That the interest of the general public in sex hygiene has been

permanently aroused is evidenced by the continued requisitions which

have been received for pamphlets dealing on this subject. During the

past year a total of 654,205 pamphlets have been distributed.

In an effort to arouse the interest of the medical profession in the

proper treatment of venereal diseases, two motion picture films have been

secured. These films deal with the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis

and gonorrhea and will be shown at meetings of the various county

medical societies.

Treatment and repressive measures are considered necessary in the

control of venereal diseases but permanent and lasting benefits can only

accrue through educational measures. Much consideration is being given

to the preparation of a course of study which may be gradually intro-

duced into public schools.

EDUCATIONAL. SUMMAPwY

Number lectures given 572
Attendance 97,357
Number times slides and clTarts shown 322
Attendance 49,387
Number film showings without lecture 126
Attendance 18,112"

Total attendance 164,856
Cities rated 37

Number of cities under 10,000 visited 183
Number o£ cities 10,000 population and over 269

Total ; 452
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

To the Governor:

In compliance with the provisioBs of the Civil Administrative C ode,

I have the honor to submit to you the accompanying report of the Depart-
ment of Public Health for the fiscal year, July 1, 1920, to June 30, 1921.

The report covers briefly the activities of the various divisions of the

department during the fiscal period.

Eespcctfully submitted

.

Isaac D. TJawlin-iis. M. D.. Dircrfar.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

Isaac D. IiAwlings. M. T)., Pin'clur.

The iit^eal year ending June 30, 1921, witnessed a nuniber of events

that carried with them distinct and pronounced influences over the State

Department of Public Health. Not least among these were the inaugura-

tion of a Governor committed to a broad public health policy, a change

• in the directorship of the department and the additional provisions of

the Fifty-second General Assembly for public health administration.

Dr. Isaac D. Eawlings was appointed Director of Public Health on

February 2, 1921, so that the history of the department for the year was

divided almost equally under two executive officers. On March 1, the

xlssistant Director resigned and no new appointment had been made

at the end of the fiscal year.

For the first seven months of the year the department was concerned

principally with carrying out activities along lines established after the

close of the World War. The new Director, however, upon his indnction

into office, found before him the task of executing new policies outlined

in the Governor's inaugural address, as well as the continuation of

activities standard in the administration of public health. The problem

of handling the situation successfully was complex, embracing as it

did the necessity for new legislative action and rather large increases in

the personnel.

Broadly speaking, the new administration connnitted itself as favor-

ing three distinct public health measures, viz: (1) The establishment

of full-time medical health officers in every/county of the State; (2) the

strict enforcement of public health laws already enacted, particularly

those relating to the prompt and complete reporting of births and cases

of communicable diseases; and (3) an expansion in educational activi-

ties with special attention to training schools for home and public

licalth nursing and schools of instruction for health officers.

Another item of no little importance that faced the 2iew Director

was the fact that the funds for purchasing antitoxin, a product which

the department distributes free to citizens of the State, were completely

depleted and the supply of antitoxin entirely exhausted, although the

demand for this specific was unusuall}^ heavy.

LEGISLATION^".

With the Fifty-second General Assembly already in session at the

time of his appointment, the Director soon succeeded in securing an
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THE DEPAKTMENT OF HEALTH. 9

emergency appropriation of $30,000 for the purchase of antitoxin. The

wisdom of this measure was demonstrated during the remaining part of

tlie 3'ear when diphtheria was rather unusually prevalent and almost the

entire sum was expended for the purchase and distribution of antitoxiji

in quantities commensurate with the demand.

This emergency appropriation being disposed of efforts wci-e made

at once to secui'e legislative action necessary to the success of new

measures for health protection. To this end a bill was drafted and a

campaign launched to put upon the statute books a law providing for

the emplo^'ment, from State funds, of a full-time medical health officer

in every county of the State. The same bill carried provision whereby

counties would be authorized to employ additional personnel, establish

quarters and purchase equipment necessary for a well rounded and

efficient public health service. While this bill failed to be enacted, its

passage in the Senate with but one dissenting vote and introduction in

the House demonstrated so much favorable public opinion for an exten-

sion of public health service that a substitute budget item was embodied

in the appropriation to the department. The "Substitute provides funds

for maintaining 25 district health superintendents, or an increase of 20

over former years. This will permit a considerable extension of service

and will give the people a much more satisfactory public health adminis-

tration than formerly, but in no sense does it offer the possibilities for

practical results that could have been obtained under the original bill.

In addition to these things, the legislature set aside an increase over

the last biennium of $100,000; for social hygiene service to replace a

similar amount formerly provided by Federal grant. This came at a

time when Federal aid for this work had been withdrawn and further

progress or even the continuation of anti-venereal disease work already

begun would have suffered a severe set-back without the increased appro-

priation. A general increase in salaries Avas also granted so that

employees of tbe department will enjoy, during the next two years,

incomes more justly comparable with those of the industrial world.

The total appropriation to the Department of Public Health for the next
biennium amounts to $1,083,759, compared with $660,G10 for the last

biennium. It corresponds to an annual per capita appropriation of

about 814 cents.

ENFORCEMENT OP VITAL S1:ATISTICS LAWS.

Besides these efforts to secure the enactment of laws and needed
appropriations no little' time was consumed during the last five months
of the fiscal year in developing practical means for enforcing the vital

statistics laws and expanding the educational functions of the depart-

ment. With particular emphasis on the registration of births and the

reporting of communicable disease cases the Director has sought especially

the cooperation of the medical profession. To this end he has delivered

addresses before the State and many local medical societies, and has
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held mmierous conferences in Springfield and elsewhere in Illinois. At

the close of the year the future is full of promise for bringing about

birth registration sufficiently satisfactory to gain admission into the

United States registration area for births and the probability for early

success seems ver}^ reassuring.

COOPERATION.

Points of contact for cooperating with governmental and extra-

governmental agencies engaged in work of a public health nature have

been created or welded more firmly together. These include the power-

ful national organizations as well as State and local. Policies in

reference to coordinating the work of some of these agencies with that of

the department have been formed with the purpose of rendering in local

communities a well balanced public health service free from over-

emphasis of any particular task and without greater expense than many
localities now bear. The proposition of cooperation has not been initi-

ated in al] cases by the department and neither has it been limited to

agencies, the purpose of which is largely public health work. On the

other hand the accomplishments of the department, especially in the

field of child and infant care, have helped stimulate such organizations

as the Shriners, International Eotary Association, various units of the

Traveling Men's Protective Association, life insurance companies of

national character and various women's institutions to take an active

interest in these important activities. That the service of the depart-

ment has attracted the cooperation and conunendation of such powerful

and practical organizations as these seems indeed important and Avorthy

of mention.

EDUCATION.

More immediate results have attended the efforts of the department

directed toward an expansion of educational activities. The monthly

bulletin of the department has not only been converted into a popular

and practical publication that has elicited the unqualified praise of

physicians, public health workers and laymen alike, but it has been

issued promptly each month since February. Hardly less important has

been the addition to the loan service of considerable exhibit material,

designed by the department and constructed under its supervision. This

material consists of models and other devices that graphically portray

certain fundamental principles- in preventive medicine and are so con-

structed as to permit easy transportation from one point to another.

DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION.

Within the department a number of minor but important changes

have been made under the new Director. Perhaps the most far reaching

of these was the innovation of weekly conferences with the division

chiefs which has brought about an intra-departmental cooperation a,nd

coordination not heretofore realized. i\.t these meetings the policy and
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|ij'iil)l('iiis ()[ ihu clcpartmcut arc discussed and lines ol.' aclitju are de-

tei'jnijied. Tlie chiefs, are, therefore, a.ble to acquire a clear iiisiaiit into

tiie activities and problems of th.e department as a whole and of the

vai'ious individual divisions so that vague and liaz}' notions ai'e replaced

by an active knowledge of purpose and policy. A weekly conference of

this kind is all the more useful and necessary because the department

has long since outgi'own its original quarters and the several divisions

are scattei-ed thron^-hont the ("apitol Building and in tlio business sectioji

of Springfield.

One of the weekly eonrei'ences each rndntli is devoted to a dis-

cussion and study of current public health literature. The periodicals

for which the department subscribes (24 in number), as well as various

reports and publications received through an exchange of such service,

are assigned to the dilferent division chiefs who abstract all of the more
important articles. These abstracts are read and discussed at the meet-

ing. In this way all members of the department keep informed along

all lines of activities in the field of public health and are kept abreast

of the times in reference to new procedures.

During the latter part of the fiscal year the adoption of a com-

pletely new set of executive regulations that govern the functioning of

the department has had the elfect of binding together still moi'e cloi-:ely

its various units and of keeping the Director in close conta!ct with all

activities. For the purpose of convenience and efficiency a few changes

in the former division organization have been made. At the close of the

year the division arrangement established was as follows:

Executive Division

;

Division of Communicable Diseases;

Division of Tuberculosis;

Division of Sanitation and Engineering;

Division of Vital Statistics;

Division of Child Hygiene and Public Health Xursing;

Division of Diagnostic, Biologic and Eeseareh Laboratories;

Division of Public Health Instruction;

Division of Social Hygiene;

Division of Lodging House Inspection.

Several of the divisions have not been manned to full force but the

provisions of the Fifty-second General Assembly have opened the way
for securing a personnel for each that will reasonably meet the require-

ments for work mapped out.

Even with the limited personnel the divisions in almost every case

show an increase in activities over former years and some have under-
taken and accomplished a great deal along new lines of endeavor. The
Division of Sanitation absorbed that of surveys and rural hygiene so

that all sanitary service, whether in the nature of routine or research,

noAv comes under the supervision of the chief sanitary engineer. Xo
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important reorganization, changes have been made other than that

of the executive officer and his assistant, although there were several

transfers and additions in the department personnel.

RULES AND EEGULATIONS EOR CONTROLLING DISEASE.

Toward the close of the year a complete revision of the rules and

regulations governing the quarantine and control of communicable

diseases was accomplished. A number of important changes were made

so that the regulations are now in keeping with the latest and most

scientific thought, while cities with well qualified and efficient healtli

departments can enjo}? a considerable amount of freedom in the

matter of quarantine. While onl}' Chicago and possibly one or two

other municipalities are at present eligible to exercise the responsi-

bilities of this modified regulation it is believed that many cities will be

stimulated to qualify under the provisions required. Preparatioii has

been made to publish the new rules and regulations in attractive pamph-

let form and to supplement them with a number of special pamphlets,

the material for which is ready for the printer. Public demands for

educational matter of this kind have been increasingly strong and it

is* felt that through its widespread distribution great good can be

accomplished.

A State law empowers the State Department of Eegistration and

Education to adopt and enforce rules providing for the sanitary regula-

tion of barber shops but prior to the adoption of such rules they must

be approved by the State Department of Public Health. During the

term of office of the present Director of Public Health a set of such

rules, that had awaited the approval of the department for several years,

were approved and are now in force.

By and large, Illinois has experienced a healthful year. ISTo severe

epidemic of serious proportions has appeared. The State has enjoyed

one of the lowest mortality rates ever recorded. These tbings, together

with the activities of the department for the year are discussed in detail

in the division reports on the following pages.



EXECUTIVE DIVISION.

A.MOS SawyeUj Chief Cleric.

The Executive Division of the State Department of Public HeaU'.i

i;s made up of the chief clerk and a staff of accountants and clerks as

shown in the organization chart below. This division is charged with

the general supervision of tlie clerical and stenographic force of all

divisions and the records that pertain thereto. The status of the chief

clerk is that of executive secretary of the department. In this capacity

he is consulted, in the absence of the Director, by heads of divisions in

reference to special important matters or emergencies requiring im-

mediate attention. He also exercises supervision over pay rolls, accounts,

contracts and other departmental record? and the purchase and inventory

of furniture and supplies.

CHIEF OF DIVISION

Chief Cleric
^3200.

AccoontinfCik.

«jSOflr.

md Clerk
8

nail d«rK
I3t0.

Figure II—Divisional Organization for Biennium, 1921-23.

During the fiscal year a number of unusual financial problems have

presented themselves. The Fifty-first General Assembly made appro-

priations for several technical positions in the department that have not

laeen filled. This is explained by the fact that unforeseen and extraor-

dinary advances in salaiy scales swept the country so that the maximum
salaries specified for these technical positions were not large enough to

attract persons of proper qualifications and experience. The result has

been that several divisions have not been able to secure the anticipated
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personnel and consequently have not exiDandecl in proportion to public

demands for service. This has been especially true of the Divisions of

Laboratories, Sanitation, Communicable Diseases and Child H^^giene

and Public Health Nursing.

Another problem was that relating to the purchase of antitoxin for

free distribution. Funds for this purpose were entirely exhausted long

before the close of the year. Fortunately, however, the Fifty-second

General Assembly was in session at the time and an emergency appro-

priation of $30,00U gave relief in this instance.

During the year a great deal of time was devoted by the Executive

Division to the preparation and presentation of the department budget

for the coming biennium. All divisions were required to submit esti-

mates for the period in conformity with the probable needs in each case.

On the basis of these, together with due consideration to plans for new-

fields of service and the probable withdrawal of Federal aid in some cases,

a practical budget was compiled and presented to the Department of

Finance. All items contained therein were the result of careful study

and painstaking consideration.

The other work of the division during the 3'ear has been along lines

established in the past. Xo particularly difficult problems have arisen in

this respect. On several occasions, particulai-ly in connection with the

exhibit at the State Fair, the annual Better Babies Conference and the

campaign during Health Promotion Week it has been necessary to engage

extra help of various kinds. These matters have been attended to with

dispatch and in a manner that has proved entirely satisfactory.

The routine work of the division has been kept in good shape. All

accounts of the department have been recorded in the proper way and

are open to inspection by authorized persons at all times. Executive

orders originating from the Director have been communicated to the

various members o^ the department and contact with other organizations

and the public has been maintained in a rliplomatic and satisfactory

manner.
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TABLE I.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH FOn THE CLOSING
BIENNIUM.

GENERAL OFFICE.

Appropriated for.

Entire
appropriation
for biennium
July 1, 1919, to
June 30, 1921.

Bills paid.
Amount
lapsed

Sept. 30. 1921.

Salaries and wages.
Salaries and wages from contingent.
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Travel
Operation
Operation from contingent
Repairs
Repairs from contingent
Equipment
Equipment from contingent
Contingent

Sub-total.
Printing

Total.

$27, .560

"'2'359'

5,200
150

130

""905"

'7"205'

$43,499
35,000

$78, 499

$23,958
1,276
2,232

176

4,939
73

1,062
760
106

209
1,578

•{4, 198)

$36, .369 !

34,087 i

$70,456

$3,602

261
77

—630

"'69i

3,002

$7, 130
913

$8,043

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.
* Not included in total.

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.

Salaries and wages.
Office expense
Travel.
Operation
Repairs
Equipment

Total.

$78, 080
3,892

28, 000
220
155

635

$110,982

$66, 795
3,762

23,041
155
240
624

$94,617

$11,285
130

4,959
65
85
11

$16,365

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, $211.00.

DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY.
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TABLE I—Continued.

SANITATION.

Appropriated for.

Entire
appropriation
for biennium
July 1, 1919, to
June 30, 1921.

Bills paid.
Amount
lapsed

Sept. 30, 1921.

Salaries and wages
Office expense
Travel..-
Operation
Repairs
Equipment

Total

$44,160
2,300
11,000
1,840
716

1,660

S61, 676

$41,788
2,237
6,402
2,263

565
1,981

$55, 236

$2, 372
63

4,598
—423

151
—321

$6,440

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.

VITAL STATISTICS.
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TABLE I—Continued.

SURVEYS AND RURAL HYGIENE.

Appropriated for.

Entire
approprintion
for hiennium
Julv 1, 1011). to
.Juiu.- :M, It21.

15ii]s paid.

.\ mount
lapsed

Sept. 30, 1921.

Salaries and wages _

Office expense
Travel
Operation
Repairs
Equipment

Total.

.?10, 200
250

.5, 500
860
110
480

$17,400

19,931
44

2,724
452
72

342

$13,565

{ 269
206

2,776
408
38
138

$3, 835

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.

PUBLIC HEALTH INSTRUCTION.

Salaries and wages

-

Office expense
Travel
Operation
Repairs
Equipment

Total.

$9,440
2,165

800
506

1,260
1,260

515,431

$8, 773

3,134
672
183

1,081

1,488

$15,331

$667
—969

128

323
179

—228

SlOO

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.

SOCIAL HYGIENE.

Salaries and wages
Salaries and wages from contingent
Salaries and wages from contingent, emergency-
Office expense , -

Travel
Travel from contingent
Travel from contingent, emergency
Operation
Operation from contingent
Operation from contingent, emergency
Repairs
Repairs from contingent
Equipment
Contingent
+Contingent, emergency.

Total.

S30, 000

10, 000
12, 000

19,000

3,600

10,000
15,400
4,700

S104, 700

$30,000
3,925
3,345
9,000
12,000
2,049

392
19, 000
9,420

963
1,900

6

8,000
* (15, 400)
*(4,700)

$100, 000

$1,000

1,700

'2^555

$4,700

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.
* Not included in total.

tAppropriated by Fifty-second General Assembly.

CHILD HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING.

Salaries and wages
Salaries and wages from contingent.
Office expense
Office expense from contingent
Travel
Travel from contingent
Operation
Repairs
Equipment
Contingent

Total.

$22, 480

550'

16,800

180
25

265
4.800

$45, 100

$21,522
1,974
542
367

13, 647
649
46

254
*(2,990)

$39,001

958

3,153

134
25
11

1,810

$6. 099

Receipts from all sources July 1, 1919, to June 30, 1921, none.
* Not included in total.

—2 P H
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TABLE I—Concluded.

RABIES.

Appropriated for.



DIVISION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.

John J. McShane, M. D., Dk. P. II., Chief.

There was a grand total of 183,457 cases of communicable diseases

reported to the State Department of Public Health during the iiscal

5''ear 1920-1921. During this year the field men have been imusually

busy responding to calls in different localities within their respective

districts. It was impossible for the limited number of field men to give

their attention to all the calls requesting their help. The reason for the

unusual number of calls year after year is due in greater part to the lack

of proper local health administration. One can easily understand this

when one realizes that there are more than 2,752 health jurisdictions in

Illinois and 1,600 of these are each under the direction of the local

supervisor of a township and the remainder is made up, in round num-
bers, of 800 laymen and 400 physicians making a total of 2,400 laymen

Avho are supposed to look after the health of the community they

represent.

It is almost beyond belief that there are still some cities in Illinois

today which have no accurate means of knowing the number of people

who die each year, or the number of infants born, or whether such in-

fants live or die, and if they die, the cause of death. This, of course, is

due in part to improper registration.

It is an established fact that only through proper reporting of com-

municable diseases, and the proper reporting of deaths, births and
maiTiages, that the coiitrol of communicable diseases and intensive health

work can be well done in any community, for such numerical registration

really forms an indispensable basis of public health work, and our chief

source of such information is the practicing physician. Hence, the

laxity on the part of physicians has a great deal to do with the non-

control of communicable diseases. Take for instance tuberculosis and
typhoid fever, where for the former there is only a modified quarantine

and isolation and a modified type of quarantine in the latter, still how
few cases are reported to the health department. In many cases the only

reports we get from some communities are the original certificates of

death. Therefore, how necessary is the cooperation of the practicing

ph5'sicians. They can be of immeasurable value, or they can be an
obstruction to the development and promotion of public health" eificiency.

If local communities would only spend one-half the time and energy
supervising scarlet fever, diphtheria, tuberculosis, summer diarrhoea,

gonorihea and syphilis that tliey do looking after rulibish piles and other

19
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iiui.-^aiices—doing iiileiisivu work along lliL'Se lines—more headway would

be made hi abolishing these diseases. I do not mean to say that rubbish

piles and the like should not be taken care of, for we know that a clean

city makes for higher ideals among its citizens, and when people have

civic pride many things are accomplished that are not accomplished

unless this is the case.

"Health has ever been recognized as the chief ha&i.s of wealth and

happiness, and in this age is the subject of a science and administrative

practice of its own." Hence, we find the Statesman Disraeli affirming

that ''the conservation of public health is the first duty of the states-

man."' It was thought in the past that only the weaklings suffered from

infection or communicable diseases. If this were true, disease long ago

would have taken such a toll that only those of physical perfection would

be left, but we know this is not true for in our armies men who pass the

most rigid examinations and are specimens of physical perfection suc-

cumb to pneumonia, meningitis, and other communicable diseases.

As has been said modern public health recognizes that health means

much more than the mere absence of disease, and under hygiene includes

all measures taken to secure the hest internal workings of the human
frame to keep it at its best, thus eliminating the internal poisonings and

the results of deprivations and excesses wdiich produce certain diseases

and disabilities. Public health recognizes further that surroundings,

through direct action on the body, wliether perfect or imperfect, may.
injure or destroy it, and under sanitation strives to provide surroundings

which may eliminate external conditions leading to disease or injury.

The chief advance in public liealth of recent years is that Avhich

recognizes specifically the cause and effect, both in hygiene and sanita-

tion, and meets each separate source or cause of each such trouble with

a specific measure to prevent it. As has heen said by Dr. H. W. Hill the

old public health was concerned with the environment; the new is con-

cerned with the individual. The old sought the sources of infectious

diseases in the surroundings of the man ; the new finds them in the man
himself. The old sought the sources in every place except where the.y

really are. The new seeks these sources and finds them in persons or

animals carrying infection, whose dejecta or other discharges enter the

body of other persons. The old public health was continually looking

for the sources in bad smells, stagnant water, smoke, garbage, sewer gas,"

defective plumbing, old rubbish piles, and these in times gone by were
supposed to be the starting point of epidemics.

More than once have I been told that the patient contracted typhoid

fever from eating fruit or vegetables that had been stored in a damp
cellar, or possibly from sewer gas, etc., and a ease of scarlet fever came
from some clothes that had not been fumigated months or years before;

that malaria came from dampness.
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The new public health today sees in the garbage pail and the manure

pile a place for flies to breed, which carry infection if their bodies are

contaminated with discharges from persons suffering from communicable

diseases.

In swamps it sees a place for the malaria and yellow fever mosquito

to breed, for we know that both malaria and yellow fever are trans-

mitted by the bite of the mosquito.

In the past if there was only one employee in the health department

he must be a sanitary inspector who condemned everything in sight and

in most cases these were secondary in importance to the very things that

should have been corrected. The average sanitary. inspector will make
great complaint and cry about garbage and the like not being pi'operly

cared for, yet pays no attention as to whether the milk man is delivering

milk containing typhoid germs, or milk infected with scarlet fever ; that

• often is his last thought, if he has one at all on the subject.

The modern trained public health official cares nothing, so far as

the restriction of disease and death is concerned, for the dirty back yard

or the damp cellar in themselves; but only in so far as these enter into

the transmission of infected discharges. Then, at once, they become

vitally important. The sanitary inspection of the modern sanitarian, ao

far as it relates to infection, begins and usually ends with a search for

(a) the infected individual, (b) the routes of spread of infection from

that individual, (c) the routes of spread of the ordinary excreta of

ordinary uninfected individuals to tbe mouths of their ordinary asso-

ciates in ordinary life.

Dr. H. W. Hill says the most important group of duties falling to

the health authorities is that under the head of communicable diseases.

I will use Eosenau's classification:

1. Diseases spread largely through secretions or discliarges from the nose,
throat and mouth.

•J 2. Diseases spread largely through the excreta.
3. Diseases spread by insects and vermin. .

4. Diseases liaving- specific preventive measures.
5. Miscellaneous diseases.

As Dr. Hill says, infective or communicable diseases are infectious

or communicable because they are due to the growth, in the liody of

minute animal or vegetable forms (germs), the transmissibility of these

germs from body to body being the sole explanation of why diseases are

catching.

AYherever germs develop in the bod}'' they leave it chiefly in the dis-

charges or by routes of discharges such as the nose and throat, 1)ladder

or bowel, i. e., from the main orifices of the body. I might qualify this

statement and say that smallpox, leprosy, syphilis and some forms of

tuberculosis are transferred from skin lesions. Certain tropical diseases

are transferred by insects tapping the blood stream.

The discharges infect practically any person, when that person takes

the discharges in some form into the mouth or nose, except in trachoma

and venereal diseases.
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Mudcni pul)lic licaltli I'eeogiiizcs therefore thai most of tlie com-

iiiuiiJcable diseases are derived direct!}' from infected persons and not

so mucli from infected things, except recently infected water, milk, food

or flies.

The routes by which the discharges of the sick person pass to the

well person are exactly those by Avhich the same discharges pass from the

well person to the well person in ordinary life. For nose and mouth

discharges, the routes are mouth spray and sputum, conveyed tlirough

direct contact (as kissing, etc.). For bowel and bladder discharges the

hands form the route. These become infected and in turn, either

directly or indirectly, infect matter that finds its way to the mouth.

Water supplies are peculiar because bowel and bladder discharges en-

masse, in form of sewage, often enter them directly, at times being

deliberately poured into them.

The relative importance of those various routes in the carriage of

infection varies much. The amount and freshness of the discharges, the

number and virulence of the germs wdiich they contain, the size and

frequency of the dose, and the number of susceptible persons who are

dosed, must always be considered. Almost all the infectious disease

germs die out quickly when exposed to direct sunlight, and fairly rapidly

in diffused sunlight. Hence, as a rule, things succeed in conveying

infection only somewhat directly from the infector to the infectee, and
practically only during the limited period when the germs are still fresh

and moist. "

These new principles place at the head of official public health

activities the search for, and the supervision of infected persons, and the

control of infected discharges for the purpose of excluding them from
the mouths and also from food and drink.

In Illinois we will never have proper health administration until we
can cut down the 2,752 health jurisdictions into a workable number of

districts with a full-time medical health officer and qualified assistant

personnel to look after the preventive work in each.

In the last session of the legislature a. full-time county health

officer bill was offered by the department and passed by the Senate with
only one dissenting vote but it unfortunately died in the committee of

the House. Had this bill been passed it would have been a great stride

toward giving all communities in the State proper health administration
which they lack at the present time. The Director of the State Depart-
ment of Public Health, knowing the need of a great many communities
in the State, decided something must be done to prevent, in part, the
needless waste of human lives and was successful in having appropria-
tions made for twenty additional full-time district health superin-
tendents. The State will be divided into districts. Each district will be
served by a full-time district health superintendent who will give his
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whole time to the work of svipervising the public health work in his

respective district.

TABLE 2—MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY FOR PREVENTABLE DISEASES REPORTED
FOR PERIOD 1917-192L (Fiscal years).

1917-1918

Cases. Deaths

1918-1919

Cases. Deaths.

1919-1920

Cases. Deaths,

1920-1921

Cases. Deaths.

Typhoid fever
Malaria -_.i._-
Smallpox
Measles
Scarlet fever
Whooping cough
Diphtheria
Influenza
Tuberculosis (all forms)
Meningitis epidemic
Poliomyelitis _

Pneumonia

1,963
1,996
4,575
29,191
5,804

14, 306
11,069

19, 703
531

5,458

581
115

15

351
251
708

1,527

8,402
240
328

8,277

1,199
199

3,028
19, 165

4,140
7,214
7,789

284, 142

15, 909
171

265
20, 097

462
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may ]iave been a (k)ul)le soiiic.'c of iiircci ion, jiossilily not sn.-pi'elfil at ilic

time of investigation.

'riie second epidemic of typhoid fcNci' I'litcrred to occui'i'cd at 'i'us-

coJ;i. 'I'lie outstaiiding fact in this epidemic was the large pi'oi)ortion of

secondary' cases, there having been about three secondary cases to each

primary one. The investigator reported that the town of Tuscola and

the surroundijig country is low-lying territory with sanitary . onditions

very bad. He iiirther stated that this commnnity had an outbreak of

typhoid J'evcr. consisting of some 130 cases, foui' -tars before, and that

a few cases had occurred each summer since tl.c time of that epidemic.

It was concluded after carefnl investigati<^ii ^h it multiple Avell infection,

probably emanating from carriers of t3'phoid bacillus, was responsible

for the primary cases in this epidemic, the secondary cases being due

to the lack of proper care of the patients and the disposal of their

excreta.

The third epidemic occurred in Wliite County during July with

about sixty cases of typhoid fever, of which about fifteen cases were

reported from Carmi. Investigation proved that the outbreak was water-

horne.

In the spring of 1921 typhoid fever occurred in Charleston and the

cases were traced to a carrier.

TYPHOID FEVER (Calendar years).
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TYPHOID FEVER.
(Morbidity, Mortality and Fatality Rates.)

MALARIA.

Ill checking over the moihidity reports for the past four years we

note that in 1920-1921 there were 3.365 cases of malaria reported with

76 deaths; 2,011 cases reported for 1919-1920 with 107 deaths; 199 cases

for 1918-1919 with 77 deaths and 1,996 cases for 1917-1918 with 115

deaths.

It has been found that the mortality rate if compared with the case

rate is about one to every three hundred. In figuring a ratio of cases as

per death reports it will be noted that for the year 1920-1921 there

should have been reported 22,800 cases; for 1919-1920, 32,100 cases; for

1918-1919, 22,100 cases; and for 1917-1918, 44,500 cases.

In checking over the mortality rate from the different counties in

Illinois it is found that seventy deaths from malaria occurred in a small

group of counties in southern Illinois. From the above statistics it will

be readily seen that southern Illinois has entirely too many cases of

malaria and only a very small proportion of the cases are reported.

The counties rejDorting the largest number of cases are as follows

:

Bureau, 70 ; Clay, 18 ; Clinton, 139 ; Jackson, 29 ; Frankb'n, 118 ; C4alla-

tin, 17; Hardin, 13; McLean, 78; Pike, 66; Pulaski, 70; Saline, 59;

Williamson, 64; Union, 186.

SMALLPOX.

During the past year there were reported to the Illinois Depart-
ment of Public Health 10,928 cases of smallpox, the largest number that

has ever been reported in one year in this State. It is surely a sad

commentary on local public health administration in this great State of

ours when smallpox is prevalent in such proportions as has been noted
above.

The above number of reported cases does not represent the actual

number of cases that occurred during the year, as subsequent cases

occurring after the original cases on the premises many times are not
reported. Smallpox will continue to occur until such time as the people
of Illinois awaken and realize that to be protected against smallpox one
must be successfully vaccinated. If all the children were vaccinated at
the beginning of their school life it would only be a short time until

smallpox would be wiped out of our State. One can easily understand
how smallpox can get a foothold in a communitv when in manv com-
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iiuuiitics les.s tliiiii It) piT cf'iit ol' llic |in[nil;itinn is prntoctt'd ])}' vaccinu-

tion.

During the past .ycai' tlir district health officers investigated over

one hundred and two outl)reaks ol' smallpox. The largest outbreaks

occnrred in the following named places. The iigures indicate the num-

ber of cases reported in each case: East St. Louis, 503; Streator, 80;

Ottawa, 106; Freeport, 129; Plainfield, 50; Cooksville, 34; Moline, 72;

Eock Island, 102; Eockford, 521; Jackson County 402, of which 107

were reported from Mui'physboro ; McLean County 410, of which Bloom-

ino-ton liad 15S and Williamson County 610.

SMALLPOX.
(Calendar years.)
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MEASLES.

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, there were reported to

this department 33,676 cases of measles against 33,535 for 1919-1920;

19,165 for 1918-1919; 29,191 for 1917-1918 and 49,945 for 1916-1917.

The deaths for the same period were as follows: 353, 1920-1921; 429,

1919-1920; 276, 1918-1919, and 351, 1917-1918.

During the past five 3^ears the greatest number of cases occurred

during 1916-1917 when 49,945 cases w^ere reported. The year 1920-1921

ranks second with 33,676 reported cases. Owing to the fact that in many

cases of measles no physician is in attendance and hence the case is not

reported, these figures do not represent the actual number of cases

occurring.

Possibly the largest epidemics of measles during the year were as

follows: Bloomington with 765 reported cases; Elgin reporting 840

cases, and Quincy reporting 484 cases.

MEASLES.
(Calendar years)

.

•
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MEASLES.
(Morbidity, mortality and fatality rates.)

Fiscal years.
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Figure VII—Reported Cases of Scarlet Fever.
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SCARLET FEVER.
(Morbidity, mortality and fatality rates.)

Fiscal years.
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per cent ul" llic cases, l)ut willi the introduction of antitoxin it lias been

reduced to about 10 per cent. Jt seems like this is an unusually large

number of deaths when one considers that we have at our disposal

diphtheria antitoxin which, if given within the first 24 hours of the

disease, would cure nearly eyery case, it is true, however, that the

number of deaths for the past few years have remained more or less con-

stant. The greatest mortality and morbidity in diphtheria is jjetween

the ages of one and five years. Over 80 per cent of the deaths occur

imder five years of age. Where the cause of death has been analyzed it

has been found that in a great many of the cases the death was due to

the non-recognition of cases and the lack of early treatment. In view

of the above fact that the mortality has remained constant for a number

of years it would seem that the control of diphtheria will have to be met

by other means than have been used in the past.

At Mooseheart, in Illinois, more than a thousand children weic im-

munized with toxin-antitoxin and only one case of diphtheria was

reported among those immunized during the past two years. It is

claimed that the active immunity produced by toxin-antitoxin lasts about

five years. It is most important that children under five years be im-

munized with toxin-antitoxin on account of the high morbidity and

mortality of children in this age group. If we can immunize 95 per

cent of our children for five years by giving them toxin-antitoxin Ave can

reduce the mortality from 60 to 80 per cent. As soon as diphtheria is

clinically diagnosed antitoxin, should be given without waiting for a

laboratory result of nose and throat cultures.

DIPHTHERIA.
(Calendar years.)

1916 1917 1918 1920

January
February-.
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November.
December

-

Total _,

973
810
736
559
640
643
471
525
797

1,564
1,627
1,337

10, 682

1,263
1.072
1,312
1,124
1,141
930
890
722

1,212
814

2,046
1,161

13, 687

1,028
649
751

665
565
566
487
362
604
990
703
705

8,075

750
687
688
644
668
470
485
397
751

1,589
1,628
1,207

9,964

878
693
850
787
761
662
600
520
908

1,913
2,544
2,261

13,377
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Figure VIII—Reported Cases of Diplitheria.

DIPHTHERIA.
(Morbidity, mortality and fatality rates.)

Fiscal years.
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RABIES.

During the past year there wei'e reported nine cases of ralnes with

one death, as compared with fourteen cases witli three deaths for 1919-

1920.

TUBERCULOSIS.

In checking over our morbidity i-eports of tuberculosis we note

that there were reported for the fiscal year 1916-1917, 11,106 cases; for

1917-1918, 19,703 cases with 8,402 deaths; for 1918-1919, 15,909 cases

with 7,820 deaths; for 1919-1920, 18,286 cases with 6,741 deaths; and

for 1920-1921, 13,265 cases with 5,594 deaths.

EPIDEMIC MENINGITIS.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, there were reported to

this division 193 cases of epidemic meningitis with 63 deaths; during

1919-1920, 272 cases with 95 deaths; for 1918-1919, 171 cases with 92

deaths; and for 1917-1918, 531 cases with 240 deaths.

POLIOMYELITIS.

Within the fiscal year there were reported. 303 cases of poliomyelitis

with 66 deaths, being a decrease of cases and deaths as compared with the

year 1919-1920, when there were 364 cases and 101 deaths. In 1918-

1919. 265 cases with 120 deaths were reported, and in 1917-1918, 867

cases with 328 deaths.

POLIOMYELITIS
(Calendar years.)
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POLIOMYELITIS.
(Morbidity, mortality and fatility rates.)

Fiscal years.
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ENCEPHALITIS LETPIARGICA.

This disease lias been reported from all parts of the world. It was

reported in Austria in the beginning of 1917; in England and France

in the spring of 1918; in Italy during the following winter; in Portugal

in February of 1919; in India in November, 1919; in Spain during the

early part of 1920; and in the United States it appeared in the latter

part of the year of 1918 in the states bordering on the Atlantic Ocean

and the following October it occurred on the Pacific coast.

During the year 1920 there was reported first in Chicago a number

of cases diagnosed as encephalitis lethargica, or so-called sleeping sick-

ness. Shortly after these cases were recognized and physicians' attention

called to the fact that certain clinical symptoms were indicative of en-

cephalitis, the State Department of Health was called upon to confirm

the diagnosis of encephalitis lethargica. During the year 1920 there

were reported to this department in the first six months 237 cases and

during the last six months seven cases. In 1921, 200 cases were reported

for the first six months of the year.

When this disease first made its appearance in Illinois the State

Department of Public Health promulgated a special order making cases

of this disease reportable to local bealth authorities and subject to isola-

tion, and further providing

:

The cases and nursing- attendant must be isolated. If isolation is efficient

and other inmates of premises do not come in contact with the patient or at-
tendant or with articles coming- from the sick room, such other inmates, may-
leave the premises to attend to necessary business affairs. Isolation shall con-
tinue until such time as convalescence is established and can be terminated
only by local health authorities. Premises should be placarded.

LEPEOSY.

During the past year there were reported to the State Department

of Public Health two cases of leprosy. The first case was a Greek, a

resident of East Moline, who worked in the shops in Silvis.

The second case was reported in a man, 30 years of age, whose

regular occupation was that of a dry goods salesman. He came to this

country in 1912 and has been living in Chicago ever since, with the

exception of the first six months of 1918, during which time he was em-

ployed as a shipping clerk in Dallas, Texas. In 1918, he entered the

United States Army and served in France. He was discharged "in good

health" May 28, 1919, from an engineers' company. Apparently the

onset of his disease was about November, 1916. He has done no work

since December, 1920. At the present time he is isolated at Cook County

Hospital.

PELLAGEA.

During the year there were reported to this division thirteen cases

of pellagra. Five of these cases occurred in Cook County; two were

reported from the Dixon State School and Colony; two from the Alton

State Hospital; two from the Kankakee State Hospital: one from the
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i'cdria Stale Hospital at l)a rtoiiNillc ; and one FrfMii (Jorcvillo, .Joliiisoii

Count}". No (i(iiil)i, ilirrc wore otlicr eases in tln' Slate that were not

reported,

ANTIIltAX.

Seven cases of anthrax were reported dui-ing this peried of one

3' ear; one in eacli of the months of August, Septemher and Decernljer,

1920, and two in each of the months of January and Febi-uaiT, 1921.

This is primarily a disease of animals and more particulaid)- of cattle

and sheep but does occasionally occur among those who woik among
these animals or handle hides or wools.

All investigation of the source of cases of anthrax ocenn-ing in

August and September showed that the use of infected slnnim:- Ijrushes

was responsible for these cases. All of the infected brushes belonged to

one lot and were of cheap grade, made of horse bair, in imitation of

"Badger' and none bore either the manufacturer's name or trade mark.

The prompt destruction of all shaving brushes sent out from this

source of infection to various parts of the country undoubtedly resulteci

in the prevention of other cases of anthrax. The good achieved as the

I'esult of a thorough investigation of the source of infection of these

cases illustrates quite Avell the protection which the public receives as

the result of the scientific application of our knowledge regarding the

cause and means of transmission of communicable diseases.

MILK SICKNESS.

Several cases of another rather uncommon disease in man in Illinois

known as "milk sickness" were investigated by one of the district health

officers. It appears from his report that some twenty cases of this

disease had occurred in Grundy (*ounty since 1916, with one death in

1920 attributed to this disease. Other cases are known to have occuiTed

in this same locality prior to 191G according to another investigator

detailed there by the former State Board of Health.

A number of "endemic foci" were reported in Grundy County. The
disease is said to follow dry weather when cattle pasture in wooded places

and always occurs in the fall of the year. The symptoms are fairly con-

stant and consist of progressive weakness, various stomach and bowel

symptoms, subnormal temperatuie, slow pulse and coma at times.

In order to prevent the occurrence of this disease it is recommended
that the low wooded lands where the rows have access to noxious weeds
be cleared of timber. This seems reasonable since the gi'()\\'Lh of weeds,

thought to be responsible for the condition of milk which causes this

disease in persons who drink it, is favored by shade and dampness.

TRACHOMA.

.
As a result of a conference called in March, 1920, liy the Ti'achoma

Committee of the Illinois Society for the Prevention of l')lindne>s at

which the Board of Welfare Commii^sioners of tbe Depart nient (if Public
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Welfare was reiDiesentecl^ it was agreed that an intensive survey of the

prevalence of this disease should be made in a small area selected in

southern Illinois, and that a treatment clinic should also he established.

In addition to the two organizations mentioned^ the Eye Department of

the University of Illinois, the American Eed Cross and the State Depart-

ment of Public Health cooperated in the planning for and actual conduct

of this work during the months of May, Juue and July. The main clinic

was held at Mt. Vernon with plans for branch consultation clinics at

Harrisburg aud Benton. The following is a brief report of the medical

director, Dr. E. Y. L. Brown, for the first three months' work 'of the

clinics

:

MT. VERNON—MAY 10 TO JULY 26, 1920.

Attendance—first day «. 17
Total attendance 515
Trachoma patients 33

HARRISBURG—JUNEJ 29, JULY 7 and 21, 1921.

Attendance—first day -. 58
Total attendance 114
Trachoma patients— 39 per cent '. 45

BENTON—^JULY 23, 1920.

Attendance 85
Trachoma patients—29 per cent 12
Seen by doctor 42
Referred to next cUnic 43

Mt. Vernon is a treatment cUnic ; does not therefore refer all cases for atten-
tion of local physicians.

Harrisburg and Benton are consultation clinics and refer all cases to atten-
tion of local physicians in consultation with clinic physician, and keep in touch
with patients until they are under satisfactory care.

ANALYSIS OF DISPOSITION OF CASES IN HARRISBURG AND BENTON CLINICS.
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14 9. Physical Examinations ^ Reports.

Sec. 4. It is hereby made the duty of any licen.sed physician wlio shall
make the physical examination of employees under the provisions of section 2

of this act, to make an immediate rcpoit thereof to the State Department of
Health of the State of Illinois upon blanks to be furnished by said department
upon request, and if no such disease or illness is found the physician shall so
report, and if any such disease is found, the report shall state the name, ad-
dress, sex and age of such employee and the name of such employer, and the
nature of the disease or illness with which the employee is afflicted, and the
probable extent and duration thereof, and the last place of employment

:

Provided, that the failure of any such physician to receive the blanks of the
State Department of Health for the making of such report, shall not excuse such
physician from making' the report as herein provided.
150. State Department of Health, Director's Duty.

The Director of the State Department of Health shall, immediately upon
receipt of any report from any physician in accordance with the provisions of
section 4 of this act, transmit a copy thereof to the Illinois Department of
Factory Inspection.

There are 311 lirms reporting monthly the number of men examined

and the diseases fonnd. During tlie fiscal year <S4.712 men were

examined for occupational diseases and 14.0 cases of lead poisoning, one

case of arsenic poisoning and one cai^e of carbon monoxide ])0: soiling were

reported to this division.

THE COST OF COiLMUXlCABLE DISEASES.

In the past three annual reports tables were published showing

the cost of communicable disGa.ses in the different counties in the State,

in which some interesting figures present themselves. The highest cost

per capita, for 1920-1921, was in Union County with $52.71 and the

lowest was in Monroe County where communicable diseases cost $5.98

per capita for the year.

In computing the cost of communicable disease, the following

definite factors were taken into cousideration and in every instance it

is believed that the figures employed result in an under-statement rather

than an exaggeration of the facts ; cost of human life, computed at

$3,000 for the adult and $500 for the child ; cost of burial for the adult,

$100 and $50 for the child; estimate of the number of cases of illness

for each death from disease, prepared upon recognized epidemiological

standards; the cost for medicine and nursing for the sick and the value

of the loss of time from productive or gainful occupation. In tliese

compilations, each disease was given careful and separate consideration

and it is believed that the resultant figures state the case as clearlv and
accurately as it can be stated.

The total cost of communicable diseases for the year ainounted to

$103,933,543, or a cost per capita of $15.81 for every person in the State

of Illinois. In 1919-1920, the total cost was $150,670,738 and in 1918-

1919, $223,634,515. The largest reduction in cost is found in tiiljer-

culosis, pneumonia and influenza. Tuberculosis again ranks first with a

grand total of $72,207,900 for 1920-1921, and $90,002,500 for 1919-

1920. Pneumonia for 1920-1921 was $18,140,755 and for 1919-1920.

$28,436,953. For the year 1920-1921 the cost of inflnonza was
$1,913,094 and for the year before $18,895,551.
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DISTRIBUTION OF DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN.

During the fiscal 3'ear just passed, the following quantities of

diphtheria antitoxin were distributed

:

22,539 1,000 unit packages, chiefly for preventive use.
2,445 3,000 unit pacliages, for individual curative use.

16,564 5,000 unit pacl?;ag-es, for individual curative use.
16,586 10,000 unit packages, for individual curative use.
1,197 10,000 unit packages, for institutional use.
1,078 20,000 unit packages, for institutional use.

60,409 packages or 412,084,000 units.

Of 19,670 cases of diphtheria in Illinois in which reports on the

administration of State antitoxin Avere received by the department during

the past 18 months, 1,136, or 5.67 per cent died. The period in which

these cases occurred, however, includes the fall of 1920 when the death

rate from diphtheria was uiiusuall_y small.

Of the 1,136 fatal cases, 358 were reported as of the laryngeal type.

This probabl}^ is under estimated as in many instances the physicians

did not report the type of disease. In 332 cases resulting fatally the day

of the membrane on which antitoxin was first administered was not

indicated; in 110 cases antitoxin was reported as administered on the

first day of the membrane; in 180 cases on the second day; in 181 cases

on the third day; in 167 cases on the fourth day; in 83 cases on the fiftli

day; in 45 cases on the sixth day; in 27 cases on the seventh day; in 4

cases on the eighth day ; in 3 cases on the ninth day ; and 1 on the tenth

day.

Complications in fatal cases were reported as follows: Adenitis in

8 cases; arthritis in 1 case; broncho pneumonia in 24; endocarditis in

14; gastro enteritis in- 5 ; influenza in 10; malnutrition in 4; measles

in 8; mumps in 8; myocarditis in 36; nephritis in 51; neuritis in 9;

oedema of larynx in 4; oedema of glottis in 6; post diphtheric paralysis

in 22 (paral3^sis of larynx 7, paralysis of palate 2, paralysis of pharynx

6) ;
pneumonia in 15; scarlet fever in 68; uremia in 13; and AA-hooping

cough in 9.

The ages of the fatal cases were as follows: 'Not stated, 10 cases;

1 year old, 59; 2 years, 87; 3 years, 103; 4 years, 127; 5 years, 96: 6

3^ears, 95; 7 years, 102; 8 years, 74; 9 years, 58; 10 years, 44; 11 years,

30; 12 years, 26; 13 years, 24; 14 years, 21; 15 years, 23; 16 years, 17;

17 years, 18; 18 years, 20; 19 years, 16; 20 years, 15; 21 years, 9; 22

years, 7; 23 years, 6; 24 years, 6; 25 years, 11; 27 years, 6; 28 years, 4;

29 years, 5; 30 years, 9; 31 years, 3; 32 3^ears, 1; 33 A^ears, 4; 34 A'ears,

1 ; 35 years, 3 ; 37 years, 1 ; 40 years, 3 ; 42 years, 1 ; 45 years, 1.

The ages of the non-fatal cases Avere as foliOAA^s: Not stated, 441
cases; 1 year old, 392; 2 years, 825; 3 years, 1,113; 4 years. 1,170; 5

years, 1.259; 6 years, 1,367; 7 years, 1,435; 8 years, 1,082; 9 years, 984;
10 years, 1,111; 11 years, 873; 12 years, 717; 13 years, 475; 14 years,

377; 15 years, 375; ]6 A-ears, 434; 17 years, 421; 18 years, 313; 19

years. 300; 20 years, 302; 21 years, 255 ;' 22 years, 225; 23 years, 220:
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24 years, ll»;3; 25 years, 259; 26 years, 217; 27 years, 24 (i; 28 years, IXy
2f> years, 287; 30 years, 155; 31 years, 97; 32 years, 219; 33 years, 120

3-t years, 132; 35 years, 155; 36 years, 119; 37 years, 89; 38 years, 129

39 years, 49; 40 years, 108; 41 years, 48; 42 years, 80; 43 years, 44; 44

years, 24; 45 years, 52; 46 years, 30; 47 years, 41; 48 years, 37; 49

years, 51; 50 years, 15; 51 years, 28; 52 years, 13; 53 years, 2; 54 years,

4; 55 years, 3; 56 years, 5; 57 years, 2; 58 years, 3; 59 .years, 2; 60

years, 1; 61 years, 1; 62 years, 3; 63 years, 2; 64 years, 1; 65 years, 1;

66 years, 1; 67 years, 1; 68 years, 1; 69 years, 1; 74 years, 1.

Complications in non-fatal cases were rejoorted as follows : Adenitis

jji 12; albnminuria in 3; anaphylaxis in 1; arthritis in 5; broncho pneu-

monia in 19; chickenpox in 23; cyanosis in 3; dermatitis in 1; dyspnea

in 1: endocarditis in 2; epistaxis in 3; influenza in 5; laryngeal paralysis

in 7; laiyngeal stenosis in 1; laryngitis in 2; laryngismus in 1; malnu-

trition in 1; measles in 26; mumps in 6; myocarditis in 156; nephritis

in 59; neuritis in 13; otitis media in 27; partial deafness in 1; periton-

sillar abscess in 33; pneumonia in 13; post diphtheric paralysis in 47

(nasal paralysis in 1, paralysis of palate in 26); scarlet fever in 937;
uremia in 3; urticaria in 5; Vincent's Angina in 7; and ^vhooping cough

in 17.
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TABLE 6—COST OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

County.
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DIVISION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

Geoege Thomas Palmer, M. D., Acting Cliiefr

Throughout the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1921, the Division

of Tuberculosis continued to function along the cooperative lines estab-

lished in the past and described at length in the third annual report.

During the last four months of the year, however, the activities of the

division v^^ere somewhat curtailed due to the resignation of the Assistant

Director of the Department of Public Health, who also acted as chief of

the Division of Tuberculosis. The position was still vacant at the close

of the fiscal year.

Due to the very limited appropriation by the State for tuberculosis

work and the continuation of the established policy of close cooperation

CH!EF Of MVISIOM

(Assistant Director of

Depgrtment Adin^htet

I
Svpervisof of Sdinbria

and Dbpfs!saries

*3000.

Figure XII—Divisional Organization for Biennium, 1921-23.

with, the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and other governmental and

extra-governmental agencies, the greater part of the anti-tuberculosis

work accomplished during the j^ear was carried out through the activities

of the Illinois Tuberculosis Association and county and municipal

organizations.

While the field service has been largely in the hands of other

agencies, still the division has been responsible for carrying out those

functions that only the State Department of Public Health is prepared

and authorized to do and which have been highly important contributing

factors in the success that has attended the anti-tuberculosis program
in Illinois during recent years. These functions include the following:

* Resigned March 1, 1921.
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1. The examination of plans for coqnty tuliorculosis sanatoria construc-
tiiiii. Such plan.s must, according to law, be approved by the State Department
of i'ublic Health prior to their utilization.

2. The in.sijection of sites chosen by counties for the erection of sanatoria.
Tliis work has been done througli the assistance of the sanitary engineers of
the department.

3. The inspection of existing- municipal and county tuberculosis sanatoria
with especial reference to their sanitary conditions and their fitness for the
purpose foi' which they were built.

4. The picijuration and enforcement of uniform i-ules and regulations for
the control of pulmonary tuberculosis.

5. Joint supervision over the placement and activities of community and
county public liealtli nurses.

Ill addition to these thijigs, wliicli liave coiisunicd a great amount

of time, the division has prepared a popular pamphlet on the cause, pre-

vention and care of tuberculosis. This bulletin has been widely circu-

lated throughout the State both directly to the public and through the

medium of the various organizations engaged in tuberculosis work. It

has been so j)opular that several reprints and revisions have been neces-

saiy, the la.st one having been made for 25,000 copies during the fiscal

year.

In performing its functions as outlined above the division has been

identified with maintaining a clinical service throughout the State that

has been made jDossible through the support and cooperation of the

medical profession. This service is also participated in by county and

municipal school nurses. Besides these, an average of thirty county

medical society diagnostic clinics have been held during each month.

Close contact has been maintained at all times with the sixtj^-four

tuberculosis nursing services established in various parts of the State

so that reports of numerous surveys as well as other valuable data have

found their way to the division. This has been due almost wholly to the

cooperation of the supervising nurse of the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, since the department has not been able to fill satisfactorily the

position of State supervising nurse.

During the year the division cooperated and assisted extensively in

the selection of sanatoria personnel, the formation of rules for operating

sanatoria and the creation of diagnostic dispensaries and nursing service.

It has also given material assistance to cooperating agencies in planning

and earning out a program of the modern health crusade in which

500,000 school children were enrolled and who have been active in many
public health functions, especially tuberculosis.

The widespread favorable public opinion relative to active anti-

tuberculosis service on a large scale has been expressed during the 3'ear

through the enormous sums of money appropriated by various counties

for this Work. The total appropriation by counties for sanatoria work
in 1930 and 1931 amounted to $2,664,250, or a 3^early sum equal to more
than twice the annual appropriation to the State Department of Public

Health for the next biennium.

At the November election four new counties voted to establish

tuberculosis sanatoria and the county boards of supervisors were
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authorized to make the necessary appropriations. These counties were

Knox, Montgomery, Eock Island and Shelby. Four other counties voted

in favor of levying a definite excess tax for sanatorium maintainance

purposes. These, together v\dth the sums for which the taxes were

levied, are: Christian, $30,000 annually for five years; Macon, $75,000

annually for five years; Madison, $75,000; Will, $100,000 for the first

year, and $50,000 annually thereafter for three years. Other counties

that made appropriations during the year, together with the sums in

each case, are: Adams, $40,000; Boone, $3,000; Champaign, $90,000;

Clay, $16,000; Crawford, $3,500; D'eWitt, $90,000; Douglas, $15,000;

Fulton, $5,000; Grundy, $10,000; Jackson, $5,000; Kane, $51,000;

Livingston, $96,000; McDonough, $46,000; McLean, $71,850; Piatt,

$38,000; Pike, $12,000; Ogle, $30,000; Tazewell, $35,000; Vermilion,

$37,000; Whiteside, $6,000; Winnebago, $25,000; and Woodford, $6,000.

The total appropriation by all counties to be expended during 1921

for tuberculosis sanatorium purposes was $946,350. This sum, however,

does not include all money available for use specified since a nmnber

of counties found surplus funds on hand that had. been appropriated but

not expended in previous years. jSTeither do the sums referred to in this

report include money spent by the various extra-governmental agencies.

Altogether, therefore, the figures representing the grand total of money
spent in Illinois during the year for tuberculosis work runs well into the

millions.

At the end of the fiscal year county tuberculosis sanatoria were in

operation in Adams, LeKalb, Kane, La Salle and McLean Counties,

while sanatoria were practically completed in Champaign, McDonough,

Tazewell, Morgan and Woodford Counties. Sanatoria were also in

definite 2>rocess of construction in Champaign, Livingston and Macon

Counties. Municipal sanatoria were in operation in Chicago, Peoria,

Eockford and Eock Island. In Eockford a working plan has been

adopted to change the Eockford municipal sanatorium to a Winnebago

County sanatorium. In Eock Island County the proposition carried to

abandon the Eock Island municipal sanatorium and create a Eock Island

County sanatorium. In Morgan County the municipal sanatorium voted

by the people, but never erected, had been abandoned for the establish-

ment of the Morgan County sanatorium.

In continuation of a program for the standardization of Illinois

sanatoria, inspections of public sanatoria and their rating according to

the plan approved by the American Sanatorium Association Avere com-

pleted. This work was accomplished through the joint efforts of the

State Department of Public Health and the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, and the results of the study are now available for the benefit of

interested people.

The results of the tuberculosis campaign in Illinois, embracing the

activities of all organizations whether ISTational, State, county or munici-
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pal, ]ia\t' been to ro<liici' in a lai\u'c iiicasiirc the iiiiiiiliri' of deatlis ri'oin

tuberculosis. Since the fiscal year 191 ; -1918, the actual iiuuibcr of

deaths from all forms of tuberculosis in Illinois, has been j'educod from

8,402 to 5,594, or a decrease of 2,808, according to the statistical records

of the State Department of Public Health. Dni'ing the fiscal year that

has just closed the nunil)or o(; deaths from ;ill Forms of tul)erculosis in

the State decreased from 6,741 to 5,59 1. or a reduction of 1.117 deaths

in a single year. These reductions in the actual number ol: deaths have

been made in the face of a steadily increasing population, so that the

tuberculosis death rate per 3 00,000 of population has shown a decrease

that is gratifying indeed. The tabulation Ijelow shows the estimated

population for the State, the number of deaths from all forms oi' tuljer-

culosis, and the mortality I'ate per 100,000 jieojile from tuberculosis for

the years indicated

:

Fiscal year.
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Harry F. Ferguson, Chief Sanitary Engineer.

That portion of the laws prescribing the duties and powers of the

State De2>artment of Public Health and the rules adopted b}^ the depart-

ment in conformance with the act creating it which govern the activities

of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation are listed on pages 54-55

of the third annual report of the department. Xo' new laws have been

enacted or rules adopted or changed during the fiscal year that afEect

the activities of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation and the

work ha^, therefore, been carried out in accordance with the laws and

rules joresented in the third annual report.

[T
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ASSISTANT Sanitary Engineers
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Fiscal Years
Figure XIII—Diagram sliowing- number of technical assistants and stenogi-aphers

on' staff since division was establislied.

PERSONNEL OF THE DIVISION.

The appropriations for the fiscal 3'ear were the same as for the

preceding fiscal 3'ear since the appropriations are made by the legislature

for a biennium. It has not, therefore, been possible to increase the stafE

over that which prevailed formerly with all positions filled, but the

positions that were vacant at the beginning of the fiscal year, because of

resignation of some of the assistant engineers to accept positions at

62
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higher salaries^ have been filled. The staff, which was short three

assistant engineers at the beginning of the fiscal year, comprised, at the

close of the year, a chief engineer, four assistant engineers, one analyst,

one assistant analyst, a laboratory helper, a water filter attendant, and

four stenographers. The staff was not completed until February, 1921,

and thus the division has had to handle the work with a partial staff

except during the last four months. Figure XIII shows the number

of assistant engineers, analysts, and stenographers on the division staff

since the division was established.

With the appropriations made by the Fifty-second General Assembly

(1921), which became available July 1, 1921, it will be possible to add

to the staff another assistant engineer and another assistant analyst.

Figure XIV shoAvs the staff of the division for the fiscal year beginning

July 1, 1921, including the two new positions soon to be filled.

ACTIVITIES OF THE DIVISION.

With no change in the laws or rules governing the activities of the

Division of Engineering and Sanitation, the character of the work
carried on has been the same as during the previous fiscal year, A
classification of these activities is presented in the third annual report

of the department on page 56. With only a partial staff during the

first part of the' fiscal year and changes in personnel, it was possible

to give full attention only to the more important activities, and water-

supply and sewerage problems have been given first consideration. With

the addition to the staff during the closing months of the fiscal year

it has been possible to carry on additional work.

As formerly, complete reports have been prepared on all investi-

gations and examinations made. Copies of these reports are retained

in the department files and can be consulted at any time and copies are

sent, at the time they are prepared, to interested parties. These reports

have of necessit}^ been only typewritten, and since many of them would

be of value if published it is again hoped that rather complete abstracts

of the reports can at some time in the future be published and made
available for greater use. The press of regular work has not so far

permitted the preparation of such abstracts and, therefore, special re-

quests for funds for editing and publishing reports have not been made.

WATER SUPPLIES.

First consideration is given to public water supplies, for a public

water supply of good sanitary quality and adequate in quantity is un-

doubtedly the most important improvement in any municipality. A
public water supply of questionable quality is a grave source of danger

not only to residents of the city but to persons visiting the city who

are not aware of its unsatisfactory quality. Assistance is given to

municipalities that are installing public water si^pplies, improving
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exislijig supplies, and operating waterworks systems, especially water-

purification plants.

The number oi' field investigations made relative to public water

supplies during the last three fiscal years is shown in Figure XV. The
decrease in the number of assistant sanitary engineers on the staff for

the first seven months of the fiscal years 1920-21, as shown in Fig.

XIII, made it necessary to limit the number of investigations.

At the request of persons desiring that the waterworks in their

home city be ^operated so as to provide a safe water at all times, a

senator introduced a bill during the Fifty-second General Assembly

Fiscal Yeara
'—Number of investigations made relativ
raoye 1Q18-1Q 1Q1Q_9n onH 1Q9n_91 Cdo
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ant part of this work is the review of plans and specifications for

proposed new water supplies. In reviewing proposed installations the

division has the advantage of the studies made of all the existing public

water supply installations in the, State, and consequently the cities in-

stalling supplies are given the advantage of the experience gained in

other municipalities.

The prevailing high price of materials tended to delay, as in the

preceding fiscal year, the installation of new supplies. Several cities

that gave consideration to making installations postpoijed action tem-

porarily.

During the fiscal year installation of public water supplies was

started at Erie, Hanover, and Wauconda, and investigations relative to

proposed new water supplies were made by the division at the following

places : Auburn 2 ; Dallas City, Divernon, Erie 2, Hanover 2, Frank-

fort, Newman, South Pekin 2, Wauconda 2, and Westville.

PEOPOSEOD' IMPEOVED WATER SUPPLIES.

The increase in water consumption in a number of municipalities,

caused partly by an increase in population and partly by the increased

desire of people for modern sanitary conveniences, has resulted in a

number of municipalities giving consideration to improved supplies.

An increased public sentiment in favor of supplies of better sanitary

quality and in certain instances of better mineral quality has also been

a very important factor in causing a number of municipalities to give

consideration to improving existing unsatisfactory supplies. The func-

tions' of the division in connection with improvement of existing un-

satisfactory supplies are similar to those for proposed new supplies, and

are stated on page 58 of the third annual report.

During the fiscal year 38 visits were made relative to proposed

improved water supplies as compared to 15 during the preceding fiscal

year. Improvements have been started or were soon to be started at

practically all of the municipalities that were visited and considered

improvements. The visits were made to 33 municipalities as follows

:

Altamont.
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<'il^c. Ill tJii.s Jiiimljur were iiiclud(j(l the sujj|jlic'S at State and I'cderal

iii>.| ii lit idiis. At tlie ])rescnt time records have been obtained of 459

imuiicipal water supplies and of the water supplies at 28 State insti-

tutions and the 7 Federal institutions, army posts, and naval stations.

There is iiiidei' |)i'e))ar;it ion a report givin^j,' the iiaiiies of munici-

palities liaving public water supplies, their populations, the sources of

ihe supplies, the treatment, il' the water is treated, and a record of the

sanitar}' quality of the water as detenu ined by held insjjections and

analyses of samples. This report is to he jjrinted in Jllinois Health

A'ews and made available separately as a reprint.

The department does not have authority to require tliat water sup-

}>lies lie ]nade of safe sanitary quality such as is given to similar depart-

ments in most of the other states having well-organized health depart-

ments. The division, however, is often instrumental in bringing about

impruvements by means of reports and recommendations submitted to

municipal and waterworks officials as the result of examinations made
by sanitary engineers of the division. Municipal and waterworks

officials are in most cases glad to be advised of the results of the inspec-

tions and to follow any suggestions made and if the officials do not

act they are plainly responsible for any sickness that may result from

tlie use of unsafe supplies.

During the fiscal year 91 visits were made to municipalities to

examine existing public water supplies in addition to those places

previously listed where improvements were tinder consideration. This

is the same number of visits made during the previous fiscal year. The

places visited during the fiscal year were as folloAvs

:

AUon.
Beardstown.
Benton.
Bloomington 2.

Buda.
Bureau.
Carlyle.
Centralia.
Cissna Park.
Charleston.
Chester.
Christopher.
DanviUe.
Decatur.
DeKalb.
Deerfleld.
Dwight.
Barlville.
East St. Louis.
Eldorado.
Elgin.
Franlvlin
Freeport
Geneva.
Hamilton.
Hanover.

2.

Park.

Herrin.
Hillsboro.
Hoopeston.
Hopedale.
Joliet.
LaMoille.
LeRoy.
Lewistown.
Manhattan.
Marion.
Mattoon.
Maywood
Menard.
Moline.
Momence.
Mooseheart. .

Mound City.
Mounds.
Mt. Carmel.
Mt. Carroll.
Mt. Sterling.
Murphysboro
Newton.
Nokomis.
Olney.
Ottawa.

Palestine.
Pearl.
Petersburg 2.

Quincy 2.

Rankin.
Ransom.
Rantoul.
Red Bud.
Rockford 4.

Roodhouse.
Rossville.
Sandwich.
Savanna.
Seneca.
Shermerville.
South Wilmington.
Spring Valley.
St. Charles.
Sterling.
Stockton.
Summit.
Tuscola.
Villa Grove.
Villa Park.
Watseka 3.

Winchester.

WATER-PURIFICATION PLANTS.

The inspection of water-purification plants which is a special phase

of the examination of existing water supplies, is considered very import-

ant since improper operation of a purification plant may result in out-
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breaks of sickness in a commimity. It Avas not jDOSsible at the begin-

ning of the fiscal year to assist officials operating purification plants as

much as was desired because of the limited stafi^^ but Avith all positions

filled at the end of the fiscal year and the increased appropriation mak-
ing possible the addition of another assistant engineer and another

assistant analyst to the staff, it is expected that more attention can be

given to purification plants in the future and a plan adopted for

regular inspections of all such plants. It will be possible to advise with

the purification-plant operators and to give them the benefit of the

exjDerience gained at the other plants in the State.

During the fiscal year examinations of water-purification plants

were made at Jacksonville, Marion and Salem, and of sterilization equip-

ment only at Carlinville, Christopher and Nauvoo.

The third annual report presents in tabular form information rela-

tive to treated Avater supplies in the State, which table is being revised

and brought up-to-date and Avill be published in Illinois Health News
as a part of the report on public Avater supplies in Illinois.

SEAVEEAGE.

The advantages of a sanitary seAver system and the activities of the

division in connection Avith proposed new, proposed improved, or exist-

ing seAverage installations are stated on page 60 of the third annual

report. The work of the division in connection Avith such installations

has continued the same as in the past, but it has not been possible to

undertake as many examinations as the experience of the division would

indicate Avould be desirable in order to maintain the best possible sani-

tary conditions in the State. It is hoped that during the coming

fiscal year it will be possible to revicAv and study the information

already obtained by the division relative to existing sewerage instal-

lations and then to plan for systematic inspection of systems where

information and records Avould indicate such to be desirable and prob-

ably result in improvement of sanitary conditions.

The number of investigations made relative to sewerage instal-

lations during the last three fiscal years is shoAvn in Eigure XVI. The
decrease in the number of assistant sanitary engineers on the staff for

the first seven months of the fiscal year 1920-21, as shown in Figure

XIV accounts for the decrease in the number of investigations for the

fiscal year 1920-21 as compared to those made during 1919-20.

PROPOSED NEW SEAVER SYSTEMS.

It is easier and cheaper to have a sewer system installed properly

at the start than to bring about corrections or improvements to defec-

tive systems, and full consideration is, therefore, given to proposed new

installations. Plans and specifications are revieAved in accordance Avith

the rules of the department and investigations are made relative to
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improved sewerage facilities in the cities, and in other cases to eliminate

local nuisances and stream pollution.

It is believed that most mnnicipalities now installing sewer systems

for the first time are giving more consideration to such installations

than Avas generally customary a number of years ago, especially as re-

gards the suitability of the design to meet an increase in growth. There-

fore, new systems noAv being installed probably will not require the

improvements and changes that some of the older systems, that were

installed without competent engineering advice, require. In making
improvements to existing systems made necessary because of faulty

design or construction when the systems were installed, the municipali-

ties in the majority of cases are taking advantage of past experience

and planning the changes and additions to conform to future needs

as well as to correct immediate difficulties.

A compilation of the sewer systems and sewage-treatment plants

in the State has not yet been jDrepared from the reports and records

based upon the inspections of such installations, similar to the tabu-

lation of the water supplies, but such a tabulation is considered to be

very desirable and will be undertaken as opportunity permits.

During the fiscal year 12 inspections were made relative to im-

proved sewerage as compared to 18 during the previous fiscal year.

These inspections were made at Alton. Bloomington, Decatur 2, Galva.

Jacksonville. Marion,* Mooseheart, Mt. Ternon, Quincy, Eockford,*

and Streator.

EXISTING SEWEE SYSTE:\IS.

In addition to visits made relative to proposed new sewer systems

or proposed improvements in existing sewer systems, visits were made
to Atlanta, Palestine, and St. Charles to obtain full information rela-

tive to existing systems. ]\Iany other places must be visited before the

records of the division will be complete.

SEWAGE-TREATMEXT PLANTS.

The improper operation of sewage-treatment plants natural!}^ has

not as close relationship to the health of communities as the operation

of water-treatment plants. Only in some cases would failure to operate

a sewage-treatment plant greatly endanger the public health. The

improper treatment of sewage, however, where local conditions sho\A"

treatment to be desirable, may frequently indirectly affect the pul)lic

health and generally give rise to insanitary conditions and nuisances,

and the people naturally turn to health departments for relief from

such objectionable conditions. The treatment or disposal of sewage,

therefore, although not always a health measure is so closely interwoven

with health and sanitary conditions that the question of sewage treat-

ment can more properly be handled by the State Department of Public

Conference in Chicago.
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Jlcalili llian any utlier State agcnc}^, and the (Icpaj-tiiicnl with its .sani-

tary engineers and laboratory facilities is organized to handle such work.

In reviewing plans or making inspections relative to proposed sewer-

age installations full consideration is always given to whether or not

a sewage-treatment plant will be necessary to prevent objectionable con-

ditions and the amount of treatment that will l)e required. Tlie func-

tions and ^\ork of the division relative to sewage-treatment plants are

stated on pages 63-64 of the third annual report.

A limited number of examinations of existing sewage-treatment

plants has been possible during the fiscal year but because of the de-

mands on the laboratory of the division for analyses of water supplies

it has not been feasible to make many examinations combining field

inspections and analytical determinations. Such information showing

the results obtained at typical sewage-treatment plants in the State

under actual operating conditions Avould be of value not only to the

municipalities in which the plants are located but to engineers planning

new installations and to the division in considering new or proposed

improved installations. Further studies of sewage-treatment plants are,

therefore, contemplated by the division.

During the fiscal year 16 examinations were made of sewage-treat-

ment plants as compared, with 24 during the previous fiscal year. These

examinations were made at the following places

:

Antioch.
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data and records, thus adding to the expense to the State and at the

same time possibl}^ producing lessened benefits.

During the fiscal year investigations were made of stream pollution

in addition to routine investigations of sewage-disposal plants at Apple
Eiver, Bunker Hill, Chicago Heights, Flossmoor, Lewistown, and Mc-
Henry (Pistal^ee Bay).

TREATMENT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES AND SEWAGES.

The attitude of the department relative to the treatment of in-

dustrial wastes and sewages is indicated on page 65 of the third annual

report. During the fiscal year requests to the department have resulted

in investigations being made of the treatment of industrial wastes and
sewages at the following places: Apple Eiver, dairy wastes; Chicago

Heights, dye wastes; East St. Louis 2, sewage wastes; El Paso, cannery

wastes; Nokomis, dairy wastes, and Sandwich, creamery wastes.

DRINKING-WATER SUPPLIES FOR COMMON CARRIERS.

The cooperative arrangement between the State Department of

Public Health and the U. S. Public Health Service, perfected during

the latter part of 1918, for the examination of water supplies used on

interstate carriers has been continued. The method of carrying on this

work is stated on pages 65-66 of the third annual report.

There are 173 common-carrier watering points now in use in 87

municipalities in the State. During the fiscal year 53 places in which

one or more watering points were located were inspected and 995

samples Avere analyzed. The watering points examined during the year

are located at the following places

:

Alton 3*.

Eloomington 2.

Bluffs 1.

Buda 1.

Bureau 1.

Centralia 2.

Champaign 3*.

Chicago 29* (2).
Cissna Park 1.

Clinton 1.

Danville 4.

Decatur 5* (2).
DeKalb 1.

Dwight 1.

East Stockton 1.

Effingham 2.

Eldred 1.

Flora 1.

Freeport 3.

Galena 1.

Golconda 1.

Harvard 1.

Jacksonville 1.

Joliet 3.

LeRoy 1.

Mattoon 2.

Mendota 1.

Momence 1.

Mt. Carmel 1.

Murphysboro 2.

Ottawa 1.

Pana 1.

Pinckneyville 1.

Pittsfield 1.

Quincy 2.

Ramsey 1.

Rankin 1.

Rantoul 1.

Rockford 4*.
Roodhouse 1.

Rossville 1.

Salem 1.

Savanna 2.

Seneca 1.

Shavs^neetown 2.

Springfield 6 (2).
Spring Valley 1.

Staunton 1.

Sterling 1,

Streator 2.

Thebes 1.

Villa Grove 1.

Watseka 1.

The followiug list shows the common-carrier water supplies certi-

fied, provisionally certified, or condemned during the fiscal year:

* Entire number of watering points not inspected.
Number in parenthesis indicates number of times places were visited, and

number not in parenthesis indicates number of railroad watering points.
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Beardstown.
Belleville.
Bement (b2).
Bloomington.
Bureau.
Bush (c'
Cairo.
Champaign (2).
Champaign (b*2).
Chicago ( 1 )

.

Cissna Park.
Clinton.
Cypress (a).
Decatur.
DeKalb.
Dupo (f).
Dwight.
East St. Louis (2).

CERTIFIED.

Effingham ( 2 )

.

Flora (b).
Forrest (b).
Freeport.
Galena.
Galesburg.
Golconda (c).
Harvard (b).
Havana.
Highwood.
Hume (a).
Kankakee.
Kempton.
Mattoon (2).
Mendota.
Momence.
Mt. Vernon.
Murphysboro,

Ottawa.
Pana (a2).
Pekin.
Peoria (2).
Quincy.
Rankin <bl).
Rockford (b).
Roodhouse (b).
Rossville.
Salem (d).
Shawneetown (al-2).
Shawneetown (b2).
Spring Valley.
Streator.
Taylorville (b).
Toluca.
Urbana (2).
Villa Grove.

PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATION.

Alton.
Anna.
Bluffs (a).
Carbondale.
Chicago (1).
Chillicothe (b).
Danville.

Eldred (a).
Granville (a).
.Tacksonville (f).
Mt. Carmel.
Mounds.
Pittsfield (a).
Ramsey (a;).

Rankin (bl>.
Shawneetown Cal).
Staunton (b2).
Sterling.
Thebes (a).
Thebes (b).

Pinckneyville.

CONDEMNED.

Thebes (a).

NoTH.—Water from public supply unless otherwise noted. a=private well.
b=railroad well, c^condensed steam. d=distilled water. e=cistern. f=tank
cars filled at other points. *^two different supplies. l=certified after necessary
changes or additional information. 2^supply certified twice during fiscal year.
Chicago includes certificates issued for 27 roads, including one where changes in
method of handling were iTiade.

SANITARY SURVEYS.

During the fiscal year the division made studies at Quincy, as a

part of a sanitary survey conducted by the Division of Surveys and

Eural Hygiene, of the water supply, sewerage and general drainage con-

ditions, street- cleaning practice, collection and disposal of municipal

wastes, and general sanitary conditions.

The Fifty-second General Assembly in making appropriations for

the present biennium has eliminated the Division of Surveys and Rural

Hygiene, but has continued the appropriations for this work and pro-

vided for a supervisor of surveys and a supervisor of rural hygiene to

be a, part of the Division of Engineering and Sanitation. It is con-

sidered that this will be a more advantageous arrangement inasmuch

as rural sanitation involves primarily the question of water supplies and

sewage disposal and other sanitary matters dealt with by this division,

and surveys in municipalities in addition to studies of vital statistic

records largely comprise activities of the Division of Engineering and

Sanitation.

MUNICIPAL PLUMBING ORDINANCE.

The suggestive plumbing ordinance prepared in 1917, in accord-

ance with section 5 of an act providing for the licensing of plumbers,
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in force June 29, 1917, has been furnislied municipalities and indi-

viduals upon request. Copies of most of the plumbing ordinances in the

State were obtained preparatory to making a revision of the suggestive

plumbing ordinance, but other work has so far not permitted such

revision.

NUISANCE COMPLAINTS.

The authorit}' of the department relative to nuisances and its policy

in handling nuisance complaints are indicated on page G9 of tlie third

annual report. Duriug the fiscal year 518 letters were written relative

to nuisance complaints as compared with 320 the preceding fiscal year.

This indicates a marked increase in interest in sanitary conditions in

the State. The complaints covered a wide variety of subjects and are

listed in the following tabulation:

Number of
Alleged cause of nuisance. complaints.

Impure Avater supplies 4

Polluted wells 5

Insanitary cistern 1

Mine wash-water • 1

Sewers '. 22
Defective sewer-age 3

Sewage disposal 25
Cesspools -^ . . 12
Privies 40
Toilet facilities 6

Defective drainage 44
Obstruction of water course ' ' 1

Ditch pollution 8

Stream pollution ' 2

Defective plumbing 3

Sink wastes 2

Human excreta 2

Dairy wastes 2

Condensory wastes * 1
Corn wastes from silo 1
Cider press refuse 2

Insanitary buildings and dwellings 17
Insanitary restaurants and hotels 41
Insanitary factories 1

Insanitary schools 3

Insanitary mining camps 2

I?isanitary railroad washhouse 1

Stables and barns 22

Manure •
1?

Hog pens "6
Ciiicken yards 7

Dog kennel 1

Zoo 2

Stock yards 17
Slaughter houses 13

Poultry houses • • • • 11

Meat markets 8

Rendering works , 1

Fertilizer plant • ^
Carcasses 1°

Garbage and filth 22

Dumps 12

Weeds 2

Screens 2

Fire hazards 3

Dust, smoke and fumes 11

General insanitary conditions 40

Total 518

Some of the complaints involved conditions that required investi-

gation, in many instances to confer with local health officials to whom
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generally complaints are referred. During the fiscal year the following

places were visited relative to nuisance investigations:

Place. Cause of nuisance.
Beardstown General insanitary condition.s.
Bureau Sewage disposal.
Caseyville Garbage disposal.
Chicago Heights Defective .sewerage.
Collin.svilIe Garbage disposal.
Cov.den Inadequate drainage.
Cutler Insanitary mine wash-water.
East St. Louis Insanitary railroad shops.
East St. Louis Garbage disposal.
Effingliam Dairy wastes.
Evan.^-ton Garbage disposal.
Glcnview Defective sewerage.
(llrafLon Fumes from charcoal plant.
Harrisburg Defective sewerage.
Joliet Inadequate drainage.
Kankakee Fertilizer plant.
LaGrange Defective sewerage.
Lincoln Corn wastes from silo.
Manhattan Inadequate sewerage.
Mt. Carroll Inadequate sewerage facilities.
Okawville Sewage disposal at hotel.
Pearl Hogs.
Pontiac Meat market.
Quincy Garbage disposal.
Robinson Slaughter house.
Salem Insanitary conditions.
Sesser Inadequate drainage.
St. Charles General insanitary conditions.
Zion City Inadequate sewerage facilities.

y^

500

3<
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WATE'R-BORNE EPIDEMICS.

During the fiscal year the epidemic of dysentery at Maywood caused

by temporary pollution of the public water supply has fortunately been

the only water-borne epidemic that required investigation by the divi-

sion. The Maywood epidemic was caused by a cross-connection be-

tween the public water supply and a polluted industrial supply.

During the year the division has been responsible for the elimina-

tion of such cross-connections at several places and the chief sanitary

engineer of the division has been a member of the committee of the State

Sanitary Engineer's Association on cross-connections. The report of the

committee will soon be made public.

Prevention of possible epidemics in this manner is naturally better

health work than having to investigate epidemics. When inspecting

public water supply systems effort is made to ascertain the existence of

any dangerous cross-connections and to have the responsible officials have

such eliminated. This brings out the fact that there are no material or

spectacular things to show for some of the best work done by a health

department. Elimination of cross-connections undoubtedly prevents

epidemics, but the average person does not hear of or does not realize the

value of such work, Avhereas help in the suppression of an epidemic

always attracts popular attention.

TUBERCUIX)SIS SANATORIA.

The division cooperates with the Division of Tuberculosis in the

examination of sites and the review of plans for county tuberculosis

sanatoria, which sites and plans, according to the State law, must have

the approval of the State Department of Public Health. The work of

this division in this connection relates to water supplies, disposal of

sewage, general drainage, and general sanitary conditions of surround-

ings. In some instances the availability of public water supplies and

sewer systems makes the problem a rather easy one, but in other instances

separate water supplies must be developed and suitable means provided

for disjDOsal of the sewage.

During the fiscal year investigations Avere made in connection with

county tuberculosis sanatoria for DeKalb, Kane, McDonough, and

Tazewell Counties.

SANITARY INSPECTIONS OF SCHOOLS.

An outline of the characjter of sanitary inspections of schools made
b}^ the division is given on page 71 of the third annual report. During

the fiscal year sanitary inspections have been made of schools at

Camargo, Carmi, Crescent City, Equality, Livingston, Manteno, New-
man, Pontiac, Ea}^ and Serena.

MUNICIPAL AVASTE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL.

Studies of municipal waste collection and disposal and street clean-

ing, which are important phases of sanitary engineering but possibly
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less Jiiijjovtiuit From llu' stniiilpoiiit of piiblic health Ihaii the ((iicstiou oL'

public water supplies and sewerage, luive been limited heeuuse of the

amount ol! water supply and sewerage work that the division has been

called npon to handle. Diiiang Ihe liseal vear liiiiiled studies were nuide

of municipal waste collection and disposal at Kvanston and ()uincy.

.More Avork of this character is desirable not in order to regulate

such work in the municipalities but rather to dissemble the results

obtained in municipalities in Illinois and to better advise with munici-

palities in regard to the methods used and the results obtained elsewhere.

Municipal waste collection and disposal has been given careful and

systematic consideration in but few municipalities, but there is a tend-

ency for a desire for more thorough collection of wastes and cleaner

conditions in municipalities and work of this nature will become more

important in coming years.

MALARIA CONTKOL BY MOSQUITO EKADICATION.

Other work has not permitted the division to initiate work in con-

nection with mosquito eradication, although records continue to show

that malaria is quite a prevalent disease in certain parts of Illinois. It

is still hoped that a mosquito eradication campaign may be instituted

at some place in Illinois not only to decrease malaria at that place, but to

serve as an example to other communities of what can be accomplished

by intelligent and systematic effort.

During the fiscal year an investigation was made relative to the pre-

valence of mosquitoes at Mounds, but it was found that the local pond
of which complaint had been made was only a small contributory factor

in the prevalence of mosquitoes in that district and that improvement

of the pond Avould not give noticeable results unless other areas Avere

also improved.

INSPECTIOiN' OF SUMMER RESORTS.

AVith the decreased staff at the beginning of the fiscal year it was

not possible to make the studies of water supply^ sewerage, and general

sanitary conditions at the different summer resorts. It is again hoped

that preceding and during the next season such Avork Avill be' possible.

SAVIMMING POOLS AND BATHING PLACES.

During the preceding fiscal year circular letters were sent out to

obtain knowledge of the existence of SAvimming pools in the State and

preliminary information relative to such pools and additional circular

letters and questionnaire blanks Avere sent out during the fiscal year. A
large number of replies Avere received and this infonnation was utilized

in the report of the Committee on Bathing Places of the American Pub-

lic Health Association, of Avhich the chief sanitary engineer of the

division is a member. With the additional analytical assistance it is

hoped that it will be possible during the coming fiscal year to study at

least a few of the representative pools, especially to note the operation

and success of different types of sterilizing plants.
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LABOUATOKY SEaRVICE.

The service that the laboratories of the Division of Engineering and

Sanitation is prepared to give and the character of the work handled are

stated on pages 73-75 of the third annual report.

During the fiscal year a total of 2,494 samples were analyzed which

is an increase of 57 per cent over the preceding year. The requests for

analyses have been so great that it has been necessary at times to delay

reporting the results, which delays are undoubtedly an annoyance to

persons desiring the analyses and much regretted by the division. With

the increased appropriations made by the Fifty-second General Assembly

penuitting the employment of an additional analyst it will be possible

in the future to make more analyses and report results more promptl}',

although even with the additional analyst it will not be possible to make

as frequent analyses of many of the public water supplies as would be

desirable and stu.dies by the division, involving a large amount of ana-

lytical work will, of course, have to be limited to provide for meeting the

demands for routine analyses. In order to help meet the demands for

analyses it has been necessary during the year to assign at times one of

the assistant engineers to help in the laboratory.

The analyses made during the fiscal year classified by source and by

months, are shown in the first of the following tables, and the analyses

made since the laboratory work was started, classified by months, years,

and major sources, are shown in the two other following tables and in

Figures XYIII and XIX. The increase in the number of analyses made
during the fiscal year as compared to preceding fiscal years has been pos-

sible because of having an extra assistant analyst for three months (see

Figure XIV) and assigning one of the assistant sanitary engineers to

help in the laboratory at times.

ANALYSES MADE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1920-JUNE 1921—CLASSIFIED AS TO
SOURCE AND BY MONTHS.
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ANALYSES MADE SINCIO LABORATORV STARTED APRIL 17, 1917-

CLASSII'TED BY MONTHS.

Month.
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making of jDiiblic addresses on sanitar}'- engineering and miscellaneous

sanitary subjects, and preparation of an exhibit as a part of the exhibit

of the department for the State and county fairs and local exhibits.
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Figure XVIII—Number of analyses made each fiscal year since laboratories of
division were established April, 1917.

Articles for publication must be such as to attract the interest of

persons reading the respective publications and articles for newspapers

must, of course, be somewhat brief and have news value. The majority

of the lengthy articles have been prepared for publication in the monthly

Health News issued by the department. Many of the articles for Health

ISTews are of value for permanent reference and reprints of such articles
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are mado so as to lie availal)!^ for sonding out in answer io roqnost.s for

information.

A considerable anioujit oT educational work is carried on by moans

of correspondence. Many letters are received requesting information

relative to proper constniction of wells, septic tanks, small sewerage

installations, and general sanitary matters. In answering letters of

complaint rejative to nuisances, opportunity is given to do educational

work along sanitary lines.

Figure XIX—Xumtaer of analyses made monthly since laboratories of division were
establislied April, 1917.

Public addresses have been confined largely to informal talks before

city councils, chambers of commerce, or other civic associations relative

to water stipply and sewerage projects and general sanitary improve-

ments. During the fiscal year the following places were visited to give

talks in addition to places where talks may have been given in connection

with water supply or sewerage projects:

Place. Subject.
Glalva Improved sewerage.
Mackinaw Address at county tuberculosis sanatorium.
Mt. Vernon Improved sewerage.
Pana Emergency and improved water supply.
Princeton Sanitation and sanitary ordinance.
Streator Proposed improved sewerage.
Sullivan Sewerage and water supply.

Meetings of the Illinois Society of Engineers, Illinois Section of

the American Water Works Association, American Medical Association,

American Society of Bacteriologists, and the Illinois Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation, and the Chicago Health Exhibit, under the auspices of the

Chicago Health Department, were attended.
—6 P H
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illSCELLAXEOUS IXVESTIGATIOXS.

In addition to the places listed in preceding tabulation;?; miscel-

laneous investigations liave been made at the following .places for the

purposes indicated

:

Place. Purpose of visit.

Auburn Private well pollution.
Bushnell Hotel inspection.
Carbondale Swimming- pool at park.
Centralia Sanitary conditions at roundhouse. .

Champaign Sswage experiment station.
Cherry 7 Mine wash-water.
Clinton School plumbing.
Creal Springs Bottled water.
Danville 2 Hearing on water rates.
Johnston City Sanitary inspection of coal camp.
Joliet Water supply at Camp Harlowarden, Cherry Hill.
Lewistcwn Inspection of Depler Springs.
Louisville Hotel inspection.
McHenry Pollution of Pistakee Bay.
Mooseheart Plumbing and general sanitary conditions.
Nashville Mine wash-water.
Okawville - Water supply Washington Mineral Springs.
Pocahontas Mine wash-water.
Princeton Sanitary ordinance.
Sandwich School ventilation.
SmithP-eld School weU.
Tamms Hotel sanitation.
Toledo Sanitary' ordinance.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOE FISCAL TEAR.

The visits made and work done by the division are summarized in

the followino- tabulation

:

1919-20 1920-21

Visits made and reports prepared relative to

—

Water supplies (total)

General inspection of existing public water supplies
Proposed new public water supplies-i
Proposed improved public water supplies
Water purification
Drinking water supplies for railroad trains

Public sewerage installations (total)

General inspection of sewer systems
Proposed new sewer systems -

Proposed improved sewer systems .

Sewage-treatment plants
Stream pollution I ;

Treatment of industrial wastes and sewages
Sanitary surveys
Nusiances
Water-borne epidemics
Tuberculosis sanatoria .

School sanitation
Miscellaneous subjects
Samples of water, sewage, trade wastes, etc., analyzed
Talks and addresses given and association meetings attended
Letters written (approximately)

200
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July 1, VJ21, will make it possible to add to the stall: an assistant

engineer and an assistant analyst and also, it is hoped, to retain in

service the present members of the staff. It w ill, therefore, be possible

beginning with July 1, 1921, to earr\- oji work more thoroughly than

during the past two fiscal years but the stafE will still be too limited to
.

carry on intensively all of the activities enumerated on page 56 of the

third annual report.

A staff to properly meet the needs and requests for sanitary en-

gineering work in Illinois at the present time should include, in addition

to the chief sanitary engineer, at least three assistant sanitary engineers

for public water suppl}' work, two assistant sanitary engineers for sewer-

age work including stream pollution, an assistant sanitary engineer for

common carrier water supply investigations and investigations of sum-

mer resorts, an assistant sanitary engineer for sanitary inspections of

school houses and general sanitary conditions, an assistant sanitary

engineer for making investigations and studies of city wastes collection

and disposal including street cleaning, an assistant sanitary engineer for

work in connection with malaria control by mosquito eradication who

would also be available for making other inspections, two assistant sani-

tary engineers to prepare maps, drawings, and assist in the office, five

analysts, and seven or eight stenographers and clerks.

The division is accumulating a considerable amount of information

relative to water supplies and sewerage that would be of interest and

value to engineers, city and water works officials, and others and, there-

fore, it would be beneficial to the State if funds were made availal)le for

preparation of this material for publication.

There still continues duplication by dift'erent State agencies in

sanitary work which not only causes extra expense to the State, but at

times is confusing to persons for whom work is being done. There is no

question but that all State work in connection with sanitary control of

public water supplies should be handled by the State Department

of Public Health which would include both field investigations and

analytical work. This duplication in field work and also in making
analyses, in addition to the extra expense to the State and the confusion

sometimes caused to city and water works oftlcials and others, has at

times delayed the bringing about of improved sanitary and health

conditions.

At the present time there are different State agencies which are

interested in or do work relative to stream pollution. Stream pollution

is largely a sanitary engineering problem and naturally the State Depart-

ment of Public Health must' make studies relative to stream pollution

because public health is frequently concerned, especially when such pollu-

tion affects public water supplies.

Stream pollution is closely interwoven with sewer systems and on

that account also directly or indirectly becomes a public health matter.
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The Department of Public Health is instrumental in man}^ cases in the

installation of sanitary sewer systems, and because of its close associa-

tion in such work it can most economically see that sewer systems are

properly planned, not only to provide adequate sewerage facilities within

communities, but to prevent objectionable stream pollution.

The department with its laboratories and staff of sanitary engineers

is prepared to, and naturally must, handle stream pollution work when

it relates to public health and it would be the most economical and satis-

factory plan to require that the State Department of Public Health do

all work in connection with stream pollution. This would minimize the

amount of field work and analytical work and consolidate records and

information of the sanitary conditions of streams in the State in a single

department.

It is not feasible or desirable for the Department of Public Health

to neglect entirely stream pollution investigations because of their rela-

tionship to public water supplies, but it would be feasible for any other

State agency to discontinue making stream pollution investigations, foi

when made by other State agencies it is because a nuisance exists and

the conditions do not closely relate to any other Avork that the other

State agencies are authorized to handle.

A bill that was introduced in the Senate at the Fifty-second General

Assembly (not at the request of the department), as amended, would

have clarified the powers of the State Department of Public Health

relative to water supply and sewerage installations, and eventually re-

sulted in less duplication of work by other State agencies. This bill

passed the Senate but unfortunatel}^ because of press of legislation did

not come to a vote in the House. The bill was quite similar to laws in

force in Wisconsin, Ohio, Penns.ylvania, Maryland, and many other

states which are in advance of Illinois as regards sanitary legislation of

this kind.

If it does not seem feasible to delegate to the Department of Public

Health entire jurisdiction over stream pollution, the next best solution

would be the creation of a stream pollution board to be made up of the

chief sanitary engineer of the State Department of Public Health, the

superintendent of waterways of the Department of Public Works and
Buildings, and the chief of the Division of Pish and Game of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Members of this board Avould not receive addi-

tional compensation. For the economical handling of the stream

pollution investigations including analytical work, the Division of

Engineering and Sanitation of the State Department of Public Plealth

would be authorized and required to make all field investigations, obtain

necessary plans, maps, etc., and to do all analytical work, and then the

information obtained would be considered by the board. When the

pollution was found detrimental to health the power to act would be

delegated entirely to the Department of Public Health; when found
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only cletrJiiK'iital to JIsli IJIV, llui hoard w'nuld act in I'oiiloniiaiife with

the request of the Division of Fish and (jiauie; and when the jjollution

was merely a matter of nuisance, the hoard would take direct action.

The demands upon the department for assistance in improving water

supplies and regulating both proposed and existing supplies are so im-

portant that it is hoped that at the Fifty-third General Assembly a bill

similar to the one introduced during the Fifty-second ffeneral Assembly

will be introduced and passed.



DIVISION OF VITAL STATISTICS.

Sheldon L. Howard^ Eegistrar.

In 1917 the Division of Vital Statistics was created nncler the Civil

AclministratiA-e Code for the purpose of enforcing the model hirth and

death registration act that was placed npon the statute hooks in 1915.

Since that time the organization of the division has grown from a force

of seven emplo3'ees to a personnel of tvrenty-four, with duties and func-

tions as expressed in the organization chart. Figure XX. The scope of

work carried out by the division was correspondingly increased, so that

the close of the fiscal year, July 1, 1920-June 30, 1921, finds the vital

records of the State in better condition and more comparable with tliose

of other states than at any previous time in the history of Illinois.

When the division was organized two important objects were out-

lined in its policy. These were to gain admission into the United States

Eegistration Area ^or deaths and births. The first of these was accom-

plished in 1918, and while the second has not yet been realized, such

material improvement in the completeness and character of birth reports

has been observed during the last fiscal year that the future seems full

of hope and promise that the time is near at hand when Illinois will be

recognized by the Federal Bureau of the Census as one of the registra-

tion states.

During the year more vigorous' measures have been employed to

bring about complete and accurate birth registration than the department

has ever been able to institute before. Based upon past experiences these

and other divisional activities have been carried out along the lines

discussed under the various sections into- Avhich this report is divided.

VIOLxVTIOXS.

The policy of past .years in listing all reports of violations of the

State law from local registrars and other sources for the subject of in-

vestigations either by field agents or correspondence has been continued.

Careful records of all files are kept with special attention to cases of

individuals who persistently and flagrantly fail in observing the law.

These records are kept in convenient form for constant reference and for

the use of the Director of the State Department of Public Health.

A list of violations for each month is prepared in quadruplicate so

that copies may be placed in the hands of the Director and working

copies maintained in the division for the use of the registrar, the assistant

registrar and file clerks. The average number of violations per month

86
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during the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1921, was 52 compared with

53 for the preceding 3^ear, so that the work of the assistant registrar and

several of the field agents devoted to making investigations of violations,

has been continued. Incidentall}^, v/henever field agents are delegated to

investigate violations of the law, they are advised also to employ every

means for giving added instruction to local registrars, and in the investi-

gation of complaints they are instructed to weigh all cases with respect

to the qualifications of the registrar and the question of wilful violations.

During the year it became apparent that a large number of under-

takers have habitually disregarded the law in regard to obtaining permits

for burial and for disinterment and removal of bodies.' To overcome this

situation the division has communicated with the sextons throughout the

State and has sought and obtained in a gratifying measure their co-

operation in compelling undertakers to obtain proper official credentials.

This is an easy matter on the part of the sexton since he can refuse

burial until those in charge of burials present to him certificates properly

executed. It is felt that the accomplishment of this piece of work has

placed death registration upon a basis of a maximum degree of com-

pleteness.

DELINQUENTS.

Delinquent registrars, especially as their work relates to birth

reports, have been the source of many and perplexing problems. One

means after another has been employed to solve these problems with the

result that a gradual improvement in the promptness Avith which birth

reports are received and in the decrease of the number of delinquent

registrars, has been noted. In addition to the usual procedure of im-

mediately notifying all delinquent registrars at the end of each month,

the division carried out a special campaign during the early months of

the fiscal year and cleared up 221 ou.t of 354 serious situations where

reports had been incomplete or totally lacking for the six preceding

months.

Lists of delinquent registrars are prepared for the information of

the Director of the department at the end of each month, and additional

copies of these lists are made for the information of the registrar, his

assistant and the several field agents. During the fiscal year a monthly

average of 283 delinquencies on the part of local registrars or 19 per

cent of the total number of registrars were recorded. This corresponds

very favorably with a monthly average of 340 delinquencies or 22.7 per

cent of the total number of local registrars for the preceding fiscal year.

The complete investigation of a large number of cases of delin-

quency has brought to light the fact that many such cases result from
the change in local registrars because of election, or by the removal of

registrars (and these without the knowledge of the department) to other

communities. This situation gives rise to the induction into office of new
men Avho are not familiar Avith the law and the rules and regulations of
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the depai'tnient ;iii(l who, thererore, iimucxiitly vidlule llie provisions

tliereof. Added to tlicse situations it has been found akso that many of

the local registrars have come into office without proper qualifications

for carrying on work as important as that requiied.

To overcome these difficulties and as a means of instructing every

delinquent registrar as to the scope and character of his duties, a series

of form letters has been designed to answer the more common questions

relating to their woi'k. Supplemental to these, field agents have been

advised to call upon all delinquent registrars in their districts and give

personal instructions along the lines discussed, in the form letters. It

has been necessary during the fiscal year to send these letters of instruc-

tion to a fewer number of local registrars than in former years. This

leads to the belief that not only the local officials, but the public in

general, are coming to appreciate more intelligently and to understand

better the provisions of the vital statistics law.

REPORTS OF LOCAL REGISTRARS.

During the fiscal year a marked improvement has characterized the

manner in which local registrars have made their reports to the division.

The habit so common in former years of transmitting to the division

birth and death certificates daily or as frequently as they were received,

has been almost completely overcome and has been replaced almost uuIt

formly by the habit of sending in the certificates on the tenth day of

each month as required by law. Not only has the time of sending in

reports been more satisfactory than ever before, but a very marked im-

provement in the character of certificates of births, stillbirths and deaths

has been observed also. This improvement is attributed in a large degree

to the extension of various forms of educational methods used to correct

errors made by the local registrars in reporting.

Another important error, that of sending certificates intended for

the county clerks to the State Department of Health, so common in

former years, has been practically eliminated. This has been brought

about by referring back to the registrars all copies of birth certificates

that were not on the original forms, along Avith the form letter requesting

them to supply this office with the original forms and to file the dupli-

cates wi+h the local county clerk.

The matter of issuing annual statements for fees due to local regis-

trars f jr their services has been greatly facilitated during the year as a

result of a system outlined in the third annual report, whereby a transfer

of credits was made for certificates Avrongly forwarded to the department

by local registrars in cases where fees due for registration of births or

deaths that occurred outside of their districts were claimed. This system

of effecting transfers of credits has Avorked to the decided saving of

stenographic help and to the issuing of annual statements for fees with

much greater dispatch tlian was ever possible before.
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COMPLETION OF DEFECTIVE CERTIFICATES OF BIRTH.

While sbirth reports have gradually improved in character with

the expansion and increased activities of the division, still a large number

of those received from rural districts and small villages fail to contain

important data. In mau}^ cases the name of the child is completely

lacking. While a marked improvement has been noted during the year

in this respect, still the department has outlined a policy in order to

stimulate future improvements, whereby no certificates of registration

of births will be issued to parents in cases where original I'eports are not

complete in all particulars.

DEFECTIVE CERTIFICATES OF DEATH.

In the third annual report of this division it was shown that approx-

imately 10 per cent of the death certificates received by the division

Avere defective in one or more essential details, and that it was conse-

cjuently necessary to carry on extensive communication with undertakers,

local registrars and physicians for the purpose of making accurate and

complete death records.

During the fiscal year just ended the continuation of the same policy

has brought about a considerable improvement in the character of death

certificates, although the division still finds it necessary to carry on

considerable work in this respect.

MEDICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION.

The efforts of the division to secure essential information on death

certificates relative to medical classification, has borne fruit. This is

demonstrated by the fact that a considerable improvement has been

noted on all certificates, especially those ajoplying to deaths from violence,

casualty or undue means. Considerable difficulty still obtains, however,

in reference to securing complete information relative to deaths from

cancer, where it is necessary to state the primary location, and from

deaths ascribed to pneumonia, broncho-pneumonia and acute nephritis,

and otherwise unqualified.

Changes in the classification of deaths made by the International

Conference which met in Paris last year went into effect in this State

January 1, 1921. The new card gives distinctive numbers to poliomye-

litis, epidemic meningitis and encephalitis lethargica, all of which are

important in the administration of public health. Adoption of this new
classification by the State will prove to be of decided advantage in the

future stud}^ of vital statistics, since it makes iJiem standard with

National and international figures.

Since early in February, 1921, a division record has been ke]3t of

certificates which lacked medical and occupational data. During that

period there were received from points outside of Chicago, 1,786 certifi-

cates that required correction in medical classification, 552 in occupa-

tional classification, and 72 in medical and occupational classification, or
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a total of 2,410, During the same period a loial u\' 1G.522 certificates

of death from all causes were received, so that the iiiimher for which

corrections were necessary amounted to praotioally Ki jicr cent ol' the

total.

KliPOKTS OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES,

During the past year, as formerly, reports of deaths ascriljed to

ie}Hiital)l(' eommunicahle diseases have been made daily to the Division

of Communicable Diseases, while the rejiort- of deaths attributed to

venerccil diseases have been reported ilailx' to the Division of Social

Hyo-jene.

KEGJSTUATIUX OF OLD BIIITII liEi'ORTS,

A new significance that attaches to the registration of hiitiis on

account of increased child labor legislation and the consequential demand
for certification of births that occnrred prior to the time wdien the present

act became effective, was referred to in the thii'd annual report. The
means employed foi' meeting the demand for these old birth reports have

been continued during the fiscal year, all loeal registrars being supplied

Avith ]iropcr legal forms in all cases where these have been required.

The old reports have all been properly bound and indexed, so that ready

reference may be had to them at any time.

COROXER's CERTIFICATES OF DEATH,

During the fiscal year man}' physicians throughout the Sta!c have

continued the unlawful practice, referred to at lengih in the third annual

report, of signing certificates of deaths from undue or violent means
whereas all such cases are subject to a coroner's investigation and the

certificates should bear his signature. The practice has resulted in con-

siderable confusion of more or less legal moment and has been the subject

for a great deal of correspondence on the part of the divis on in its

efforts to make the necessary corrections.

In seeking the reason for the rather extensive and persistent nature

of these errors many investigations have been cariied out during the

year. These have shown, almost without exception, that the source of

error rests in the wording of instructions to physicians that appear on
the standard death certificate blank. It has, tbcrefoi-e, seemed advisable

to recommend to the United States Bureau of the Census that these

instructions be altered and changed in a way to simplify and make more
positive the regulations that govern coroner's cases, and such recom-
mendation has been made. A procedure of this kind would, it is felt,

bring about a solution of the problem that has ]n'esented many and com-
plicated difficulties for a number of years.

DIRECTORY OF LOCAL REGISTRARS.

A complete revision of the directory and book of ])ractical instruc-

tion of local registrars, has been made and will shortly be issued for the
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use of physicians, local registrars and undertakers. It now contains

full and up-to-date information necessary for the proper execution of all

matters relating to birth and death registration, as well as a list of local

registrars and the boundaries of districts in each case. This directory

and book of instruction will be, as nearly as possible, placed in the

hands of all practicing physicians in the State, outside of Chicago, and

in the bauds of undertakers and local registrars and district health

superintendents as well.

' The combination of registration districts, based upon the investiga-

tion of field agents, has continued during the past fiscal year and will

continue in the future so long as it is apparent that the law can be

better fulfilled. In June, 1920, there were 1,498 registration districts

compared with 1,471 on June 30, 1921. These districts include 2,702

priiiiaiy districts.

UN-SATISFACTORY LOCAL IJEIGISTKAES.

Unfortunately the recommendation of this division for certain

changes in the vital statistics laws relative to the appointment and con-

trol over local registrars was not made by the Fifty-second General

Assembly, and the unsatisfactory status that has prevailed in the past

continues. In spite of every effort to the contrary many county clerks

still fail to receive regularly complete and accurate copies of all certifi-

cates forwarded by the local registrars to the State Department of Public

Health. The reasons for tbis and other highly unsatisfactory situations

were pointed out in the third annual report and no means for improve-

ment other than legislation have yet presented themselves. On the other

hand, the division has been able to accomplish a considerable improve-

ment in many respects (as described elsewhere in this report) through

systematic methods of instruction which are made the more necessary

on account of frequent changes in local registrars.

In this connection it is again urgently recommended that the vital

statistic law be amended so that township clerks, as such, Avill be elim-

inated as registrars and that a provision be made whereby more con-

venient places for registration may be established and local registrars

appointed without regard to township office and under more direct

supervision of the State Department of Phblic Health. To this is added

a recommendation for an amendment to the same law providing for local

registrars to forward copies of certificates to the State registrar only,

who will in turn make duplicate copies for county clerks and the Federal

Bureau of the Census. In this way all prevailing difficulties connected

with keeping accurate and uniform records in the county, State and

I^ation will be largely overcome and the matter placed on a basis that

will insure complete accuracy in every detail with but slight, if any,

increase in ultimate cost.
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in; 1. 1) I NVKSTKIATIONS.

The t\V(i Held a.ueiiis nf llie division. (Aie oi wlioiii i.s on })art-tJmc'

einploynieiit with llie Division (»!' Social Hygiene, luive Ijeen ])artieularly

active chirjng the liseal yeai', and have not only done more efl'ectivc

service, but have covered more territov}^ than ever before. The scope o£

their work embraces: (a) surveys of hospitals and other institutions for

the purpose of obtaining complete vital statistics data; (b) investigation'^,

of conditions looking to the combination of districts; (c) settlement ol'

disagreements in the payment of fees; (d) investigations of law viola-

tions; (e) instruction and investigation of unsatisfactory local regis-

trars; (f) conference with undertakers, physicians and local registrars

in eases where other methods have failed to secure cooperation. In

addition to these things, special investigations were conducted, by the

field agents in 40 counties to ascertain the names of ph_ysicians who
persistently fail to report births with the result that 131 delinquent

names were brought to light and means employed to insure more com-
plete reporting from them in the future.

During the fiscal year the registration districts in 84 counties were

visited against 64 for the preceding year. The names of the agent

assigned and the counties visited are

:

Adams.
Boone.
Brown.
Bureau.
Carroll.
Champaign.
DeKalb.
DeWitt.
DuPage.
Ford.
Fulton.
Grundy.
Hancock.
Henderson.
Henry.
Iroquois.

F. C. BLANDIN.

JoDavie.?s.
Kane.
Kankakee.
Kendall.
Knox.
Lake.
LaSalle.
Lee.
Livingston.
Logan.
Macon.
Marshall.
I\Ia.=on.

IMcDonough.
ZMcLean.
McHenry.

Mercer.
Ogle.
Peoria.
Piatt.
Rock Island.
Schuyler.
Stark.
Stephenson.
Tazewell.
Vermilion.
Warren.
Whiteside.
Will.
AVinnebago.
Woodford.

DR. H. T. BURNAP.
Adams. .lefferson. Randolph.
Bond. Jersey. Richland.
Cass. Lawrence. Sangamon.
Christian. Macoupin. Scott.
Clinton. Madison. Shelby.
Clay. Marion. St. Clair.
Coles. Menard. Wabash.
Cumberland. Monroe. Washington.
Edwards. Morgan. Wavne.
Effingham. Montgomery. White.
Greene. Moultrie. Williamson.

,
Hamilton. Perry.
Jackson. Pike.

Due to these personal visits by the field agents the division has on
file a gi-eat deal of invaluable information relative to local conditions

that serves as a guide in clearing np problems that otherwise would be

extremely difficult of solution. The activity of the field agents has also

resulted in obtaining a greater and a more cordial cooperation from
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all those people upon whom the department must largely depend for

fulfilling the provisions of tlie vital statistic laws. It is believed that

a more extensive amount of personal contact with local registrars and

others (Avhich might be brought about through agreement with the

Division of Communicable Diseases whereby district health officers could

frequently be assigned to this work), would be the quickest and surest

means for overcoming many of the difficulties and problems that have

always been associated with the collection of vital statistic records and

would hasten the day when birth reports would be filed sufficiently com-

plete to make Illinois eligible for the Federal Eegislration Area.

INDEiXING AND TABULATING.

The office machinery for indexing and tabulating all certificates of

deaths, births and stillbirths, has been so organized and extended during

the fiscal year that this matter is now for the first time carried on as

a -regular routine activity. Heretofore the limited office facilities made

it possible to index only death certificates, but since January 1, 1931,

birth certificates have also been indexed. At the close of the fiscal year

all death certificates from the State, outside of Chicago, for 1920 had

been indexed and the close of the next fiscal year will find the same thing

true of both death and birth certificates for 1921.

As a result of the system now in operation the division has available

for immediate reference any data provided for on the standard certificate

of death pertaining to deaths that occurred in the State, outside of

Chicago, during 1919 and 1920. This information is comparable in

every detail with that of any territory included in the Federal Eegistra-

tion Area. The same kind of data will be available in the future for

both births and deaths, but the former will not be comparable with

figures for units in the Federal Eegistration Area until the State has

been admitted into that area for births.

STATISTICAL EEPOETS.

During the fiscal year the demand for various statistical reports has

been greater than usual. Of particular interest and importance among
these Avas the tabulation of infant mortality in the State for 1920, and

the working out of figures showing the number of Ijirths reported com-

pared with the number that probably actually occurred. Other re]3orts

that carry unusual interest are

:

Mortality record of Illinois, showing deaths (exclusive of stillbirths) from
all causes and from diseases of major sanitary importance, by counties and by
principal cities and towns, for July 1, 1920-June 30, 1921, inclusive. Tliis table
has been arranged to include all cities of the State which had 10,000 or more
population according to the census of 1920. (See tablet 7, p. 98.)

A record by counties and principal cities and towns of all births reported
for the fiscal year 1920-1921. (See table 8, p. 104.)

A summary of the statistics of births and deaths (exclusive of stillbirths),
for Illinois with rates per 1,000 population (revised in accordance with the
census of 1920) for the years 1916-1920, inclusive. (See table 9, p. 106.)

A table that indicates the probable degree of completeness of birth and
death registration for the calendar years of 1919 and 1920, and shows .the
pT-obable deficiencies in tbe number of births reported for these years from the
State, city of Chicago, and' State exclusive of Chicago. (See table 12, p. 114.)
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A comparison of the ainiual murtalily summaries lor Illinois, i'or the
veara 11U7-1920, inclusive, covering tlio diseases reportable to the United States
Public Health Service. (See table 10, p. 107.)

Deaths of infants, (exclusive of stillbirths) by color, by nativity of white
mother and by counties and principal cities and towns during the year 1920.
(See table 10a, p. 108.)

Deaths, all causes, by months, cause and color by counties, during the
year 1919.

Deaths, all causes, by months, cause and color by prmcipal citie.s and
towns during the year 1919.

Deaths, due to the puerperal state, by age groups, color, nativity of whites
and by counties.

In addition to the above, numerous mortality tables for minor dis-

tricts and cities, rate tables and comparative tables, were compiled in

response to requests received from various sanitary engineers, physicians,

public health nurses, collegiate instructors, public school teachers and

pupils, and considerable data bearing on accidents, etc., was furnished

to certain technical trade papers and health papers for publication.

COOPEEATION WITH OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS.

Throughout the 3^ear the division has continued to render all pos-

sible assistance to various organizations of the country which desired

aid in statistical studies. The organizations chiefly served were: The

United States Public Health Service ; the Children's Bureau ; the Eastern

and Central divisions of the x^merican Eed Cross ; the • State Committee

on Tuberculosis and Public Health of the State Charities Association,

and the jS'ational and State Tuberculosis Associations.

MISSIONARY WORK.

Under the head of missionary work all the educational work accom-

plished through other than regular channels is included. This consists of,

such items as public addresses by members of the division, discussions at

intra-departmental conferences of various characters, material for the

public jDress and exhibits prepared for public display. During the year

a great deal of time and effort has been devoted to work along these lines,

and it is believed to have had a decidedly beneficial effect upon the public

mind.

The exliibit material prepared by the division seems particularly

worthy of note. Various kinds of attractive wail panels and charts that

depict the more important vital statistic subjects were designed and
displayed on a number of occasions where visitors from all over the State

were present. This equipment, sufficient in quantity to utilize the space

in a booth 20 feet long and 10 feet deep, has attracted widespread and
favorable attention and has already been reserved for use in a large

number of communities during the coming year.

REGISTRATION IN COOK COUNTY.

Since the population in Cook County is equal to nearly half of that

of the entire State, the registration of births and deaths in that c(Dunty

has an important bearing upon the records of the State. It is, there-

fore, very gratifying to note that during the fiscal year Cook County
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showed a very marked improvement along all lines of vital statistic

reports.

The improvement has been due largely to two reasons. First, all

local registrars (of whom there are more than 80) have received settle-

ment for all back fees and arrangements have been made whereby fees

will be more promptly paid in the future. Second, the health depart-

ment in Chicago has carried out a vigorous campaign relative to birth

registration that resulted in a great increase in the completeness of

returns.

BIRTH REGISTRATION.

Engraved certificates of birth registration that were designed by

the department and placed in the hands of the division to be filled out

and forwarded to the parents of all children whose births are properly

recorded, have not been issued with the dispatch desired, because of in-

sufficient clerical help. On the other hand, the proposition presents such

great possibilities for stimulating favorable public opinion in behalf of

complete and satisfactory birth registration that arrangements have

recently been made at the suggestion of the new Director of Public

Health, to secure the cooperation of all divisions of the department in

carrying out the program in a creditable fashion. The forms have also

been improved so that their value to the parents and the children con-

cerned will be greatly enhanced.

Two pieces of new work that have an unusually important bearing

upon satisfactory birth registration have been accomplished during the

year. One was the completion of a directory that embraces all hospitals

and institutions in operation in the State. This book, that has already

become of invaluable service in facilitating the work of tlie division in

correcting errors in birth reports, was completed only after a prolonged

task of the most painstaking and tedious nature.

The other piece of work grew out of and was made possible by the

first. Placards of an attractive character, designed for the purpose of

calling constantly to the attention of physicians the importance of

carefully observing the birth registration law, were distributed and

caused to be prominently posted in the more than 600 institutions listed

in the directory. This work, as well as that relating to death certificates

from institutions, was greatly facilitated through the hearty cooperation

that was obtained from the State' Department of Public Welfare. Com-
munications already received, together with a noticeable improvement in

the character and completeness of statistical reports from a large number
of the institutions, lead to the belief that the task was well worth the

time and efforts spent.

BINDING AND FILING CERTIFICATES.

During the fiscal year the division found it advisable, for the first

time, to undertake the binding of all certificates on hand for the years
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191() to 1\)20, inclusive. This work had Jjfcii jjo.st|joiiod from year to

year because, for one reason or anotlier, a consideraljle number ol.' old

certificates continued to be received. It became apparent duriiig the

latter part of the year, however, that records for past years were as nearly

complete as conld ever be expected so that the work oi' binding was

nndei'taken and completed.

The system of numbering and filing c(!rtificates in the chronological

order of their receipt, adopted on January 1, lO"^!, has proved to be

entirely unsatisfactory from every standpoint, due in large measure to

the unavoidably delayed reports from many quarters. It is, therefore,

strongly recommended that the old system of filing together, by months
and irrespective of time of receipt, all certificates from each county be

readopted. Experiences, both in this and other states, have demonstrated

that the latter is the most practical system of filing that has yet l)een

devised.

POPULATION REVISIONS.

On the basis of the fourteenth Federal census that was taken in

January, 1921, the division has made a complete revision of population

figures for the various political units of the State. It is interesting to

note that 46 counties showed an increase and 56 a decrease in population,

compared with the 1910 census. Eevised estimates of the population

of all counties and principal cities in the State for each six months
period since July 1, 1915, are now available.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion it may be said that the work of the division during

the fiscal year has been more extensive in scope and more efficient in

character than for any previous year. For this the new Director of

Public Health deserves no little credit since he has from the first exer-

cised a deep interest in the work and has offered many and valuable

suggestions. The Civil Service Commission is also commended for its

uniform success in filling the vacancies in the division with exceptionally

capable employees. It is believed that the extension of the policies that

have been worked out during recent months will result in placing the
vital statistic records of Illinois among the best and most complete in

the country.

7 P H
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TABLE 7—MORTALITY RECORD OF ILLINOIS, DEATHS, (EXCLUSIVE OF STILL-
IMPORTANCE, BY COUNTIES, AND PRINCIPAL CITIES
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BIRTHS) FROM ALL CAUSES, AND FROM DISEASES OF MAJOR SANITARY
AND TOWNS, JULY 1, 1920-JUNE 30, 1921 INCLUSIVE.

Disea'jes of major sanitary importance.

-^
-a
ft

5
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TABLE 7^

Counties-with
important cities and

towns.

1^

0) ft

Q

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

JoDavie^s
Johnson
Kane
Aurora
Elgin

Kankakee
Kankakee

Kendall
Knox

Galesburg
LaSalle
LaSalle
Ottawa
Streator

Lake
Waukegan

Lawrence _.

Lee
Livingston
Logan
Lincoln

McDonough
McHenry
McLean
Bloomington

Macon
Decatur

Macoupin
Madison
Alton
Granite City

Marion
Centralia

Mar.shall
Mason
Massac
Men.'ird
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan

Jacksonville
Moultrie
Ogle
Peoria

Peoria
Perry
Piatt
Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Richland
Rock Island
Moline
Rock Island

St. Clair
Belleville

East St. Louis.
Saline
Sangamon

Springfield
Schuyler

121,917
112,022
100, 285
37, 075
27, 606
45,372
17,039
110,074
46, 785

34,014
92,213
13,206
10,948
14,833
76, 265
19, 5SS

121,380
28,030
'39,070
129,562
11,984
27, 094
33,232
70,323
39,029
66,307
45, 124
57,952
108,651
25,418
15,257
37, 745
12,781

114,760
116,634
113,559
111,694
118,800
112,839
42,031
133,567
15, 753
14,861
126,830
112,890
77, 065
22, 985
115,714
126,866
19,625

114,629
7,581

129,109
114,044
94,553
31,408
86,293
138,232
25,205
67,613
39,193
101,214
i 59,957
113,285

213
85

1,390
455
^627
703
215
95

509
309

1,027
173
^81

205
741
205
200
245
324
319
195
273
357
813
383
729
571

483
1,200
284
166
409
2 70
129
142
144
100

175

66
469
575
448
137
275

1,4G6
1,

253
107

245
97

174
62

255
177
968
316
334

1,424
273
768
381

1,240
878
132

9 7
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Continued.

Diseases of major sanitary importance.

c4
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TABLE 7-
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Concluded.
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TARTF S-REPORTED BIRTHS IN ILLINOIS, BY COUNTIES AND PRINCIPAL
TABLE 8 R^^^^^^^^ji'^foWNS, JULY 1, 1920-JUNE 30, 1921, INCLUSIVE.

Counties with important cities

and towns.

Total
July 1,1920 to

June 30, 1921

inclusive.

Counties with important cities

and towns.

Total
July 1, 1920 to
June 30, 1921

inclusive.

The State.

Adams
Quincy

Alexander
Cairo

Bond
Boone
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Champaign
Champaign
*Urbana

Christian
Clark
Ciay
Clinton
Coles

Mattoon.

Cook
*Berwyn
*Blue Island
Chicago
Chicago Heights.
Cicero

fElgin {part)

Evansion
*ForestPark
*Maywood
Oak Park

Crawford
Cumberland
DeKalb
DeWitt
Douglas
DuPage
Edgar
Edwards
Efhngham
Fayette
Ford
Franklin
Fulton
Canton

Gallatin
Greene
Grundy
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin.--
Henderson
Henry
*Kewanee.-

Iroquois
Jackson

*Murphysboro..
Jasper
Jefferson
Jersey
JoDaviess
Johnson
Kane-
Aurora
tElgin {part)--

Kanliakee
Kankakee

Kendall

126,302

1,075
660
418

2Jt5

283
261
159
732
166
238
351

1,128
S16
88
803
405
380
639
834
366

61,108
97
iza

54, 998
508
535

46

383
274
613
465
391
387
484
182

358
491
309
775
929
^75
243
479
327
247
482
160
174
891
173
792
775
108
297
526
276
410
138

1,929
901
531
811
369
179

Knox
Galesburg

LaSalle
LaSalle
*Ottawa
Streator

Lake
Waukegan

Lawrence
Lee
Livingston
Logan
Lincoln

McDonough
McHenry
McLean
Bloomington

Macon
Decatur

Macoupin
Madison
Alton
Granite City

Marion
*Centralia

Marshall
Mason
Massac
Menard
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan

Jacksonville

Moultrie..
Ogle
Peoria
Peoria --

Perry
Piatt.

Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Richland
Rock Island
Moline
Rock Island

St. Clair
Belleville

East St. Louis.
Saline
Sangamon

Springfield
Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson
Preeport

Tazewell
*Pekin

Union
Vermilion

Danville
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne

925
554

1,711
338
148
380

1,356
451
518'

474
724
520
192
514
565

1,245
441

1,495
1,114
1,175
2,365

641

3U
782
142
279
278
249
257
374
186
781
585
S40
281
455

1,713
1,S84
497
344
468
109
213
150
614
280

1,769
816
496

2,661
477

1,400
528

1,895
1,214
284
160
653
167
710
4is
807
123
365

1,737
774
290
427
298
390
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TABLE lOA—POPULATION, REPORTED BIRTHS WITH BIRTH RATES PER 1,000 POPULA-
OF 22.3—BIRTH RATE FOR FEDERAL REGISTRATION AREA, YEAR OF 1919,) WITH
DEATHS OF INFANTS UNDER 1 YEAR OF AGE, WITH DEATH RATES PER 1,000
WITH ESTIMATED INFANT MORTALITY RATES BASED ON PROBABLE NUMBER
BIRTHS ACTUALLY REPORTED AND BIRTH RATES ESTIMATED FOR TOTAL
POPULATION OR OVER. CALENDAR YEAR OF 1920.

Area.

1
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TION; PROBAIJLH NIJMHMR OF HIRTHS AfriTIALI.Y OCCURRING fHASfOO OX R.\'JF
coNsi'Xjni'^NT PRoH.\Bi,i;i)i;i.'if;ii';N(Ti';s (oii prohahljo iik;ii hirth ratks > Vi.<()
REP()RTi':i) Livio niirriis (Ki';si;i;r.\N'i' infant MORTAI,IT^• ratksj TocikfnFR
OF IURTHS OCCliRKINO. AND 1)1 FI'MIRIONCIO HKTVVKEN BIRTH RATJ':S AH .SHOWN m'vCHILDREN PROBABLY BORN IN ILLINOIS. BY COUNTIES, AND CITIES OF 'lO Ono

Deaths of infant.s under 1 year of age
(exclusive of stillbirths).

2 months. 3-.5

inontli.«

f)-8

month.s.
9-11

months.

Total
deaths
under I

year of

age.

Death of

infants under
1 year of asc

per 1,000
reported live
births (re-

sultant infant
mortality

rate).

Estimated
infant mor-
tality rate
(based on
probable
number
of births

occurring).

DifTereiK'o
between
resultant.

and
estimated
infant

mortality
rates.

(B)
(B)

2,807
2,60r

6
10

(=)

12

4

1

5
4

7

3
19

5

'"1

4

2

3
3

1

1

4
3
4
10

(*)

(D)
(D)

(*)

1

1

3

3
1

2

3

1

4
3
4

23
10

3
6
1

2

2

5

"'"3

6
i
1

4

(*)

1

10

18
24
30
96
32
16
57
24
27
43
65
23

6, 205
5,674

67
75
(5)

61
- 6

65
SS
(*)

33
20
31

u
34
27
39
37
17
32
55
25

173

65
17-

19
35
28
20
29
6

19
64

(*)

15

60

02.7
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TABLE lOA

Area.

Esti-
mated

(revised)
popu-
lation
as of

July 1,

(mid-
year).

Re-
ported
births.

Birth
rate
per
1,000
popu-
lation.

Prob'
able

number
of

births
based
on rate
of 22.3.

Prob-
able
defi-

ciencies
or

excesses
in

reports.

Deaths of infants under 1 year of
age (exclusive of stillbirths).

Less
than

1

day.

Less
than

1

week.

Less
than

1

month.

Jersey County
JoDaviess County...
Johnson County
Kane County
Aurora
Elgin

Kankakee County. ..

Kankakee
Kendall County
Knox County
Galesburg

Lake County
Waukegan

LaSalle County
LaSalle
Ottawa
Streator

Jjawrence County. ..

Lee County
Livingston County..
Logan County
Lincoln

Macon County
Decatur

Macoupin County...
Madison County
Alton
Granite City

Marion County
Centralia

Marshall County
Mason County
Massac County
McDonough County
McHenry County
McLean County
Bloomington

Menard County
Mercer County
Monroe County
Montgomery County

' Morgan County
Jacksonville

Moultrie County
Ogle County
Peoria County
Peoria

Perry County
Piatt County
Pike County
Pope County
Pulaski County
Putnam County
Randolph County
Richland County
Rock Island County

,

Moline
Rock Island

Saline County
Sangamon County.

.

Springfield
Schuyler County
Scott County
Shelby County
Stark County

12,682
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TABLE lOA
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DIVISION OF CHILD HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
NURSING.

C. W. East, M. D., Chief.

It should be noted that the Division of Child Hygiene and Public

Health Xursing- has not had its full personnel. The position of super-

vising ]iurse has been vacant during the entire year. We have liad but

two public health nurses.

CLINICAL SEEVICE.

The care of our reconstruction clinics has increased by reason of

demands for new clinics and the larger number of patients attending

them.

Clinics have been added at Jacksonville and Mattoon, and occasional

service has been given at Carlinville. Litchfield and Kewanee have

applied for the establishment of clinics. There are now twent3^-five

clinics on the list of the division. The accompanying table presents

in detail the work done during the year. (See Table Xo. 13.)

It will be seen that several new features appear when compared to

previous years. Over twenty-seven hundred patients were cared for, as

compared to about fifteen hundred the previous year.

The St. John's Sanitarium, near Riverton, Sangamon County,

opened a crippled children's unit in April, 1921, especially for those who
need operative and institutional care. In it there are accommodations
for forty patients. There has been an average of thirty patients since

the opening of this institution. The sanitarium cares for these patients

at a per capita cost of $8 per week. The chief of the Division of Child

Hygiene and Public Health Xursing is phvsician and surgeon in charge,

and the cooperative plan begun and developed in our field clinics is

continued. The Sangamon County Board of Supervisors and the Bissell

school district, in which the institution is located, have opened a public

school at the sanitarium where the crippled children have advantages

which many of them could not have at home.
Eeference to the chart will show that other problems are being met

through the twent3'-five clinics, besides those .of the crippled. An im-
portant percentage of the patients present nutritional faults. Others
show pathological conditions of wide distribution, not excluding psy-

chopathic and nervous abnormalities. In. fact, we believe that these

clinics are among the best possible agencies to introduce the entire range
of public health interests to the communities of the State. Public health
interests helped by them may be enumerated as follows:

115
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1. They meet adgfiuatcly the needs of the crippled, especially among the
indigent.

2. They furnish help to physicians who cannot take their crippled patients
to the centers for orthopedic consultation.

3. They stimulate public health nursing.
4. They broaden the vision and functions of local public health adminis-

- tration.
5. They employ extra-governmental agencies interested in public health

in a mutually helpful way.
6. They afford opportunity for observation, advice, assistance and unob-

ti'usive but effective supervision of local public health agencies.
7. They pave the way for public school nursing and medical inspection.
8. They make a point of contact with the public which accrues to the

benefit of public health in all its agencies.
9. They assist in numerous cases to call favorable attention and support

to other public health efforts such as anti-tuberculosis and social hygiene.
10. They are a standing advertisement of the State Department of Public

Health and have widely commended it to favor.

This enumeration is not complete and is not made as an apology,

which is needed in no sense, and to no extent, but as correctly a report

of one of the principal activities of tlie division.

EDUCATIOX^AL SERVICE.

No small amount of service has been rendered public health projja-

ganda by the division. All mem1:)ers have taken part in numerous better

babies conferences, including that of the State Fair. The activities of

the division in this respect have reached from Lake to Jackson Counties,

and from Danville to Aledo and Carthage. The nurses have visited

numerous communities for conference and advice with local nursing

agencies.

In various instances a member of the nursing staff of the division

has inducted a new nurse into her duties. This has been especially true

in school nursing, the forces of which are recrttited largely from private

duty ranks.

The division has been responsible for numerous articles in the

department publications and the production of several important pam-
phlets.

Addresses and lectures have been given in every part of the State

during the year to groups representing a wide range of professional and
civic constituency.

The correspondence of the division is considerable and important.

Eecognition has come in the way of inquiries and requests for service

from every part of the State. The Children's Bureau of the United

States Department of Labor has frequently shown interest in plans of

the division, and has specifically commended its work.

The relationship of the division to the central division of the

American Red Cross, the Chicago Health Department, the Cook County

Bureau of Social Service, the Chicago Visiting jSTurses Association, the

Illinois Tuberculosis Association and the King's Daughters has been

cordial, and with the most of these more than casual.

The Shriners, the International Eotary iissociation, various local

units of the Traveling j\Ien's Protective Association and the Union

Commercial Traveler's Association liave manifested deep and helpful

interest.
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The division is reaching the public widely and effectively. As tilis

report is closed it has become evident that the legislature has provided

adequately for desired increases in personnel and its compensation.

This but meets demands which the service has created. The organiza-

tion chart, which is included in this report, presents graphically the

service which the division is now prepared to render. This organization

will become effective July 1, 1921.

We record our gratitude and our purpose to enlarge and enhance

our service to the State correspondingly.

TABLE 13.



DIVISION OF DIAGNOSTIC, BIOLOGICAL AND RESEARCH
LABORATORIES.

Thoihas G. Hull, Ph. D., Chief.

According to the appropriation made by the Fifty-first General

Assembly, the laboratories of the department were divided into two

distinct divisions, the Diagnostic Laboratories and the Biological and

Eesearch Laboratories. For convenience, however, the personnel of both

these divisions has been merged into a unit under the general super-

vision of one chief, as will be seen in the accompanying chart. The
Fifty-second General Assembly made provisions for one chief for the

two sections of the division.

The principal function of the laboratories during the past year

has been the examination of specimens for diagnosis of the communi-
cable diseases. It has been found impracticable to manufacture biological

products, so the money appropriated for this purpose was used for the

purchase of these products. The rabies fund was used for services of

physicians to administer rabies vaccine and did not entail any burden

on the laboratory personnel. The clerical and supply sections have

acted in the capacity of "'^service units" for the diagnostic and biological

sections, in preparing reports, keeping records and filling requests for

material.

LAWS UNDER WIIICLI THE LABORATOEIES OPERATE.

Following are abstracts of the laws, passed by the General Assem-

blies of the State, which affect the laboratories

:

An Act to create and estahlish a Board of Health in the State of

Illinois. Approved May 28, in force July 1, 1877. Laws 1877, p. 207.

Amended by act filed May 18, in force July 1, 1907. Laws, 1907. p.

537:
"^ "^

The State Board of Health may establish and maintain a chemical and
bacteriologic laboratory for the examination of public water supplies, and for
the diagnosis of diphtheria, typhoid fever, tuberculosis, malarial fever and
such other diseases as they may deem necessary for the protection of the pub-
lic health.

An act to provide for the treatment and care of poor persons

afflicted with the disease called rabies. Approved Mav 12. in force Julv

1, 1905. Laws 1905, p. 38 :

The overseers of the poor or other officers having- charge of the dispensa-
tion of public charity in the several counties of this State may hereafter send
to an institution within the State of Illinois for the preventitive treatment of
hydrophobia, such institution to be selected by the State Board of Health, all
poor persons duly certified by regular physicians to have been bitten by rabid
animals or otherwise put in danger of infection with rabies.
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The charges for the services of said institution shall he paid by the State

of Illinois at a rate not exceeding one hundred dollars a patient, and there

is hereby appropriated the sum of two thousand dollars, or as much thereof

as may be necessary to expend, for the purpose of this act.

The Civil Administrative Code (sec. oo, y. '3!)) liivos the Dcicirt-

ment of Public Health the following ])o\vers:

To maintain chemical, bacteriological and biological laboratories, to make
examinations of milk, water, sewage, wastes, and other substances, and to

make such diagnoses of diseases as may be deemed necessary for the pro-

tection of the people of the State; .

To purchase and distribute free of charge to citizens of the State diphtheria

antitoxin, typhoid vaccine, smallpox vaccine and other sera, vaccines and
prophylactics such as are of recognized efficiency in the prevention and treat-

ment of communicable diseases;
To make investigations and inquiries with respect to the causes of disease

especially epidemics, and to investigate the causes of mortality and the effect

of localities, and other conditions upon the public health, and to make such

other sanitary investigations as it may deem necessary for the preservation and
improvement of the public health.

DIAGNOSTIC SECTIOX..

The main laboratories at Springfield made 52,008 examinations

during the past year, an increase over the previous year of 65 per cent.

It has been necessary to confine the procedures performed quite rigidly

to problems with a public healtli aspect. Tissues sectioning and urine

analysis as routine measures have been eliminated. All communicable

diseases, however, for which there is a laboratory test have received par-

ticular attention. In some instances, as meningitis, very little could

be accomplished from a distance, and in the isolated occasions which

arose, the emergency did not warrant sending a field laboratory to the

spot.

TABLE 14—EXAMINATIONS MADE AT CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1920-1921.
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In Table 14 is a list by months of examinations made at the main

laboratories at Springfield.

The branch laboratories have been of increasing service, but due to

a limited appropriation, it has been necessary to confine their efforts to

the diagnosis of diphtheria. These branch laboratories could be infinitely

more useful if they were put on a salary basis instead of a piece-work

basis as now, with the understanding that all diphtheria cultures must

be examined, whether for diagnosis, quarantine release or inspection. It

would also be advantageous to have branch laboratories at rail centers

like Chicago and East St. Louis, for the examination of all specimens

submitted. The time consumed in getting back reports on specimens

submitted would be infinitely shorter, making the small extra expense

well worth while.

In Table 15 is a list of branch laboratories, their location, the bac-

teriologist in charge and the number of diphtheria examinations made
during the last year

:

TABLE 15—EXAMINATIONS MADE AT BRANCH LABORATORIES FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1920-21.

Diphtheria
examinations.

Noi'th Branch, Chicago— (Dr. T. C. Abel, 7 "W. Madison) 2,804
South Branch, Mt. Vernon— (Dr. W. H. Gilmore) 2,218
Nortliwest Branch, Moline— (Dr. Maude J. VoUmer, Lutheran Hospital) 1,012
North Central Branch, Ottawa— (Dr. Roswell Pettit, Illinois Valley
Laboratory) 232

East Branch, Urbana— (Dr. F. W. Tanner, Chemistry Building) 710
West Branch, Galesburg— (Dr. S. G. Winter, Bank of Galesburg Bldg.) 985

Total, 1920-21, all branches 7,961
Total, 1919-20, all branches 3,412
Total, 1918-19, all branches 3,058

The total examinations for all laboratories during the past 3'ear was

59,969 as against 37,509 for the year before and 15,061 for the preceding

year.

Besides examinations made at the various State laboratories, the

department has cooperated with private and municipal laboratories by

supplying culture media, thus making it possible to have the work done

locally with quicker and better reports. It also took away from the

personnel of the State laboratories the strain of examining large num-
bers of cultures at a time when thej?^ were already overcrowded with

work. During the year, 4,125 tubes of culture media were distributed,

besides mailing containers and supplies.

BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

For several years past, it has been the hope of the Department of

Public Health to obtain suitable quarters and sufficient personnel to

produce the biological products required for distribution throughout

the State. At the present time this practice seems inadvisable and the

necessary biologies are being purchased under contract from reputable

commercial laboratories. The personnel of the biological laboratory is

engaged in diagnostic work, in the checking up of biologies purchased
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aiifl in researcli work. It is hoped that eventually, .sullieieiit help will

bo ohtaiiK'd in the diag-Jiostic section so that the biological hiboratory

staff may devote its time to necessary research woi'k and to the care of

biologies purchased.

Table IG shows a list of biologies purchased during the last year

with the appi'oximate amount of money paid in each instance:

TABLE IG—BIOLOGICS PURCHASED DURING FISCAL TEAR 1920-21.

Diphtheria antitoxin $57,347.58
Triple typhoid vaccine 2,415.79
Silver nitrate 2,1.30.00

Anti-anthrax .serum 292.50
Schick test material • 30.76

Total $62,216.63

During the coming year toxin-antitoxin (for vaccination against

diphtheria) will be added to the list of products named above and will

also be distributed without cost to citizens of the State.

The appropriation for biologies is entirely inadequate. During the

past year, an emergency appropriation was passed by the Eifty-second

General Assembly for $30,000 to enable the department to finish out the

year, the fund for these products having been completely exhausted when

the year was half over. The demand for these products is growing con-

stantly, as it should. In no other way can the State save lives with the

expenditure of so little money as by furnishing an adequate supply of

preventive and curative biologies. Probably the coming year Avill see

the fund entirely exhausted and the distribution of such material tem-

porarily stopped.

SUPPLY SECTION.

The supply section is engaged principally in the distribution of

mailing containers for the submission of specimens to the various labora-

tories. This work is more important than it might seem to a casual ob-

server. It is necessary not only to keep all sections of the State supplied

with the various kinds of containers, but to see that all containers sent

out are in proper condition. Carelessness in the matter of Wassermann

containers might mean many badly infected arms from improperly

sterilized needles.

Specimen containers are sent to more than four hundred antitoxin

agents throughout the State, to clinics and dispensaries, and to private

physicians as requests come in from them. Six different specimen con-

tainers are now in use, (1) a sterile test tube for specimens of blood and

spinal fluid (sterile bleeding needle included), (2) a vial containing

creosol solution for specimens of sputum for tubercle bacilli, (3) a vial

containing 30 per cent glycerin for specimens of urine, blood or feces

to be cultured for typhoid bacilli, (4) a sterile cotton swab for throat

cultures; (5) microslides for pus and blood smears and (6) parchment

paper for blood for Widal tests.
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In Table 17 is shown the number of mailing containers sent out

during the last year.

TABLE 17—MAILING CONTAINERS DISTRIBUTED FROM JULY 1920 TO JUNE, 1£21.

For.
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biological. 2)ro(lucls. In aildilioii to tlic! aljove stirvice, duplicate copies

of reports have been sent to the Division of Communicable Diseases,

the Division of S(jcial Hyoieno and to the district health ofificers.

lUlilKS SECTION.

The Fifty-iirst (leneral Assembly appnjpriated $4,000 for .the

biemiium for services in treating persons bitten by dogs suspected or

proved to be rabid. Of this money, $2,522 was expended in two years.

The present system consists in sending patients unable to pay for treat-

ment to a hospital in Chicago, where the county pays the travel and
living expenses and the State pays for the services of administering the

anti-rabic vaccine. In such instances an attendant must accompany the

patient, entailing double expense for the county besides the inconvenience

for all concerned of bringing all such patients to one place. A much
more efficient system would be to allow the patients to be treated at

home, or in the nearest hospital, the local physician receiving the

material for treatments by mail.

EESEARCH.

Among the functions of the Biological and Research Laboratories

are the search for improvements in the laboratory diagnosis of the

communicable diseases and the study of the manner and spread of

diseases. Because of the pressure of other work no great amount of

time could be given to research, but, as opportunity has permitted, three

different matters have been taken up. The Sachs-G-eorgi precipitation

test for syphilis has been studied carefully and some modifications made
which warranted the publication of a paper on the subject (Journal of

Immunology, Vol. 6, November, 1921, p. 521).

The study of anthrax in shaving brushes resulted from the acci-

dental infection of a man from a newly purchased brush. Prom fifty-

eight brushes examined, thirty-five showed contamination with the

anthrax organism. These were all cheap brushes made of horse hair.

Of twenty-three higher priced brushes not one showed such contamin-

ation.

The study of poliomyelitis in relation to paralyzed animals was

undertaken after several instances came to the attention of the depart-

ment where cases of poliomyelitis developed on farms two or three weeks

after certain of the farm animals became paralyzed. The study in-

cluded chickens, hogs, and horses. The problem was not solved, how-

ever, and no definite conclusions draAvn from the work done.

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

Every opportunity has been seized to disseminate information con-

cerning the spread and control of the communicable diseases. The divi-

sion took part with the rest of the department in the exhibits at the

State 'Fair and at the Health Show in Chicago. At various times, the
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chief of the division has furnished articles for publication in "Health

News" and has filled speaking engagements. From time to time some

of the public schools have desired culture media for use in class work

and cultures of some of the non-pathogenic bacteria for demonstration

purposes. These requests have been filled. Besides nurses and physicians

who have spent from a few hours to several weeks in the laboratory

for instruction purposes^, several classes conducted by the United States

Public Health Service for the study of tuberculosis were conducted in

the laboratory for the discussion and demonstration of laboratory diag-

nosis of tubercu.losis.

MONETAEY VALUE OF WORK OF DIVISION.

Through efficiency in grouping operations and through reduced

overhead costs from large volumes of work, the laboratories have been

able to cut the cost of making laboratory examinations to a minimum.

For instance, a Wassermann test ordinarily costing $5 is done for less

than 40 cents, this including the cost of the mailing container and the

stenographer's time and postage for sending the report. Tlie biological

products purchased are obtained through competitive bidding far below

what an individual must pay. In Table 18 is given, a summary of the

assets and liabilities of the division.

TABLE 18—ESTIMATED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE DIVISION OF
LABORATORIES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1920-21.

Laboratory examinations valued at commercial rates $212,583.00
Biological products distributed valued at market price 296,682.75
Services for rabies vaccine 1,261.00

Estimated total assets $510,526.75
Cost of operating laboratories including salaries $19,466.04
Cost of biological products purchased 62,216.63
Cost of rabies vaccine 1,261.00

Total liabilities 82,943.67

Profit to State of Illinois $427,583.08

From this table it will be seen that the laboratories did an estimated

amount of almost half a million dollars worth of business with an esti-

mated profit to the State of more than four hundred thousand dollars.

DEVELOPMENT OF LABOEATORIES.

It was in 1904 that the Board of Health, with money appropriated

for sanitary investigations, secured the services of a bacteriologist and

opened a laboratory for the examination of sputum for tubercle bacilli,

cultures for diphtheria bacilli, blood for Widal tests and blood for

malaria parasites. Since that time the laboratories have occupied

quarters in five different locations and been directed by twelve different

chiefs. In spite of this fact, they have grown steadily both in scope

and value of work,—from 1,425 total examinations in 1905 to 59,969

in the year just passed.

It was about 1914 that the first branch laboratories were opened

and in 1919 that the Biological and Eesearch Laboratories were added,
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AVJtli ii fund for procui-ing l)i()logical. y)i-oducts. (Biological products

were distributed at cost from 1905 to 1909, then distributed free, the

money being appropriated from other funds).
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of the number of specimens received during the last six months of tlie

year (Jauuar}^ to June), an increase of 40 per cent in the number of

specimens received may be expected the coming year. The present

personnel is adequate to care for this increase but the lal^oratory quarters

are unsuitable. Already part of the laboratory force has been crowded

out of the State House into the laboratories iive miles north of the city,

Avhich were intended for production of biological products. This separa-

tion of the laboratory force is most unsatisfactory, as a five mile trip by

automobile is required to get from one laboratory to the other and no

adequate telephone service, exists. Prompt reports in emergency cases

are almost impossible to obtain under these circumstances.

Among the objects to be worked for and the problems for solution

in the future are the following

:

a. More adequate quarters for the main laboratory so that the force will
not have to be divided.

b. The extension of branch laboratories to cover the State more fully
and payment upon a salary basis.

c. The establishment of branch laboratories at such rail centers as Chi-
cago and East St. Louis, which will be capable of making all examinations,
thus affording quicker diagnoses, and relieving the congestion at Springfield.

d. The establishment of distributing stations for specimen containers at
Chicago and Elast St. Louis.

e. The relief from diagnostic work of the biological section so that it may
indulge in research, and the control of the biological products purchased.

f. The distribution of rabies vaccine to local physicians, making it un-
necessary to send patients bitten bi^ rabid dogs a long distance for treatment.

g. A better organization of the laboratory service in the department,,
which service at present is scattered throughout the divisions.

h. Fuller cooperation with local laboratories, both private and municipal,
to insure better laboratory service in the various localities around the State.



DIVISION OF PUBLIC HEALTH INSTRUCTION.

B. K. ]iiciiARDsox, Chief.

For a number of 3^ears the activities that logically come under the

functions of the Division of Public Health Instruction have been accom-

])lishe(l largely through the cooperation of various other divisions.

With a complete change in the personnel during the fiscal year ending

June -'lO. ID?!, all of these activities have been assumed by the division.

This change has resulted in a decided increase in the efficiency of carry-

inu' out the regular work and in an extension of the service rendered.

5|)wiQi Ziica

Service
« iOOO,

CHIEF OF Division

* ^700.

Librarian

and CitrK
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Figure XXIV—Divisional Organization for Biennium, 1921-1923.

iiealizing that the ultimate success of public health service depends

primarily upon education, every activity of the division has been planned

and carried out with the end in view of disseminating in popular form

the latest and most scientific thought in reference to the control and

prevention of disease and the promotion of health.

Services rendered along these lines are almost purely educational

in character and fall naturally into two sections, routine and special.

This report is divided under these two headings, with an additional

section on recommendations.

ROUTINE.

The most important regular work of the division is the publication

of "Health Kews," the monthly bulletin of the department. Beginning

with February, 1921, the bulletin has for theiirst time since the signing

of the Armistice, been issued regularly during the early part of each

month. Its style has been changed so that each number carries a

symposium on some important and seasonal health subject, together with

129—9 P H
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discussions and statistical information relative to the prevalence of com-
municable diseases and the trend of public health administration in the

State. The mailing list has been revised so that it now embraces a total

of more than 13,000 names that include not only practically all physi-

cians in Illinois, outside of Chicago, but thousands of lay workers as

well. Its readers are found in every part of the world and its popularity

finds expression through many letters of appreciation and a constantly

increasing demand for its wider circulation. Its subject matter has been

used freely not only by periodicals of almost every kind, but by the

daily press as well.

Besides "Health News" the division issues and distributes special

bulletins dealing with particular subjects. During the year 112,000

pamphlets of this kind were printed. They deal with the subjects of

sanitation, infant and child care, tuberculosis, scarlet fever and general

public health information for school children. In response to specific

requests more than 200,000 pieces of literature, consisting of these and

other pamphlets, were distributed through the division. When to this

number is added that included in the various issues of ''Health N'ews,'"

the grand total reaches 332,000 pieces. The significance of this service

is all the more pronounced by reason of the fact that no attempt has

been made to send these pamphlets indiscriminately or broadcast over

the land, but every effort has been made to limit their distribution in

such a way as to insure the greatest amount of educational and prac-

tical results.

The loan service constitutes a more and more important function

of the division. In it is maintained exhibit equipment that includes

motion picture films, lantern slides, posters, wall panels, cuts of public

health cartoons and mechanical and still models. These are all available

for public use without cost other than transportation charges one way.

This material, with the exception of the models, which are shown largely

during the fall months in connection with county fairs, has been con-

stantly in use by various communities throughout the State. Due to the

increased efficiency of the division all of the equipment, save that of the

models, was used much more extensively during the second half of the

year than was the case for the first ,half, or for any previous similar

period. Table 20, at the end of this section, indicates the number of

showings by months for the several different types of exhibit material

and shows the decided increase that marked its utilization during recent

months. In addition to the displays already made an unusually large

number of reservations have been made for exhibitions during the first

half of the coming fiscal year.

The remaining regular duties of the division may be classified

under the headings of publicity, library service of the department and

editing of division reports. The first consists of special material pre-

pared for the daily press, for periodicals, for a weekly press service and
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for daily and weekly newspapers. Two medical journals (one weekly

and one monthly), a monthly public health journal and more than 800

daily and weekly newspapers, are regularly supplied with material of

current value through this function. The matter submitted has been

constantly utilized and doubtless has worked to the distinct and per-

manent benefit of the public.

The department library service has been so completely reorganized

that it actually constitutes a new work. Beginning with the month of

February, the periodicals for which the department subscribes are,

upon receipt, loaned immediately to those members of the department

staff who are most interested in the subject matter treated in particular

publications. Articles of special merit are abstracted and the latter are

kept on file in the division office. In this way the personnel of the de-

partment is kept in easy touch with current public health literature

and the periodicals are more extensively read.

The third service mentioned incliTdes the receipt and editing of

reports, monthh', semi-annual and annual from the other divisions

of the department. These are compiled in popular and readable form

and published either in "Health News" or in special form.

Tlie following tabulation shows by months the number of showings

of the various types of exhibit material and the number of pieces of

literature distributed, the number of books and periodicals taken from

the librar}^, and the number of letters written. Attention is particularly

invited to the large increase, along all lines for the latter part of the

year

:

TABLE 20.

1920-1921.
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stratioiis in connection with the Pageant of Progress in Chicago and
the State Fair of Sj)ringfLeld.

The better babies conference is an annual event conducted by the

department in connection with tlie State Fair at Springfield. This divi-

sion is responsible for all the work incident thereto except that of the

actual examinations and the consultation service that follows. In ar-

ranging for the conference the division not only prepared special rules,

application blanks and score cards, but carried out a publicity program
that resulted in the largest and most successful conference that was

ever undertaken by the department. The total number of children

examined was 756 compared with 250 for the first conference in 1915,

and 542 for the fourth conference in 1919. The growth of the institu-

tion has been due to the fact that it has admirably fulfilled the educa-

tional purpose for which it was created and to the vigor with which the

division has handled the work relative thereto from year to year. Nor
has the growth of the movement been confined to the State conference

alone. Local communities have come to realize the imjjortance of creat-

ing a lively interest in the welfare of children and have followed the

department in stimulating such interest through the medium of better

baby conferences.

During the year the division furnished score cards and other

material information relative to organizing and carrying out conferences

to twelve different communities besides niimerous other places where

conferences were held in connection with health promotion week. This

is mentioned for the reason that this widespread interest on the part

of the people m a movement so significant and important, demonstrates

to the department that a broad field of service is now open and that

through the better baby conference movement a vast amount of educa-

tional service can be accomplished that otherwise would be almost, if

not wholly, impossible. Indeed, with the interest displayed during the

latter part of the year in work of this kind,, it is not too much to antici-

pate that a few more years will see the better baby conference with as

definite a place in the program of every county fair in the State, as

live stock now holds.

Health promotion week is also an annual project. Each year,

either by legislative resolution or by proclamation of the Governor, a

week is set aside for the study of public health problems and the pro-

motion of health. The State Department of Public Health is charged

with the duty of carrying out a suitable program on a State wide basis

and this division is responsible for the success of the undertaking. This

year the week designated was April 17-23, and the camjmign was put

in motion with more vigor than at any previous time since the inaugur-

ation of the event. It is significant to note that the week was generally

observed throughout the State, although the campaign work was accom-

plished through the division without unusual or special expense and
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with but a limited ainouut ol' lielp from other divisions of the depart-

ment. More than 8',30U individual letters were sent out by the division

to health officers, mayors, nurses, school superintendents and principals,

members of women's clubs, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C A. officials and

others. In addition to this the daily press was supplied with publicity

material for two weeks in advance and during the entire week, while a

considerable quantity of literature was prepared and issued in pamphlet

form. Altogether more than 85,000 pieces of literature were distributed

and the exhibit material of the department was in constant use during

the week. Coinmunications from 119 communities bi'ought the infor-

mation that a definite program was carried out in that jiumber of ]jJaces,

and doubtless many other localities observed the occasion in an appro-

priate way. Perhaps the most encouraging feature of the program grows

out of the success of the movement in stimulating during tlie week the

establishment of some permanent public health" service. That this was

done in many places has been proved by subsequent developments and

the fact that public health nursing service and better l)al)y conferences

have been put on a permanent basis in many places.

Not least in importance of the special v/ork done by the division

during the year was a display of the entire exhibit equipment at the

State Fair and at the Coliseum in Chicago. While only a relatively

limited number of the people in the State can be reached on these

occasions, still the presentation of fundamental health principles by

means of mechanical and still models makes such a pronounced and

lasting impression on all who see them that it is felt to be an important

educational medium. As a result of the two demonstrations mentioned

above the division has received thousands of requests for detailed infor-

mation along the lines suggested by the exhibit. Many requests also

for the use of the exhibit material from both local communities and

agencies in other states have been received.

The closing of the year finds the division engaged in two important

pieces of work, the arrangement for an unusually elaborate pulilie health

demonstration in connection with the Pageant of Progress to be held

on the Municipal Pier in Chicago, and the preparation for the Sixth

Annual Better Babies Conference to be held at the State Fair in Spring-

field. For the first of these the division has supervised the purchase and

in most cases the construction of fifteen new models, eiglit of which are

mechanical, and has made all provisions for carrying out the demon-

stration. The models have been built in a manner that makes them

suitable for future use, and these together with three new films and

fifty-two new wall panels recently purchased, give the department an

unusually large and up-to-date equipment that is believed to be one of

the most complete in the country.
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The second piece of work embraces the State better babies confer-

ence. Practicall}' all of the material is on hand and arrangements have

been made to ojDen the publicity campaign.

EECOMMENDATIONS

.

Two reasons explain wh}^ the most urgent recommendation of this

division is for an increase in personnel. These are the unusual growth

and popularity of the better babies conference movement and the wide-

spread demand for public health demonstrations. Both offer exception-

ally effective means for educating the public in constructive public health

work and preventive medicine, and the practical usefulness of the former

is limited only by the ability of the department to introduce and estab-

lish it in the right way. If the department fails in this duty local baby

conferences will be established without its assistance and in many
instances they will be conducted in the form of a show without giving the

educational benefits for which the movement was originally inaugurated,

and to gain which constitutes the only practical reason for its continuity/

and extension.

It is, therefore, strongly recommended that two full-time nurses

be attached to the division. Their duty will be to visit local communities

that request such service and see that better baby conferences are or-

ganized and carried out upon the high standard and in the practical way

established by the State Department of Public Health. Their services

will relieve the division of the necessity for calling upon other divisions

for personal assistance of this kind, that has in the past been given, often

at the expense of neglecting other important work. When not needed for

this type of work, which is heaviest during the seasons of the. year (from

April to October) when better baby conferences are most practical, they

would be available for duty under the State supervising nu.rse.

The exhibit equipment now consists of such an extensive amount of

material and the demand for its use is so widespread, that an assistant

is needed to supervise its handling, care and exhibition. In addition he

would be expected to make schedules for health demonstrations.

With these additions the personnel would be ample not only to

extend its educational service along every line during the next biennium
but at the same time develop greater efficiency.



DIVISION OF SOCIAL HYGIENE.

G. G. Taylor, M. D., Chief.

Since its creation on July 1, 19J8, the Division of Social Hvgieue

has functioned in a capacity designed to suppress, control and eradicate

venereal diseases. Each succeeding year has made more and more

apparent the startling prevalence of these diseases and has demonstrated

to a high degree the value of and necessity for the work carried on hy

the division.

The first year of its existence the division was furui.'-lird wliolly by

the Federal Government, from which source, it drew and expended

$66,307.51. During the next two fiscal years, the second of Avhich ended

June 30, 1931, it received jointly from the Federal and State funds

$100,000 annually. Early in 1921, however, it became known that

Congress had refused to make further appropriations for this service on

the grounds that social hygiene programs at their inception, were war

measures and no longer justified Federal aid and also had become so

firmly established in many sections of the country and had so demon-

strated their economic and social importance, that states generally would

feel impelled for the public good to continue and extend these activities.

This was the case in Illinois. More than a score of clinics had been

established upon a subsidy basis and their continuity depended, in most

cases, upon favorable legislative action whereby sufficient funtls would

be made available to affect the stoppage of Federal aid. Not only was

the existence of the clinics in jeopardy, but the expansive educational

program that had been a leading feature in the venereal disease campaign

faced the possibility of serious curtailment. The situation was presented

to the Fifty-second General Assembly by the newly appointed Director

of the department and that body saw fit to increase the State "appropria-

tion for the division from $50,000 to $100,000 per annum, so ':hat the

venereal disease program as outlined and instituted by the department

Avill be continued in all of its essential features during the coming
biennium.

For the fiscal year just closed the work of the division proceeded

along lines established at the outset. These conform, in general, to the

venereal disease program suggested by the Inter-departmental Social

Hygiene Board, which board was created by act of Congress for the

purpose of administering funds appropriated for venereal disease control.

The functions of the division are classified, as shown in the aceompany-
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ing fluirt, uiiclor the lieadings of treatment, repressive measures- and

edueatioiial ]iioa>in'es.

TIJEATMKNT,

Since every case of venerea! disease arises by contagion, direct or

indirect, it follows that early and thorough treatment of infectious cases •

must have an important preventive action. In other words, the wide-

spread provision of facilities for prompt treatment is a measure not only

beneficial to the individual concerned, but also of exceedingly great

importance as a ])rotective measure to the community in which he lives.

The division has, therefore, persistently worked for the establish-

ment and maintenance of free clinics for all sufferers who are financially

unable to secure the services of a reputable physician. At the close of

the year eighteen such clinics were in operation under the direction

of the division. They Avere all working upon the subsidy plan whereby

the division and the community bear jointly the expenses and which was

described in detail in the third annual report. jSTo new clinics were

established under the division during the year for the reason that the

necessary funds for subsidizing them were not available. On the other

hand, every effort has been made to secure the greatest possiljle effi-

ciency from those in operation and to encourage the establishment of

clinics without subsidy. That the efhciency was greatly improved is

demonstrated by the fact that a total of 37,2orl: persons were treated for

venereal disease infection during the year against 30.00-5 for the year

before.

The clinics established are designed to offer:

First, the examination of all pathological material for diagnostic pur-
poses ;

Second, provision for the modern forms of treatment for all venereal
diseases

;

Third, free supply of salvarsan or its substitutes in suitable cases

;

Fourth, opportunities for consultation on cases between the directors of
the clinics, district health officers, and any practitioner who cares to avail
Inmself thereof ;

Fifth, opportunities for physicians and students to familiarize themselves
with modern methods of diagnosis and treatment.

Clinics in oiDeration at the close of the fiscal year are located at

Alton, Cairo, Carlinville, five in Chica'go, Chicago Heights, Decatur.

East St. Louis, Litchfield. Moline, Peoria. Iiockford. Eock T-land,

Springfield and West Hammond.
The work accomplished at these clinics during the vear is sum-

marized as follows

:

:Male. Female.
Patients hospitalized . . . . ; 211 liil
Number patients discharged 3,007 1,269
>7umber patients discontinuing treatment 2.724 1.554
Number patients placed in detention 47 195

Total number cases of disease treated 37,254
Total number treatments administered (including arsphenamine) 135,075
Number Wassermann tests 21.120
Number of microscopic examinations for the treponema pallidum 1.130
Ninnber of microscopic examinations for the gonococcus 14,373
Numl)er of doses of arsphenamine administered 27,634
Number of ampoules arsphenamine distributed by division 19,018
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The following is a tabulation (Table 21) of complete venereal dis-

ease reports received by the Illinois Department of Public Health for

the year ending June 30, 1921

:
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Gonorrhea. Syphilis. Chancfoid. I Total.

Stage-
Primary or acute
Secondary or subacute.
Tertiary or chronic

Discontinued employment.

Handling foodstuffs.

Patients under treatment...

2,973
,591

720

121

4,448

847
851

1,220

.546

136

2,918

124

89
84

64

4

297

3, 944

1,531

2.188

7,663

1 , .330

261

7,663

Number complete reports received from physicians from which above tabu-
lation was made 7,663

Number incomplete reports received from physicians, druggists, State in-
stitutions, clinics and the Chicago City Health Department 30,240

Total cases reported for the year ending June 30, 1921 37,903
Total cases reported for the year ending June 30, 1920 31,876

KEPRESSIVE ACTIVITIES.

It "was pointed out in the third annual report that in order to pre-

vent the spread of venereal diseases it is necessary to render non-

infectious every carrier of these diseases and to prevent contact between

healthy and diseased persons. Efforts to accomplish the first of these,

it was shown, came unquestionably under the jurisdiction of health

departments while activities bearing upon the .second proposition always

meet with considerable opposition.

Public opinion in this country has long since been directed against

open prostitution for it has been recognized fully that such practice

constitutes an easy opportunit}^ for the widespread exposure of healthy

persons to venereally infected persons. On the other hand, investigations

have shown that clandestine prostitution has gone on apace and that

the most rigid measures are necessary to prevent the segregation and

public operation of persons engaged in this nefarious business. In

many cases the local officials simply wink at such practice and unless

pressure is brought to bear from some State source the laws that pro-

hibit prostitution are of no avail.

During the year, therefore, the suppressive work of the di\ is ion

has been directed chiefly toward securing the cooperation of city and

county officials in law enforcement. This has been done through the

investigation of vice conditions and the presentation of information thus

obtained to the local authorities. Forty investigations of this kind were

conducted during the year in various parts of the State with the result

that .930 sources of infection were brought to light and the persons

placed under treatment. In five instances the municipal officials saw
fit to pass local ordinances so that such cases can be prosecuted with

more dispatch in the future.

Legal control measures have been greatly strengthened during the

year because of court decisions in several cases. In Xorth Carolina the

Supreme Court affirmed a judgment allowing a wife to recover damages
in the sum of $10,000 from her husband because he had infreted her
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witli a venereal disease. In Oklahoma a man was sentenced to five years

in the joenitentiar}^ for infecting a girl with S3^philis. A jSfebraska court

upheld a doctor who had warned an hotel keeper that one of his patients,

a guest at the hotel, had syphilis and had refused treatment and was

consequently a menace to the public health. All three cases are Taluable

in counteracting incorrect opinion that the venereal disease law falls

almost exclusively on Avomen and in placing personal responsibility for

the transmission of venereal disease. The Nebraska case carries par-

ticular significance since it asserts that a physician's duty to protect the

public health may, under certain circumstances, transcend his duty to

hold his joatient's confidence inviolable.

Following is a summary of the suppressive activities of the division

during the year

:

Number of State laws passed during period (appropriation) '1
Number of city ordinances passed during period 5
Number of prosecutions of violators of ophthalmia neonatorum law 2
N umber of vice investigations 40
Number sources of infection investigated and placed under treatment 930

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

In considering what can be accomplished by educational methods in

checking venereal disease, it is desirable to arrive at an understanding

as to what is meant by education. Mere instruction in the presentation

of definite facts is not really education. The real problem of education

should be restricted to its literal sense of leading the mind in the proper

habits of thought and a right outlook on the problems of life. In this

way education can be of use only indirectly by helping to guide the

activities of individuals toward a right standard of conduct. In other

words,, education must aim at developing the self control necessary to

keep in check the sexual instinct and at inculcating into the individual

sound principles of social morality; in addition to this, instruction in

the facts relating to venereal disease and its many consequences to the

individual and the race. Education along these lines is a process which

must be begun early in life as a foundation on which to base a knowledge

of the subject.

There are two separate propositions to considei', first, in what way
the general scheme of education can be reinforced so as to make a higher

standard of conduct; second, whether, and if so, how far actual instruc-

tion in the facts of biology and venereal disease should be introduced

into the educational system of the adolescent.

The first step should be taken in early life while the child is entirely

under parental control. Parents should be encouraged to realize that

their responsibility begins early. A successful system of education

should aim not only at equipping young people with a knowledge of

facts but also at moulding character along the lines best adapted for

developing them into useful citizens. Early teaching in these matters

forms a vital part in the standard of conduct for the years to folJow.

The ideals ilius established should form the basis of future action.
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The subject of sex should be taught from a sciciitific staiidpoiiit

"ivith the elimination of the intensively personal application that is so

apt to hamper its approach under the usual conditions of today. Tiie

instruction should be not merely a scientific one, the sentimental or emo-

tional side of the subject should also be made use of in an endeavor to

implant sound- ideals of sexual conduct. Chivalrj', the protection of the

weak, the sanctity of maternal devotion, should play their part in the

building up of such ideals. In the opinion of this division it is to

the teachers, elementary and secondary, that we must look for the sex

education of the children of today.

The second problem in education, namely, insti'uetion in the facts

of biology and venereal disease, requires careful consideration. To what

extent a knowledge of such principles has any influence in developing

character along moral lines is still a question. More careful instruction

should be provided in regard to moral conduct as bearing upon sexual

relations throughout all grades and types of education. Such instruction

should be based on moral principles and spiritual considerations, and

should not be based only on the physical consequences of immoral con-

duct. It would perhaps be a good practice for medical men to conduct

classes in general hygiene and to use these classes for the purpose of

presenting the necessar}' information on these subjects.

If a medical man is selected to conduct classes in general hygiene

the instruction should include

:

(a) A description of the two diseases, gonorrliea and syphilis, witli their
complications, sequelae, and the effects on the offspring

;

(b) Insistence on the need of early and sufficient treatment, the danger
of concealment, and the danger from use of quack remedies

;

(c) Prevention guaranteed only bj^ keeping out. of the way of possible
infection

;

(d) Exposure of the fallacy that only professional prostitutes are dan-
gerous—in many cases, the amateur is equally or more dangerous

;

(e) Denunciation of the idea that continence is ever harmful and that
Incontinence is an essential attribute of manliness

;

(f) The contributory effect of alcoholic indulgence by diminishing self
control.

With the firm conviction that j^ermanent and lasting benefits in the

control of venereal diseases can accrue only through educational

measures, no matter how important treatment and suppressive measures

may be, the division has given a constantly increasing amount of time

and thought to this important function. To the educational methods

employed in the past was added, during the year, the publication of a

monthly bulletin, known as the Social Hygiene Monthly.

The first issue of the bulletin was published September 1, 1920.

Since that time it has been in the mails promptly on the first day of

each month. It was created for the purpose of establishing a closer

relationship between the practicing physicians of the State, the assistants

operating venereal disease clinics and other persons particularly inter-

ested in social hygiene and the Division of Social Hygiene. The mailing

list contains the names of practically all physicians in Illinois, outside

of Chicago, as well as numerous others. That it has filled its mission

well and rendered a service far more beneficial than the author liad
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dared hoped, has been generoiisly demonstrated in tlie practical results

that have followed and in the most favorable recognition of its value

by the United States Public Health Service and others.

The lecture work of the division has been carried on vigorously and

effectively. Altogether 311 lectures and addresses, or an average of

more than one daily, with Sundays and holidays excluded, have been

made during the year, with a total attendance of 67,938. Many of these

lectures were illustrated with the motion picture films and stereopticon

slides owned by the division. In addition to this thousands of pieces of

literature have been distributed and several social hygiene demonstra-

tions made.

EDUCATIONAL, SUMMARY.

Number of lectures and addresses given 311
Attendance 67,938
Number of days slides and charts shown 81
Attendance 180,988
Number film showings without lecture 54
Attendance 13,600

Total attendance 262,526

Number of requests for pamphlets received 5,173
Number of pamphlets distributed 306,241

(a) In response to specific requests 180,253
(b) By circularizing mailing lists 79,727
(c) To clinics, lecturers, field workers 46,261

Number of pamphlets purchased and reprinted 150,500
Number of exhibits purchased '. 34
Number of films purchased 2
Number of booths purchased 2

Publicity material—number of references to venereal disease work noted
in newspapers and magazines 107

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE DIVISION OF SOCIAL
HYGIENE FOR THE YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1919, 1920 AND 1921.

Number of.



DIVISION OF LODGING HOUSE INSPECTION.

William W. McCullocii, Si(penniendenl.

INSPECTIONS.

During the period covered by this report, July 1, 1920, to June 30,

1921, considerable time has been devoted to the measuring and inspecting

of lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns and hotels of record.

There were also several houses measured and inspected of which there

was no previous record.
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»1800.
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*1800.
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*1800.
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*I800.

Figure XXVI—Divisional Organization for Biennium, 1921-23.

The number of lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns and
hotels inspected, measured and remeasured is as follows

:

1920—
July
August
September
October
November.
December.

1921—
February.
March
April
May
June

Total.

The inspections of said lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns,

inns and hotels showed the total number of rooms to be 16,943 ; number
of lodgers 11,738; present capacity 20,334 and legal capacity 39,353.
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For the same period the inspectors reported 132 lodging houses,

boarding liouses, taverns, inns and hotels as having gone out of business,

67 vacant and 19 torn down.

Below is shown the number of lodging houses, boarding houses,

taverns, inns and hotels in which a supplemental inspection was made,

together with the number of rooms inspected, the number of lodgers at

time of inspection and the number of lodgers for which there were

sleeping accommodations

:

Suplemental
inspections. Rooms. Lodgers.

Present
capacity.

1920—
July
August
September
October
November.
December.

1921—
January...
February..
March
April-
May
June

Total..

168
214
211
167
52
130

2

3

51

17

48
170

3,144
3,270
3,259
3.000

809

8,797

31

37
2,114

381

1,215
2,661

28, 718

2,367
2,331
2,456
2,452

465
7,879

19

30
1,828
265
756

1,779

22, 627

4,354
4,362
4,460
4,170

911

11,802

37
51

3,201
549

1,424
3,704

39, 025

During the months of January and February, 1921, the inspectors

served notices on proprietors and managers of lodging houses, boarding

houses, taverns, inns and hotels to file a sworn statement required to be

filed March 1 each j^ear. The inspectors served 6,308 notices on pro-

prietors and managers of houses, which had residing therein 105,194

persons.

In April and May, 1921, the inspectors served 2,386 second or final

notices on proprietors and managers of lodging houses, boarding houses,

taverns, inns and hotels which had 25,931 guests therein. Proprietors

and managers of these houses had failed to file with the county clerk the

sworn statement required by the Department of Public Health to be

filed March 1.

During the period of time covered by this report, 5,409 sworn state-

ments were filed with -the county clerk by the proprietors, keepers or

managers of lodging houses, boarding houses, taverns, inns and hotels.

The inspectors have from time to time been assigned to work in the

ofiice of the county clerk in connection with the filing of these sworn

statements with the county clerk, and making copies thereof for the

department.

On ISTovember 24, 1920, at the request of the Director of the depart-

ment, Inspectors Charles H. Buenneke and William J. Angsten were

assigned to work at the Coliseum in Chicago, and from jSTovember 24 to

December 1, assisted with the exhibit of the Illinois Department of
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I'ul)lic Ih'iiHIi in thai biiildiiii;-. inspectors J^Jwai'd 1). Kirkln'iih; and
J^dvvurd Mattlies also assisted iS'ovcmbcr 30 in taking- down and |iaoking

this exhibit for shipment.

June 6, 1921, Inspector Charles IF. Bueiineke submitted to me his

resignation as lodging house inspector, the same to become effective

June 10, 3 921, and it Avas accepted.

The inspectors while making tlieir inspections have found numerous
violations of the public health laws pertaining to lodging houses, board-

ing houses, taverns, inns and hotels. These violations, which consist

of over-crowding and insanitary conditions such as defective and leaky

plumbing, lack of ventilation in sleeping rooms, filthy toilets, walls,

floors, beds and bedding, inadequate water supply for toilet and other

plum'bing fixtures, and accumulations of rubbish and debris in base-

ments, hallways and rooms, have been reported to me by the inspectors,

and I have caused a written notice to be served by the inspectors on the

proprietor of each house where such violation was found, directing that

the management put the premises in sanitary condition and otherwise

comply with the provisions of the Board of Health Act. In each case

from three to ten days have been allowed in which to correct the condi-

tions of which complaint was made. Most of these houses have been

reinspected since the serving of such notices and the inspectors' reports

show that the violations formerly complained of have been corrected.

—10 P K



DIVISION OF SURVEYS AND RURAL HYGIENE.

' B. K. EicHARDSOK, Acting Chief.

During the fiscal year that closed June 30^ 1931, the Division of

Surveys and Eural Hygiene lost its identity as an independent division

and was made a part of the Division of Sanitation and Engineering.

Prior to this change, however, which took place in February the division

undertook and carried out a complete sanitary survey of the city of

Quincy. The study was exhaustive and comprehensive in character. It

led to recommendations that were offered as a practical means for solv-

ing many of the existing sanitary problems and for giving the city a

well balanced and efficient public health service.

Steps have been taken for carrying out these recommendations in

a large measure. A' full-time medical health officer has already been

employed and the machinery established for developing a well rounded

department of public health. Funds to the sum of about $18,000 or

about 50 cents per capita have been made available for health work for

the current fiscal year. The full adoption of the recommendations sub-

mitted will find Quincy with one of the best municipal public health

organizations in the State.

The report of the surve}^ is presented herewith.

GENERAL INFOEMATIOK.

Quincy is situated in Adams County on the east bank of the Mis-

sissippi Eiver. The back country is of the more fertile section of the

rich agricultural districts in Illinois and depends on Quincy to market

a large percentage of its varied products.

The transportation facilities of Quincy are very good. Two rail-

road systems, the Wabash and the C. B. & Q., offer the city the ad-

vantages of rapid rail transit while river traffic is still considerable.

Quincy has a population of 35,978, according to the preliminary

1920 census returns. This shows a net decrease of 609 since 1910 when
the census returns indicated a population of 36,587. The decrease in

population is, no doubt, explained in part at least, by reason of the

very Ioav birth rate that prevails in Quincy coupled with the inroads

upon the citizens by the influenza pandemic and the war casualities.

It may be further observed that Quincy experienced no abnormal modifi-

cation or change in character or size of . population on account of war

activities.
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The people of Quincy come mostly from sturdy American stock.

English and German extractions appear in about equal nnmbers. There

is also a negro population of a little more than 1,000.

A close observer will detect a character of thrift that permeates

tlie entire city. This trait applies to the German element almost to a

fault.

Tolitics play a considerable ]Jart ia the life of the city. This seems

to be rather more true than usual in such communities. Perhaps the

reason for this is found in the fact that the leading parties are almost

equally divided so that c(nninunity effort and community progress as

such is rather hard to obtain.

Most of the progressive life in the city associates itself with the

Chamber of Commerce and with the business men's clubs. Almost ever}^

measure of a progressive and permanent character finds birth in these

organizations and depends upon them for support.

Quincy is an industrial city. Over two hundred products are made
there and of these more than a score are manufactured in considerable

quantity. Such things as foundry products, stoves, pumps and com-

pressors, tractors, steel and wooden wheels, elevators, shoes, show cases,

cereals, incubators, stock foods, strawboard and paper dyes, tobacco and

wagons are among the more prominent of these products.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

Public health service in Quincy is administered at present, through

what is known as the Health Department. This department consists of

the Board of Health, Commissioner of Health and his office assistant.

The Board of Health serves without pay and is composed of the

mayor, who is its president, two aldermen and two physicians appointed

by him. Monthly meetings of the board are required by city ordinance.

The working force of the health department consists of the Com-
missioner of Health and his office assistant. The commissioner is not

a medical man and confines his activities to placarding houses for

quarantine and the making of sanitary inspections. Since the size of

the city makes frequent and regular inspections by one man a prohibitive

task the commissioner is able to give his attention only to those condi-

tions that warrant no delay in abatement.

The organization for public health administration has been changed

in character and personnel from time to time depending largely upon

party politics. With the arrival of May 1, 1921, the beginning of a

new fiscal year in Quinc}^, however, public health administration will

be organized under a State law on a permanent basis. Beginning at

that time there will be available, annually, a sum of from $20,000 to

$40,000, depending upon the tax assessment, that can be used for public

health purposes only. The State law provides adequately for efficient

personnel and equipment. The new administration will also be removed

largely from the influence of local politics.
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The city maintains no public nursing system whatever. Millc and

food inspection is left entirely to the infrequent visits of State inspec-

tors. School children are without medical inspection; neither nurse

nor physician is employed for this important work. The city provides

pest houses for contagious disease patients but no hospital facilities

are available for them.

Extra-governmental agencies maintain two full-time nurses who do

visiting nursing throughout the city. There is also a county tuberculosis

nurse paid by the Eed Cross but she spends very little time or effort in

Quincy.

The county maintains a splendid tuberculosis sanitarium located

about two miles out of Quincy. The plant is a magnificent institution

but its value and importance seems not to have been fully appreciated

by the citizens of Quincy and the county.

FINANCIAL TREATMENT.

During the past four fiscal years the expenditures by municipal

government for fire, police and health protection have been as follows

:

TV^BLE 22—FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING APRIL, 30.

1917 1918 1920

Fire Department- ._

Police Department

-

Health Department

$51,332.78
35,936.51
6, 767. 57

$51,429.09
40, 768. 89

2, 762. 94

$66,539.31
42,739.51
4,020.00

$78,384.74
56,757.51
3,395.26

The expenditures listed in the table indicate that fire and police

protection have been practically considered of much greater importance

than health protection. The figures are taken from the official annual

report of the city of Quincy. The average annual expenditure during

the four years for the fire department was $61,921.53; for the police

department $44,050.03; for the health department $4,236.44. These

totals correspond to an average annual per capita expenditure for the

three departments as follows

:

table: 23—AVERAGE ANNUAL PER CAPITA EXPENDITURE.

Fire department $1.72
Police department 1.22
Healtli department .11

Extra-governmental agencies have been spending a|pproximately

$5,000 per annum during the same period.

Estimates of the tax levy for health work in the future indicate

that about $18,000, or approximately 50 cents per capita, will be avail-

able for the new health department at its inauguration next spring.
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BIRTHS.

A part of the saiiitiin\ und health survey ia Quincy dealt with

birth registration. In the course of the house-to-house canvass incident

to the survey it was determined that births are being reported about 98

per cent complete. Figures for the calendar years 1916-1919 inclusive

show births reported as indicated in the following table. The table

gives also the birth rates per 1,000 of population l)asod u]ion a popu-

lation of 35,978.

TABLE 24.
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1916-1919, inclusive. This may be accounted for in part, however,

because of a completeness in registration of births in Quincy that is

rather exceptional.

The table below indicates the number of deaths of infants under

one year of age and the death rate per 1,000 of births for the years

considered.

TABLE 26—NUMBER OF DEATHS UNDER ONE AND ANNUAL RATE.

(Exclusive of stillbirths)
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TABLE 28-CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS UNDER ONE YEAR.

151

Cause of death. ,1916 1917 1918 Total.

Diarrhea and enteritis

Congenital debility and malformation
Pneumonia
Broncho pneumonia
Acute bronchitis
Influenza
Measles -

Disease of larynx
Syphilis
Sudden death
Convulsions of infants
Diphtheria
Disease of heart -

Meningitis .-

Disease of stomach
Other diseases

All causes

3
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Early and proper care of infants not only greatly increases the baljies'

chances for life but also for health. A large percentage of blindne.-S; for

example, can be prevented by the use of silver nitrate solution at Ijirth.

Other important means for increasing the prospects of infants for iiealth

and happiness are at the disposal of an adequate health department.

Therefore, it is of especial importance that physicians should l)e en-

couraged in making prompt and complete birth reports to the end that

all the medical forces of the community may closely cooperate in the

great work of preserving life and promoting health.

MORBIDITY.

Communicable diseases, with a few exceptions, appear to l^e reported

fairly completely in Quincy. This conclusion is reached after rather

careful estimates based on death records from certain diseases. The most

important exceptions to the approximately complete reporting are pneu-

monia, venereal diseases and tuberculosis.

In the case of jDiieumonia and tuberculosis the number of deaths in

a year is generally greater than the number of cases of these diseases

reported. The very limited venereal disease incidence reported in Quincy

compared with that in various other Illinois cities would seem to indicate

a disparity of reports.

There is also the exception of light or apparently insignificant cases

of communicable diseases that escape the record books. During the

survey, for example, there was a widespread wave of something like

dysentery that carried with it, in severe cases, characteristics of typhoid

or paratyphoid fever. It was variously diagnosed by local physicians

who called it dysentery, summer cholera, paratyphoid, etc. Indeed there

A\ere some ten or twelve cases of typical typhoid fever that followed

closely upon the heels of the less serious epidemic.

A study of local records dating back to 1912 indicates that the more
common of communicable diseases such as diphtheria, scarlet fever,

smallpox, measles, etc., have usually been allowed to run their course

after making their appearance in the city. This is due, no doubt, to the

fact that the health department has never been sufficiently manned to

cope properly with the health problems of the city and the salaries paid

have not been sufficiently large to attract men able to carry out epi-

demiological investigations.

The table below shows the number of cases of certain diseases that

have been reported since 1912:
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TABLE 29-CERTAIN DISEASES REPORTED IN QUINCY BY YEARS.

Diseases.
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The average rate, as shown in the table, is higher for Quincy than

for any of the other units except the United States Eegistration Area.

In the case of the latter, figTires for 1919 are not available so that this

unit has the disadvantage of a high rate for 1918, resulting from

influenza, and is unable to offset the increased rate by a decidedly lower

rate in 1919 as is the case with the other units.

The rather excessive death rate in Quincy as compared with the

other units listed in the table above may be somewhat explained by the

fact that several institutions for old people are located there. These

institutions accept applicants from various parts of the country and

while some of those admitted become citizens- of Quincy, still the system

results in segregating the aged and consequently influences somewhat

the local death rate. However, this influence over the general death rate

becomes almost negligible when the number of deaths are considered

with reference to age. A little more than 45 per cent of the deaths in

Quincy during the four years studied occurred among citizens under

50 years of age.

A serious feature of the rather excessive death rate in Quincy is that

it almost offsets entirely the increase in population from births. The

table below compares the number of births and deaths that occurred

among residents in Quincy during the four year period 1916-1919

:

TABLE 31—NUMBER OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS, RATES PER 1,000 POPULATION.

Year.
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Tlic principal causes of death in (^uiucy are shown in the table

below. The number of deaths from the various causes listed are shown

by years and by totals for the period studied:

TABLE 32.

PRINCIPAL CAIT.SES OF DEATH.

Cause of death. 1916 1917 1918 1919 Total.

Organic heart disea.se

Pneumonia (all forms) --.

Tuberculosis (all forms) -

Infiiieiiza

Cerebral hemorrhage
Cancer (all forms)
Bnght's disease
Congenital debility and malformation
Accidents
Diarrohea and enteritis

Bronchitis (all forms)
Diabetes
Senility _ _

Cirrhosis of liver...

Diphtheria
Suicide
Intestinal obstruction
Disability peculiar to infancy
Syphilis _

Mea? les ._

Typhoid fever .-

Appendicitis
Paraly.sis

Puerperal septicemia
Meningitis -_

Alcoholism.
Peritonitis
W hooping cough
Scarlet fever
All other causes. ....

Total

82
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TABLE 34—DEATHS FROM CERTAIN CAUSES—LARGELY PREVEXTABLE.

No. of deaths
1916-1919,
inclusive.

Pneumonia 223
Influenza 168
Congenital debility and malformation 93
Accidents 64
Bronchitis (all forms) 47

Total these causes 595

BH^HHI^H^lB^BBi 196Under one HI^^^Hh^H^^^^^^IH^^^

15-19 ^^^^ 48

40-49 liBHHHHHHIi ^'°

Unknown

Figure XXVII—Number of deaths among residents of Quincy from 1916 to 1919,
inclusive, according to age.

Note the very severe losses among the young citizenship of the community as
indicated by the three columns showing the number of deaths between twenty
and fifty years of age.

Note also the heavy infant mortality indicated by the first column,

The deaths indicated in the table above were very largely prevent-

able and correspond to a little more than 28 per cent of the total nnmber

of deaths from all canses during tbe period considered.

If the number of deaths due to positively preventable causes be

added to those from causes largely preventable there is a total of 915

deaths or a little more than 43 per cent of the total number of deaths

that occurred among residents of Quincy from all causes during tbe four

year period 1916-1919 inclusive. In other words almost half tbe deaths

that have occurred during the four year period resulted from preventable

causes.

It is also food for thought to know that T48 of the 2,116 residents

of Quincy who have died during the four year period had not reached

their fortieth year. Instead of living out the allotted "three score years

and ten" these 748, or more than 35 per cent of the total number of

deaths, failed to reach two score years.

If the number of deaths among people under fifty years be con-

sidered it is found that 958 out of the total of 2,116 were in this class.

This means that 45 per cent of the total number of residents who died

in Quincy during the four j-ears (1916-1919) fell short a score or more
of years from the allotted span of human life. These facts are indeed
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worthy of the ijorious attention and tlie thoughtful consideration of the

citizens of the community.

Full significance of the high death rate comes only when it is con-

sidered relative to the birth rate and from an economic standpoint. Else-

where in this report it is shown that the death rate in Quincy almost

overshadows the birth rate. If each life under fifty years were valued at

$2,000 the total loss from deaths alone would amount to $958,000 in

the four years considered. These figiires correspond to an annual loss

of $239,500 or nearly a quarter of a million dollars. A large per cent

of this loss can surely be salvaged since almost all deaths under fifty

result from preventable causes.

Another feature of the economic loss incurred from preventable

disease finds expression in the loss of time to the patient from these

causes. This is scarcely more important than expenses incidental to

medical and nursing ca]"e during illness and funeral expenses in fatal

cases. Again, to the loss of wages or salar}^ to the patient sick from a

preventable disease must be added the loss of his service to his employer.

Indeed the commercial and industrial lives of our people are so com-

pletely interdependent today that the financial expense and loss incurred

by the sickness of one w^age earner continues to grow and spread its

influence until the entire community in which he lives suffers a monetary

loss greatly in excess of that of the individual. When considered in this

larger sense the annual cost to a community of a few hundred cases of

preventable sickness, whether fatal or not, reaches a total sum that is

staggering to the senses. To prevent all communicable disease is still

a Utopian dream but practical experience has proved that an unlimited

amount of these diseases can be prevented.

One remarkable example of what practical preventive medicine can

do is found in the results obtained among our troops during the World
War. Among IJnited States troops during the Spanish-American War
1,600 out of every 10,000 (or 16 out of every 100) contracted typhoid

fever. The mortality was frightful. During the World AVar when
several million more men were under arms only 5 out of every 10.000

came down with typhoid in this country and only IG out of every 10,000
in France. This great reduction in typhoid fever incidence among
troops resulted from better sanitary conditions around the camps coujiled

with the use of typhoid vaccine.

What was true of typhoid fever among our troops in the World War
was true of all other communicable diseases. The army as a whole
suffered from no epidemics with the single exception of influenza that
affected soldier and private citizen alike.

Examples like this surely prove that communities under iiormal
conditions in times of peace can accomplish like results by the use of like

methods. Money and effort properly spent in the prevention of com-
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Figure XXVIII—Note fly-breeding manure pile and numerous outside privies.

Picture taken a little southeast of St. Vincent Home.

Figure XXIX—Note garbage and filth scattered about an open garbage can.
Picture taken in block opposite city hall.
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municable disease will certainly i)ay big (lividends not alone in money
but in health and happiness as well.

GENERAL SAXITATION. .

The foundation for good community health is good community sani-

tation. This arises from the fact that the human body naturally tends

to preserve its life and prolong its existence by throwing off all malevo-

lent substances that may accumulate in it. These substances that tend

to poison life and cause sickness^ when retained in the body, are expelled

through various channels as excreta. It is a simple conclusion that

these things, harmful to one person, will create an injury when taken

into the body of another person. All insanitary conditions that tend to

make difficult the disposal of these harmful and poisonous excreta in a

manner beyond the possibility of their coming into the mouth of another

person will help to cause disease.

The chief item of excreta disposal is that of fecal matter. This

j)roblem becomes more complicated by reason of the many agencies that

join hands in an effort to carry this fecal matter from one person to the

mouth of another. Among these agencies are soiled hands that handle

food; privy vaults that pollute drinking water and furnish breeding

places for flies and various vermin ; rubbish and filth that harl)or rats

and other rodents; misatisfactory garbage disposal that furnish feeding

and breeding places for flies, other insects and vermin; insanitary

stables where flies breed abundantly and where rats live and multiply.

In seeking the cause of community ill health it is, therefore, well to

look carefully into the sanitary conditions of that community.

PRIVIES.

The outstanding feature in the 2>revailing insanitary conditions of

Quincy is the exceptionally large number of outside privy vaults found

in all parts of the city. In all there are 4,548 or one privy for every

seven people in the city. Uncomplimentary as it may seem the facts

show that Quincy now maintains more privy vaults per capita than any

other city where exhaustive sanitary studies have been made Idv the

State Department of Public Health.

The reasons for eliminating and prohibiting the maintenance of

privy vaults in a city are too well known to require space here. That
they are breeding places for various vermin, favorite feeding places for

the common house fly and altogetlier lacking in establishing the con-

venience for which they were created are facts of common knowledge.

That diseases of the digestive system and especially typhoid fever and
diarrheal diseases are easily and rapidly spread through the agency of

the privv, coupled with surface drainage and the fiy are also well known
truths. These facts alone without adding the unfavorable moral effects

on the young and the more indirect effect on health caused l)y the in-

accessible nature of the privy at night and in stormy weather are eriOudi
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Figure XXX—Note open manure piles with evidence of infrequent atten-
tion. Tliese are first class breeding places for flies and harbor rodents and
other vermin. Building in background is city hall.

1
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to warrant ils cliiniiiatinii. 'i'lui jinlictinuiit agaiii.'^t iIkj pi'ivy as an

enemy ol' licalth ami lia]i])iiu'ss is so unquestionably established and the

evidence is so completely incriminating that Quiiicy would be generously

justified in waging a ceaseless war against tins public nuisance until

the last privy is baiiislicd \'vo\n tlic eity.

MILK AND rOOD.

The matter of milk and food inspection is seriously neglected in

Quincy. A large part of the milk supply is not pasteurized and none

of it is inspected. Food inspection is largely left to the infrequent visits

of State officers. Many food products and especially fruits and vegetables

are kept in open cases and along the sidewalks where they are subject

to flies and insects. These products are also unprotected against care-

less handling, coughing, sneezing and spitting by the public.

That the production, handling and consumption of milk and food

products establishes a channel through which communicable diseases may
easily and rapidly pass from one person to another is scarcely to be

questioned. Xew York City found that deaths among infants less than

one year of age have been reduced from 241 out of 1,000 in 1891 to 81

in 1919. The commissioner of health credits this reduction very largely

to the general pasteurization and inspection of milk that was begun in

1892. The careful supervision over food products is attended Avith like

results. It is, therefore, of the greatest importance that a thoroughly

adequate and efficient system of inspection be established in Quincy,

EATS.

The rat menace is another important feature in the prevailing sani-

tary conditions of Quincy. This is encouraged by the lack of rat

l>roofing in buildings generally and especially by reason of the"*- large

number of barns and various out-houses of similar character. It is of

especial importance that the matter of rat extermination and rat proofi.ng

of buildings be given serious thought at this time since a number of

cases of bubonic plague have been reported recently at various gulf ports.

Plague is usually transmitted by rats and other rodents and the natural

course for the disease to follow would be from the gulf ports, by means
of the river traffic, up the ^Eississippi Eiver to the various river cities.

It is, therefore, not beyond the realm of possibility for this disease to

gain a footing in Quincy, and the results of such a footing under the
local climatic coiiditions are not at all reassuring to think about.

STABLE AXD MANURE.

Stables and stable manure were found in numbers sufficient to

attract considerable attention from a sanitary standpoint. Altogether
there are 961 stables in the city and out of this number 400 accommodate
horses or cows or both. With very few exceptions manure is allowed to

accumulate in the stables or else it is piled in the lot or alley and is

—11 P H
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Figure XXXIII—Found between Figure XXXIV—The way garbage
Fil;th, Sixth, Maine and Hampshire. is kept in block opposite city hall.

Figure XXXV—Another picture of Figure XXXVI—In a first ward
'Adams Row." alley.
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hauled away at infivciiu'iil intervals. The most serious ohjection to thi^

l)raetice is that manure piles are the prolific breeaiug places oi: flies.

During the sanitary survey flies were found in great abundance in many

sections of the city and it was (piite noticeable that they were especially

numerous in neighborhoods adjacent to filthy dumps and insanitary

stables. It was also very noticeable that flies infest the homes of the

less financially able who are, above all others, less able to Avithstaud the

"evil efl'ects inaugurated by the fly pest. The only way to destroy the fly

pest is to destroy the fly and that can be accomplished in no other way

than to remove all breeding places that are likely to accommodate him.

GARBAGE.

The matter of garbage collection and disposal seems to be decidedly

unsatisfactory. The local inspectors reported 281 instances where

garbage was either thrown into the alley with rubbish, dumped into an

abandoned cistern or thrown into the yard in an insanitary manner.

Complaints of infrequent collections were quite general throughout the

entire survey. Behind one of the leading restaurants two open barrels

were kept for garbage receptacles. They were housed in a space used

for preparing foods. These quarters were fairly alive with industrious

flies that busied themselves with frequent trips from the garbage barrels

to food articles, many of which were ready to sen^e. Similar conditions

were true in many other places on a smaller scale. Very few places

were found M^here garbage receptacles were properly covered and where

frequent collections were made.

HOME CONDITJONS.

During the house-to-house canvass 959 conditions were reported

that needed immediate attention from a sanitary standpoint. These

conditions were all inclusive in character and related to matters of

garbage disposal, manure disposal, insanitary privies, defective plumb-

ing, sewage disposal, etc.

WELLS AXD CISTERNS.

Fortunately Quincy has very few shallow wells, there being but 48

in all. On the other hand there are 3,659 cisterns but these become a

menace to health only when the water therefrom is used for drinking

purposes and then only in cases where the cisterns are not properly pro-

tected against contamination by surface drainage and other foreign

substances. Several cisterns were found that were not properly protected.

GENERAL COXDITIOXS.

In most of the down town business districts the merchants and

apartment residents habitually keep large and unsightly piles of rubbish,

often mixed with garbage, in the back lot. These seem to be largely the

result of infrequent inspections since every case found by the State
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Figure XXXVII—Note proximity Figure XXXVIII—Note garbage
of privy, well and dwelling. Picture and other filth scattered in alley. Pic-
of "Adams Row." ture taken in second ward.

Figure XXXIX—Note kind of
stable where flies breed prolifically.
Picture taken in first ward.
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officials was readily corrected whrii the attention of the responsible

people were called to it.

X'acant lots in the city serve quite often as semi-public or neighbor-

hood dumps. This practice would be all right if properly supervised.

There is no objections to filling in Avith rubbish if it is covered with

soil to prevent the breeding of insects and rodents. Garbage disposal

onto these dumps ought to be strictly i>rohibited.

Alleys generally were found in good condition. However, a feature

of importance from a sanitary standpoint is that a rather large number

of open garbage receptacles were found in the alleys and a considerable

number of cases where garbage was dumped outright into the alley.

These conditions seem to grow up because of infrequent inspection.

Poultry yards were found in large numbers in the city. They create

a sanitary problem when not properly cleaned and when garbage of a

nature not suitable for poultry food is thrown into the yard. Eeports of

these poultry yards sliow that they need a closer supervision by the

sanitary officer.

The local inspectors visited 8,3G:2 premises during the course of the

surve}'. Each of these premises was rated from a sanitary basis as good,

fair or bad. Slightly more than half the homes, or 4,690 were rated

as good; 2,978, or slightly more than one-third of the homes were rated

as fair; 694 premises, or about 8 per cent were classed as bad. Only
those premises where the general sanitary conditions were such as to

warrant prompt attention and a thorough cleaning were rated as "bad."

COXCLUSIOX.

From the outline of conditions set forth abov$ it is apjDarent that

Quiucy is not at present properly protected against the appearance and

the spread of communicable disease. Especially is this sort of protection

noticeably lacking in connection with the school system. Milk and food

inspection is also seriously neglected.

The general death rate in Quiucy is excessive. Compared with

other similar cities and Avith the State and the United States it is high.

The high death rate among residents under fifty years of age attracts

especial interest. Xearly half of all deaths that occur in Quincy are

among citizens less than fifty. That the high death rate, and especially

those deaths due to preventable causes, are directly and closely related

to insanitary conditions and the lack of medical care in the schools and
elsewhere is not doubted.

The general sanitary conditions are somewhat below the average
for cities the size of Quincy. These conditions center around the large

number of outside privy vaults found in all parts of the city. Other
insanitary conditions are of a nature easily corrected but the elimination
of the privy vaults from Quincy Avill require a prolonged and determined
effort. Xothing short of a ceaseless warfare will rid the city of the privy
nuisance.
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Figure XL'—Picture taken in City
Hall block.

Figure XLI—Picture taken in
block bounded by Maine, Hampshire,
Fifth and Sixth.

Note general insanitary conditions.

Figure XLII—Picture taken in Figure XLIII—Picture taken be-
block opposite City Hall. tween Maine, Hampshire, Sixth and

.'Seventh

Conditions like these harbor rodents and' disease carrying insects'.
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Paramount in iiupuitaiiec is the conclusion tliat (^'uincy has already

taken a long stride in the direction of solving her sanitary and health

problems. That the citizens have voted npon themselves a special tax

for the purpose of creating an efficient and well equipped health depart-

ment is worthy of the highest commendation. Active cooperation on the

part of individuals and organizations in the city is the principal factor

that will. determine the successful functioning of the ]icw jniljlic health

administration.

I!ECOM:\rEXDATIOXS.

The first and most imjiortant recommendation deals with the per-

sonnel and organization of the health department. Upon this depends,

to a greater degree than upon all other factors combined, the future

success of public health administration in Quincy.

The organization should include the following minimum personnel:

(a) Commissioner of lieaUh—Physician.
(b) Medical assistant—Physician.
(c) Sanitary inspector.
(d) Milk and food inspector.
(e) Bacteriologist and chemist.
(f) Six nurses.
(g) Office assistant.

A man capable of efficiently discharging the duties of the office of

health commissioner should be a physician trained and experienced in

public health administration. He should have complete executive re-

sponsibility for all the functions and the policy of the health department.

The medical assistant to the commissioner should be a physician.

He is especially essential in connection w4tli the medical inspection and

care of school children.' One or more part time officials sometimes serve

to advantage in this capacity.

The sanitary and the milk and food inspectors should be full time

officers. Their work can be coordinated to advantage.

The bacteriologist and chemist is perhaps next in importance to the

commissioner. His duties would include the analysis of milk, food and

water specimens. He would also do the laboratory work connected with

the diagnosis of communicable diseases.

The recommendation for six nurses is based upon the minimum
personnel attached to public health organizations that are now doing

creditable work in other cities. Two of these nurses should be attached

to the commissioner's office Avhile the other four would be engaged in

school work. The Xew York City Health Commissioner recommends
one school nurse for every thousand children, but with four nurses to

begin the work in Quincy the health conditions among the school popu-
lation ought to shoAV a marked improvement.

SCHOOLS.

(a) Public health service in connection with schools is threefold.

It suppresses and prevents epidemics of communicable disease; it cor-
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rects physical disabilities such as the removal of tonsils and adenoids ; it

practically instructs the children in tlie essentials of how to keep well.

It is recommended that four public health nurses and at least one

physician be assigned to this important work.

(b) Pronounced beneficent results to indigent and backward

pupils from dental, ocular, tonsilectomy and adenoidectomy service would

seem to justify the establishment of clinics for these purposes. The

recommendation is that the city install and equip these clinics and

arrange with local professional men for the required clinical attention.

(c) It would seem that tliere are a sufficient number of pupils

with tuberculosis in a quiescent stage to warrant the operation of open-

air rooms. It is recommended that steps be taken to establish at least

two open-air rooms. Arrangements could doubtless be made with local

philanthropic agencies to furnish the additional clothing necessarj'' in

given cases while the school board would furnish the rooms and equip-

ment.

INFANT AVELEAEE.

Infant welfare service is probably the most important single func-

tion of any local health department. Work in this field ahvays results

in the immediate and remarkable reduction in infant mortality.

It is recommended that three infant welfare stations be established.

One of these should be centrally located; one should be held in the fourth

ward near the South Park District and the third should be established

in the sixth ward.

Quarters for the central statioii ought to be permanent and in con-

junction Avith public health headquarters. For the other two, church or

school rooms could be utilized.

OEDINANCES.

(a) It is recommended that tbe ordinance requiring property

owners to install plumbing in their houses and connect with the sewers

when accessible be revised and rigidl}^ enforced. At present there is a

laxity in the law that allows privies to be maintained on certain premises

that ought rightfully, to be prohibited.

(b) It is recommended that the ordinance which prohibits dump-
ing on vacant lots be enforced.

(c) Stable manure is not properly handled to prevent fly breed-

ing. It is strongly recommended that an ordinance be passed that Avill

require frequent and proper disposal of manure.

(d) It is recommended that the ordinance requiring birth regis-

tration be revised to conform with the State laAV allowing only ten (10)

days after birth instead of thirty in which to report.
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COOPERATION.

(a) It is recommended that the health department encourage the
close cooperatioji of the medical profession. This is especially necessary
in the control of communicahle disease and in extensive infant welfare
service.

(b) It is recommended that the nnmicipal and extra-oovernmental
agencies cooperate closely in all public health matters.
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